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In order to study the fracture ability classification of rock mass under the cracking action of supercritical CO2 phase transition,
based on the classification theory of rock mass in blasting engineering, an analytic hierarchy process (AHP)-entropy weight
method (EWM) and the cloudmodel classificationmethod for rock mass cracking under CO2 phase transformation are proposed.
In this method, rock density, rock tensile strength, rock wave impedance, and rockmass integrity coefficient are used as the factors
to determine the level of rock mass fracturing, and the evaluation index system of rock mass fracturing is established.,rough this
evaluation method, the rock mass in a reconstruction project section of Nyingchi, Tibet, is classified and evaluated. ,e results
present that this new classificationmethod of rockmass fracture ability uses AHP–EWM to carry out the weight distribution of the
classification index. In addition, it is combined with the cloud model for the classification division, overcoming the traditional
classification method fixed with appraisal pattern flaw.,erefore, it has validity and feasibility. According to the characteristics of
fracture ability, the rock masses in the area to be rebuilt on the Tibet Highway are divided into grade II, grade III, and grade IV,
which provides scientific guidance for the construction of the project.

1. Introduction

At present, blasting is still the most important means of rock
crushing excavation in open pit mining and underground
engineering construction. In traditional blasting engineer-
ing, vibration, shock wave, flying stone, and other hazards
are inevitably caused. In addition, there are certain safety
hazards when applied in coal seams with a high concen-
tration of gas. In order to overcome the above shortcomings
of blasting, it is necessary to actively develop gas blasting
excavation technology with high safety as a supplementary
means of blasting excavation. Gas explosion excavation
technology is the most widely used CO2 phase change
fracturing technology. ,is technology originated at the
beginning of the last century and was initially used to in-
crease the permeability and mining of coal seams in British
coal mines [1]. Subsequently, it was widely used in coal
mines in many countries [2]. Nowadays, CO2 phase change

fracturing has once again attracted attention due to the
advantages of rock-soil blasting and excavation in complex
environments [3–5]. Wang et al. [6] studied the phase
change fracturing process of liquid CO2 from theoretical
analysis and numerical simulation, established a mathe-
matical model of coal seam fracturing pressure, and analyzed
the fracturing influence range. Li et al. [7] investigated a new
liquid CO2 rock breaking technology through a series of field
tests and successfully applied the technology to rock exca-
vation at the construction site of a subway station. At
present, in the research of CO2 phase change fracturing and
rock breaking, in order to ensure efficient fracturing of the
target rock mass, it is necessary to carry out the fracture
grading evaluation for various target rock masses existing in
different geological environments, which can help in the
parameter design and crack scheme optimization.

Rock mass fracture ability refers to the difficulty of rock
mass cracking under high pressure in the process of CO2
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phase transformation. At present, there is no relevant
classification evaluation standard for rock mass cracking in
the CO2 of phase change fracturing and rock breaking at
home and abroad. However, the explosive classification of
rock mass corresponding to commonly used explosives such
as emulsion explosives has formed a relatively complete
system. ,e blastability classification methods of rock mass
can be divided into two main categories. ,e first category
uses a single comprehensive index such as rock Platts co-
efficient and rock explosive unit consumption for blastability
classification [8–10]. However, rock blastability classification
is a comprehensive classification, it is necessary to com-
prehensively consider multiple factors such as rock density,
tensile strength, and rock integrity coefficient. ,erefore, the
effect of this single index evaluation method is not ideal. ,e
second category uses soft mathematical calculation methods
such as set pair analysis, neural network, cluster analysis,
matter element extension method, and gray correlation
analysis for comprehensive blastability classification
[11–16]. Zhou et al. [17] proposed amultifactor index system
of rock mass blastability consisting of density, wave im-
pedance, uniaxial compressive strength, and uniaxial tensile
strength. Based on the system engineering theory, an im-
proved multidimensional blastability classification model
was established. On the basis of gray correlation theory and
entropy weight theory, Gao et al. [18] established a com-
prehensive evaluation model of tunnel collapse risk based on
entropy weight and gray correlation degree. Furthermore,
the grade of collapse risk of the tunnel was obtained
combined with the correction coefficient of tunnel con-
struction according to rainfall conditions. Tao et al. [19]
created the evaluation model of rock mass blastability based
on the principle of cluster analysis and applied it to the
classification of rock mass blastability in practical engi-
neering. Zheng et al. [20] built a rock burst prediction model
based on the entropy weight gray correlation BP neural
network and utilized the model to the rock burst prediction
of a tunnel project. ,e prediction results obtained were in
good agreement with the actual conditions, which verified
the feasibility and effectiveness of themodel in the rock burst
prediction.

,e above research provides guidance for the classifi-
cation evaluation of rock mass under blasting load, but the
proposed models still have limitations. Moreover, due to the
obvious difference between CO2 phase change induced
fracture rock and explosive blasting, the existing rock mass
explosive classification method cannot be directly applied to
the evaluation of rock mass fracture behavior under CO2
phase change induced fracture. ,erefore, it is necessary to
carry out the evaluation of rock mass fracture behavior
under phase change induced fracture. On the basis of the
theory and idea of explosive classification of rock mass and
considering the characteristics of rock breaking caused by
CO2 phase transformation, this paper proposes a rock mass
fracture ability classification evaluation method based on
AHP–EWM and the cloud model and evaluates the fracture
ability of the rock mass of a reconstruction project in Milin
County, Tibet. ,is method provides a reliable reference for
the safe and effective construction of the project.

2. Methodology

2.1. CO2 Phase Change Fracturing Method. ,e CO2 phase
change fracturing (liquid CO2 liquid-gas phase cracking)
rock breaking method is to put the crack tube with liquid
carbon dioxide as shown in Figure 1 into the hole of the
required rock mass drilled in advance. In the process of CO2
phase change fracturing and rock breaking, a CO2 storage
tank is first used to fill the liquid CO2 into the liquid storage
tube of the fracturing tube, and then the heater is energized
on the tube to generate heat so that the liquid CO2 in the tube
absorbs heat into a supercritical state. ,e supercritical
carbon dioxide absorbs heat and heats up, and the internal
pressure of the liquid storage tube continues to rise. When
the pressure in the tube exceeds the rated pressure of the
rupture disc, the shearing piece will be instantly broken, and
the supercritical CO2 will instantly relieve the pressure and
expand and transform into high-pressure gas. At the same
time, the high-pressure CO2 gas is instantly released from
the explosion vent nozzle set on the discharge head to
provide the energy required for deformation of the rock
mass medium, thereby causing the rock mass medium to
produce relative displacement and create cracks.

2.2. Classification Method of AHP–EWM and the Cloud
Model. ,is paper introduces a classification method based
on the analytic hierarchy process (AHP)–entropy weight
method (EWM) and cloud model, which can classify the
difficulty of rock mass fracture under CO2 phase change
fracture. ,is method first assigns subjective and objective
weights to the selected rock mass fracturing grading eval-
uation indicators through the analytic hierarchy process and
the entropy weight method and then optimizes the weights
through the Lagrange multiplier method to obtain the
combined weight of each factor in the classification of rock
mass fracturing in the whole classification process. After
that, the cloud model of the selected classification factors is
established, and the different evaluation factors of rock mass
fracture ability correspond to the membership degree of
different fracture grades through the digital characteristics of
cloud. Finally, combined with the weight of the evaluation
factor and the membership degree of each factor, the grade
of the rock mass fracture ability is determined.,e flowchart
of the method is shown in Figure 2.

2.2.1. �eory of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).
Hierarchical analysis is a systematic analysis method pro-
posed by American operations research scientist T. L. Saaty
in the 1970s [21]. ,is method combines qualitative and
quantitative methods to decompose complex problems into
several levels and several factors and then compares each
factor in pairs to obtain the weights corresponding to dif-
ferent problem solutions, thereby providing a theoretical
basis for the choice of the best method. In the analytic
hierarchy process, the selected evaluation indicators are first
determined, the selected factors in pairs are compared, and
they are scored according to the degree of influence of the
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comparison factor on the target factor. ,e scoring scale is
1–9, as shown in Table 1.

After scoring according to the numerical value, a
judgment matrix A� (aij)n×n can be constructed, where aij
represents the importance of the i-th index relative to the j-
th index. Afterwards, the consistency test of the judgment
matrix is performed to determine whether the consistency of
the judgment matrix is within the recognized range, that is,
whether the judgment matrix is reasonable.

,e consistency of the matrix can be tested by the fol-
lowing formula:

CI �
λmax − n

n − 1
, (1)

CR �
CI
RI

, (2)

where n represents the order of matrix A; λmax represents the
largest eigenvalue of matrix A; and RI represents the average
random consistency index, which takes a value according to
the size of n. If CR <0.1, it can be considered that the
judgment matrix satisfies the consistency. When the judg-
ment matrix cannot pass the consistency test, it is necessary

to reassign the degree of mutual importance between the
indicators until it passes the matrix consistency test.

After checking the consistency of the matrix, the weight
μj of each evaluation index can be obtained according to
formula (3) of the weight value, that is, the degree of in-
fluence of each grading index with respect to the fracture
ability of the rock mass.

μj �


n
i�1 aji/

n
k�1 aki(j � 1, 2, 3, · · ·n)

n
. (3)

2.2.2. �eory of the Entropy Weight Method (EWM).
Entropy is originally derived from the definition in ther-
modynamics and represents the uniformity of the distri-
bution of energy in space. At the end of the 1940s, C.E.
Shannon first introduced entropy into the field of infor-
mation theory and then put forward a broader concept of
information entropy. Now, information theory has been
successfully applied in many fields. ,e information entropy
theory reflects the degree of information disorder and can be
used to evaluate the amount of information. ,e more in-
formation an index carries, the greater the impact on

Liquid storage tube Sealing gasket Explosion vent nozzle

Rupture dise Discharge head

Heater

Detonating head

Figure 1: Structure diagram of the carbon dioxide phase change fracturing tube.

Classification and evaluation system
of rock fractureability

Index of fractureability of rock mass

AHP determines subjective weights
EWM determines objective weights

Determine the comprehensive weight

Comprehensive membership
degree of rock mass

Classification of rock
fragmentability

Generate cloud model

Determine the digital
characteristics of the cloud model

Figure 2: Flow chart of cracking classification.
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decision making and the greater the weight. ,rough the
information entropy theory, the objective weight of each
evaluation index can be determined.

,e EWM is a method of calculating the objective
weight of the evaluation factor, which is different from the
AHP. ,e first step is to set up m evaluation objects and n
evaluation indicators when EWM is used to determine the
index weight [22, 23]. ,en, the j-th index of the i-th
object as xij should be defined so that the data matrix
X � (xij)m×n about the original index of the object can be
obtained.

,e data in the matrix X can be further normalized by
the following formula to obtain a new matrix Y� (yij)m×n:

yij �
xij − min xj

max xj − min xj

. (4)

Afterwards, the entropy value Hj is calculated
according to each group of data in the matrix Y � (yij)m×n,
and the definition of the entropy value is shown in
formula (5). After obtaining the entropy value Hj, the
objective weight ωj of the grading index can be obtained
by formula (6):

Hj � −
1

ln m


m

i�1

yij


m
i�1 yij

ln
yij


m
i�1 yij

, (5)

ωj �
1 − Hj

n − 
n
j�1 Hj

. (6)

,e objective weight ωj of each grading index is obtained
by the entropy weight method. Combined with the sub-
jective weight μj of each grading index obtained by AHP in
the previous section, the final combined weight Vj of each
index is obtained by the Lagrange multiplier method. ,e
formula of Vj is as follows:

vj �
ujωj 

0.5


m
j�1 ujωj 

0.5. (7)

2.2.3. �eory of Cloud Model. ,e cloud model was first
proposed by Li and Shi in 1995 [24]. It is a mathematical
model to deal with the conversion of quantitative nu-
merical value and qualitative concept uncertainty. It can
effectively solve the problem of fuzzy concept quantifi-
cation and has been widely used in various fields. In the

grading of rock mass fracturing caused by CO2 phase
change, semiquantitative and semiqualitative analysis
methods are mostly used, and subjective factors are in-
evitably involved in the qualitative description of rock
blasting characteristics. ,erefore, the cloud model theory
is used to analyze the complexity and fuzziness of the
classification of rock mass fracturing caused by CO2 phase
change, which has excellent applicability. ,e theoretical
principles of the cloud model are as follows:

(1) Definition of cloud: suppose X is a quantitative set
represented by precise values, X � {x}, called do-
main. Any element x in the set has a stable number
μc(x), called the degree of membership of x to C,
where C is called the fuzzy set in the universe of set
X. ,e distribution of the membership degree on X
is called the membership cloud. ,e membership
cloud generator generates a membership degree
for each element x in the universe of discourse,
called a cloud drop, denoted by (x, μc(x)). In the
process of data processing of fuzzy sets, the degree
of membership corresponding to x in the universe
of discourse is not fixed, but its changes will not
change the overall characteristics of the mem-
bership cloud.

(2) Digital characteristics of the cloud: the core of the
cloud model is to construct a cloud generator and
realize the mapping between qualitative and quan-
titative digital feature values through the generator,
reflecting the quantitative features of qualitative
concepts. ,e cloud generator is divided into two
forms: the forward and the backward cloud gener-
ators. ,e forward cloud generator uses the digital
characteristics of the cloud: expectation Ex, entropy
En, and hyperentropy He to produce membership
degrees corresponding to different values of evalu-
ation indicators, namely, cloud drops. ,e backward
cloud generator is opposite to the forward cloud
generator. According to the distribution of n cloud
droplets in the cloud, the digital feature expectation
Ex, entropy En, and hyperentropyHe are determined.
,is paper uses a forward cloud generator to gen-
erate a cloud model, and the expected curve of its
subordinate cloud is approximately a normal dis-
tribution, as shown in Figure 3. Expectation Ex is the
domain value corresponding to the area centroid in
the cloud model diagram, which expresses the

Table 1: Numerical scales of factor contribution.

Numerical scales Meaning and explanation
1 Comparing the two factors, the target factor is as important as the comparison factor
3 Comparing the two factors, the target factor and the comparison factor are slightly more important
5 Comparing the two factors, the target factor and the comparison factor are strongly important

7 On comparison of two factors, the target factor and the comparison factor are more strongly
important

9 On comparison of two factors, the target factor and the comparison factor are extremely important
2, 4, 6, 8 ,e intermediate values reflect an intermediate position of importance
Reciprocals (i.e., 1, 1/3, 1/5, . . ., 1/9) ,e reciprocal number reflects the reverse comparison positions of the above
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average value of the fuzzy concept. Entropy En
represents the range of the evaluated index and also
reflects the fuzziness and randomness of the evalu-
ated index. ,e smaller the En, the smaller the
fuzziness and randomness of the evaluation index.
Hyperentropy He is the uncertainty measure of
entropy, which describes the degree of dispersion of
cloud drops in the curve.

In each grade of fracture ability, the evaluation index is a
quantitative range, which has upper and lower limits (Cmin,
Cmax), and the characteristic values of expectation Ex, en-
tropy En, and hyperentropy He can be calculated by the
following formula:

Ex � Cmin + Cmax( /2

En � Cmax − Cmin( /2

He � k

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
, (8)

where Cmax and Cmin are the maximum and minimum
boundary values of the corresponding grade standard, re-
spectively, and k is constant, which is taken according to the
stability of the evaluation index.

,e fracture ability classification of rock mass adopts a
forward cloud generator, and the expected curve formed by
n cloud droplets generated by the forward cloud generator
satisfies the normal distribution (x, μc(x)), which is defined
as

μC(x) � e
− xi− Ex( )

2/2 En′( )
2( 

, (9)

where μc(x) is the degree of certainty; xi is the variable
value; Ex is the expectation; and En’ is the entropy,
En’∼N(En, He

2).
According to the definition of the forward cloud

generator, the specific steps to generate a normal cloud
model are as follows: firstly, a normal random number xi
with expected value Ex and standard deviation En is
generated. Secondly, a normal random number En´ with
expected value En and standard deviation He is generated.
,en, (x, μc(x)) is substituted as the cloud drop into
equation (9). Afterwards, the above steps are repeated

until n cloud drops are generated. Finally, the forward
cloud generator is used to generate a normal cloud
model.

3. Rock Mass Fracturing Classification Model
Based on AHP–EWM and the Cloud Model

3.1. Fracture Ability Classification Index. Reasonable selec-
tion of rock mass fracturing index is the prerequisite for
establishing the classification model. In the process of CO2
phase transformation, the rock breaking effect is controlled
by the physical and mechanical properties of the rock, the
geological structure characteristics of the rock mass, and
other factors. ,erefore, there are many indicators that can
be used to reflect the fracturing evaluation of the rock mass.
,is paper refers to the evaluation indexes selected by the
relevant research on the explosive classification of existing
rock mass and considers that the selected evaluation indexes
should have the characteristics of low correlation, easy to
measure, and representative. After comprehensive consid-
eration, rock density, rock tensile strength, rock wave im-
pedance, and rock mass integrity coefficient are selected as
the classification indexes of rock mass fracture ability [25].

After selecting the evaluation index of the fracture ability
of the rock mass, the classification standard of each index is
further determined. According to the CO2 phase change
fracturing effect in the field test and the parameter properties
of the on-site rock mass, combined with the classification
standard in the literature of related rock mass blasting
classification, the rock mass fracturing ability is divided into
5 grades [26–28]. ,e fracture ability classification standard
is shown in Table 2.

3.2. AHP–EWM to Determine the Weight. AHP was used to
compare the importance of each parameter in Table 2, re-
ferring to relevant blastability literature and experts to
evaluate the importance of each index and compare the
impact of each factor on the grading of rock mass fracturing
according to the evaluation criteria in Table 1. ,e degree of
importance and the comparison result of importance are
shown in Table 3.

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

He

Ex

En

Figure 3: Diagram of forward cloud generator.
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From Table 3, a judgment matrix A� (aij)n×n can be
obtained (aij represents the importance of the i-th index
relative to the j-th index, and n is the number of evaluation
indexes). ,e maximum eigenvalue λ of matrix A is cal-
culated by MATLAB. After that, the consistency of the
judgment matrix is tested by formulas (1) and (2). ,e
calculated CI value is 0.017, the CR value is 0.019< 0.1, and
the consistency of the matrix is within the recognized range,
so the evaluation of grading indicators is reasonable in
Table 3. And according to the calculation formula (3) of the
index weight of the analytic hierarchy process, the corre-
sponding weight of each index is obtained, as shown in
Table 4.

Table 4 shows the subjective weights of the grading
indicators determined by AHP. According to the
AHP–EWM comprehensive weight determination method,
the objective weights of the indicators need to be determined
by EWM. In this regard, in combination with related lit-
erature, five typical rock mass samples that are represen-
tative in classification are selected. ,e index parameters of
the samples are shown in Table 5.

According to Table 5, a data matrix X� (xij)m×n can be
constructed (xij represents the j-th index value of the i-th
sample, m is the number of samples, and n is the number of
evaluation indexes). According to formula (4), the matrix X
is normalized to obtain the matrix Y� (yij)m×n. ,en, the
entropy value and weight of each evaluation index are
calculated according to formulas (5) and (6), as shown in
Table 6.

According to the weights of each index in Tables 4 and 6,
combined with formula (7), the final combined weight of
each index is obtained, as shown in Table 7.

3.3. Building a Cloud Model. According to the rock mass
fracture ability classification evaluation index and the cloud
digital feature expectation Ex, entropy En, and hyperentropy
He calculation methods, the cloud digital feature calculation
method of the fracture ability classification evaluation index
can be obtained, as shown in Table 8. Among them, the
superentropyHe is 0.01. Combining the grading indexes and

standards in Table 2, the cloud digital characteristics cor-
responding to the grading evaluation indexes of rock mass
fracturing under CO2 phase change fracturing can be ob-
tained, as shown in Table 9.

,e cloud digital features of the evaluation indexes in
Table 9 are input into the forward cloud generator to
generate the cloud model of the membership degree cor-
responding to different indexes of rock mass crackability, as
shown in Figure 4.

When evaluating the fracturing grade of a rock mass in a
certain area, it is only needed to input the measured data of
each grading index of the rock mass into the forward cloud
generator, and the membership degree of each index of the
rock mass for the crackability of I∼V grades can be obtained.

,en, combined with the weight of each evaluation index
in Table 7, the comprehensive membership degree of the
rock mass with respect to the fracture ability of grades I∼V
can be obtained. ,e calculation formula is as shown in the
following formula:

Ui � 
m

j�1
μij(x)vj, (10)

where Ui is the comprehensive membership degree of the
rock mass to the i-th grade; μij(x) is the membership degree
of the rock mass to the j-th index in the i-th grade; and vj is
the weight of the corresponding evaluation index.

Finally, the fracturing grade of the rock mass can be
determined by comparing the magnitude of each Ui value.

i � max Ui|i � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 , (11)

where the value of i is the fracturing grade corresponding to
the evaluated rock mass (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively,
represent Grade I, II, III, IV, and V).

4. Engineering Application Analysis

4.1. Research Area. In order to apply this classification
method to engineering practice, the K6 + 000−K8 + 000
and K13 + 000 −K15 + 393 sections of a reconstruction

Table 2: Numerical scales of factor contribution.

Fracture ability
grade

Rock mass density
(g·cm−3)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Wave impedance of rock
(×106 kg·m−2·s−1)

Intactness index of
rock mass

Fracturing
description

Grade I <2.5 <8.0 <5.0 <0.05 Extremely easy to fracture
Grade II 2.5～2.8 8.0～13.0 5.0～8.0 0.05～0.35 Easy to fracture
Grade III 2.8～3.1 13.0～18.0 8.0～12.0 0.35～0.55 Medium
Grade IV 3.1～3.4 18.0～23.0 12.0～15.0 0.55～0.75 Hard to fracture
Grade V >3.4 >23.0 >15.0 >0.75 Extremely hard to fracture

Table 3: Comparison of the importance of each index of rock fracture ability classification.

Evaluation index Rock mass density Tensile strength Wave impedance of rock Intactness index of rock mass
Rock mass density 1 1/5 1/4 1/3
Tensile strength 5 1 2 3
Wave impedance of rock 4 1/2 1 2
Intactness index of rock mass 3 1/3 1/2 1
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project in Milin County, Linzhi City, Tibet, are taken as the
research objects of rock mass fracturing classification.
,ese two sections belong to the piedmont colluvial slope,
and the strata are dominated by quaternary loose colluvial
layer breccia and intercalated rocks. ,e main mineral
composition of strata rock mass is feldspar, quartz, and
hornblende, which have high compressive strength and
belong to hard rock. Commonly used mechanical exca-
vation methods cannot effectively destroy the rock mass, so
it is planned to use CO2 phase change fracturing technology
to break the rock. According to the strength, the rocks in
this project area can be divided into three types: feldspar
quartz sandstone (A), feldspar quartz fine sandstone (B),
and diorite (C). In order to determine the crackability
grades of the three types of rock masses in the construction
area of the project and to provide theoretical guidance for
the actual fracturing project, firstly, the three types of rock
masses in the construction area were sampled. ,e rock

samples are shown in Figure 5. Subsequently, an on-site
investigation of the engineering geological conditions of
the area was carried out; combined with the indoor test of
the rock samples obtained in the engineering area, the
parameters of the fracturing evaluation index of the rock
mass in the engineering area were obtained, as shown in
Table 10.

4.2. Research Area Analysis of Rock Fracture Ability in the
Engineering Area. By inputting the data from Table 10 into
the forward cloud model, the membership degree of each
evaluation index of nine rock mass samples in I∼V grade
rock masses can be obtained. According to Table 4, the
comprehensive weights of rock density, tensile strength,
wave impedance of rock, and intactness index of rock mass
are 0.1154, 0.3774, 0.2995, and 0.2077, respectively.
According to the membership degree calculation formula

Table 6: Entropy and weight obtained by EWM.

Grading index Rock mass density
(g·cm−3)

Tensile
strength (MPa)

Wave impedance of rock
(×106 kg·m−2·s−1)

Intactness index of rock
mass

Entropy 0.8438 0.7417 0.7296 0.7822
Weight 0.1730 0.2861 0.2995 0.2412

Table 7: Comprehensive weight of rock mass fracturing evaluation index.

Grading index Rock mass density
(g·cm−3)

Tensile
strength (MPa)

Wave impedance of rock
(×106 kg·m−2·s−1)

Intactness index of rock
mass

Weight 0.1154 0.3774 0.2995 0.2077

Table 8: Calculation method about digital characteristics of the cloud.

Fracture ability grade Range of evaluation indicators Expectation Ex Entropy En Hyperentropy He

Grade I (0, a) Ex1 � (0 + a)/2 En1 � (a− 0)/6 0.01
Grade II (a, b) Ex2 � (a+ b)/2 En2 � (b− a)/6 0.01
Grade III (b, c) Ex3 � (b+ c)/2 En3 � (c− b)/6 0.01
Grade IV (c, d) Ex4 � (c+ d)/2 En4 � (d− c)/6 0.01
Grade V (d, +∞) Ex5 � d En5 � En4 0.01

Table 4: Weight obtained by AHP.

Grading index Rock mass density
(g·cm−3)

Tensile
strength (MPa)

Wave impedance of rock
(×106 kg·m−2·s−1)

Intactness index of rock
mass

Weight 0.0729 0.4728 0.2844 0.1699

Table 5: Parameters of the sample rock mass.

Number of the rock
mass sample

Rock mass density
(g·cm−3)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Wave impedance of rock
(×106 kg·m−2·s−1)

Intactness index of rock
mass

1 1.5 12 3 0.04
2 2.7 10 7 0.2
3 3.0 15 10 0.4
4 3.2 19 13 0.6
5 3.8 24 27 0.8
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Figure 4: Cloud model diagram of different graded indexes of rock mass fracturing. (a) Rock mass density. (b) Tensile strength. (c) Wave
impedance of rock. (d) Intactness index of rock mass.

Table 9: Cloud digital characteristics of fracture ability evaluation index.

Fracture ability grade
Rock mass density (g·cm−3) Tensile strength (MPa)

Ex En He Ex En He

Grade I 1.25 0.42 0.01 4.00 1.33 0.01
Grade II 2.65 0.05 0.01 10.50 0.83 0.01
Grade III 2.95 0.05 0.01 15.50 0.83 0.01
Grade IV 3.25 0.05 0.01 20.50 0.83 0.01
Grade V 3.40 0.05 0.01 23.00 0.83 0.01

Fracture ability grade Wave impedance of rock (×106 kg·m−2·s−1) Intactness index of rock mass
Ex En He Ex En He

Grade I 2.50 0.83 0.01 0.025 0.008 0.01
Grade II 6.50 0.50 0.01 0.20 0.05 0.01
Grade III 10.00 0.67 0.01 0.45 0.033 0.01
Grade IV 13.50 0.50 0.01 0.65 0.033 0.01
Grade V 15.00 0.50 0.01 0.75 0.033 0.01
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(10), the comprehensive membership degree of each rock
mass sample for different grades can be obtained, and the
results are shown in Table 11.

From the membership degree of different rock samples
in Table 11, the fracture ability grades of the three types of
rock masses in the engineering area are as follows: the grade
of the fracture ability of rock mass A (A1∼A3) is grade II,
that of rock mass B (B1∼B3) is grade III, and that of rock
mass C (C1∼C3) is grade IV. ,e rock mass in the con-
struction area is generally in the range of easy to fracture to
hard to fracture.

,rough AHP–EWM and the cloud model method, the
CO2 phase transformation rock breaking fracture ability clas-
sification of the rock in the engineering area is carried out, the
rock mass parameters of the engineering area are scientifically
and reliably analyzed, and the actual blasting work guidance is
provided for the regional blasting construction work.

5. Conclusions

,is paper puts forward the concept of rock mass fracturing
under the action of CO2 phase change rock breaking. On the
basis of the rockmass blastability classification theory, a CO2
phase change fracturing based on AHP–EWM and the cloud
model is proposed, and the classification method is applied
to a reconstruction project in Tibet. ,e main conclusions
obtained are as follows:

(1) Based on the classification theory of rock mass
blastability, AHP–EWM and cloud model classifi-
cation for rock mass fracturing were proposed,
which can effectively classify and evaluate rock mass
fracturing. Moreover, the method is simple and easy
to implement, overcomes the shortcomings of the
traditional grading method’s fixed evaluation mode,
and has strong applicability.

Table 10: Parameters of rock samples in the engineering area.

Rock samples Rock mass density
(g·cm−3)

Tensile
strength (MPa)

Wave impedance of rock
(×106 kg m−2 s−1)

Intactness index of rock
mass

A1 2.64 9.8 8.950
0.786A2 2.68 9.6 8.788

A3 2.65 10.1 8.984
B1 2.73 14.2 10.303

0.636B2 2.75 14.8 11.226
B3 2.71 15.1 11.062
C1 3.06 22.4 13.020

0.732C2 3.05 23.8 12.978
C3 3.06 23.6 12.491

Table 11: Fracture ability classification results of rock mass.

Rock samples
Comprehensive membership

Fracture ability grade
U1 U2 U3 U4 U5

A1 0.3357 0.6772 0.5012 0.3306 0.3654 Grade II
A2 0.2623 0.5969 0.4351 0.3439 0.2972 Grade II
A3 0.3173 0.6561 0.4614 0.4331 0.2941 Grade II
B1 0.0989 0.4975 0.7171 0.5158 0.2104 Grade III
B2 0.1474 0.3019 0.7991 0.3841 0.2017 Grade III
B3 0.1423 0.4314 0.8634 0.5538 0.2959 Grade III
C1 0.0501 0.1568 0.5479 0.8991 0.5712 Grade IV
C2 0.1478 0.1659 0.6010 0.8636 0.6599 Grade IV
C3 0.1087 0.2003 0.3251 0.7490 0.5879 Grade IV

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Rock samples in the engineering area. (a) Rock sample A, (b) rock sample B, and (c) rock sample C.
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(2) When using AHP–EWM and the cloud model to
classify the rock mass, the classification evaluation
index of rockmass fracture ability is determined first.
,e subjective weight and objective weight are given
to the selected evaluation indexes by AHP and EWM,
and the combined weight is obtained by optimizing
the weights of the two by the Lagrange multiplier
method.,en, the cloudmodel of evaluation index is
established, and the membership degree of different
fracture grades corresponding to different grade
evaluation indexes of rock mass fracture ability is
determined by the digital characteristics of the cloud.
Finally, different final membership degrees are ob-
tained by using the product of the weight of eval-
uation index and the membership degree of each
index.

(3) ,e grading evaluation method is applied to the rock
mass in a reconstruction project in Milin County,
Tibet. ,e rock mass in the area is classified in terms
of fracture ability. It is obtained that the three main
rock masses in the area are fracturing relative to each
grade. Among the three types of rock mass, feldspar
quartz sandstone is divided into grade II, which is
easy to fracture rock mass; feldspar quartz fine
sandstone is divided into grade III, which belongs to
medium hard to fracturing rock mass; diorite is
divided into grade IV, which is difficult to the
fracture rock mass. ,is method provides scientific
guidance for engineering construction by classifying
the crackability of the rock mass.
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-e vibration induced by blasting excavation of the subway tunnel in complex urban environments may cause harmful effects on
adjacent buildings. Investigating the dynamic response of adjacent buildings is a key issue to predict and control blasting hazards.
In this paper, the blasting excavation of the subway tunnel right below a building was selected as a case study, and the blast
vibrations in the field were monitored. -e Hilbert–Huang Transform (HHT) model was used to extract and analyze the time-
frequency characteristic parameters of blasting dynamic response signals. By substituting intrinsic mode functions (IMF)
component frequency and instantaneous energy for main frequency and blasting total input energy, respectively, the charac-
teristics of time-instantaneous frequency-instantaneous energy of buildings under blasting seismic load were analyzed, and the
concept of effective duration of vibration was proposed.

1. Introduction

Subway is a key tool to facilitate new urban areas growth and
renovate the old urban areas. With the further expansion and
encryption of the subway network, the tunnels excavated
under the existing buildings will spring up in complex urban
environments. -e drilling and blasting method, as a cost-
saving and efficient excavation method for hard-rock tunnel,
has been widely used in the excavation of urban metro
tunnels. However, the blasting seismic wave will inevitably
cause dynamic disturbance to adjacent buildings. Once the
construction is not standardized or the vibration control is
insufficient, the blasting seismic wavemay lead to the cracking
or local damage of the building structure. In order to evaluate
and control the blasting dynamic damage of buildings rea-
sonably, the dynamic response characteristics of buildings
under the blasting vibration of the short-distance underneath
tunnel should be evaluated, and potentially dynamic damage
should be minimized.

-e problem-analyzing perspectives mainly include peak
particle vibration velocity (PPV) [1–4], the dominant fre-
quency [5–8], and energy [9], and the safety regulations for

blasting (GB6722-2014) stipulates the safety threshold of
PPV for adobe houses, civil buildings, commercial buildings,
tunnels, etc. Due to the complexity and transient nature of
blasting seismic waves, PPV and the dominant frequency
cannot reflect the variation characteristics of structural
blasting dynamic response in the time domain well and
cannot fully meet the needs of practical engineering.

-e blasting dynamic response of structure can be
considered as the propagation and transformation of
blasting energy, so energy can comprehensively express the
characteristic of building structure and the complexity of
blasting seismic wave. At present, the energy analysis
methods of blasting seismic wave mainly include Fourier
transform and Hilbert–Huang transform (HHT). -e
Fourier transform’s idea is to decompose signal into the
weighted sum of sinusoidal signals, and each sinusoidal
signal corresponds to a fixed frequency and a fixed ampli-
tude. -erefore, it is very effective for a stable signal whose
frequency does not change with time, but not for the
nonstationary signal whose frequency varies with time. For
example, the blasting energy based on Fourier transform is a
total cumulative energy during the duration of blasting
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vibration, which cannot reflect the specific occurrence time
of the maximum energy. -e time variation of signal cannot
be reflected.

HHT is an adaptive signal processing method with
stronger time-frequency properties than Fourier transform
and wavelet transform. It is composed of empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert spectrum analysis
(HSA). As the most important step in HHT, EMD was
proposed by Huang in 1998 [10], which can decompose
complex signal into a series of intrinsic mode functions
(IMF) adaptively according to the characteristics of the given
signal itself. It fundamentally breaks through the limitations
of Fourier transform and establishes the signal analysis
method based on instantaneous frequency for the first time
[11]. For the complex transient wave such as blasting seismic
wave, HHT transform can more clearly and accurately show
the specific distribution of energy at any time and frequency,
and accurately depict the signal characteristics at any time.

HHTmethod is mainly applied to damage monitoring and
modal identification of construction in civil engineering
[12–14]. Until recently, however, HHT and its variants were
gradually introduced into blasting vibration signal analysis, and
the instantaneous energy and the instantaneous frequency of
blasting seismic wave began to be valued [15,16]. Zong et al. [17]
studied the blasting seismic wave signal frequency spectrum
characteristics and energy distribution of coalmine roadway
excavation by the HHTmethod and EMD. Liu et al. [18] an-
alyzed the instantaneous total energy of the four charge
structures of conventional charge, water interval charge at both
ends, water interval charge at the orifice, and water interval
charge at the hole bottom. Li et al. [19] proposed here an
improved HHT method combined with a wavelet packet to
extract the energy spectrum feature of a blast wave. By using
instantaneous energy spectrum, Yuan et al. [20] analyzed the
blasting vibration signals in a lead-zinc mine in south China by
three-dimensional Hilbert spectrum, marginal spectrum, and
instantaneous energy spectrum, and the results indicate that the
blasting frequencies lie mainly within 0∼200Hz, which consists
of more than 90% of the total signal energy. Chen et al. [21]
studied the propagation laws of blasting vibrationwaves inweak
rock tunnels using HHT and found that with a given charge
quantity, as the distance from the explosion source increases,
the spectrumwidth of the blasting vibration frequency becomes
narrower, and the overall energy is more concentrated. Fei [22]
processed blasting vibration signals by the HHT method and
analyzed the propagation law of blasting vibration under the
ancient ruins. Yang et al. [23] explored the propagation at-
tenuation characteristics of blasting during tunnel excavation in
the grade change area of surrounding rock and analyzed the
distribution laws of instantaneous energy in time domain and
frequency domain. Most of the existing blasting energy studies
focus on the analysis of the blasting seismic wave propagation.

-e structural blasting dynamic response is not only
related to the propagation law of blasting seismic wave but
also should consider the working condition and the char-
acteristics of the building itself. Due to diverse architectural
features, such as structure types, building stories, foundation

types, and construction measures, the blasting seismic wave
of the same or similar working conditions used to produce
the different structural dynamic disturbance response
characteristics. -erefore, it is the key to analyze the blasting
dynamic response characteristics of buildings with different
structural types, obtain the variation law of the blasting
dynamic response characteristics, and enrich the blasting
safety regulations. Comparing with other analysis methods,
like Fourier transformation and the wavelet, the HHT not
only extracts the real information of structural dynamic
response in the time domain but also effectively removes
noise frommonitoring signals. However, it is very rare to use
HHT to analyze the instantaneous characteristics of the
structural dynamic response signals [24], and the report of
time-instantaneous frequency-instantaneous energy study
of structural dynamic response under blasting vibration of
underneath tunnel is not available yet.

Based on the monitoring data, HHT is introduced into
the dynamic response characteristic analysis of multi-
storey frame structure under blasting vibration of un-
derneath tunnel, using the dominant instantaneous
frequency and the instantaneous energy to replace the
dominant frequency and the total input energy, respec-
tively, the time-instantaneous frequency-instantaneous
energy variation law of multistorey frame concrete
building under tunnel blasting excavation is analyzed. -e
maximum instantaneous energy in the vibration duration
and the blasting instantaneous energy at the peak vi-
bration velocity are compared. -e curves of horizontal
radial, horizontal tangential, and vertical instantaneous
energy along the direction of floor height are obtained,
respectively. -e frequency components and energy
contribution percentages of the structural response sig-
nals are studied with time. -e concept of effective vi-
bration time length is put forward.-e concept of effective
vibration time length, that is, the duration when the in-
stantaneous energy exceeds a certain limit energy control
value in a single blasting, is put forward, which can de-
scribe the characteristic law of vibration energy more
directly and reliably than the relative duration.

-e innovations andmain contributions of this paper are
described as follows:

HHT is successfully introduced into the analysis of
blasting vibration response characteristics of building
structures. -e effectiveness and superiority of HHT is
verified by the analysis and comparison of conventional
vibration parameters and instantaneous parameters.
Substituting the IMF component frequency and in-
stantaneous energy for main frequency and total input
energy, respectively, the variation law and character-
istics of time-instantaneous frequency-instantaneous
energy is analyzed. -e variation of the main frequency
components of the structural response signal and its
energy contribution percentage with time is given,
which is of great practical values to guide the blasting
operations.
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-e concept of effective duration of vibration is pro-
posed, which can be defined as the duration when the
instantaneous energy exceeds a certain energy control
value in a single blasting, and is of great theoretical
values to enrich the current blasting safety regulations
and the methods evaluating the safety of structures.

2. Overview of Undercrossing
Tunnel Engineering

-e undercrossing tunnel is located between Zhifang Road
Station to Qinglongshan Ditiexiaozhen Station of the
Wuhan Metro Line 8. -e total length of the tunnel is
1274.11m. -is is a single-hole-double-track tunnel with a
horseshoe cross section and a size of 11.8m× 9.6m
(span× height). In this project, the tunnel roof is buried at a
depth of 15m. As the tunnel is embedded in rock of high
grade, the drilling and blasting method is adopted. -e
distribution of the underlying stratum is shown in
Figure 1(b).-ere are 3.5m thick plain fill, followed by 8.5m
thick of clay and then moderately weathered limestone from
top to bottom.

Right above the tunnel, there is a newly constructed
building, which consists of a basement and two above
ground levels. As illustrated in Figure 1(a), the tunnel is
parallel to the long axis of building.

-e building is a kindergarten teaching building. -e
foundation of the building is pile foundation, and there is a
basement, which makes the soil-structure dynamic inter-
action more obvious and results in stronger dynamic
response.

-e hard-rock tunnel is constructed by center dia-
phragm (CD) excavation method using 2# rock emulsion
explosive with the cyclical footage of about 1.5m. According
to the design requirements, a shallow hole millisecond
blasting method should be used for the construction of the
tunnel, and multiperiod nonelectric millisecond detonators
control the explosions.

According to the requirements of the project site, the
PPV of the ground surface node should not exceed 2 cm·s−1.
-e maximum charge for the same section is 24.57 kg. -e
single-period charge placed within each cut hole, relief hole,
and perimeter hole are 0.8 kg, 0.4 kg, and 0.2 kg, respectively.
Wedge-shaped cutting is adopted for tunnel excavation. -e
design depth of the wedge cut eye and the central straight eye
is 2.2m. -e diameters of the holes are all 42mm and the
distance between the cut holes, relief holes, and perimeter
holes are 350mm, 400mm, and 300mm, respectively.

3. Blasting Dynamic Response Monitoring Test
and Analysis

-e TC-4850 blasting vibration recorder system was used to
carry out field monitoring of the blasting vibration response
signal of building. -e monitoring system consists of a vi-
bration sensor and a vibration recorder. -e time-history
curve of particle vibration at the monitoring point can be
obtained, from which PPV can be extracted, namely, the
maximum absolute value of the velocity of particle vibration

around the equilibrium position when disturbed by blasting
earthquake, as well as the frequency of main vibration,
namely, the frequency with the maximum amplitude in the
vibration response.

During the test, the blasting vibration test was carried
out when the tunnel face was consistent with the short axis of
the building. Blasting vibration meters were placed at the
outer wall corner, and all measuring points were placed
along the height direction. A0, A1, and A2 are vibration
measuring points, as shown in Figure 1(b).

-e sensor directions were arranged as X direction along
the long axis of the building, that is, consistent with the
direction of the tunnel, Y direction along the short axis of the
building and tangent to the direction of the tunnel, and Z
direction was vertical direction.

3.1. Blasting Vibration Characteristics. 12 sets of blasting
vibration monitoring data of three measuring points in the
building under four times blasting were recorded during the
process of excavation blasting of tunnel. -e PPV and
maximum main frequency recorded for each data set are
shown in Table 1. Among them, blasting no. 1 and blasting
no. 3 refer to the blasting excavation of the lower bench,
while blasting no. 2 and no. 4 refer to the blasting excavation
of the upper bench.

Figure 2 shows the variation law of the PPV in the X
direction, in the Y direction, and in the Z direction with
different heights in the same blasting. -e peak response
velocity in the X direction VX and in the Y direction VY
increases first and then decreases with the increase of floors,
which is contrary to the response results of three-story
ground buildings without basement in existing studies [25].

-e vertical peak velocity VZ is consistent with the
measured results of the response of three-story ground
buildings without basement in existing studies [25], showing
a trend of decreasing first and then increasing. It can be seen
that the basement could make the blasting seismic dynamic
response different from that of nonbasement buildings.

Figure 3 shows the variation of theVZ toVX ratio and the
VZ to VY ratio in the same blasting with the floor. -e higher
the ratio is, the more obvious the vibration response of the
building is in the vertical direction. Different from natural
earthquakes, the VZ to VX ratio and the VZ to VY ratio are
basically greater than 1 under the blasting vibration of tunnel
excavation, that is, the vertical PPV is always higher than the
horizontal radial and horizontal tangential PPV. In general,
the long-axis stiffness of the building is greater than the
short-axis stiffness, so the natural vibration frequency
building in the vertical direction is closer to the main vi-
bration frequency of the blasting seismic wave.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the ratios of vertical and
horizontal PPV decrease from basement to the first floor and
increase from the first floor to the second floor. At the 1st
floor which has the same elevation with the ground surface,
the difference between the vertical and horizontal structural
response velocities is the smallest, and the difference be-
tween the vertical and horizontal PPV increases with the
distance from the ground surface.
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-e frequencies of the three main vibration directions of
the structure can reflect the dynamic response of building.
As shown in Figure 4, the vibration frequency range of the
structure response is between 11Hz and 44Hz subject to the
blasting vibration of the underpass tunnel, and the dominant
frequency of the speed signal is vertical> horizontal. Under
the same blasting, the bandwidths of the dominant fre-
quency band of the velocity response signal in the three
directions have the trend that: the first floor< 2nd floor-
< basement. As the floors increase, the main frequencies in
the X direction and Y direction gradually attenuate and tend
to the natural frequency of the structure, while the main
frequency of vertical signal increases with increasing height.

3.2. Instantaneous Characteristics of Blasting Vibration.
Introducing the HHT analysis method to the analysis of
structural dynamic response, the complicated blasting vi-
bration is turned into the combined action of multiple IMF
components. Substituting the IMF component frequency
and instantaneous energy for main frequency and total input
energy, respectively, the variation law and characteristics of

time-instantaneous frequency-instantaneous energy is an-
alyzed [26, 27].

Taking the vertical response signals of blasting vibration
of the measuring point A0 in the basement of blasting no. 1
as an example, the variation of its vertical instantaneous
frequency, instantaneous amplitude, and instantaneous
energy characteristics are analyzed.

-e vertical velocity time-history curve is shown in
Figure 5(a), and the Fourier frequency spectrum is shown in
Figure 5(b). -e instantaneous energy and instantaneous
frequency time-history curve can be obtained through HHT
transformation of the data, as shown in Figures 5(c) and
5(d), respectively.

Figure 5 shows that the dominant frequency of the
vertical vibration signal is 18.265Hz. For the vertical blasting
vibration signal, the vertical real-time frequency varies
dramatically during the vibration duration, and the in-
stantaneous frequency at the moment of maximum velocity
is not consistent with that at the moment of maximum
instantaneous energy. Furthermore, the peak time of vi-
bration velocity is not consistent with that of instantaneous
energy peak.

Tunnel

3.0 m

8.5 m

3.5 m

9.6 m

Fill stratum

Clay stratum

Limestone

Building structure

Ground surface 

(a)

A0

A1

A2

(b)

Figure 1: Positional relationship of the tunnel and building and layout of the monitoring points. (a) Profile graph. (b) 3D graph.

Table 1: Vibration monitoring points PPV and maximum main frequency statistics.

Blasting number Vibration measuring point number
PPV V/(cm·s−1) Maximummain frequency f/(Hz)

VX VY VZ fX fY fZ
No. 1 A0 0.44 0.63 0.589 18.141 20.779 18.265
No. 1 A1 0.693 0.794 0.574 23.19 20.25 27.3
No. 1 A2 0.572 0.652 0.702 21.68 16.33 30.2
No. 2 A0 0.70 1.872 3.79 24.54 27.304 44.944
No. 2 A1 1.592 2.812 3.341 23.6 26.94 36.7
No. 2 A2 1.187 3.138 5.323 16.495 22.92 34.48
No. 3 A0 1.104 2.14 4.14 38.095 24.096 11.065
No. 3 A1 0.99 2.10 3.65 34.19 21.11 27.68
No. 3 A2 0.605 2.29 5.96 18.78 21.56 33.06
No. 4 A0 0.44 0.69 1.58 38.84 20.31 24.77
No. 4 A1 0.50 0.70 1.185 33.33 23.39 26.23
No. 4 A2 0.35 0.71 1.788 23.6 23.53 29.52

4 Shock and Vibration
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Figure 2: PPV curves with different heights. (a) PPV in the X direction. (b) PPV in the Y direction. (c) PPV in the Z direction.
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Figure 4: Main frequency curves with different heights. (a) fX-max. (b) fY-max. (c) fZ-max.
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During the vibration process, the particle vibration
velocity has two similar peak values, and the instantaneous
energy has one peak value. Take the occurrence time of the
maximum vibration velocity, the maximum instantaneous
energy and the secondary vibration velocity, respectively, as
the critical moment T1� 0.1442 s, T2� 0.1573 s, and
T3� 0.1633 s.

-e instantaneous energy at the three critical moments is
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the energy at time T2 is
44.52% higher than that at time T1.

By EMD decomposition of vertical vibration velocity
signals, 13 IMF components can be obtained. -e corre-
sponding instantaneous frequencies and instantaneous
amplitudes of the 13 IMF components can be obtained by
HHT. -e instantaneous frequencies and instantaneous
amplitudes at the three critical moments are extracted in
Table 2.

As White noise and signal drift, IMF1 and IMF13, have
extremely small energy, they are ignored and not included in
statistics.

IMF component instantaneous frequency at the three
critical moments is shown in Figure 7. According to the
analysis and results in Figure 5, the dominant frequency of
the vertical vibration signal is 18.265Hz. Vertical blasting
vibration response signals have a rich frequency spectrum,
most of which are distributed within 90Hz, and the dom-
inant frequency spectrum of the signals is within
13.57Hz∼20.71Hz. -e IMF components (IMF4 and IMF5)
of the intermediate frequency have entered the dominant
frequency range of the vertical vibration and are decreasing
continuously, which is close to the main frequency
18.265Hz. -e low-frequency IMF components
(IMF6∼IMF12) enter the range of the structure’s natural
vibration frequencies (2Hz∼10Hz). In this region, the in-
stantaneous frequencies of the three critical moments vary
slightly around the IMF dominant frequency.

Power spectral density (PSD) defines how to distribute
the power of a signal or time series with frequency. -e

maximum value of PSD is usually used to represent the
important feature information of frequency extracted [28].
According to PSD value of the vertical velocity response
signals, its relative advantage in the vertical main frequency
band can be shown in Figure 8. Among these IMF com-
ponents, IMF5 (20Hz, PSD� 275.5), IMF8 (7Hz,
PSD� 116.88), and IMF4 (58Hz, PSD� 80.43) contribute to
the vertical dominant frequency significantly.

IMF5, which is closest to the vibration dominant fre-
quency, contributes the most to the dominant frequency.
-e low frequency IMF8 in the natural frequency range of
the component dominant frequency structure has the sec-
ond contribution. -e contribution of intermediate fre-
quency IMF4 cannot be ignored. Especially for the
intermediate frequency IMF4, its instantaneous frequency is
much higher than the IMF dominant frequency at the three
critical moments. In velocity analysis and energy analysis,
the dominant frequency of IMF4 cannot replace the in-
stantaneous frequency.

Based on the instantaneous energy spectrum of HHT,
the instantaneous energy of each IMF component at three
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Figure 6: Instantaneous energy at the three critical moments.
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Figure 5: Vertical response signals of the measuring point A0 of blasting no. 1. (a) -e vertical velocity time-history curve. (b) -e Fourier
frequency spectrum. (c) -e instantaneous energy. (d) -e instantaneous frequency.
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Table 2: -e instantaneous frequency of the IMF component at three critical moments.

IMF Main frequency of IMF (Hz)
Instantaneous frequency (Hz) Instantaneous amplitudes
T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3

2 849 700 1007 2891 0.001 0.0018 0.0011
3 131 122.77 348 906.6 0.0829 0.0009 0.0009
4 58 137.32 76.76 92 0.0227 0.1382 0.1064
5 20 16.55 22.50 23.75 0.5463 0.6408 0.5639
6 16 17.447 20.55 22.43 0.0211 0.0393 0.0489
7 15 16.77 20.5 23.82 0.0071 0.0045 0.0038
8 7 6.09 5.74 5.52 0.0369 0.0436 0.0464
9 16 2.24 1.81 0.75 0.0019 0.00213 0.0021
10 7 2.79 3.32 3.64 0.0982 0.0108 0.0113
11 4 3.32 3.34 3.41 0.0052 0.0051 0.0051
12 3 2.33 2.29 2.32 0.0059 0.0059 0.0059
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Figure 7: IMF component instantaneous frequency at the three critical moments. (a) Instantaneous frequency. (b) Intermediate in-
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critical moments and its percentage in the total vertical
instantaneous energy can be obtained. As shown in Figure 9,
the contributions of IMF components to instantaneous
energy are inconsistent with the contributions to vertical
vibration main frequency at the three critical time points.

-e IMF5 has the most obvious effect on the vertical
vibration dominant frequency and the maximum instan-
taneous energy. -e main frequency of IMF5 (20Hz) is the
closest one to the vibration dominant frequency (18.265Hz).
-e IMF component with the second largest energy con-
tribution to the instantaneous energy is not fixed. -e
second largest energy contribution to T1, T2, and T3 is
IMF9, IMF6, and IMF8, respectively. -e frequency band
spans the low frequency and the middle frequency, and the
frequency values differ greatly.

3.3. Instantaneous Energy Varies with Different Heights.
As mentioned above, the HHT analysis method is used to
process 36 sets of data under four blasting, and the vari-
ation curves of peak instantaneous energy caused by

vibration in X, Y, and Z direction along the height are
obtained.

As shown in Figure 10, the instantaneous energy curves
of X direction and Y direction basically show a trend of
increasing first and then decreasing, and the maximum
energy appears on the first floor. -e instantaneous energy
curves in the Z direction are the polar opposite of X and Y
direction, that is, the minimum vertical energy occurs on the
first floor.

-e vibration duration in blasting engineering includes
two concepts: single blasting vibration duration and total
blasting vibration duration. -e duration of single blasting
vibration is the duration from the beginning of particle
vibration to the complete stop, and the total duration of
blasting vibration is the sum of the duration of each blasting
vibration.

When blasting seismic wave propagates in a given
structure, its input energy constantly transforms between
system kinetic energy, system damping energy dissipation,
and system deformation energy with the change of time.
-at is, the maximum instantaneous input energy corre-
sponds to the maximum strain and maximum displacement
of the structure.

-erefore, in this paper, consider the maximum in-
stantaneous energy as signs of the first dynamic damage
under blasting seismic wave and define the tm-e-z as relative
occurrence time of maximum instantaneous energy (Ei-max).
-e tm-e-z curves of change with the floor are shown in
Figure 11.

As can be seen from Figure 11, the occurrence time of the
maximum instantaneous energy of each floor varies greatly,
and it can appear at 5.7% of the total vibration duration at
the earliest and 97% of the total vibration duration at the
latest.

-e influence of vibration duration on building vibration
response is mainly in the nonlinear response stage rather
than the elastic stage. -e impact of vibration duration is
mainly manifested in two aspects that are the reduction of
elastic limit so that the material can easily enter the plastic
state and increase the cumulative damage plastic
deformation.
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Figure 10: Maximum instantaneous energy curves with different heights. (a) In the X direction. (b) In the Y direction. (c) In the Z direction.
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-erefore, the duration when the instantaneous energy
exceeds a certain energy control value in a single blasting can
be defined as the effective duration of vibration in this paper
(see Figure 12). Compared with the relative vibration du-
ration, which means the time from the beginning of particle
vibration to the time when the amplitude of vibration wave
attenuates to 1/3 of its maximum value in actual engineering
(see Figure 13). In the dynamic response analysis of the
structure, the effective duration of vibration can be more
accurate and scientific than the relative duration of vibra-
tion. Especially in the study of dynamic response based on
instantaneous energy or maximum impulse the effective
duration of vibration can describe the characteristic law of
vibration energy more objectively and directly than the
vibration duration.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a building adjacent to the excavation blasting
of underpass tunnel is taken as a case study. Substituting the
IMF component frequency and instantaneous energy for
main frequency and total input energy, respectively, the
variation law and characteristics of time-instantaneous
frequency-instantaneous energy is analyzed. -e main
conclusions are as follows:

(1) Under the blasting vibration induced by under-
crossing tunnel excavation, VX and VY increases first
and then decreases with the increase of the floor. VZ
is firstly decreased and then increased, and VZ is
always higher than VX and VY. At the 1st floor which
has the same elevation with the ground surface, the
difference between the vertical and horizontal
structural response velocities is the smallest.

(2) -e horizontal radial and horizontal tangential in-
stantaneous energy increase firstly and then decrease
with the increase of floor under blasting vibration,
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Figure 12: Schematic of effective duration of vibration.
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whereas the vertical instantaneous energy variation
has the contrary feature.

(3) -e instant of maximal peak value of instantaneous
energy does not accord with the peak vibration
velocity. -e frequency and energy contribution of
structural response signal change with time and
differ considerably from main vibration frequency.
-erefore, the main vibration frequency derived
from PSD frequency spectrums cannot precisely
represent the structural dynamic response under
blasting seismic wave.

(4) Effective duration of vibration is defined as the
duration when the instantaneous energy exceeds a
certain energy control value in a single blasting,
which could describe the instantaneous energy or
maximum impulse more accurately and effectively in
the structure dynamic response analysis under
blasting vibration.

Effective duration of vibration is related to the control
value of this instantaneous input blasting energy, which is
related to the characteristics of the building structure. Due to
the diversity of structure, how to effectively link the various
parameters of the building structure with the control value of
instantaneous input blasting energy is our next work.
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As the shield section passes through the silt-rock strata, the rock stratum of the tunnel section has to be blasted into blocks in
advance, and the diameter of the blocks should be less than 30 cm after breaking, and then, the blocks could smoothly enter the soil
cabin through the opening of the tunnel boring machine (TBM) cutter head and finally be discharged through the screw machine.
(e geology of rock blasting in silt-rock strata is complex, and the vibrations caused by blasting threaten the safety of buildings
around the blasting area. According to the measured data of blasting vibrations at the sites, the waveform duration of vibration
acceleration and the distribution characteristics of dominant frequency of vibration velocity were analyzed, the energy char-
acteristics of vibration velocity were researched by wavelet analysis, and the attenuation laws of vibration velocity were studied by
dimensional analysis (DA). (e dominant frequency bands of vibration energy of ground are in the range of 0–15.625Hz, and the
distribution characteristics of frequency bands of vibration energy in different directions of the ground are similar to each other,
but the energy magnitude is different from each other. (e research results could provide a reference for the safe blasting distance
of buildings under similar geological conditions.

1. Introduction

With the fast economic growth in China, the demand for
urban underground space engineering is growing rapidly. By
2020, there have been 33 cities with 177 subway lines in
China [1]. In the construction of metro tunnel shield
method, the silt-rock strata often encounter in the range of
section, such as Shenzhen Metro Line 11 [2], Xiamen Metro
Line 2 [3], Shenzhen Metro Line 5 [4], and Fuzhou Metro
Line 1 [5], and when the shield machine passes through the
silt-rock strata, the rock stratum in the lower part is not easy
to break, while the silt stratum in the upper part is easy to
enter into the soil cabin, especially the silt stratum, which is
rich in groundwater. Once the soil pressure in the sealed soil
cabin is unbalanced, it is easy to cause soil loss, large

settlement, and collapse accident. Many scientists had
researched to solve this problem [1–5]. (ey concluded that
when the rock stratum of the tunnel section was blasted into
blocks in advance, and the diameter of the blocks should be
less than 30 cm after breaking, then the blocks could
smoothly enter the soil cabin through the opening of the
TBM cutter head and finally be discharged through the
screw machine.

(ere are many studies about blasting in rock, soil, air,
and water, but few researches about rock blasting in the silt-
rock strata.(e removing and replacing silt layer by explosion
has been investigated comprehensively in China. For ex-
ample, Yang et al. [6] studied the propagation laws of blast
waves in silt, which were similar to that in water and satisfied
the geometrical similarity law. Li et al. [7] researched the
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vibration effect of removing and replacing silt layer by ex-
plosion in deep silt and obtained that the high tide level could
reduce the negative effect of blasting vibrations and the low
tide level had a positive impact on the peak velocity of blasting
vibrations. Xu et al. [8] applied the regression analysis by
Sadovski’s formula and obtained the attenuation laws of peak
particle velocity (PPV) with distance in the removing and
replacing silt layer by explosion. W. Wei [9] adopted many
blasting tests in soft marine silt clay at the sites of Ningbo and
obtained the time history of blast wave pressure, excess pore
water pressure, and temperature of soft soil under different
buried depths of explosive. Some foreign researchers had
conducted a lot of experiments to compact soil by blasting.
C. WA et al. [10] studied that the blasting vibrations could
cause the liquefaction of saturated soil; however, the lique-
faction caused by blasting load was different from that caused
by seismic load. Mikulyak [11] modeled the blasting by
computer in geological conditions of soft soil and investigated
the formation characteristics of two kinds of spherical cavities
by different blasting schemes.

Some scientists studied the blasting vibration waveform by
wavelet analysis. D. Huang [12] analyzed the time-frequency
characteristics of measured vibration signal of the mountain
tunnel by the Fourier transform and the wavelet packet
transform. Y. Yang [13] studied the blasting vibration signals of
different elevations and explosion distances of an open-pit
mine based on the wavelet packet theory. Józef Pyra [14] used
variousmethods of time and frequency to analyze the vibration
induced by blasting works carried out in open-cast mines.

Other scientists have studied the propagation law of
blasting vibration by DA. M. Khandelwal [15] performed a
DA technique to propose a new formula for the prediction of
the PPV. Dehghani [16] evaluated and calculated the blast-
induced ground vibration by artificial neural networks and
DA techniques. Olarewaju [17] used the finite element
method to study the dynamic dimensionless behaviors of
underground pipes due to blast loads.

(e analysis of vibration characteristics of ground of rock
blasting in silt-rock strata by wavelet analysis and DA has
been less reported at present. (is study relied on the rock
blasting engineering in silt-rock strata in the shield section of
Zhuhai Metro, the waveform and the distribution charac-
teristics of frequency of blasting vibrations were analyzed, the
energy characteristics of blasting vibrations in different fre-
quency bands were studied by wavelet analysis, and the at-
tenuation laws of vibration velocity were fitted by DA. (e
dominant frequency bands of vibration energy of ground are
in the range of 0–15.625Hz, and the distribution character-
istics of frequency bands of vibration energy in different
directions of the ground are similar to each other, but the
energy magnitude is different from each other. (e research
results could provide a reference for the safe blasting distance
of buildings under similar geological conditions.

2. Project Overview

(e shield section between Hengqinbei Railway Station and
Hengqin Railway Station of Zhuhai-Zhuhai Airport Inter-
city Railway is located in the Economic Development Zone

of Hengqin Island, Zhuhai City, as shown in Figure 1. It runs
along the coastline of South China Sea, with a total length of
2.656 km, all of which is constructed by the shield method.

As the shield section passes through the silt-rock strata,
the rock stratum of the tunnel section has to be blasted into
blocks in advance, and the diameter of the blocks should be
less than 30 cm after breaking, and then, the blocks could
smoothly enter the soil cabin through the opening of the
cutter head and finally be discharged through the screw
machine. (e diagram of charging on field is shown in
Figure 2.(e rock cores before blasting and after blasting are
shown in Figure 3.

(e blasting area is located in the artificial reclamation
area, and there are three strata from the ground surface to
the subway tunnel. (1) (e first stratum is artificial fill. It is
yellowish-brown, slightly wet, mainly in saturated loose
state, and slightly compacted, and the artificial fill is mostly
pavement concrete with a thickness of 20–35 cm, and the
layer thickness is in the range of 0.30–15.10m, and the
average layer thickness is 2.82m. (2) (e second stratum is
silt. It is from gray to dark gray, saturated, and in flow plastic
state, with uniform and fine soil, locally enriching with shell
debris and sand. (e layer thickness is in the range of
0.50–30.30m. (3) (e third stratum is rock. It is weakly
weathered granite. It is brown-yellow, gray-brown, gray-
white, and other colors, medium-coarse grain structure, and
massive structure. (e joint fissures are developed relatively.
(e rock quality is hard. (e buried depth of the layer
fluctuates greatly, and the distribution is discontinuous. (e
physical and mechanical parameters of artificial fill, silt, and
rock are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

(e length of the blasting area is 960 cm, and the width of
the blasting area is 160 cm. (e casing drilling method is
used for drilling blastholes, and the PVC casing with a
diameter of 7.5 cm is installed immediately after the blast-
hole is formed for protecting the blasthole wall. (e spacing
and row spacing of blastholes are both 80 cm, the diameter of
blastholes is 14.6 cm, and the depth of blastholes is 3400 cm.
(ree rows of blastholes are detonated each time, 13
blastholes are arranged in a row, and themillisecond blasting
network in the blasthole is adopted.(emillisecond sections
of three rows of blastholes are 6, 7, and 8 in turn, and the
delay time is 50ms. (e layouts of blastholes are shown in
Figure 4.

After drilling the blastholes, the blastholes are filled with
underground water immediately, and the blastholes are
water coupling charge. (e diameter of the explosive roll is
6 cm, and the density of the explosive is 1 061 kg/m3. (e
continuous charge is adopted, the charge length is the depth
of the rock at the tunnel section, and the thickness of the
rock to be blasted is in the range of 1–8m.(e blastholes are
stemmed with gravels of 1–1.5 cm diameter, and the
stemming length is 1 000 cm.

3. Test Points of Blasting Vibrations

(e TC-4850 self-recording instrument (developed and
manufactured by Zhongke (Chengdu) Instruments Com-
pany Limited) was used as the blasting vibrations measuring
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instrument during the blasting, each instrument had three
channels, and it could be collected in parallel. (e ar-
rangement of blasting vibration meters is shown in Figure 5.

(ree acceleration measuring points and six velocity
measuring points were arranged in total. (e measuring
points were arranged along the ray with the explosion source

Figure 1: Zhuhai-Zhuhai Airport Intercity Railway.

Figure 2: Diagram of charging on field.
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as the center.(e schematic diagram of explosion source and
measuring points is shown in Figure 6.

4. Analysis of the Characteristics of Blasting
Vibrations of Ground

4.1. Analysis of the Characteristics of Vibration Acceleration.
(e first blasting was carried out at 10 : 00 a.m. on March 31,
2016, and the second blasting was carried out at 3 : 00 p.m.
on March 31, 2016, with an interval of 10 days, and the third
blasting was carried out at 10 : 00 a.m. on April 10, 2016. (e
vibration acceleration test points were all 10meters away
from the explosion source, and the results of three tests of
blasting are shown in Table 3.

(e waveform duration of vibration accelerations of
three blasting is shown in Figure 7.

As shown in the acceleration waveform of blasting vi-
brations from Figure 7, the peak particle acceleration of the
three blasting vibrations has little difference to each other;
the duration of acceleration waveform is about 0.4 s at 10 : 00
a.m. on March 31, 2016, in the first blasting, and about 0.8 s
at 3 : 00 p.m. on March 31, 2016, in the second blasting,
which is 0.4 s longer than the duration of the first blasting,
with an interval of 10 days, and in the third blasting at 10 : 00
a.m. on April 10, 2016, the duration of acceleration wave-
form is about 0.5 s, which is close to the duration of the first
blasting.

(e above data show that the silt has a good structural
strength during the first blasting, but after the disturbance of
the blasting load, the silt has been thixotropic liquefied [18].
During the second blasting with a short time interval, the
explosive gas generates a cavity in the silt after the explosion.
When the pressure of the explosive gas is less than the

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Rock cores (a) before blasting and (b) after blasting.

Table 1: Physical and mechanical parameters of artificial fill.

Density ρ (g/cm3) Poisson’s ratio u Cohesion (KPa) Shear modulus (MPa) Angle of internal friction (rad)
1.98 0.35 100 150 0.31

Table 2: Physical and mechanical parameters of rock and silt.

Density ρ
(g·cm−3)

Elastic modulus
E (GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio u

P wave
velocity (m/s)

Yield strength
(MPa)

Tangent
modulus (GPa)

Hardening
parameter

Strain rate
parameter

C
Rock 2.5 0.74 0.25 5357 3.0e-5 0.042 1.0 0.06
Silt 1.63 3.3e-5 0.45 1250 4.0e-9 0.0 — —
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pressure of the silt outside the cavity, the silt around the
cavity begins to compress into the cavity, and then, the cavity
comes into being. (e cavity is overcompressed, and then,
the cavity expands again to work on the silt. In the process of

pulsation, the water and stemmingmaterials in the blast hole
are continuously pushed out of the blast hole until they reach
the orifice and escape when they come into contact with the
atmosphere, which results in the extension of the waveform
duration of acceleration in the second blasting. During the
third blasting, the duration of acceleration waveform is close
to that of the first blasting, which indicates that after a period
of sedimentation, the silt has recovered a certain structural
strength.

4.2. Analysis of the Distribution Characteristics of the
Dominant Frequency of Blasting Vibration Velocity.
Based on the analysis of the dominant frequency of vibration
velocity of the three blasting tests in Table 3, it is concluded
that the dominant frequency of vibration velocity of the first
blasting is between 30 and 60Hz, which indicates that the silt
has good structural strength; during the second blasting, the
silt undergoes thixotropic liquefaction after the disturbance
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Figure 4: Sketch map of blastholes (cm). (a) Planar graph, (b) cross section of A-A, and (c) cross section of B-B.

Figure 5: Arrangement of blasting vibration meters.
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of explosion source and measuring points m.

Table 3: Results of three tests of blasting.

(e total explosives (kg) (e maximum charge of one section (kg) Sections

(e
dominant
frequency

(Hz)

(e first blasting 43.2 34.8 5,6,7
X 47.06
Y 55.56
Z 36.04

(e second blasting 432.0 150.0 5,6,7
X 10.34
Y 8.32
Z 14.60

(e third blasting 331.2 115.2 5,7,8
X 36.70
Y 37.38
Z 66.67
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Figure 7: Acceleration waveform of blasting vibrations, (a) acceleration waveform of the first blasting, (b) acceleration waveform of the
second blasting, and (c) acceleration waveform of the third blasting.
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of the first blasting load. (e dominant vibration frequency
of dynamic velocity is reduced to 5–15Hz, which is close to
the natural vibration frequency of the building, and it is easy
to cause the building resonance. At 10 : 00 am on April 10,
2016, the dominant frequency of the blasting vibration
velocity is between 30 and 70Hz during the third blasting,
and the analysis shows that the structural strength of the silt
has been restored due to 10 days from the last blasting.
(erefore, the continuous blasting operation should be
avoided in the field blasting. Each blasting operation should
be separated for a period of time, and the next blasting will
be beneficial to reduce the vibration damage until the silt
recovers structural strength.

4.3. Energy Percentage of Each Frequency Bands of Blasting
Vibrations. Taking a typical test data of blasting vibrations
as an example, the field monitoring data of blasting vibra-
tions are shown in Table 4, and the time history curves of
velocity of measured blasting vibration signals are shown in
Figure 8.

4.3.1. Reconstruction Error. (e signals of blasting vibra-
tions belonged to random signals. At present, the db8
wavelet basis function was widely used to analyze the
nonstationary vibration signal [19–21]. (e error of wavelet
reconstruction signal based on db8 is shown in Figure 9.

It could be seen from Figure 9 that using db8 wavelet
basis function to decompose the vibration signals in 8 layers,
the relative error magnitude between the reconstructed
signal and the original signal was 10−11, which met the
analysis requirements.

4.3.2. Decomposition and Reconstruction. Using db8 wavelet
basis function to decompose the signal of blasting vibrations
with the scale of 8, the wavelet coefficients of 9 frequency
bands were obtained [22]. During blasting vibration mon-
itoring, the sampling frequency of the signal was set to
8000Hz (2 s sampling 16000 points). According to the
Shannon sampling theorem [21], the Nyquist frequency of
sampling was 4000Hz. According to the principle of wavelet
decomposition [23], the bandwidth of nine wavelets was a8:
0–15.625Hz, d8: 15.625–31.25Hz, d7: 31.25–62.5Hz, d6:
62.5–125Hz, d5: 125–250Hz, d4: 250–500Hz, d3:
500–1000Hz, d2: 1000–2000Hz, and d1: 2000–4000Hz. (e
blasting vibration components of different wavelet fre-
quency bands are shown in Figure 10.

4.3.3. Percentage of Energy per Frequency Band. (e sta-
tistics of energy percentage of each wavelet band of blasting
vibration signals in different directions are shown in Table 5.

During blasting rock in silt-rock strata, the frequency
bands of ground vibration energy are wide, but the fre-
quency bands are mainly concentrated in 0–15.625Hz,
31.25–62.5Hz, and 62.5–125Hz, which are accounting for
more than 90% of the total signal energy. (e dominant
frequency bands of blasting vibration energy are in
0–15.625Hz, which are close to the natural frequency of

buildings and have a great impact on the vibration damage of
surface buildings.

(e high-frequency signals above 125Hz continue the
whole monitoring period, which are represented by noise
signal, with relatively small energy, and limited impact on
surface buildings.

4.4. 9e Energy of Each Frequency Bands of Blasting
Vibrations. Taking the test data of the first blasting vibra-
tions on the morning of March 31, 2016, as an example, the
distance between the test point and the explosion source was
60m, and the energy distributions of each wavelet band in
different directions are shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that the distribution
characteristics of the frequency bands of blasting vibration
energy in different directions of the ground are similar to
each other, but the energy magnitudes are different from
each other.

(e wavelet energy analysis was carried out on the six
test data of blasting vibrations of rock blasting in silt-rock
strata, and the directions of the maximum energy are shown
in Table 6.

According to Table 6, when the distance of the test points
from the explosion source is in the range of 30–60m, the
number of times of maximum energy in Z direction is 8, and
the number of times of maximum energy in X direction is 4.

According to the analysis, because of the end effect of the
cylindrical charge, there is air above the ground, without
clamping effect, and there are more times of maximum
energy in the Z direction; when the amount of cylindrical
charge is less, the end effect is not obvious, and the explosion
stress waves propagate outward in the form of cylinder, 13
blastholes in a row produce a cylinder wave, and the cylinder
wave would overlap at the measuring point, so there are 4
times in the X direction.

When the distance of the test point from the explosion
source is in the range of 90–180m, the number of times of
maximum energy is 15 in the Z direction, 4 in the X di-
rection, and 3 in the Y direction. It is considered that the
maximum number of times of energy in the X direction and
Y direction is the most due to the influence of pinch effect on
explosion stress wave in the Z direction.

(e times of the maximum energy in the Z direction are
the most, followed by the X direction when the distance of
the test point from the explosion source is in the range of
30–60m. Because the vibration energy in the Z direction is
the largest and easy to cause up and down vibration damage
to the building, the blasting vibration energy in the Z di-
rection should be focused on analysis, followed by the X
direction.

(e vibration energy in the Z direction is mainly ana-
lyzed when the distance of the test point from the explosion
source is in the range of 90–180m.

4.5. Attenuation Laws ofVibrationVelocity of RockBlasting in
Silt-Rock Strata. To study the attenuation laws of vibration
velocity of rock blasting in the silt-rock strata, four vibration
velocity tests were carried out in the blasting area. Six
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measuring points of vibration velocity were arranged for
each test. (e test results of blasting vibration velocity are
shown in Table 7.

4.5.1. Prediction Model of Blasting Vibration Velocity Based
on DA. Natural phenomena and engineering problems
could be described by a series of physical quantities. To
find the laws between these physical quantities, firstly, we
could list the physical quantities that involved in these
problems, ignore some physical quantities with less in-
fluence, and then classify the physical quantities involved
according to their attributes; secondly, we could find out
the interrelations between different physical quantities;
and finally, we could find out the causal relationship
between some physical quantities and the other physical
quantities.

(ere were relations among all kinds of physical
quantities, which showed that their structure must be
composed of several unified basic components. (is basic

component of physical quantity was called dimension. Be-
cause physics studied the evolution and movement of matter
in space and time, all quantitative problems could not be
separated from the three basic quantities of mass (M), time
(T), and length (L). (erefore, M, T, and L were the most
suitable dimensions for these three basic quantities. (e
dimensions of all other derived quantities could be expressed
as the combination of these three basic quantities according
to the definition or objective laws.

(e attenuation of seismic wave was affected by the
factors of explosion source, geological conditions, distance
of explosion source, and depth of explosion source when the
blasting seismic wave propagated in silt-rock strata [24, 25].
(ere were 9 physical quantities involved in propagation
velocity in silt-rock strata [26, 27], as shown in Table 8.

Based on the DA of Buckingham’s theorem (π theorem),
the PPV v of the ground during the rock blasting in the silt-
rock strata could be expressed as follows:

v � Φ(S, ρ, H, a, f, t, Q, r, c). (1)

Table 4: Field monitoring data of blasting vibrations.

(e total explosives (kg) (e maximum charge of one section (kg) Sections (e distance from explosion source (m)
PPV (cm/s)
X Y Z

432 150 5,6,7 130 0.15 0.13 0.10
Note. X was the horizontal direction pointing to the explosion source, Y was the horizontal direction perpendicular to X, and Z was the vertical direction.
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Figure 8: Time history curves of velocity of measured blasting vibrations.
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Figure 9: Wavelet reconstruction and error based on db8. (a) Original blasting vibration signals and (b) error of reconstructed signals.
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Figure 10: Stratified reconstruction of signals by wavelet decomposition.
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According to the π theorem, where independent di-
mensions were Q, r, and c, and π represents dimensionless
quantities, then,

π �
v

Q
α
r
β
c

c
, π1 �

S

Q
α1r

β1c
c1

, π2 �
ρ

Q
α2r

β2c
c2

,

π3 �
H

Q
α3r

β3c
c3

, π4 �
a

Q
α4r

β4c
c4

,

π5 �
f

Q
α5r

β5c
c5

, π6 �
t

Q
α6r

β6c
c6

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

where α, β, and c were undetermined coefficients. According
to the dimensional homogeneous theorem, there were as
follows:

π �
v

c
, π1 �

S

r
, π2 �

ρ
Qr

− 3,

π3 �
H

r
, π4 �

a

r
− 1

c
2,

π5 �
f

r
− 1

c
, π6 �

t

rc
− 1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

Substituting (3) into (1) could obtain the following:

v

c
� Φ

S

r
,

ρ
Qr

− 3,
H

r
,

a

r
− 1

c
2,

f

r
− 1

c
,

t

rc
− 1 . (4)

Since the product and power of different dimensionless
numbers π were still dimensionless, π2 and π3 are combined
as follows to get a new dimensionless number π7:

Table 5: Energy percentage of each frequency band in different directions (%).

Frequency bands a8 d8 d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1
X 43.80 9.69 24.94 21.12 0.38 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04
Y 67.02 1.81 11.25 19.41 0.46 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Z 88.91 4.93 4.13 1.80 0.15 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03

a8 d8 d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1

18

9

0

X

Y

Z

Figure 11: Energy of each frequency bands in different directions (cm/s)2.

Table 6: Directions of the maximum energy.

(e distance from explosion
source (m) (e first blasting (e second

blasting
(e third
blasting

(e forth
blasting

(e fifth
blasting

(e sixth
blasting

30 X Z Z Z X Z
60 Z X Z Z X Z
90 Z Z Z Z X Z
120 Y Y X X Z Z

150 (e instrument was not
triggered Z Z Z Y Z

180 Z Z X (e instrument was not
triggered Z Z

Note. X was the horizontal direction pointing to the explosion source, Y was the horizontal direction perpendicular to X, and Z was the vertical direction.
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π7 � π1/32 
β1π3

β2 �

�ρ3
√

r
��
Q3

√ 

β1 H

r
 

β2
, (5)

where β1 and β2 were the indexes of π2 and π3, respectively.
At the same site, ρ and c could be approximately con-

stant. (erefore, from (5), it could be considered that v and
(

��
Q3

√
/r)β1(H/r)β2 had a functional relationship.
To sum up, this functional relationship could be

expressed as follows:

ln v � α1 + β1 ln
��
Q3

√

r
   + α2 + β2 ln

H

r
  . (6)

If ln v0 � α1 + β1 ln(
��
Q3

√
/R)., there were as follows:

ln v0 � α1 +
β1 ln Q( 

3
− β1 ln r. (7)

In equation (6), α1 and α2 were the coefficients given in
the process of function transformation; −β1ln r was the
attenuation of blasting vibration velocity with distance r; β1
was the attenuation index, which mainly reflected the effect
of site medium conditions; and α1 + (β1lnQ)/3 compre-
hensively reflected the contribution of site medium condi-
tions and explosive quantity to the PPV of ground.

If ln k1 � ln α1, there were as follows:

v0 � k1

��
Q3

√

r
 

β1
. (8)

Equation (8) was Sadovski’s equation. without the effect
of the depth of explosion source. Substituting (8) into (6), we
could get the following:

Table 7: Testing results of blasting vibration velocity.

Test
times

(e maximum charge of
one section Q (kg)

Vibration velocity

No. of measuring
point

(e distance from
explosion source (m)

PPV υ (cm/s)
(e X

direction
(e Y

direction
(e Z

direction Resultant

No. 1 34.8

ZC1 30 1.67 1.32 1.93 1.94
ZC2 60 0.37 0.39 0.49 0.54
ZC3 90 0.18 0.17 0.33 0.34
ZC4 130 0.15 0.13 0.1 0.2
ZC5 170 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.1

No. 2 150

ZC1 30 4.68 3.2 8.1 8.58
ZC2 60 6.97 3.87 4.22 7.6
ZC3 90 0.46 0.47 0.97 1.01
ZC4 120 1.11 1.14 0.81 1.36
ZC5 150 0.34 0.39 0.62 0.63
ZC6 180 0.34 0.14 0.48 0.49

No. 3 165.6

ZC1 30 4.95 3.1 15.3 15.36
ZC2 60 2.37 1.75 8.05 8.25
ZC3 90 1.22 0.84 2.09 2.09
ZC4 120 0.73 0.36 0.83 0.87
ZC5 150 0.01 0.017 0.0057 0.017

No. 4 54

ZC1 30 2.13 0.68 0.63 0.63
ZC2 60 0.57 0.68 0.38 1.41
ZC3 90 1.6 0.82 0.5 1.61
ZC4 120 0.37 0.26 2.1 2.12
ZC5 150 0.22 0.18 1.02 1.03
ZC6 180 0.18 0.12 0.63 0.63

Table 8: Physical quantities involved in blasting vibration velocity in silt-rock strata.

Variables Dimensions

(e dependent variables

Particle vibration displacement S L
PPV υ LT−1

Peak particle acceleration α LT−2

Frequency of particle vibration f T−1

(e independent variables

Quality of explosives Q M
Horizontal distance between the test point and the explosion source r L

Depth of explosion source H L
Density of rock ρ ML−3

Propagation velocity of vibration wave c LT−1

Detonation time t T
Note. L, T, and M were dimensions of length, time, and mass, respectively.
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ln v � ln v0 + α2 + β2 ln
H

r
  . (9)

If ln k1 � ln α1, then (9) could be changed into the
following:

v � k1k2

��
Q3

√

r
 

β1 H

r
 

β2
. (10)

If k � k1k2, the mathematical model of the attenuation
laws of blasting vibration velocity in silt-rock strata con-
sidering the effect of burial depth was established as follows:

v � k

��
Q3

√

r
 

β1 H

r
 

β2
, (11)

where k was the site effect coefficient, β1 was the attenuation
coefficient of blasting vibrations, and β2 was the effect co-
efficient of explosion source depth.

4.5.2. Comparative Analysis of Prediction Results of Blasting
Vibration Velocity. (e explosion source was below the
ground surface during blasting rock in silt-rock strata, while
measuring points of blasting vibration velocity were often
located on the ground surface, which was also the key
content of the analysis of attenuation laws of blasting vi-
brations. (erefore, this study selected the ground data for
analysis and established the prediction model of vibration
velocity of rock blasting in silt-rock strata. According to Z. C.
Zhang’s research [28], the attenuation laws of vibration
velocity near blasting zone were different from the atten-
uation laws of vibration velocity far blasting zone. R � r/Q1/3

was the scaled distance, r was the horizontal distance be-
tween the test point and the explosion source, and Q was the
quality of explosives. (e R< 5.0 was in the near blasting
zone. (e R of monitoring data in this paper is greater than
5.0, and the monitoring data were not within the range of
near blast area.(emonitoring data could be used to analyze
the attenuation law. Equation (11) in Section 4.5.1 is used for
regression fitting analysis of the blasting vibration data listed
in Table 7 to obtain the prediction model of vibration ve-
locity of rock blasting in the silt-rock strata.

In regression analysis, the correlation coefficient was an
indicator to measure the linear correlation between vari-
ables. (e larger the correlation coefficient was, the smaller
the error was, the higher the linear correlation between
variables was, the higher the reliability of the prediction
model was, and vice versa. To determine the accuracy of the
established mathematical model, the established mathe-
matical model (11) was compared with the traditional
Sadovski’s formula (8) and the prediction accuracy of the

two eqns. for blasting vibration velocity was evaluated
according to the correlation coefficient of the fitting curve.
(e analysis results are shown in Table 9.

It can be concluded from Table 9:

(1) According to the obtained prediction model of
vibration velocity considering the explosion depth,
using the control variable method, it can be found
that with the increase in horizontal distance, the
PPV decreases; with the increase in explosive
quantity, the PPV increases; and with the increase
in explosion depth, the PPV decreases; this is
consistent with the results of the paper analysis and
common sense. It is shown that the prediction
model of vibration velocity of rock blasting in silt-
rock strata established is effective in predicting PPV
of ground.

(2) (e correlation coefficient obtained by fitting 4.5
section blasting vibration velocity data by using the
vibration velocity prediction model (equation (11))
considering explosion depth is greater than that of
traditional Sadovski’s formula (equation (8)), which
indicates that the attenuation laws of ground blasting
vibrations in silt-rock strata are more complex, and
the mathematical prediction model established in
this study can better reflect the effect of rock blasting
vibrations on the ground in silt-rock strata.

5. Conclusions

Based on the analysis of vibration characteristics of rock
blasting in silt-rock strata, the following conclusions are
drawn:

(1) In the first blasting, the silt has good structural
strength, and in the second blasting with an interval
of 5 hours, the silt is subject to thixotropic lique-
faction after the disturbance of blasting load. When
the third blasting is carried out with an interval of 10
days, the waveform duration of acceleration is close
to that of the first blasting waveform, and the
dominant frequency of blasting vibration velocity is
close to that of the first blasting too. It is considered
that after a period of sedimentation, the silt recov-
ered to a certain structural strength, and the residual
oscillation of pulsation is weakened.

(2) (e distribution of frequency bands of vibration
energy is wide, but they are mainly concentrated in
the range of 0–15.625Hz, 31.25–62.5Hz, and
62.5–125Hz, and they are accounting for more than
90% of the total energy of signals during blasting

Table 9: Prediction model of attenuation laws of blasting vibration velocity.

Direction Equation (8) Correlation coefficient Equation (11) Correlation coefficient
X v � 152.93(

��
Q3

√
/r)1.89 0.60 v � 237.46(

��
Q3

√
/r)2.13(H/r)− 0.28 0.62

Y v � 63.43(
��
Q3

√
/r)1.67 0.63 v � 92.76(

��
Q3

√
/r)1.88(H/r)− 0.24 0.65

Z v � 107.77(
��
Q3

√
/r)1.66 0.38 v � 340.36(

��
Q3

√
/r)2.30(H/r)− 0.73 0.42

Resultant v � 114.43(
��
Q3

√
/r)1.59 0.43 v � 333.62(

��
Q3

√
/r)2.19(H/r)− 0.68 0.47
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rock. (e dominant frequency bands of blasting
vibration energy are in the range of 0–15.625Hz.

(3) (e distribution characteristics of frequency bands
of blasting vibration energy in different directions
are similar to each other during blasting rock, but the
energymagnitudes are different from each other.(e
times of maximum energy in Z direction are the
most, followed by X direction when the distance
from the explosion source is in the range of 30–60m.
(e blasting vibration energy in Z direction should
be selectively analyzed, followed by X direction. (e
blasting vibration energy in Z direction should be
mainly analyzed when the distance from the ex-
plosion source is in the range of 90–180m.

(4) (e correlation coefficients of the prediction model
based on the DA are greater than that of the tra-
ditional Sadovski’s formula through fitting the
measured blasting vibration data.
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)e study of influence of in-situ stress on energy transmission of blasting stress wave in jointed rock mass is the basis for
improving the utilization rate and optimizing the distribution of explosive energy in underground rock mass during blasting
excavation.)us, amodel test was carried out to explore the energy transmission of blasting stress wave in jointed rockmass under
different in-situ stresses, and the energy transmitting coefficients of the blasting stress wave were derived. )en, the influencing
factors such as the scale and distribution of in-situ stresses and the angle and number of joints were discussed, respectively. )e
results showed that the energy transmission of blasting stress wave in jointed rock mass was affected by both the intact rock and
joints, and the energy transmitting coefficients first increased and then decreased with the rise of static load and lateral static load
coefficient, indicating that the lower in-situ stress can enhance the energy transmission of stress wave in rock mass to some extent.
While the in-situ stress was relatively large, the stress wave energy dissipation in intact rock was dominant. )e number and angle
of joints also had a remarkable impact on the energy attenuation of the stress wave; when the stress wave was vertically incident on
the joints, the energy transmitting coefficient was the largest. For underground engineering, the orientation of the dominant
structural plane and the in-situ stress state of rockmass should be determined firstly, and the blasting parameters can be optimized
to improve the utilization of explosive energy and achieve the designed blasting effect.

1. Introduction

In the natural or human activities such as earthquake,
mining and blasting excavation in the underground rock
mass, different magnitude of stress waves will be produced.
Meanwhile, joints that widely exist in the natural rock mass
significantly affect the stress wave propagation [1]. )e
propagation of stress wave in jointed rock mass is always
accompanied by energy transmission, attenuation, and
dissipation. Moreover, underground rock mass is inevitably
located in a certain in-situ stress environment. Hence, the
exploration of energy transmission of stress wave across the
in-situ stressed jointed rock mass is of great significance to
improve the utilization rate and optimize the distribution of

the explosive energy in underground rock mass during
blasting excavation.

Natural rock masses contain massive joints, which often
control their mechanical behavior and have a great impact
on the propagation of stress wave simultaneously [2–4]. To
date, considerable theoretical researches on the stress wave
propagation through joints of rock mass had been con-
ducted, which can be roughly divided into two categories [5].
)e first one is based on the theory of Discontinuous De-
formation Method (DDM) [6], which supposed that the
stresses on both sides of the joint are continuous during the
passage of the stress wave, while the displacements are
discontinuous. )e DDM had been widely applied to in-
vestigate stress wave passing across linear and nonlinear
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deformational rock joints [7–9], one single joint and mul-
tiple parallel joints [10–12]. Other scholars combined the
DDM with another analysis method, such as the method of
characteristic line [13], scattering matrixmethod [14], and so
on. Recently, the Layered Medium Model (LMM) was
proposed for wave propagation across filled joints with the
assumption that both displacements and stresses were
continuous across the interface of two media [15, 16]. )e
other category method is based on the Equivalent Medium
Method (EMM), where effective elastic moduli were cal-
culated and used to represent the jointed medium, such as
virtual wave source method [17, 18]. However, these the-
oretical methods rarely took into account the effect of initial
stress.

On the other hand, experimental researches on the stress
wave propagation in the rock mass were mainly through the
Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) apparatus [19–21].
Meanwhile, to consider the effect of initial stress on stress
wave propagation, some scholars had added the confining
pressure and axial pressure loading device to the conven-
tional SHPB apparatus, and the related studies had focused
on the effect of in-situ stress on the dynamic mechanical
properties of the rock mass [22, 23]. Nevertheless, few works
had been carried out on the propagation and attenuation of
stress waves in jointed rock mass under initial stress by
experimental means.

Underground rock masses are initially subjected to in-
situ stress before blasting excavation, and the presence of in-
situ stress affects mechanical properties of joints and intact
rock and the stress wave propagation [24, 25]. )e existence
of initial stress not only affects the propagation of stress wave
in intact rock but also alters the stress state of the joints, thus
changing the stress wave propagation in rock mass. Fan and
Sun [26] used the nonlinear Barton-Bandis model to sim-
ulate the deformation characteristic of the joints, and uti-
lized the DDM to study the seismic wave propagation
through an in-situ stressed rock mass. Cheng et al. [27]
investigated the effect of increasing static stress on attenu-
ation mechanism and energy dissipation of stress wave in
sandstone by an improved SHPB apparatus.

For some critical issues in blasting excavation of natural
rock mass, such as low utilization rate of explosive energy
and unclear distribution of explosive energy in rock mass, so
that the rock mass cannot be fragmented effectively and
adequately. To solve the above problems, the energy
transmission of the blasting stress wave in the jointed rock
mass should be clarified, and the blasting excavation pa-
rameters of the rock mass can be optimized. )us, it is
necessary to survey the energy transmission of the stress
wave in jointed rock mass to fully understand stress wave
propagation and attenuation mechanism. Some scholars
studied the energy transmission and attenuation of stress
wave in jointed rock mass by theoretical or experimental
approaches [28–30]. However, researches on the effect of
static stress on the stress wave energy transmission in jointed
rock mass were comparatively scarce, especially through
experimental methods.

)erefore, in the present study, a model test of stress
wave propagation in jointed rock mass under different in-

situ stresses (equal and unequal biaxial static loading) was
carried out. Based on the stress and strain time-history
curves measured at different positions in the model test
samples and the stress wave propagation theory, the energy
transmitting coefficient of stress wave was derived; conse-
quently, the energy transmission of blasting stress wave in
intact rock and jointed rock mass under different in-situ
stresses was comparative analyzed. Furthermore, the
influencing factors of the stress wave energy transmission,
such as the scale and distribution of static loads, the angle
and the quantity of joints were discussed, respectively.

2. Model Test of Stress Wave Propagation

2.1. Static Loading Apparatus. )e multifunctional testing
machine for rock and soil was adopted to provide steady and
uniformly distributed static boundary loads in the model
test, as shown in Figure 1. Meanwhile, the length, height, and
thickness of the model test sample are 1600mm, 1300mm,
and 400mm, respectively, and the schematic diagram of the
static loads applied to the sample during the test is shown in
Figure 2, in which the PV and PH represent the vertical and
horizontal boundary static loads, respectively.

2.2. Mechanical Properties of the Intact Rock and Joint Sim-
ulation Material. It is well known that the natural rock
masses are composed of intact rock and discontinuities such
as joints and fissures, and these discontinuities are con-
sidered as the weak planes in terms of mechanical properties
compared with intact rock, and the mechanical behavior of
the rock masses are often controlled by the discontinuities.
)erefore, the mechanical strength of the intact rock sim-
ulation material should be greater than that of the joint
simulation material in the model test. To accurately simulate
geological structure characteristics of underground rock
masses, cement mortars and mica plates were adopted as
simulationmaterials of intact rock and joints, respectively, to
investigate the effect of in-situ stress on the stress wave
energy transmission in jointed rock mass. )e detailed
determination process of similarity coefficients and simu-
lation materials in model test can refer to the literature
[31, 32], and is only briefly described in this paper, as follows:

(1) )e stress similarity coefficient Cσ between the intact
rock simulation material and the prototype of deep-
buried underground engineering surrounding the
rock was 20, and the physical and mechanical pa-
rameters of the prototype are presented in Table 1.

(2) In order to avoid the influence of nonuniform ag-
gregate in concrete materials on the propagation of
blasting stress wave, the low strength cement mortar
without aggregate was selected as the intact rock
simulation material.

(3) In the model test, the mixture ratio of cement mortar
in accordance with the similarity theory was deter-
mined through the orthogonal tests, which were
cement: sand: water: plasticizer� 1 : 4: 1.2 : 0.0267.
)rough a series of tests, the mechanical parameters
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of the cement mortar material of the chosen mixture
ratio are shown in Table 1.

(4) )e joints in the in-situ stressed rock mass are in a
closed state of compression, so the joints in the
model test samples were made into closed joints.
While the wave length of the blasting stress wave is
greater than the joint thickness, the influence of the
joint thickness on the stress wave propagation can be

ignored. )erefore, in the model test samples, the
mica plates with a thickness of 1mm were used to be
the joint simulation material, as shown in
Figure 3(a).

(5) )e typical relationship curve between the normal
stress and the compressive deformation of mica
plates was obtained through the normal compression
test, as shown in Figure 3(b). It can be observed that
the normal stress and deformation of joint simula-
tion material shows a nonlinear relationship, which
is consistent with the mechanical properties of joints
in the in-situ stressed rock mass [8].

2.3. Design and Fabrication of Model Test Samples. )e en-
ergy transmission of the blasting stress wave in jointed rock
mass is related to the angle, quantity, and mechanical
properties of joints, and also affected by the scale and dis-
tribution of in-situ stress. Hence, three different model
samples, named T1, T2, and T3, respectively, were designed
to study the effect of in-situ stress on the energy transmission
of blast stress wave in intact rock and rock mass with dif-
ferent angles and numbers of joints, as shown in Figure 4.

Based on the structural characteristics of the cylindrical
charge of the model samples, it can be probably considered
that the original blasting stress wave generated from the blast
source in the model samples is the same in all directions.
Consequently, to take full advantage of the model samples
and improve the test efficiency, four measuring lines were
arranged in each model test sample, respectively, which were
along the line direction of the blast source and the midpoint
of the four sides of the test samples. For example, the
designed T1 test sample was used to study the energy
transmission of blasting stress wave vertical incident jointed
rock mass under different in-situ stresses. As a contrast, the
energy transmission of the stress wave in intact rock without
joints was also considered. According to the number of
joints in the four measuring lines, the corresponding re-
search objects are intact rock, single-joint rockmass, double-
joints rock mass, and triple-joints rock mass. Besides, the T2
and T3 test samples were designed to study the energy
transmission of blasting stress wave in intact rock and rock
mass containing joints with different numbers and angles.
Refer to the T1 test sample, the corresponding research
objects of the T2 and T3 test samples are intact rock and
single-joint and double-joints rockmasses of 30°, 60° and 90°,
respectively.

In addition, all the measuring lines contained in the three
model test samples were arranged with the strain sensors and
the PVDF (Polyvinylidene fluoride) stress sensors, which
were located at 150mm and 350mm from the blasting
source along the radial propagation direction of the stress
wave in each measuring line, as shown in Figure 4.)e strain
sensors and the PVDF stress sensors were self-made, and the
fabrication process of a single strain sensor was as follows:
)e BE120-5AA resistance strain gauge was firstly bonded to
the polyethylene sheet with the size of 8mm (length)×

8mm (width) and then connected to the shielding wires. At
the same time, the surface of the strain gauge was coated

Figure 1: Multifunctional testing machine for rock and soil.

Model test sample

Pv

PH PH

Figure 2: )e schematic diagram of the static loads applied to the
test sample.

Table 1: Physical and mechanical parameters of similar materials
and prototype of intact rock.

Parameters Prototype Similar material
Uniaxial compressive
strength Rc (MPa) 120 5.864

Tensile strength σt (MPa) 12 0.613
Elastic modulus E (GPa) 50 5.226
Internal friction angle φ (°) 30 23.2
Cohesion c (MPa) 30 1.49
Poisson ratio μ 0.223 0.203
Density ρ (kg/m3) 2600 1980
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Figure 3: Joint simulation material and its mechanical properties. (a) )e mica plates. (b) Normal stress and deformation curve.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 4: Layout of measuring points and joints of model test samples (unit: mm). (a) T1 sample. (b) T2 sample. (c) T3 sample.
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with epoxy resin and evenly adhered with the sand. )e
purpose of this treatment is to avoid the influence of water
on the strain gauge during the casting of the model samples,
and to increase the match between the strain sensor and the
model sample materials as shown in Figure 5(a). On the
other hand, the PVDF stress sensors were based on the
piezoelectric effect principle of the polyvinylidene fluoride to
measure external pressure changes. Meanwhile, to protect
the sensitive components and ensure the stress uniformity of
the sensor structure, a circular protective substrate made of
stainless steel was designed. )e fabricated PVDF stress
sensor had a diameter of 40mm, a thickness of 5mm, and a
maximum range of 50MPa, which was also connected by
shielded cables as shown in Figure 5(b).

Due to the different piezoelectric effect of polyvinylidene
fluoride sensitive components, it is necessary to calibrate the
sensitivity coefficient of each PVDF stress sensor, and the
instruments used for the calibration were an oil pressure
tank, an oil pump, a charge amplifier and a voltmeter. )e
calibration process was as follows: the PVDF stress sensors
were firstly connected to the charge amplifier and placed in
the oil pressure tank, while different oil pressures were
applied by using the oil pump, and several sets of pressure
values and the corresponding voltage values were recorded
to obtain the sensitivity coefficients, which ranged from 1761
to 2290 pC/MPa for the PVDF stress sensors used in the
model test. Moreover, the strain sensors fabricated were
based on conventional resistive strain gauges as sensitive
elements, and the factory-calibrated sensitivity factor of 2.12
for the resistive strain gauges was adopted during the dy-
namic testing.

In each test sample, the number of the strain and stress
measuring points varied from 1 to 8 and 9 to 16 illustrated in
Figure 4, respectively. According to the cylindrical charge
structure of test samples, the stress and strain test sections
were set at different thickness of samples. Meanwhile, the
stress and strain measurement points at the same distance
from the blasting source are ensured to be projected in the
direction of the thickness of the test samples. Eachmodel test
sample was divided into three layers for pouring, and the
thickness of the first layer was 150mm and cured for 1 day.
When the layer surface reached the certain strength, the self-
made PVDF pressure sensors were embedded. )en, the
second layer with the thickness of 100mm was poured, and
resistive strain sensors were embedded on its surface after
1 day’s maintenance. Finally, the third layer with a thickness
of 150mm was poured. After 28 days of maintenance, the
fabricated model test samples can be applied to the explosive
loads. )e blasting stress wave imposed in the model test
samples was generated by four detonating cords with a total
length of 1.6m, and the TNT (Trinitrotoluene) equivalence
is about 17.6 g. )e detonating cords were fixed in the
seamless steel pipe in the center of the test samples through
the wooden centering stent, as shown in Figure 6.

2.4.Model Test Procedure. In order to improve the efficiency
of the model test, the method of repeatedly applying blasting
load on a single model test sample was adopted, and different

initial static load conditions were set simultaneously. )e
detailed test steps are as follows:

Firstly, the fabricated and cured model test samples were
hoisted to the multifunctional testing machine for rock and
soil (seen in Figure 1), and the four detonating cords were
fixed in the center of the seamless steel pipe of the test
samples through the wooden centering stent (seen in Fig-
ure 6). Quick-drying materials were selected as the filling
material and loading core of seamless steel pipes in the test
samples, subsequently poured into the pipes and cured for 1
day to reach the strength similar to the model test material.

Secondly, the static loads of different scales and distri-
butions were applied to the model test samples by static
loading apparatus, and to ensure the strain uniformity of the
model test samples, the static loads were applied to the preset
value in two steps, and stabilized for 15 and 30 minutes,
respectively.

)irdly, after the static loads were applied, the dynamic
data acquisition instrument DH 5960 was set to the state to
be triggered, and then the detonating cords were detonated
by the electric detonator, and the dynamic stress and strain
data of different positions in the model test samples were
collected synchronously with the sampling frequency of
2MHz.

Finally, after data acquisition, the quick-drying ma-
terials in the seamless steel pipes in each model test sample
can be broken and cleaned out by an electric drill. )en,
the new detonating cords and quick-drying materials were
placed in the steel pipes, and the next blasting test can be
carried out.

In the model test, according to the distribution of the in-
situ stresses of the underground engineering surrounding
the rock mass and the stress similarity coefficient, 20 blasting
tests under static loading conditions of different scales and
distributions were carried out on the three model test
samples, as shown in Table 2. )e symbols PV and PH
represented the vertical and horizontal boundary static loads
exerted to the samples as shown in Figure 4, and the cor-
responding lateral static load coefficient was the ratio of PH
to PV. )e static loads applied to the T1 test sample were
from NO.1 to NO.4, designing for the equal biaxial static
loading. While for the T2 and T3 samples, the static loads
were from NO.1 to NO.8 in Table 2, including the equal and
unequal biaxial static loading.

3. Energy Transmitting Coefficient of Blasting
Stress Wave

According to the theory of stress wave propagation, in each
test sample, when the blasting stress wave produced by the
detonating cords propagates to the stress and strain mea-
surement point before the joint, a small area dA on the stress
wave front around the measuring point was selected as the
research object. Assuming in a small time dt, stress wave
radial propagation distance dl� cdt, c is the propagation
velocity of the stress wave, as shown in Figure 7.

)e energy EI of the incident stress wave in a small
volume dV near the measuring point before the joint is:
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EI �  

V

 σI(t)εI(t)dV � 
ln

0
σI(t)εI(t)dAdl

� dA 
tn

0
σI(t)εI(t)cdt,

(1)

where tn and ln denote the propagation time and distance of
the incident stress wave, respectively, and σI(t) andεI(t) are
the stress and strain time-history curves of the measuring
point before the joints.)e energy intensity II of the incident
stress wave near the measuring point is

II � 
tn

0
σI(t)εI(t)cdt. (2)

In the same way, the energy intensity IT of the trans-
mitted stress wave is

IT � 
tm

0
σT(t)εT(t)cdt, (3)

where, tm denotes the propagation time of the transmitted
stress wave, and σT(t) and εT(t) are the stress and strain
time-history curves of the measuring point after the joints.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Stress and strain sensors in the model test samples. (a) Strain sensors. (b) A PVDF stress sensor.

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of charge structure.

Table 2: Boundary static loads of model test samples.

No.
Static loads

(MPa) In-situ stresses (MPa)

PV PH Vertical Horizontal
1 0 0 0 0
2 0.75 0.75 15 15
3 1.5 1.5 30 30
4 3 3 60 60
5 0.75 1.5 15 30
6 1.5 0.75 30 15
7 1.5 3 30 60
8 3 1.5 60 30

dl
dA

Wavefront

Propagation direction

Propagation direction

Figure 7: Sketch of blasting stress wave propagation near the
measuring point.
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To eliminate the effect of variation of the incident stress
wave amplitude, the energy intensity ratio of the transmitted
and the incident stress wave is defined as the energy
transmitting coefficient η of the stress wave passing through
the jointed rock mass, as given below:

η �


tm

0 σT(t)εT(t)dt


tn

0 σI(t)εI(t)dt
. (4)

4. Energy Transmission of Blasting Stress
Wave in the In-Situ Stressed Intact Rock

As a comparison, the energy transmission of the blasting
stress wave in intact rock under different in-situ stresses was
analyzed first.

4.1. Effect of the Equal Biaxial Static Loads. Based on the
stress and strain time-history curves obtained from the
intact rock section in the three model test samples, the
energy transmission of the blasting stress wave in the intact
rock was investigated. To compare with the follow-up
studies in the jointed rock mass, only the head waves of the
stress and strain time-history curves were adopted for
analysis. )e energy intensity ratio of the head wave mea-
sured by strain measuring point 7 (stress measuring point
15) and strain measuring point 8 (stress measuring point 16)
was defined as the energy transmitting coefficient of blasting
stress wave in the intact rock. )e strain and stress time-
history curves of intact rock in three test samples were
obtained under different equal biaxial static loads, and the
typical stress and strain time-history curves are shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8 showed a part of the strain and stress time-
history curves of the incident and transmitted waves in the
intact rock section of the T1 sample when the static load was
0MPa, the curves all started at the same time, and lasted for
2ms. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the time when the
blasting stress wave propagated to the strain measuring
point 7 and stress measuring point 15, and the point 8 and 16
was almost consistent, meanwhile the head wave durations
of the corresponding measuring points were almost the
same. Hence, based on the head wave of the time-history
curves recorded at the strain measuring point 7 and the
stress measuring point 15, the energy intensity of the in-
cident stress wave can be obtained by the equation (4).
Similarly, the energy intensity of transmitted stress wave can
be obtained through the head wave of the curves recorded at
the strain measuring point 8 and the stress measuring point
16.

After removing the outliers, the average values of the
incident and transmitted stress wave energy intensity of the
intact rock in three test samples under different equal biaxial
static loads were sorted out. When the equal biaxial static
loads were 0, 0.75, 1.5, and 3MPa, the incident wave energy
intensities were 23.91, 18.47, 14.15, and 7.76 J/m2, respec-
tively, and the energy intensities of the transmitted wave

were 9.08, 7.94, 6.51, and 2.56 J/m2, respectively. )e energy
intensities of incident and transmitted stress wave in intact
rock under different equal biaxial static loads are shown in
Figure 9.

It can be can be observed in Figure 9 that the energy
intensities of the incident and transmitted stress waves in the
intact rock decrease with the increasing of the equal biaxial
static load. )e reason for the above phenomenon is that the
larger the static stress, the stronger the interaction forces
between particles of intact rock, so the vibration of intact
rock induced by dynamic disturbance was more inhibited.
)us, the greater the static load, the smaller the dynamic
response of the intact rock caused by the blasting stress wave,
and the smaller the energy of the stress wave in the intact
rock simultaneously. Meanwhile, the energy transmitting
coefficients of the blasting stress wave in intact rock under
different equal biaxial static loads are as shown in Figure 10.

When the static loads were 0, 0.75, 1.5, and 3MPa, the
blasting stress wave energy transmitting coefficients were
0.38, 0.43, 0.46, and, 0.33, respectively. It is reported that the
energy transmitting coefficient of stress wave increases first
and then decreases with the increase of static loads. In the
model test, there were no obvious cracks and damage on the
surface of the samples after explosive loading, so it is un-
necessary to consider the stress wave energy dissipation
caused by the fragment of the samples. )erefore, the energy
dissipation of the blasting stress wave in the intact rock can
be divided into two parts. )e first part was the energy
dissipation due to the geometrical dispersion of the stress
wave front. Meanwhile, there were numerous micro-cracks
inside the intact rocks, and when the stress wave propagates
in them, it will drive the micro-cracks to slide overcoming
the frictional forces, and another part of the stress wave
energy was dissipated.

When the equal biaxial static load was less than 1.5MPa
(i.e., 25.6% of the uniaxial compressive strength Rc), with the
increase of static load, the micro-cracks in the intact rock
were closed, the dynamic stress required for the sliding of the
micro-cracks was increased simultaneously, and the quantity
of micro-cracks that can slip under the stress wave was also
reduced, so the energy dissipation of the stress wave de-
creased. When the static load reached a certain extent, and
continued growing, the closed micro-cracks were expanded
and new micro-cracks were initiated. Finally, the quantity of
micro-cracks that can slip increased, so the energy dissi-
pation of the stress wave was raised accordingly. It can be
speculated that there was a critical static load Rcr (25.6%
Rc＜Rcr＜ 51.2% Rc); when the static load was greater than
Rcr, the number of micro-cracks in the intact rock grew,
resulting in the fall of stress wave energy transmitting
coefficients.

4.2. Effect of the Lateral Static Load Coefficient. When sub-
jected to biaxial unequal static loading, the intact rock is in a
state of differential stress loading, and the evolution of
micro-cracks in the intact rock is closely related to the
differential stress [33]. )e influence of the lateral static load
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Figure 8: Typical incident and transmitted stress wave strain and stress time-history curves in intact rock. (a) Strain measuring point.
(b) Strain measuring point 8. (c) Stress measuring point 15. (d) Stress measuring point 16.
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coefficient on the stress wave energy transmission of the
intact rock was studied under the static loading conditions of
vertical loads of 1.5MPa and lateral coefficients of 0.5, 1, and
2, respectively. )e energy intensities of incident and
transmitted stress waves under different lateral static load
coefficients are shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that the energy intensity
of the incident and transmitted stress waves decreased as
the lateral static coefficient increased. )e reason is that
when the vertical static load was constant, the greater the
lateral static load, the stronger the constraint on the
vibration of the particles in the intact rock, so the energy
of the blasting stress wave was smaller. According to the
data in Figure 11, the energy transmitting coefficients of
stress wave were 0.429, 0.460, and 0.371, respectively,
when the lateral static load coefficients were 0.5, 1, and 2.
)e energy transmitting coefficient of the stress wave in
the intact rock increased first and then decreased with the
increase of the lateral static load coefficient. When the
lateral static load coefficients were 0.5, 1, and 2, the
differential stresses for intact rock were 0.75, 0, and
1.5MPa, respectively. )e energy transmitting coeffi-
cients of stress wave under different differential stresses
are shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 shows that when the intact rock was sub-
jected to biaxial unequal static loading, the energy
transmitting coefficient of the stress wave decreased with
the increase of differential stress. )e reason is that the
quantity of micro-cracks in the intact rock increased with
the differential stress, and the quantity of micro-cracks
that can slide under stress wave grew simultaneously, so
the energy dissipation of the stress wave increased, and
finally the energy transmitting coefficient of the stress
wave continued to decline.

In summary, the test results implied that the change of
static loading state will affect the development and evolution
of micro-cracks in the intact rock, thus changing the energy
transmission of the blasting stress wave.

5. Energy Transmission of Blasting Stress Wave
Normal Incident In-Situ Stressed Rock Mass

5.1. Effect of the Equal Biaxial Static Loads. Based on the test
results of T1 sample, the energy transmission of blasting
stress wave normal incident jointed rock mass under dif-
ferent in-situ stresses can be obtained. )e energy intensities
of the blasting stress wave normal incident rock mass
containing various numbers of joints under different equal
biaxial static loads are shown in Table 3, and the abbrevi-
ations ISW and TSW represented incident and transmitted
stress wave, respectively.

Table 3 manifested that the incident wave energy in-
tensities of rock mass containing different numbers of joints
were relatively close in the T1 sample, indicating that the
propagation of the blasting stress waves produced by the
detonating fuses in all directions were uniform under equal
biaxial static loads. Compared with the transmitted wave
energy intensities in the intact rock under the same equal
biaxial static loads, it can be found that the transmitted wave
energy intensities of jointed rock mass and intact rock were
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quite different, illustrating that the existence of joints will
dissipate the energy of stress wave. Meanwhile, the greater
the quantity of joints, the smaller the energy intensities of the
transmitted wave. To conclude, with the increase of static
loads, the energy intensities of incident and transmitted
wave in rock mass containing different numbers of joints
showed a decreasing trend, while the energy intensities of
transmitted wave increased at first and then decreased.

)e energy transmitting coefficients of blasting stress
wave in single-joint, double-joints, triple-joints rock mass
and the intact rock under different equal static loads are
plotted in Figure 13.

It can be seen from Figure 13 that the energy trans-
mitting coefficients of stress wave in the intact rock under
the same static load were larger than that in the jointed rock
mass, and coefficients decreased with the increase of the joint
number. With the rise of static loads, the stress wave energy
transmitting coefficients of the intact rock and jointed rock
mass both increased first and then decreased. It was also
found that with the growth of static loads, the difference of
stress wave energy transmitting coefficients of the intact rock
and jointed rock mass reduced gradually.

)e energy dissipations in the blasting stress wave
propagation in rock mass were mainly composed of the
following two parts: the first one was the energy dissipation
produced by the friction between the micro-cracks and the
stress wave front diffusion in the intact rock; the other part
was the energy dissipation when the stress wave was
propagating at joints. In order to quantitatively study the
energy dissipation of stress waves at joints, it was assumed
that the two parts of energy dissipations in the jointed rock
masses were independent. In Figure 13, the ratio of the stress
wave energy transmitting coefficient between the jointed
rock mass and the intact rock under the same biaxial equal
static load was the energy transmitting coefficient of the
stress wave passing through the joints, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 shows that the more the number of joints, the
smaller the energy transmitting coefficients of the stress
wave, and coefficients increased with the static loads. )e
reason for this phenomenon was that the greater the static
load, the greater the normal and tangential stresses on the
joints, and the joints usually satisfy the nonlinear stress
deformation relationship [4, 9]. )erefore, the normal and
tangential stiffness of joints increased with the static loads, so
the dissipation of the stress wave energy was reduced
accordingly.

In summary, combined with Figures 10 and 14, the
variation of stress wave energy transmitting coefficient with
the increase of static loads in the jointed rock mass in

Figure 13 can be interpreted as follows: when the static load
increased from 0 to 1.5MPa, the energy transmission of
stress wave in the intact rock and joints both grew, so the
energy transmitting coefficient of the stress wave in jointed

Table 3: Energy intensities of incident and transmitted stress wave under different equal biaxial static loads.

Static loads (MPa)
Single-joint rock mass Double-joints rock mass Triple-joints rock mass

ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2) ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2) ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2)
0 22.54 4.33 24.76 3.32 21.23 2.02
0.75 16.32 5.63 19.41 5.30 17.59 3.99
1.5 14.85 6.29 13.19 4.89 15.78 5.18
3 8.43 2.68 6.65 2.01 6.33 1.80
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Figure 13: Energy transmitting coefficients of stress wave in intact
rock and rock mass under different equal static loads.
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rock mass increased accordingly. With the increase of the
static load, the energy transmission of stress wave at joints
continued to improve, while the energy transmission in the
intact rock declined sharply, which eventually led to the
decrease of the energy transmitting coefficient.

5.2. Effect of the Number of Joints. )e variation of energy
transmitting coefficients of the stress wave in rock mass
containing various numbers of joints under different equal
biaxial static loads is shown in Figure 15.

Energy dissipation occurred when the stress wave
propagating through each joint and the energy transmitting
coefficients of the stress wave decreased with the increase of
the joint number under the same static loads. Figure 15
shows that when the static loads were 0, 0.75, 1.5, and 3MPa,
and the number of joints increased from 0 to 3, the dec-
rements of stress wave energy transmitting coefficients were
75%, 47.2%, 28.7%, and 13.6%, respectively. )e results
showed that when the static load increased, the reduction of
the energy transmitting coefficient decreased with the in-
crement of the number of joints.

)e reason for the above results was that as the static
loads increased, the stiffness of the joints rose, and the
blasting stress wave energy transmission in the jointed rock
mass increased. At the same time, when the blasting wave
passed through the jointed rock mass, multiple transmission
reflections occurred between the joints, which will enlarge
the energy transmitting coefficient to some extent, and the
larger the static load, the stronger the multiple transmission
reflections effect. )erefore, with the growth of static load,
the energy transmitting coefficients of stress wave passing
through intact rock and jointed rock gradually became close.

)e results showed that the larger the in-situ stress, the
lower the influence of the number of joints on the energy
transmission of the blasting stress wave, while the evolution
of the micro-cracks in the intact rock played a leading role in
the attenuation of the stress wave energy.

6. Energy Transmission of Blasting Stress Wave
Obliquely Incident In-Situ Stressed
Rock Mass

6.1. Effect of the Equal Biaxial Static Load. In the T2 and the
T3 test samples, the energy intensities of the incident and
transmitted wave passing through rockmasses with different
angles and quantities of joints under various equal biaxial
static loads are shown in Tables 4 and 5, and the abbrevi-
ations ISW and TSW represent incident and transmitted
stress wave, respectively.

Tables 4 and 5 indicated that with the increase of static
loads, the transmitted wave energy intensities of the jointed
rock mass with the same angle and number showed a trend
of increasing first and then decreasing. Under the equivalent
static load, the transmitted wave energy intensities had no
obvious change with the raise of the joint angle. Based on the
data in Tables 4 and 5, the energy transmitting coefficients of
stress wave in single-joint and double-joints rock masses

with different angles under equal biaxial static loads are
shown in Figure 16.

According to the joints layout diagram of the T2 and T3
test samples in Figure 4, the incident angles of stress wave in
the 30°, 60°, and 90° single-joint and double-joint rock
masses were 60°, 30°, and 0°, respectively. Figure 16 shows
that the energy transmitting coefficients increased at first
and then decreased with the growth of static loads, while the
coefficients dropped with the increase of the joint number
under the same static load. Compared with Figure 13, it can
be seen that as the static load rose from 0, the jointed rock
mass with different angles and numbers all showed a trend of
first increasing and then decreasing, and the reason for this
phenomenon is explained in Section 5.1.

6.2. Effect of the Lateral Static Load Coefficient. To compare
with the test results of the intact rock, the variation of energy
transmitting coefficients of the blasting stress wave in rock
mass with different angles and quantities of joints was
obtained, under unequal biaxial static loads, with the vertical
static loading of 1.5MPa and lateral static load coefficients of
0.5, 1, and 2 respectively, as shown in Figure 17.

It can be seen from Figure 17 that with the rise of the
lateral static load coefficient, the stress wave energy trans-
mitting coefficients of the intact rock and jointed rock mass
both first increased and then decreased.)at was because the
normal and tangential stresses on joints increased with the
lateral static load coefficients, so the normal and tangential
stiffness of joints grew simultaneously due to the nonlinear
deformation characteristics of the joint. )erefore, with the
increase of the lateral static load coefficient, the energy
transmission of the stress wave at the joints was more
efficient.

However, according to the analysis of Section 4.2, due
to the change of differential stress, the energy transmis-
sion of stress wave in the intact rock mass increased first
and then decreased with the growth of the lateral pressure
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Figure 15: Influence of joint number on stress wave energy
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coefficient, as shown in Figure 17. It also can be found that
the variations of stress wave energy transmitting coeffi-
cient of the intact rock and jointed rock mass were
identical with the increment of the lateral coefficient,
indicating that when the differential stress increased, the
stress wave energy dissipation in the intact rock was
dominant in the process of stress wave passing through
jointed rock mass.

6.3. Effect of the Joint Angle. In the blasting excavation of
underground engineering, the spatial distribution of joints
in the surrounding rock mass was commonly random, so it

is necessary to study the effect of the joint angle on stress
wave energy transmission. Based on the data in Tables 4 and
5, the influence of the joint angle on the energy transmission
of the stress wave under equal biaxial static loads is shown in
Figure 18.

Figure 18 shows that when the static load was zero, the
stress wave energy transmitting coefficients decreased with
the increase of joint angle (i.e., the decrease of the stress wave
incident angle), while when the static load was greater than
zero, the coefficients increased with the joint angle. )e
reason may be that the normal and tangential stiffness of the
joint varied with the joint angle under the equal biaxial static
loads and blasting stress wave.

Table 4: Energy intensities of incident and transmitted stress wave in single-joint rock mass under different equal biaxial static loads.

Static loads (MPa)
Single-joint rock mass

30° 60° 90°

ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2) ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2) ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2)
0 20.12 4.73 23.45 5.14 22.43 4.60
0.75 17.92 5.41 15.27 4.86 16.87 5.67
1.5 13.68 5.32 12.53 5.08 12.76 5.59
3 7.54 2.02 5.93 1.69 6.67 2.06

Table 5: Energy intensities of incident and transmitted stress wave in double-joints rock mass under different equal biaxial static loads.

Static loads (MPa)
Double-joints rock mass

30° 60° 90°

ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2) ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2) ISW (J/m2) TSW (J/m2)
0 22.87 3.45 21.36 2.82 23.54 2.92
0.75 17.54 4.46 18.43 4.90 16.42 4.71
1.5 14.65 5.02 15.28 5.47 14.73 5.77
3 7.21 1.87 5.62 1.53 6.33 1.84
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Figure 16: Energy transmitting coefficients of stress wave in jointed rockmasses with different angles and numbers under equal biaxial static
loads. (a) Single-joint rock mass. (b) Double-joints rock mass.
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For the unequal biaxial static loading, the loading
condition with vertical static load of 1.5MPa was selected,
and the effects of the joint angle on the energy transmission
of the stress wave in jointed rock mass are shown in
Figure 19.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that the energy trans-
mitting coefficients of the stress wave increased with the
joint angle under the same lateral static load coefficient.
When the lateral static load coefficient and the angle of joint
were constant, the energy transmitting coefficient decreased
with the increase of the number of joints.

)e above results showed that the energy transmitting
coefficients of stress wave in the jointed rock mass increased
with the increase of the angle of joint (i.e., the decrease of the
angle of incident stress wave), and while the static loads were
greater than 0, the energy transmitting coefficient was the
largest when the stress wave normal incident the joints. For
the practical underground engineering, the state of in-situ
stress was highly complex, and the spatial distribution of
joints in the rock mass was also complicated. Due to the high
cost of dynamic test, the joint angles set in the test were only
30°, 60°, and 90°, which may lead to the effects of joint angle
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Figure 17: Energy transmitting coefficients of blasting stress wave in jointed rock masses under different lateral static load coefficients.
(a) Single-joint rock mass. (b) Double-joints rock mass.
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on the energy transmission of blasting stress wave under
different in-situ stress states and cannot reflect the actual
situation. Furthermore, theoretical and numerical simula-
tion research should be carried out for more quantitative
analysis.

7. Conclusion

(1) )e energy transmission of the blasting stress wave
in the intact rock was closely related to the evolution
of internal micro-cracks. Under equal biaxial static
loading, when the static load was less than 25.6% of
the uniaxial compressive strength Rc, the micro-
cracks in the intact rock were closed, resulting in the
increase of the stress wave energy transmitting co-
efficients with the static load. Meanwhile, there was a
critical static load Rcr (25.6% Rc＜Rcr＜ 51.2% Rc),
when the static load was greater than Rcr, the number
of micro-cracks in the the intact rock had grown,
resulting in the decrease of stress wave energy
transmitting coefficients. Under unequal biaxial
static loading, with the rise of differential stress, the
number of micro-cracks in the intact rock continued
to grow, resulting in the decline of stress wave energy
transmitting coefficients, and the coefficients in-
creased first and then decreased with the lateral
pressure coefficient.

(2) )e energy transmission of the blasting stress wave
in jointed rock mass was affected by both the intact
rock and joints. Due to the nonlinear deformation
characteristics of joints, the energy transmission of
the stress wave increased with the in-situ stress, but
the increment declined gradually. )e energy
transmitting coefficients of the jointed rock mass
firstly increased and then decreased with the rise of
static load and lateral static load coefficient. It is
indicated that when the in-situ stress was low, the
presence of in-situ stress can enhance the energy

transmission of the stress wave in the rock mass to
some extent, so as to optimize the explosive energy
distribution in the rock mass during blasting exca-
vation, which was beneficial to the full fragment of
rock mass. When the in-situ stress was relatively
large, the stress wave energy dissipation in the intact
rock was dominant in the process of stress wave
passing through jointed rockmass, whereas the effect
of joints on energy transmission of the stress wave
was reduced, and the charge of blasting excavation
should be increased to achieve the blasting effect.

(3) When the stress wave incident the rock mass con-
taining different angles and numbers of joints, the
energy transmitting coefficients of the stress wave
dropped with the growth of the number of joints, and
the larger the in-situ stress, the lower the influence of
the number of joints on the energy transmission of
the blasting stress wave. )e stress wave energy
transmitting coefficients in the jointed rock mass
increased with the angle of joint (i.e., the decrease of
the angle of incident stress wave) under static
loading; when the stress wave vertically incident the
joints, the energy transmitting coefficient was the
largest. )erefore, in the blasting excavation of the
underground rock mass, the connection line of blast
holes should be perpendicular to the dominant joints
in the rock mass, to ensure the efficient transmission
of blasting energy.

(4) In the blasting excavation of the underground rock
mass, the in-situ stress and the spatial distribution of
joints were complicated and significantly affect the
energy transmission of the blasting stress wave, es-
pecially for long tunnels and caverns. )erefore, in
underground engineering, the orientation of the
dominant structural plane and the in-situ stress state
of the surrounding rock mass should be determined
first, and the blasting parameters can be optimized
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accordingly, so as to improve the utilization of ex-
plosive energy and achieve the designed blasting
effect.

In this paper, due to the limitation of test conditions and
the complexity of influence factors, the in-situ stress state
and the distribution of joints in the rock mass were relatively
simple. However, for practical engineering, the situation is
more complicated, which is also the focus of further
research.
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Carbon dioxide phase transition fracturing is a novel physical blasting technique, which is gradually used in mining and un-
derground space engineering. (e improvement of its rock breaking efficiency is the key concern in the application. In this paper,
field experiments of CO2 phase transition fracturing were conducted. Based on the strain monitoring and fracturing crater volume
measuring, the variation of CO2 filling amount and shear sheet thickness on rock fragmentation of CO2 phase transition fracturing
was investigated.(e experimental results indicated that the fracturing crater is shaped as an elliptical cone that is longer in the jet
direction and shorter in the vertical jet direction. With the increase of the CO2 filling amount, the excavated crater volume
gradually increases, but the growth rate gradually decreases. (e powder factor is constant within a certain charge amount, and
after exceeding this charge amount, the powder factor of CO2 increases significantly. As the shear sheet thickness increases,
although the consultant peak stress gradually increases, its growth rate is still unchanged. (e crater volume and its growth rate
gradually increase in the same situation. Moreover, with the shear sheet thickness increase, the CO2 powder factor decreases
continuously, and the decline rate remains unchanged.

1. Introduction

Due to the harmful effects like blasting seismic waves, noise,
flying rocks, and harmful gases, the use of explosives in in-
flammable and combustible, sensitive areas is limited [1, 2].
(erefore, there is an urgent need for a safe, environmentally
friendly, and efficient nonexplosive rock breakingmethod. As a
new type of physical rock breaking technology, CO2 phase
transition fracturing breaks the rock mass by the expansion
energy of CO2 liquid-gas phase transition.(ewhole fracturing
process is nonsparking, and the phase transition product is a
flame-retardant harmless gas [3, 4]. In general, its safety and
environmental protection are far better than blasting, and this
technique has a broad application prospect as an alternative
technology for blasting.

In 1914, the British company Cardox developed a
system for the permeability and recovery of low-breathing

and high-gas coal seams, reducing coal dust and reducing
the gas explosion risk. And it is called the Cardox tube
system. Shortly hereafter, Cardox tube system was widely
used for coal mining in the United States, Germany,
Britain, France, and other countries. Due to the rapid
development of coal mining technology and mechanized
production of coal mines, coal mines gradually stopped
using the Cardox tube system. In recent years, CO2 phase
transition fracturing has been widely used in the field of
rock excavation due to its multiple advantages [5], such as
pile-well excavation [6], gas drainage [7–9], coal roadway
excavation [10, 11], and coal mining face mining [12].

Rock fragmentation is essential for evaluating a new rock
excavation method. (rough the tests in Bulawayo gold
mine, Singh [13] confirmed that the combined detonation
effect of two CO2 fracturing pipes was the same as that of five
boreholes filled with explosives, indicating that this
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technique was a good rock breaking method. Some scholars
have also explored the rock fragmentation with different
initial parameters. Zhan [14] investigated the influence of
different CO2 filling amounts on the effective damage range
in coal through numerical simulation, indicating that
damage radius and depth are positively correlated with the
filling amount. Zhang et al. [15, 16] carried out the fracturing
tests on the concrete block, established the peridynamics
model to study the evolution of cracks, and indicated that
gas impact and gas wedge are both important to rock
fragmentation, and the direction of crack propagation was
perpendicular to that of carbon dioxide release. Zhou et al.
[4] got a similar conclusion with them through the field test
and numerical simulation and indicated that the fracturing
crack propagation speed decreased with time. Tao et al. [17]
compared the rock breaking mechanism between the carbon
dioxide phase transition fracturing and blasting and drew
the conclusion that there are no crushing zones after CO2
phase transition fracturing; thus, the explosive energy uti-
lization rate is correspondingly improved. Tian [18] inves-
tigated the influence of confining pressure on the number
and shape of cracks and pointed out that the number of
cracks produced by CO2 phase transition fracturing is more
than that of hydraulic fracturing.

Previous studies on the influencing factors of rock
fragmentation for CO2 phase transition fracturing almost
carried out on the rock mass with good quality, complete
concrete block and soil, the crack evolution process were
investigated. (e rock fragmentation characteristics of
fractured rock masses which are induced by CO2 phase
transition fracturing are not yet clear. Moreover, there are
few studies on the influence of initial parameters of frac-
turing on rock fragmentation characteristics. (rough the in
situ tests, this paper investigates the influence of CO2 filling
amount and shear sheet thickness for rock fragmentation on
fractured mudstone, with dynamic strain monitoring and
crater volumemeasurement.(e test results may provide the
reference for drill hole design on fractured rock masses.

2. Principle of CO2 Phase Transition-Induced
Rock Fragmentation

CO2 phase transition fracturing pipe consists of a detonator,
a heating tube, a liquid storage pipe, a gasket, a shear sheet,
and an energy drain head. When we conduct the CO2
fracturing, we should first fill the liquid carbon dioxide into
the liquid storage pipe, and then the filled CO2 fracturing
pipe is inserted into the predrilled hole with signal line
reserved and the hole sealed. (en, the heating tube will be
energized by current and immediately release a lot of heat in
a short time. While the liquid carbon dioxide absorbs heat
and transfers to the supercritical state, the pressure in the
storage pipe is continually rising.When the inner pressure of
the storage pipe exceeds the shear sheet strength, the shear
sheet is broken. Supercritical carbon dioxide quickly
transfers to high-pressure gas and releases from the outlet of
the energy drain head. At the same time, the high-pressure
gas instantly brings the strong destructive force; the sur-
rounding rock in the jet direction is firstly be compressed

under the shock stress, resulting in a certain number of
cracks. (en, the high-pressure gas enters the impact cracks;
these cracks propagate forward again under the high-
pressure gas wedge [18, 19]. During this process, the
thickness of shear sheet determines the peak compressive
stress; the filling amount of carbon dioxide determines the
total amount of high-pressure gas and the duration of the gas
wedge, both of which have a decisive influence on rock
fragments. (e rock breaking process for the CO2 phase
transition fracturing is shown in Figure 1.

Nowadays, when describing the power of CO2 phase
transition fracturing, the CO2 phase transition fracturing
is often equivalent to the pressure vessel explosion. When
we calculate the physical explosion energy of pressure
vessels, the explosion energy calculation method of liq-
uefied gas and high-temperature saturated water con-
tainer and the explosion energy calculation method of
high-pressure gas and saturated water vapor container are
widely used.(e former method is mainly used to describe
superheated liquid, and liquid carbon dioxide is not a
superheated liquid; thus, this method is not suitable for
this fracturing technique. In contrast, the existence state
of carbon dioxide in the liquid storage pipe and the ex-
plosion trigger conditions are consistent with the ex-
plosion energy calculation method of high-pressure gas
and saturated water vapor container, so this method is the
most widely recognized. (e corresponding equation of
this method is given by

Eg �
pV

K − 1
1 −

0.1013
p

 

(K−1)/K
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ × 103, (1)

where Eg is the total explosive energy of the carbon dioxide,
kJ; p is the maximum inner pressure of fracturing pipe, MPa;
V is the effective volume for the storage pipe, m3; andK is the
adiabatic index of carbon dioxide, taken as 1.295.

3. Effect of Carbon Dioxide Filling Amount on
Rock Fragments

3.1. FieldTest. Strong-to-medium weathered mudstone with
basic quality grade V was chosen as fracturing medium in
this experiment; its uniaxial compressive strength was less
than 10MPa, belonging to extremely soft rock. To investi-
gate the effect of carbon dioxide filling amount on rock
fragments, five kinds of fracturing pipes with different ca-
pacities were chosen, as is shown in Figure 2(a).

During the process of liquid carbon dioxide filling, when
the inner pressure in the fracturing pipe reaches a preset
value, the filling machine could not press liquid carbon
dioxide into the fracturing pipe. At that time, we should
remove the fracturing pipe from the filling shelf andmeasure
the mass of filled carbon dioxide. (e filling equipment of
CO2 fracturing pipe and the platform scale for weighting the
fracturing pipe before and after the filling are shown in
Figures 2(b) and 2(c).

After drilling, the filled fracturing pipes were put into the
drill hole, and medium-coarse sand and small pieces of
gravel were chosen as stemming materials to prevent the
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pipe from flying. Despite the fact that the drill hole was
stemmed, we also connected the steel strand to the lifting
head for double protection of the fracturing pipe. (e
heating tube is then connected, the fuse is led to a safe range,
and five fracturing pipes of different filling amounts were
detonated in sequence.

Moreover, since too little carbon dioxide mass and too
thick the shear sheet may cause the fracturing pipe to fail to
detonate, a test fracturing with 460 g carbon dioxide and
3.5mm shear sheet was carried out before the formal tests to
explore whether the fracturing pipe in this situation can be
detonated. (e results showed that the 3.5mm shear sheet

1-draw bar ; 2-heating tube ; 3-stemming materials ; 4-shear sheet ; 5- energy drain head ; 6- liquid
storage pipe ; 7-rock mass ; 8- gaseous carbon dioxide 
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Figure 1: Principle of carbon dioxide phase transition fracturing.
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Figure 2: Equipment of carbon dioxide phase transition fracturing. (a) CO2 fracturing pipes with different capacities. (b) Filling equipment
of CO2 fracturing pipe. (c) Platform scale for measuring the filled fracturing pipe.
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could be destroyed even with the smallest capacity fracturing
pipe. (erefore, the CO2 filling amounts in these tests were
460 g, 585 g, 760 g, 870 g, and 960 g, respectively. Further-
more, among all the tests, the shear sheet thickness was
3.5mm, and the drill hole depth and diameter were 900mm
and 115mm, respectively.

3.2. Test Results. After the fracturing pipe was detonated, a
large amount of fog remained in the fracturing crater, which
is due to the vaporization and heat absorption of liquid
carbon dioxide, leading to a decrease in the surrounding
temperature and the condensation of water vapor in the air
into small water droplets and the formation of fog. More-
over, the morphology for CO2 phase transition crater is
significantly different from blasting, and the crater shape is
longer in jet direction. (e reason is that the high-pressure
carbon dioxide can only be released from two symmetrical
release holes due to the special structure for fracturing pipe,
resulting in a Mohaupt effect in the jet direction. (e load in
the jet direction is much higher than that of other directions;
the surrounding rock in this direction is firstly damaged

induced the dynamic stress, resulting in a large number of
initial cracks. (en, the high-pressure CO2 expands into the
initial cracks, leading them to continue to propagate. Since
the borehole in jet direction firstly undergoes the jet, the
corresponding axis length for CO2 phase transition crater
was longer, as is shown in Figure 3. By contrast, the blasting
crater follows the Livingston blasting crater principle, and
because the blasting energy is released in every direction,
there are all the circular craters; the surrounding rocks in all
directions get the same degree of fragmentation.

To quantitatively analyse the influence of different CO2
filling amounts on rock fragments, the plane perpendicular
to the axis of the drill hole was chosen as the reference plane.
(e debris in the fracturing crater was cleaned up; the
distance between the contour of the crater and the reference
plane is measured on a 100mm× 100mm grid to find out
the crater depth at each measuring point. (e area Si of each
cross section of fracturing crater was calculated through the
Simpson equation, and the crater volume V was obtained by
the prism volume formula:

Si �
B

3
Y0 + Yn(  + 2 Y2 + Y4 + · · · + Y2i + · · ·(  + 4 Y1 + Y3 + · · · + Y2i+1 + · · ·(  ,

V �
B

3
s1 + sn(  + 2 s1 + s2 + · · · + si + · · ·sn(  + 

n

i�1

����
sisi+1

√⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,

(2)

where Si is the area of the crater cross section, m2; B is the
horizontal distance between two adjacent measured points,
B� 0.1m; and Yi is the fracturing crater depth of measuring
point i, m.

After cleaning up the broken rocks in the fracturing
crater, the boundary of the fracturing crater was determined.
Since the CO2 phase transition fracturing crater is elliptical,
taking the drill hole as the center, the crater diameter is
measured at 45° intervals. (e length of the long axis and the
short axis of the ellipse were counted, as Figure 4 shows.

From Figure 4, it can be seen that as the CO2 filling
amount increases, the long axis length of the fracturing
crater gradually increases, but the short axis length first
increases and then decreases. With the CO2 filling amount
increasing, the crater volume gradually grew; the CO2
powder factor remained unchanged within a certain filling
amount, beyond which it increases significantly, as shown in
Figure 5. When the CO2 filling amount increases from 460 g
to 970 g, even if the growth rate of crater volume slows down,
its value gradually increases. It can also be found that after
the CO2 filling amount exceeds a certain value, its influence
on the crater volume growth becomes smaller but becomes
significantly larger on the powder factor. (e reason for that
is that the CO2 filling amount is not the only factor that
affects the crater volume; the shear sheet thickness limits the
peak pressure in CO2 phase transition fracturing and also
controls the rock fragmentation. While the peak pressure is

constant, if only the CO2 filling amount increases, there is a
clear threshold for fracturing crater volume.When the crater
volume reaches the threshold value, it is meaningless to
further increase the filling amount, which will only increase
the cost of construction and reduce the economic efficiency.
To better improve the energy utilization ratio of rock
fragmentation, it is necessary to further explore the influence
of shear sheet thickness on rock fragmentation.

4. Effect of Shear Sheet Thickness on
Rock Fragments

4.1. Field Test. It is acknowledged that the shear sheet is the
most important component to influence the peak shock
force. When the absolute pressure in fracturing pipe exceeds
the shear sheet strength, high-pressure carbon dioxide gas
will be ejected through the energy drain head [20]. (e
thickness of the shear sheet is the determining factor in
determining its failure pressure, and it is generally accepted
that the thicker the shear sheet, the higher the corresponding
failure pressure. To control the thickness as a single variable,
all shear sheets were made by Q235a steel in these tests.
Shear sheets with thicknesses of 1.5mm, 2.0mm, 2.5mm,
3.0mm, and 3.5mmwere selected; a fracturing pipe with the
length of 900mm was used. (e CO2 filling amount for the
five tests is 755 g, 760 g, 760 g, 755 g, and 750 g, respectively.
Although there was some variation in the amount of CO2
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filled between the different pipes, this variation was within a
negligible margin of error.

Different from the previous tests, since the shear sheet
greatly affected the peak stress in the rock mass, the strain
test was added. Considering that the higher impact ap-
pears in the jet direction, all the self-made strain testing
devices were installed at a distance of 2m from the drill
hole in the jet direction. (e strain signals at the moni-
toring points are collected using dynamic strain testing
apparatus DH5960. (e schematic sketch of strain mea-
suring test design was shown in Figure 6; the procedure
for preparing and installing self-made strain testing de-
vices is as follows:

(1) Prepare several plain bars and iron sheets and weld
three iron sheets X, Y, and Z at the underside of the
plain bar.(ree iron sheets are perpendicular to each

other; the sheet Z has a long side in the same di-
rection as the long axis of the plain bar.

(2) Make the gypsum strain block, pour the stirred
quick-setting gypsum into the strip mold, take it out
after the gypsum solidifies, and polish the block
surface to make it smooth enough.

(3) Before attaching the strain gauges to the strain block,
the resistance of strain gauges shall be measured;
then the epoxy resin shall be used to attach the strain
gauges for ensuring that the strain gauge is firmly
bonded with strain block and the adhesive layer is
uniform(en, paste the gypsum strain block on each
iron sheet..

(4) Connect the strain gauges to the wires via terminals,
and number the wires. Since the insulation resistance
and bonding strength of the strain gauge will be
reduced when it is affected with damp, add painted
gypsum as a protective layer in the surface of strain
gauges. Moreover, the above treatment can avoid
damage caused by friction with the drill hole when
the strain testing device is installed.

(5) Bury the strain testing device in the predrilled
measuring hole, and ensure that the strain gauges are
at the same depth as the gas outlet of the fracturing
pipe and the X sheet is pointing towards the frac-
turing pipe; then stem the drill hole with quick-
setting gypsum.

As shown in Figure 7, when we started to conduct CO2
phase transition fracturing, the self-made strain testing
device was first installed as described above, and then the
fracturing pipe was buried. It should be noted that the di-
rection of the line connecting the two symmetrical gas
outlets should be in the same line with the long axis of X
sheet when installing the fracturing pipe.

4.2. Test Results

4.2.1. Peak Stress with Different Shear Sheet 3icknesses.
During these tests, DH5960 super dynamic signal test system
was used to record the micro strain. (e DH5960 super
dynamic signal test system, with 20MHz maximum tran-
sient sampling rate and 1MHz frequency response, is
designed for impact and blasting test. Moreover, Gigabit
Ethernet switch is adopted to expand; only one computer
can also realize unlimited multichannel super dynamic
signal parallel synchronous testing and analysis. To meet the
dynamics requirements of strain measurement, in these
tests, we set a measuring frequency of 20000Hz. Since the
strain real-time curve in the field experiment can be in-
terfered by a series of field factors such as electromagnetic,
the WNOISE function was utilized to denoise field strain
data to get more realistic strain signals. (is method pro-
cesses wavelet decomposition coefficient to separate signal
and noise with the help of different characteristics of signal
and noise in wavelet transform.

(ese electric resistance strain gauges only measured the
strain in a certain direction at themeasuring point. To obtain
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the peak dynamic stress, the strain value obtained needs to
be converted [21–23]. Since the monitoring point was in a
state of three-dimensional stress state, three perpendicular
strain gauges were pasted along with the three principal

stress directions. Assuming that the principal strain in the
radial, tangential, and vertical directions of the measuring
point is εx, εy, and εz, respectively, according to the gener-
alized Hooke’s law, the corresponding principal stresses σx,
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σy, and σz of radial, tangential, and vertical direction are as
follows:

σx �
E

1 + v

v

1 − 2v
θ + εx 

σy �
E

1 + v

v

1 − 2v
θ + εy 

σz �
E

1 + v

v

1 − 2v
θ + εz 

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

, (3)

where θ is the volumetric strain, θ � εx + εy + εy, E is the
dynamic modulus of elasticity, and v is the dynamic Pois-
son’s ratio.

To investigate the relationship between the shear sheet
thickness and the peak stress, the peak strains of five tests
were recorded; then the peak strain in each test is converted
to peak stress by equation (3), as shown in Figure 8.

From Figure 8, it can be seen that when the shear sheet
thickness is the same, the peak stress in the vertical direction
(Z-direction) of the measuring point is the largest, and the
peak stress in the radial (X-direction) and tangential (Y-
direction) directions does not differ much, indicating that
the dominant stress direction is the vertical direction. As the

shear sheet thickness increases, the resultant stress also
grows continuously. When the shear sheet thickness varies
from 1.5mm to 3.5mm, the resultant stress increases by
1.371MPa. It can be seen that the peak stress increases with

Put the self-made strain
testing device into

measuring hole

Stem the measuring hole by
the quick-setting gypsum

Bury the fracturing
pipe into the drill hole

Detonate the fracturing
pipe by the current

Figure 7: Installation process of the fracturing pipe and strain testing device.
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the growth of the shear sheet strength, and its growth rate is
unchanged. (e measured peak stress can reflect the peak
stress of the drill hole wall in the direction of the air outlet of
the fracturing. It is indicated that the thicker the shear sheet,
the larger the peak stress.

4.2.2. Crater Volume with Different Shear Sheet 3icknesses.
(e previous measuring method for crater volume and
crater morphology was utilized in the tests with variable
shear sheet thickness. Furthermore, the CO2 powder factors
were obtained by these five tests. (e results are shown in
Figures 9 and 10.

It can be seen that as the shear sheet thickness increases,
the crater volume and long axis length of the fracturing
crater gradually increase, the CO2 powder factor decreases,
while the length of the short axis first grows and then de-
clines. Moreover, when the CO2 filling amount is equivalent
in these five tests, the peak stress in the jet direction
gradually increases with the shear sheet thickness increases,
resulting in the growth of the effective damage range of the
rock mass.

When the shear sheet thickness varies from 1.5mm to
2.5mm, the crater volume increases by 0.059m3 and the
powder factor decreases by 1.19 kg/m3. As the shear sheet
thickness is changed from 2.5mm to 3.5mm, the crater
volume increases by 0.132m3, and the powder factor de-
creases by 1.30 kg/m3. It is indicated that with the increase of
shear sheet thickness, the growth rate of crater volume
increases, but the decline rate of powder factor remains
unchanged.

Comparing the test results for different CO2 filling
amount levels and different shear sheet thickness, it can be
seen that the crater volume changes with variable CO2 filling
are smaller than the crater volume with variable shear sheet
thicknesses. Moreover, a conclusion can be drawn from the

evaluation indicators, such as powder factor and crater radius,
that the effect of shear sheet thickness on the rock fragments is
obviously larger than the amount of liquid carbon dioxide.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the fracturing craters volume were counted,
and the effects of CO2 filling amount and shear sheet
thickness on rock fragments were investigated through the
in situ rock breaking test. Moreover, the dynamic strain test
under the impact of CO2 phase transition fracturing was
carried out. (e following conclusions are obtained:

(1) (e fracturing crater of CO2 phase transition frac-
turing is significantly different from the blasting and
is longer in the jet direction and shorter in the
vertical jet direction. It is shaped like an ellipsoidal
cone.

(2) As the CO2 filling amount increases, the crater
volume gradually increases, and its growth rate
gradually decreases. (e powder factor of CO2 re-
mains constant within a certain CO2 filling amount
and increases significantly beyond that value. (e
length of the long axis of the crater gradually in-
creases with the increasing CO2 filling amounts, but
the length of the short axis first grows and then
decreases.

(3) When the shear sheet thickness increases, the cor-
responding resultant stress grows, but the grow slope
is constant. Even if the powder factor decreases, the
value of crater volume and its growth rate contin-
ually increase with the growing shear sheet thickness.
(e change pattern of long and short axis length in
variable shear sheet thickness is the same as that in
variable CO2 filling amounts. Overall, shear sheet
thickness has a greater effect on rock fragmentation
than CO2 filling amount.
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Although the change characteristics of the strains we
measured are consistent with the existing understanding, it
should be noted that the above conclusions were obtained by
a limited number of tests. To get a more universal statistical
law, more tests in different fractured rock masses need to be
carried out in the future. (e influence of rock properties
and confining pressures on rock fragmentations should be
further explored in fractured rock masses, which is signif-
icant for rock excavation in deep rock engineering.
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It is important to guarantee the safety of adjacent underground structures during the foundation pit blasting excavation ofmodern
city construction. *e blasting excavation construction of a large, deep foundation pit near an existing metro station of
GuangzhouMetro Line 3 is used as the example in this study. Based on blasting vibration field test results, the influence of blasting
dynamic load on the lining of an adjacent metro tunnel is numerically analyzed in simulation using Fast Lagrangian Analysis of
Continua 3D (FLAC3D), and the relationships between the blasting vibration velocity and stress and the displacement of the
metro tunnel lining are obtained. *e results show that the stress of lining structure is within the allowable range under the
experimental blasting conditions, the lining displacement increases linearly with the applied dynamic vibration velocity, and the
vertical displacement of the lining is more obviously affected than the horizontal displacement by the dynamic load.*is study can
be used as a basis for the control of blasting vibration in a complex urban environment. Its practical application shows that the
proposed blasting plan and parameters are reasonable and effective.

1. Introduction

Blasting is an efficient and fast excavation method for hard
rock mass, and it has been widely used in the excavation of
urban building foundation pits. With the continuous con-
struction of urban metro in China, dangers associated with
the blasting excavation of foundation pits adjacent to
existing urban metro often arise. Most metro tunnels are
lined with reinforced concrete segments. When the blasting
vibration exceeds a certain limit, it can cause catastrophic
damage to the lining. In order to ensure the safety and
stability of the adjacent metro tunnel, the influence of the
blasting vibration should be evaluated, and potentially
damaging effects should be minimized.*e abovementioned
issue is a key technical issue in realizing the safe and efficient
implementation of build foundation pit construction in
complex urban environments.

At present, research on the response characteristics of
foundation pit on a metro tunnel has been widely considered
by scholars [1–5]. However, most of these studies focus on
the displacement and stability of foundation pit, and less

attention has been paid to blasting engineering and blasting
seismic wave influence on a metro tunnel. Xia et al.
researched the impact of the cavity effect on tunnel exca-
vation blasting vibration by a series of blast tests. *e results
suggested that the cavity effect on the ground only worked
within a limited scope in shallow tunnel excavations, and an
empirical equation was proposed to calculate the amplifying
coefficient [6]. Koneshwaran et al. used a fully coupled
technique involving smooth particle hydrodynamics and
finite element techniques to investigate the blast response of
segmented bored tunnels [7]. El Koursi et al. devised
technological improvements to the structure and critical
systems of the vehicle and tested in real situation, focused
particularly on the behavior of people in blast situation, and
presented the related improvements of the vehicles’ design
in order to improve resilience and survivability to blast [8].
Shin et al. modified the detonation pressure equation based
on the results of field tests. Tunnel behavior due to blast-
induced vibration was investigated in terms of particle ve-
locity, displacement, and stress of the linings, and guidelines
for a blast protection zone were proposed [9]. Ozer analyzed
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the field-testing results of ground vibration induced by
blasting during the construction of the Istanbul Kadikoy-
Kartal metro tunnel.*e empirical relationships between the
scaled distance and peak particle velocity were established in
order to predict the influence on neighboring buildings and
structures [10]. Ocak and Bilgin studied the performance of a
roadheader, impact hammer and drilling and blasting
method in the excavation of metro station tunnels in
Istanbul and gained machine utilization time and average
net cutting rate of each machine [11]. De et al. studied the
effects of a surface explosion through a combination of
physical model tests and numerical modeling. *e influence
of the barrier thickness in reducing the explosion-induced
strains, stresses, and pressures on the tunnel was analyzed
[12]. Park and Jeon proposed an air-deck method to reduce
blast-induced vibration in the direction of tunneling, and its
effect was investigated through numerical and experimental
studies [13]. Masoudi and Sharifzadeh studied the rein-
forcement selection for deep, high-stress tunnels in pre-
liminary design stages using a ground demand and support
capacity approach. *is covered methods to measure the
energy dissipation capacities of rockbolts, and the applicable
range of each type of rockbolt was presented [14]. Feldgun
et al. presented a comprehensive approach to simulate the
effects of an explosion in a buried infrastructure tunnel on
the soil surface and nearby tunnels. *is simulation con-
sidered all stages of this complex process, including the
detonation of the internal explosive charge, the shock wave
propagation through the air in the tunnel, and the following
interaction with the cavity lining. *e simulation then ex-
amined the soil-structure dynamic interaction [15]. Lin et al.
proposed a novel fuzzy model for identifying high-risk
factors during excavations in urban karst geological envi-
ronments [16]. Qin and Zhang analyzed the influence of the
maximum charge on the vibration speed of the existing
tunnel by comparing the influence of adjacent tunnel
blasting team on the existing tunnel simulated by ANSYS
LS-DYNAwith the actual monitoring results [17]. Jiang et al.
focused on safety of buried pressurized gas pipelines subject
to blasting vibrations induced by metro foundation pit
excavation [18, 19]. In order to control boulder deep-hole
blasting-induced vibrations to a neighboring metro shaft,
the damping hole and the isolation hole and changing the
charging layout of the blasting areas were applied [20]. Also,
Liu et al. optimized blasting scheme of metro stations
subsurface excavating oblique through pile foundations of
existing elevated light rail lines [21].

*is paper focuses on the blasting excavation of the
Taiguhui foundation pit in Guangzhou, China. *is pit is
adjacent to Shipaiqiao Station of Guangzhou Metro Line 3.
Vibration of blasting excavation with small quantity of
explosives is tested, and a typical vibration curve of blasting
seismic wave is gained. *e three-dimensional numerical
calculation model of rock mass and metro lining is estab-
lished by the finite difference software FLAC3D. On that
base, the dynamic response characteristics of metro lining
and rock mass under different load conditions are calculated
and analyzed. *e relationships between maximum dis-
placement and vibration velocity of lining under different

dynamic load conditions are calculated and analyzed. *e
prediction formula of metro lining PPV is established, which
can guide the parameters’ design of foundation pit blasting.

2. Overview of Foundation Pit
Blasting Construction

2.1. General Engineering Situation. *e foundation pit is at
the northwest corner of the intersection of Tianhe Road and
Tianhe East Road in Guangzhou City, China. *e project
consists of a podium building and three towers of 30, 45, and
31 stories. *e building basement is four stories deep, and
the foundation pit is 260m× 160m.*e excavation depth of
the foundation pit is 27m. *e enclosure structure of the
foundation pit is a continuous concrete wall. *e building’s
foundation is the enlarged foundation of a manual digging
pile, the diameter of the building pile foundation ranges
from 1.5 to 2.8m, and the pile diameter of the towers is
larger than that of the podium building. According to the
geological data of this project, it would be difficult to ex-
cavate the foundation pit and pile foundation of the
buildings in the middle weathered rock stratum using a
machine, so a blasting method is needed.

*e foundation pit is in a complex environment.*e east
side is on Tianhe East Road, which is a busy road. *e south
side is on Tianhe Road, which is a main road with many
municipal pipelines laid underneath. Shipaiqiao Station of
Guangzhou Metro Line 3 is about 32–36m from the side of
the foundation pit. It is about 10m between the pedestrian
channel and the pit. *erefore, the harmful effect of the
blasting construction must be controlled.

*e surrounding environment is shown in Figure 1. *e
enclosure structure and the rock and soil conditions of the
foundation pit are shown in Figure 2.

*e geological survey results show that the buried depth
of static groundwater level is 0.8∼4.6m.*emain aquifers of
the site are the pore water in miscellaneous fill soil, silt layer,
and bedrock fissure water. *e pore water in miscellaneous
fill is perched water, and the water level fluctuates with
seasons. *e silt layer is confined water, which is vertically
infiltrated by the upper stagnant water and laterally supplied
by this layer. Bedrock fissure water mainly exists in strongly
weathered and moderately weathered rock strata, which
belongs to confined water and is mainly supplied by fissure
water laterally. Meanwhile, lateral seepage is the main form
of drainage.

2.2. Blasting Program. *e excavation blasting construction
mainly includes manual excavation pile blasting and
foundation pit blasting of stone. Different blasting methods
are adopted according to their respective engineering
characteristics.

2.2.1. Manual Digging Pile Blasting Plan. Short-hole bench
blasting can be used for the weathered bedrock section of a
manual hole digging pile. *e holes should be arranged as
central cut, caving, and contour holes. Accounting for the
blasting damage and convenience of construction, the
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Figure 1: Surrounding engineering environment.
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opening position of the contour hole is 0.2–0.3m from the
design outline. A millisecond-delay detonator is used to
achieve millisecond-controlled blasting, and protective
measures should be taken to cover the pile wellhead to avoid
flying stones.

2.2.2. Foundation Pit Blasting Plan. *e foundation pit is in
the downtown area. *ere are buildings, roads, and un-
derground pipelines around the blasting site. Blasting vi-
bration and flying stones should be strictly controlled, and
short-hole bench blasting with 2.0–3.0m in depth should be
adopted.

According to the rock strata exposure condition of the
foundation pit, the blasting area is divided into two regions.
*e position of the bench in the center of the foundation pit,
the drill, and the blast with a hand-held drilling rig are
selected to form a small bench, around which blasting ex-
cavation occurs. Because the resistance lines of the bench
blasting all point to the wider area of the foundation pit
center, it is beneficial to reduce the production of flying
stones.

To ensure the safety of nearby metro station, harmful
effects of blasting must be controlled, a protective layer
should be reserved at a distance of 2.0m from the retaining
structure of the foundation pit, and the rock should be
broken by a crushing hammer to ensure the stability of the
retaining structure.

*e excavation sequence of the foundation pit is shown
in Figure 3. For blasting vibration controlling, A region and
B region were divided into several detonations.

2.3. Blasting Parameters. Air leg drill with the model of YT-
28 is adopted for blast hole drill, and the diameter of the drill
hole is 42mm.

Dynamite: emulsion explosive is used, and the diameter
of the roll is 32mm.

*e bench height of short-hole bench blasting is 2-3m,
the borehole depth is 2.2–3.2m, the borehole spacing is
1.0–1.2m, the row spacing is 0.9–1.2m, and the front and
rear rows are formed using a plum blossom pattern hole.

*e blasting hole depth of the manual digging pile is
1.0m, the cutting hole and hollow hole depths are both
1.2m, and the blasting hole circle distance ranges from 0.3 to
0.5m.

A millisecond detonator and a hole bottom continuous
charge structure are used, a detonation charge pack is placed
in the middle or lower part of the charge section, and the
noncharge section is plugged with rock powder.

2.4. Blasting Vibration Monitoring and Research. In the
construction site, the upper ground is soil and the lower
ground is weathered rock, causing the propagation of the
blasting vibration wave to attenuate rapidly. *e blasting
vibration is monitored by the vibrations of NUBOX-6016
according to a field test and regression analysis, and the
blasting vibration attenuation law is

υ � 160
��
Q3

√

R
 

1.7

, (1)

where υ is the vibration velocity, Q is the charge quantity,
and R is the distance between the blasting area and blasting
vibration measuring point.

A typical curve of the vibration velocity time history is
shown in Figure 4.

For the blasting construction of the surrounding
buildings and roads, the allowable vibration velocity of
Guangzhou City is less than 2.0mm/s.

*e maximum amounts of charge at different distances,
as calculated by equation (1), are shown in Table 1.

*e minimum distance between the exit passage
entrance of Shipaiqiao Station of Metro Line 3 and the
side of the foundation pit is approximately 10 m.
According to Table 1, the maximum charge per blasting
section is 0.44 kg, which seriously affects the construc-
tion schedule. However, the allowable velocity of the
traffic tunnel in the technical specification for retaining
and protection of building foundation excavations in
Guangzhou area is less than 15.0 cm/s [22]. According to
equation (1), the maximum amount of the corresponding
single section is 15.34 kg, which is quite different from
the values in Table 1.

Based on this, the stress and deformation of the metro
tunnel under different blasting dynamic loads are analyzed
with FLAC3D software according to the typical time history
curve of the vibration velocity obtained from the test. *e
numerical simulation results can guide blasting engineering
practice.

3. Numerical Simulation Analysis of the
Influence of a Blasting Dynamic Load on an
Adjacent Tunnel

3.1. Basic Assumptions.

(1) *e tunnel lining is a whole reinforced concrete
structure; the formation distribution of the rock and
soil is stratified

(2) *e tunnel lining is in close contact with the sur-
rounding strata

(3) Ignoring the influence of the rheological charac-
teristics of the rock and the soil mass, as well as
joints, fractures, and possible water in the rock mass,
the rock mass and lining are taken as a uniform,
continuous, isotropic medium

3.2. Calculation Model and Parameters

3.2.1. CalculationModel. *emetro tunnel outside diameter
is 6.0m, the inner diameter is 5.4m, the lining thickness is
0.3m, the tunnel center buried depth is 12m, and the space
between the tunnel center and the foundation pit edge is
calculated as 10m for safety. *e relationships are shown in
Figure 5.
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*e effect of the blasting dynamic load on the metro
tunnel lining, regardless of the foundation pit supporting
structure, is modeled using only the tunnel lining, soil, and
rock mass, as shown in Figure 6.

*e coordinate system in the calculation model is set
according to the following conditions. *e center of the
metro tunnel is taken as the original point (0, 0, 0). *e
trending direction of the tunnel is set as the Y axis, and the
direction oriented perpendicular to the paper is set as
positive. *e direction perpendicular to the tunnel trending
direction is set as the X axis, and the right direction is set as
positive. *e vertical direction of gravity is set as the Z axis,
and the upward direction is set as positive. *e model size is
10m× 20m× 27m (trending length × width × height).
According to the abovementioned parameters, the calcu-
lation model of the metro tunnel and rock mass is estab-
lished as shown in Figure 6.

During the calculation, the rock mass is modeled using
the Mohr–Coulomb elastic-plastic constitutive model. *e
principal stress in three directions of the rock and soil can be
assumed to be σ1, σ2, and σ3, with σ1> σ2> σ3, so the
Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion is expressed as

f
s

� σ1 − σ3Nϕ + 2c
���
Nϕ



f
t

� σ3 − σt
,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(2)

where σ1 is the maximum principal stress, σ3 is the mini-
mum principal stress, φ is the internal friction angle, c is the
cohesion, σt is the tensile strength, σt

max � c/tan φ, and
Nϕ � 1 + sin(ϕ)/1 − sin(ϕ). When fs � 0, the material will
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Figure 3: Blasting subsequence of the foundation pit.
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Figure 4: Typical vibration curve of a blasting seismic wave.

Table 1: Permitted maximum charge of one section.

Distance (m) 10 12 16 18 20 25 30
Charge (kg) 0.44 0.76 1.79 2.56 3.51 6.85 11.83
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Strong weathered rock
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Wall of pit 10
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Figure 5: Position relationships between the tunnel and the pit
(unit: m).
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experience shear failure; when ft � 0, the material will ex-
perience tensile failure.

3.2.2. Boundary Condition. *eFLAC3D dynamic calculation
is based on the results of a static calculation whose calculation
boundaries are set as follows. *e Z-direction constraints are
imposed on the bottom of the model, and the other five surfaces
are set as free boundaries. During the dynamic calculation, the
X-direction constraints are imposed on either side of the model
for incident wave absorption. *e Y-direction constraints are
imposed in the tunnel trending direction. *e Z-direction
constraints are imposed for the model. *e stress boundary
condition is controlled using the upper section of themodel, and
the static boundary model is used for dynamic reflection
boundary conditions.

3.2.3. Selection of Damping. When excavation blasting is
performed, the blasting seismic wave propagation in the
formation causes the vibration energy to gradually decay due
to damping, and the rock particle vibration eventually stops.
During the dynamic analysis, Rayleigh damping is used, with
a minimum critical damping ratio of 0.1 and a minimum
center frequency of 10Hz.

3.2.4. Application of Blasting Seismic Wave Load. A sepa-
ration of the wave and field technique is adopted for the
applied dynamic load. *e blasting seismic load is translated
to an equivalent load and applied directly to the artificial
boundary. A blasting vibration velocity wave can be
transformed to a stress wave as follows [11]:

σn � 2 ρCp υn, (3)

σs � 2 ρCs( υs, (4)

where σn is the applied normal stress, σs is the applied shear
stress, σ is the density of the transmission medium, Cp is the
longitudinal wave propagation of the medium, Cs is the
transverse wave velocity, and υn and υs are, respectively, the
normal and tangential particle vibration velocities of the
imposed blasting vibration load.

In Figure 4, the peak velocity of the curve is about 1.0 cm/
s, and four kinds of construction conditions are designed.
*e blasting vibration velocity amplitude of each condition
and the corresponding maximum charge quantity can be
calculated according to equation (1). *e calculated results
are shown in Table 2.

Because of the blasting construction on the medium
weathered stratum in Figure 1, the dynamic load is applied
in the lower-left (medium weathered rock) section of the
model. According to equations (3) and (4), the blasting
vibration velocity changes to a stress wave, the blasting
seismic wave curve of Figure 4 is set as a benchmark, and the
dynamic loads of different working conditions are multi-
plied by the appropriate factors.

3.2.5. Physical andMechanical Parameters. *ephysical and
mechanical parameters of the lining, soil, and rock mass for
the numerical calculation are shown in Table 3.

4. Numerical Simulation Results and Analysis

4.1. Numerical Simulation Results and Analysis of the Static
Load. According to the abovementioned model and pa-
rameters, the displacement and stress contour charts of the
stratum and metro tunnel lining in static load are deter-
mined, as shown in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 shows the X (horizontal) and Z (vertical) di-
rections of the strata and tunnel lining contour chart. From
this figure, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Under the action of self-weight stress, the excavation of
the metro tunnel accelerates stratum consolidation,
causing both horizontal and vertical displacements. *e
displacement of each stratum layer is different. Mis-
cellaneous fill develops maximum displacement, and
rock strata develop minimum displacement. *e
maximum horizontal and vertical displacements of the
miscellaneous fill are 3.363mm and 65.952mm, re-
spectively. Silty clay has maximum horizontal and
vertical displacements of 3.0mm and 50.0mm, re-
spectively. *e horizontal and vertical displacements of
the strata below the medium weathered rock are less
than 1.0mm and 10mm, respectively.

(2) Because of the self-weight stress of the upper layer
and the lining itself, the horizontal displacement of
the lining’s left side is greater than in the right side.
*e maximum horizontal displacement is 0.925mm,
and the horizontal displacement in the top and
bottom of the lining is low.*e vertical displacement
of the lining top is 5mm. Because of the highly
weathered rock at the bottom, the displacement of
the lining bottom is in the range of 2.56–2.75mm.

Block Group
Miscellaneous fill
Silty clay
Highly weathered rock
Medium weathered rock
Lining

XY

Z

Figure 6: Calculation model of FLAC3D.
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Table 2: Vibration velocities and maximum charges of signal shots for different conditions.

Condition Vibration velocity of tunnel (cm/s) Vibration velocity of pit edge (cm/s) Maximum charge of signal shot (kg)
1st condition 5 105.154 3.814
2nd condition 10 210.309 12.961
3rd condition 15 315.463 26.508
4th condition 20 420.617 44.041

Table 3: Calculation parameters for rock, soil, and lining.

Name of stratum Depth (m) Density (kg/m3) Poisson’s ratio C (kPa) Φ (°) Bulk modulus
(MPa)

Shear modulus
(MPa)

Tensile strength
(kPa)

Miscellaneous fill 4 1800 0.35 10 10 5.0 1.7
Silty clay 8 1900 0.34 25 15 16.7 6 25
Highly weathered rock 6 2200 0.3 120 25 416.7 192.3 500
Medium weathered rock 9 2400 0.27 500 28 1449.3 787.4 1600
Lining 0.3 2600 0.17 3200 62 17424.2 14743.6 1800
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Figure 7: Displacement contour chart of static load. (a) X-displacement of rock mass. (b) X-displacement of lining. (c) Z-displacement of
rock mass. (d) Z-displacement of lining.
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*is deformation can meet the requirements of the
Code for Design of Metro for China [23].

Figure 8 is the stress distribution contour chart of the X
(horizontal) and Z (vertical) directions of the strata and the
tunnel lining. *e contour shows the strata and the tunnel
lining, the compression force, and the distributed symmetry
with the central vertical line of the lining. *e maximum
stress of the strata in the X and Z directions is 500 kPa, and
the maximum horizontal stress at the top of the miscella-
neous fill is only 5.175 kPa.

In Figure 8(b) and 8(d), the horizontal direction stress of
the lining’s outside wall is greater than that of the inner wall,
and the maximum stress at the lining top and bottom sides is
3.669MPa. *e vertical direction stress of the lining’s inner
wall is greater than that of the outside wall, with a maximum
value of 3.927MPa. Both stresses are far less than the
compressive strength of concrete.

It can be seen that the stress and deformation of the
stratum and tunnel lining are in the safe range under the
action of the self-weight stress.

4.2. Numerical Simulation Results and Analysis of Dynamic
Load. *e geotechnical engineering dynamic analysis using
FLAC3D is based on the static analysis results. Before the
dynamic calculation, the displacement of each direction is
set to zero. *en, the boundary conditions are set, the
blasting dynamic load is applied, and the calculation is
carried out. *e stress and displacement of the rock mass
and lining under different blasting dynamic loads are cal-
culated. *ere are too many images of calculation results for
four kinds of conditions, and the distribution law is almost
quite similar. *erefore, only the calculations of the results
for the first and fourth conditions are listed, as shown in
Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 8: Stress contour chart of static load. (a) X-direction stress of rock mass. (b) X-direction stress of lining. (c) Z-direction stress of rock
mass. (d) Z-direction stress of lining.
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Figure 9: Continued.
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Figure 9: Displacement and stress contour chart of the 1st condition. (a) X-direction stress of the model. (b) Z-direction stress of the model.
(c) X-displacement of the model. (d) Z-displacement of the model. (e) X-direction stress of the lining. (f ) Z-direction stress of the lining.
(g) X-displacement of the lining. (h) Z-displacement of the lining.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 9 shows that after applying the blasting dynamic
load, the deformation of the metro tunnel lining in the
geotechnical engineering model is quite small, with a
magnitude of 10−4m, so the deformation will not have an
adverse effect. For the rock mass, because of the dynamic
load in the lower-left part of the model, a relatively large
displacement appears in the region, with maximum hori-
zontal and vertical displacements of 1.666×10−4m and
6.196×10−4m, respectively.

For the metro tunnel lining, because of the blasting
dynamic load applied in the bottom left of the model, the
deformations around the inside and outside of the lining are
not the same.

(1) *e horizontal displacement is greater at the top, and
the displacement at the bottom of the outer wall is
greater than that of the wall. *e maximum hori-
zontal displacement is 1.153×10−4m, and at the
bottom of the inside, the displacement is
1.151× 10−4m.

(2) For the vertical displacement, the right side is larger
than the left. For the right side wall, the maximum
displacement of outer is 5.924×10−4m and the
maximum displacement of inner is 5.912×10−4m,
the maximal displacement of the left side is
5.675×10−4m.

As shown in Figure 10, after applying the blasting dy-
namic load, the metro tunnel lining, rock, and soil mass are
mainly compressive stress. *e stresses around the interior
and exterior walls are different. *e maximum horizontal
stress is 3.685MPa on the top of the lining walls and
2.575MPa for the lining at the bottom of the outer wall. *e
maximum vertical stress in the lining of the left side is
3.941MPa, and the compressive stress for the lining of the
right side is 3.941MPa.

4.3. Analysis of Numerical Simulation Results in Different
Conditions. To analyze the relationship between the applied
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Figure 10: Stress contour chart of the fourth condition. (a) X-direction stress of the model. (b) Z-direction stress of the model. (c) X-
displacement of the model. (d) Z-displacement of the model. (e) X-direction stress of the lining. (f ) Z-direction stress of the lining. (g) X-
displacement of the lining. (h) Z-displacement of the lining.
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blasting dynamic load and the maximum displacement, we
summarize the stress of the tunnel lining, the maximum
displacement, and the stress of the lining under static
conditions and a dynamic load in Table 4, fromwhich we can
see the following:

(1) *e stress and displacement of the metro tunnel
lining increase as long as the blasting dynamic load
strength improves.

(2) Compared to the static load, after applying the
blasting dynamic load, the displacements of the
subway tunnel lining are positive. *is is shown in
the tunnel lining toward the right and upward from
the blasting dynamic load. *e displacement of the
4th condition is the largest, with a vertical dis-
placement of 23.719×10−4m and a horizontal dis-
placement of 4.554×10−4m, both within the
allowable range [13].

(3) After applying the blasting dynamic load, the
maximum stress of the lining increases slightly. *e
maximum stress growth rates for the different
conditions are shown in Table 5, from which we see
that the growth rate of the horizontal stress on the
top is greatly influenced by the blasting dynamic load
compared to the rate of the other stress and the
growth rate of the horizontal stress in the bottom is
less affected by the blasting dynamic load.

*e relationship between the tunnel lining maximum
displacement and the vibration velocity for different con-
ditions is shown in Figure 11, from which we can see that the
vertical displacement is more vulnerable than the horizontal
displacement to the impact of the blasting dynamic load.

According to Figure 11, the displacement of the tunnel
lining increases linearly with the vibration velocity.

*e vertical displacement of the lining right side is

δz−r � 1.1884υ − 0.0251(correlation coefficient is 0.99),

(5)

the vertical displacement of the lining left side is

δz−1 � 1.1365υ(correlation coefficient is 0.99), (6)

the horizontal displacement of the lining bottom is

δx−b � 0.2271υ − 0.0131(correlation coefficient is 0.99),

(7)

and the horizontal displacement of the lining top is

δx−t � 0.1677υ − 0.0526(correlation coefficient is 0.99),

(8)

where δz−r is the vertical displacement in the right side of the
lining, 10−4m; δz−l is the vertical displacement in the left side
of the lining, 10−4m; δx−b is the horizontal displacement in
the bottom of the lining, 10−4m; δx−t is the horizontal
displacement in the top of lining, 10−4m; and v is the
blasting vibration velocity of the lining, cm/s.

From Figure 11 and equations (5)–(8), it can be found
that the vertical displacement of the right side of the metro
tunnel lining increases when the blasting vibration velocity is
fastest, so the vertical displacement of the lining top can be
used as a control index of the influence of the blasting
construction on the metro tunnel. As calculated by equation
(5), the corresponding vibration velocity of the lining dis-
placement of 1.0mm is 8.436 cm/s, and the maximum
initiation explosive charge is 5.556 kg. It is more manageable
than equation (1) according to the allowable limit vibration
speeds; in equation (1), the charge can only be calculated
according to the allowable vibration velocity limit of 2.0 cm/s
or 15.0 cm/s.

5. Optimization of Blasting Parameters

During blasting construction, the maximum initiation ex-
plosive charge for the design of the blasting parameters is
5.0 kg.

5.1. Blasting Parameters for the Manual Digging Pile

5.1.1. Blast Holes Layout. *e diameters of the manual
digging piles range from 1.50 to 2.80m, and their thickness is
0.3m.*e diameter of the blasting space ranges from 1.80m
to 3.10m.

Depth of hole: L� 1.0m.
Depth of cut hole: L1 � (1.2∼1.4) L� 1.2–1.4m. *e
chosen value is 1.2m.

5.1.2. Calculation of Explosive Charge. *e explosive charge
is calculated as follows:

Q1 � q1SLη, (9)

where Q1 is the charge of a single blast in the pile in kg, q1 is
the explosive consumption of the unit volume rock in kg/m3,
S is the blast area in m2, L is the depth of the blast hole inm,
and η is the blast hole utilization ratio.

*e explosive diameter is 32mm in the field. Taking the
1.50m diameter of the manual digging pile as an example
(the excavation diameter is 1.8m), the explosive con-
sumption of rock is 2.0 kg/m3, so the total charge of a single
blast is calculated as follows:

Q1 � 2.0 × 2.54 × 1.2 × 0.85 � 4.32kg. (10)

In actual construction, blasting parameters are shown in
Table 6, and Figure 12 shows holes’ arrangement.

5.1.3. Charge Structure and Initiation Style. Boring priming
is adopted. A reasonable initiation time can improve the
blasting effect and reduce blasting vibration. *e initiation
sequence is as follows: the delay time is 25ms for cut holes,
75 and 110ms for cut spreader holes, and 200–460ms for
contour holes.
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5.2. Blasting Parameters for Foundation Pit Rock Mass

5.2.1. Blast Hole Layout. Short-hole bench blasting of
2.0–3.0m in height is adopted for foundation pit excavation,
and the holes of nearby rows form a triangle.

5.2.2. Calculation of Explosive Charge. *e explosive charge
is calculated as follows:

Q2 � q2abH, (11)

Table 4: Maximum displacement and stress of linings for different conditions.

Condition Velocity (cm/s)

Vertical
displacement
(10−4m)

Horizontal
displacement
(10−4m)

Z-direction stress
(MPa)

X-direction stress
(MPa)

Top Bottom Left Right Top Bottom Left Right
Static load 0 −50.03 −27.5 −9.253 9.239 −3.927 −3.927 −3.669 −2.568
1st condition 5 5.675 5.924 0.9 1.153 −3.942 −3.941 −3.685 −2.575
2nd condition 10 11.35 11.821 1.70 2.275 −3.945 −3.944 −3.686 −2.577
3rd condition 15 17.1 17.855 2.60 3.429 −3.950 −3.949 −3.692 −2.579
4th condition 20 22.7 23.719 3.395 4.554 −3.950 −3.949 −3.692 −2.579

Table 5: Stress growth rates of linings for different conditions (unit: %).

Condition
Z-direction stress X-direction stress

Left Right Top Bottom
1st condition 0.369 0.354 0.447 0.277
2nd condition 0.458 0.438 0.477 0.374
3rd condition 0.593 0.568 0.632 0.460
4th condition 0.596 0.565 0.643 0.463
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Figure 11: Relationship between maximum displacement and vibration velocity of the lining.

Table 6: Blasting parameters of a pile with net diameters of 1.5m.

No. of circle No. of hole Diameter of circle (mm) Depth of hole
(m)

Distance of hole
(mm)

Distance of circle
(mm)

Quantity of hole
(unit)

Charge of unit
hole (kg)

I 1–4 800 1.20 560 4 0.50
II 5–12 1600 1.0 530 300 8 0.30
Total 12 4.40
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where Q2 is the charge of a single blast in the foundation pit
in kg, q2 is the explosive consumption of the unit volume
rock in kg/m3, a is the distance between the blast holes inm,
b is the distance between nearby rows in m, and H is the
depth of the blast hole in m.

Blasting parameters of different depths can be calculated
using equation (11). *ese are shown in Table 7.

*e parameters are adjusted during construction
according to the properties of the rock, blasting effect, and
blasting vibration.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a metro tunnel lining adjacent to the exca-
vation blasting of a foundation pit is taken as a case study.
*rough the combination of vibration monitoring and
numerical calculation, the effects of foundation pit blasting
on metro tunnel lining are studied and analyzed. *e main
conclusions are as follows:

(1) Under the blasting dynamic load, the tunnel lining
displacement is within the allowable range, and the
displacement increases linearly with the vibration
velocity of the dynamic load. *e vertical displace-
ment is greater than the horizontal displacement and
is influenced more by the blasting dynamic load.

(2) Compared to the static load condition, the stress
amplitude of the dynamic load condition increases
by 0.227%–0.643%.*e horizontal stress at the top of
the tunnel lining is greatly influenced by the blasting
dynamic load, and the horizontal stress at the bottom
is less affected by the blasting dynamic load.

(3) *e tunnel lining vertical displacement is proposed
as the control index of the influence of blasting
construction on the metro tunnel.

(4) *e prediction formula of metro lining PPV is
established; according to the formula, blast hole
layout and explosive charge of unit hole for the
manual digging pile and foundation pit rock mass
are optimized.
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)e reconstruction and expansion project of oil reserve base often faces the excavation and blasting of the slope and undercrossing
tunnel at the same time. Due to the flammable and explosive liquid storage nearby, the tight construction period, and the high
requirements of collaborative construction, once the blasting accident occurs, the consequences are unimaginable. To facilitate
safe and timely cooperative blasting construction of the slope and undercrossing tunnel, a vibration monitoring test of the slope
and tunnel surrounding rock is conducted.)e vibration response characteristics of the rock surrounding the slope and tunnel are
analyzed, and a mathematical prediction model for the peak particle velocity (PPV) with consideration of the influence of the
relative slope gradient (H/D) is established based on dimension analysis theory, which improves the prediction accuracy of PPV at
the slope surface. ANSYS/LS-DYNA is used to establish a 3D finite element model for the slope and tunnel, and the dynamic
response of the tunnel surrounding rock under blasting load is verified through field monitoring data. A linear statistical re-
lationship between PPV and effective tensile stress (ETS) of the tunnel surrounding rock is established.)e PPV safety criterion of
the tunnel surrounding rock under blasting load is proposed to be 10 cm/s according to the first strength theory, and hence, the
minimum safety distance from the tunnel working face to the slope surface is calculated to be 36m. Finally, the excavation timing
arrangement of the slope and tunnel is proposed, which has been successfully applied to the expansion project, and the
construction period has been effectively shortened by 45 days while ensuring construction safety. )e research results have great
guiding significance to similar cooperative blasting excavation engineering for high slope and adjacent tunnel with safety
and efficiency.

1. Introduction

Strategic petroleum reserves are the most important links in
a national energy security system. As of 2015, China has built
eight national petroleum reserve bases with a total reserve
capacity of 28.6 million cubic meters, including seven
surface and one underground oil storage depots. With the
undertaking of large-scale construction projects related to
these petroleum reserves, large numbers of adjacent pe-
troleum pipeline tunnels passing through open high-steep
slopes continue to emerge. During the excavation of the
high-steep slope and petroleum pipeline tunnel, blasting, as
a fast and efficient excavation method for hard rock masses,

has been widely used. Reasonable and proper evaluation of
the impact of the blasting vibration and control of the
detrimental effects of the vibration are the key technical
issues to ensure the safety and stability of the slope and
tunnel during blasting excavation, thus realizing the safe and
efficient construction of national strategic petroleum reserve
projects.

)ere are many extensive studies on the impact of rock
blasting excavations on open-pit slopes and tunnels [1–3].
For example, Jiang et al. established a mathematical model
to describe the attenuation of the PPV on open-pit slopes
subjected to underground mining blasting [4]. Li et al.
proposed a method to predict the time history of blast
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vibration on high slopes, from which a blast vibration
spectral control scheme was presented [5]. Mohammadi
Azizabadi et al. modeled the effect of blast vibration on
slope stability in jointed rock masses by coupling wave-
form superposition and numerical methods [6]. Ma et al.
proposed an integrated method of microseism energy
density and the magnitude-frequency relation based on
microseismic monitoring to analyse the slope stability [7].
Huang et al. discussed the time-frequency characteristics
and multifrequency band energy distribution character-
istics of tunnel blasting vibration signals by using Fourier
transform and wavelet packet transform [8]. Lu et al.
derived analytical solutions for the particle velocity re-
sponse of the surrounding rock of a circular tunnel
subjected to cylindrical P-waves [9]. Li and Li presented a
mathematical method to calculate the relative velocity
around a circular tunnel induced by blasting loads and
theoretically analyzed the influence of the wavelength-to-
tunnel-diameter ratio on the dynamic response of un-
derground tunnels [10]. Jiang and Zhou proposed an
approach to mathematically model the influences of
blasting vibration on the tunnel structure and finally
provided blasting vibration safety criteria [11]. In recent
years, with the development of computer technology,
numerical simulation methods are frequently adopted to
study the influence of blasting on slopes and tunnels
[12–16]. However, construction projects related to the
national petroleum reserve bases usually involve coop-
erative blasting excavation of high-steep slopes and
undercrossing tunnels, which is the key constraint on the
construction period and engineering safety of the project
[17]. )e unreasonable schedule of the slope and tunnel
construction directly affects the progress of the overall
construction project. )erefore, it is necessary to conduct
an in-depth study on the schedule design of the con-
struction of the upper slope and undercrossing tunnel to
guide the overall project construction.

In this paper, we focus on the expansion project of the
national petroleum reserve base of Aoshan Island in
Zhoushan City (Section 2). First, based on the field
monitoring and analysis of the blasting vibration, a
mathematical model is established to describe the at-
tenuation law of PPV on the slope surface affected by
bench blasting (Section 3 and Section 4). Second, a 3D
numerical model is established to analyze the vibration
response of the slope subjected to bench blasting by using
the dynamic finite element software ANSYS/LS-DYNA. In
addition, the reliability of the numerical simulation re-
sults is verified using the field monitoring data (Section 5
and Section 6). )en, the dynamic response of the
undercrossing tunnel subjected to bench blasting was
analyzed by numerical simulations, and a PPV safety
criterion of the tunnel surrounding rock is proposed
(Section 7 and Section 8). Finally, based on these primary
results, we calculated key nodes for the cooperative
blasting construction of the high-steep slope and
undercrossing tunnel and proposed an excavation timing
arrangement of the upper slope and undercrossing tunnel
(Section 9).

2. Engineering Background

)e Zhoushan National Petroleum Reserve Base Expansion
Project is located in the west of Aoshan Island, Zhoushan
City, Zhejiang Province. )e project is located at
29°56′42″–29°59′00″N in latitude and 122°8′12″–122°9′20″E
in longitude. )e estimated rock excavation volume of the
project is 3.05 million cubic meters, and the designed reserve
of petroleum is 2.4 million cubic meters. )e project con-
struction involves cooperative blasting excavation of a high-
steep rock slope and undercrossing oil pipeline tunnel, as
shown in Figure 1.

)e slope to be excavated is steep in height with a slope
angle of 35−45 degrees and gentle at the lower part with a
slope angle of 20−30 degrees. )e highest excavation ele-
vation is +128m, and the lowest excavation elevation is
+8.0m. In order to ensure the stability of the undercrossing
tunnel surrounding rock, tunneling is stopped when the
tunnel working face is 30−50m away from slope surface. At
this time, the blasting excavation elevation of the upper
high-steep slope is approximately 40m. Moreover, there are
enlarged tunnel sections with a length of 14m, at 94m and
294m from the designed tunnel entrance, as shown in
Figure 2.

)e surface of the slope body is mostly silty clay, and
downwards are strong weathering, moderate weathering,
and slightly weathering crystal debris vitreous tuff, with
medium hardness in most rock masses. )e width of each
stage platform is 3m (Figure 2). )e slope is excavated by
the bench presplitting blasting method. Table 1 lists the
parameters of bench blasting. Figure 3 shows the ar-
rangement of the blast holes and the design of delay
detonators.

)e tunnel is excavated by the drilling-and-blasting
method. Figure 4 shows the arrangement of the blast holes
and the design of delay detonators, and Table 2 lists the
parameters of the blast holes.

3. Field Blasting Vibration Test

3.1. Layout of Blasting Vibration Monitoring Points. To ac-
curately evaluate the dynamic response of the upper slope
and undercrossing tunnel, 8 locations are designated as the
blasting vibration monitoring points according to the
blasting characteristics of the slope excavation, to monitor
and analyze the vibration of the blasting construction, as
shown in Figure 2. In order to ensure the authenticity of the
vibration date, considering the influence of the loosening of
the tunnel surrounding rock on the particle vibration, a
2–2.5m deep hole is drilled at the measuring point and a
threaded steel bar with a diameter of 18mm is inserted and
densified by grouting. A steel plate of 10 cm× 10 cm × 1.5 cm
in size is welded horizontally on the exposed end of the steel
bar, as shown in Figure 5(a). For the measuring point on the
slope surface, the ground is smoothed with cement mortar
after the surface slag and gravel were removed, and the steel
plate with prefabricated threaded holes is wedged hori-
zontally. )e vibration velocity transducer is fixed on the
steel plate with screws tightened to establish a rigid
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Figure 1: Layout of the national petroleum reserve base in Zhoushan.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the spatial distribution of the upper slope and undercrossing tunnel.

Table 1: Blast hole parameters in bench blasting.

Classification Hole spacing (m) Hole row-spacing (m) Minimum burden (m) Stemming length (m) Single hole charge (kg)
Presplitting hole 1.5 4 — 2.5 12–16.4
Main blast hole 4 3.6 3.6 2.5–4 75–108
Note. )e type of explosive is emulsion explosive, the detonation velocity is 3500m/s, the charge density is 1000 kg/m3, the equivalent charge diameter is
0.072∼0.084, the bench height is 12−15m, the hole depth is 14−17m, the borehole diameter is 115mm, the specific consumption of the explosives is 0.3 kg/m3,
the maximum charge per delay is 108−376 kg, and the total charge of each blasting is 0.94–4.8 t.
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connection between the transducer and the slope surface, as
shown in Figure 5(b).

3.2. Vibration Monitoring Results and Analysis. During the
slope excavation, 10 sets of effective field blasting vibration
tests on the slope surface and 10 sets of effective field blasting
vibration tests on the tunnel surrounding rock were carried
out. In order to better study the blasting vibration response
of the upper slope and tunnel surrounding rock, the formula
for the peak velocity vector sum (PVS) is defined as follows
[18]:

PVS � max
�����������

V
2
x + V

2
y + V

2
z



, (1)

where Vx, Vy, and Vz are time-history functions of vibration
velocity in x, y, and z directions, respectively.

PVS comprehensively covers the time history infor-
mation on the particle vibration velocity in three directions,
although the occurrence moment of PVS is not strictly
consistent with the moment of PPV in all directions (x, y,
and z).

PPV and PVS data are listed in Table 3 and 4.
It can be seen from Table 3 and 4 that PPV is the largest

in the z direction at most measuring points on the slope
surface. However, there is no obvious rule for the maximum
PPV direction of the measured points in the tunnel.
)erefore, when evaluating the influence of the blasting
vibration velocity on the tunnel surrounding rock, the
maximum PPV should be selected.

Frequency analyses show that approximately 94% of the
monitoring data contain vibration frequencies of 25−100Hz
for the upper slope, with main vibration frequencies

concentrated in the range of 25–60Hz and 50−150Hz for the
three directions and in the range of 50–100Hz for the
undercrossing tunnel. )e blasting vibration frequency of
the slope excavation is relatively high compared with the
natural frequency of the upper slope and undercrossing
tunnel. )erefore, resonance of the blasting vibration with
the upper slope and undercrossing tunnel is difficult to
achieve.

4. Attenuation Rule and Prediction
Model of PPV

Previous studies have shown that, during the propagation of
the blasting seismic waves along the slope surface, the at-
tenuation of seismic waves is affected by many factors such
as explosion source, propagation medium, rock properties,
and distance from the explosion source [12, 19, 20]. Multiple
PPV prediction models are proposed as follows:
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√
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Table 2: Blast holes’ parameters in tunnel blasting.

Classification Blast hole angle (°) Hole depth (m) Number Single hole charge (kg)
Cut holes 74° oblique hole 3.2 12 2.5
Relief holes Vertical hole 3 37 1.8
Perimeter holes 88° oblique hole 3 28 1.1
Bottom holes Vertical hole 3 9 2
Note.)e cross-sectional area is 29m2, the total number of blast holes is 86, the total charge is 145 kg, the maximum charge per delay is 18.9 kg, and the specific
consumption of the explosives is 1.6 kg/m3.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Photographs of installed sensors. (a) Measuring point in the tunnel. (b) Measuring point on the slope surface.
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 , (2e)

where K is the field influence coefficient, Q is the maximum
charge per delay, D is the horizontal distance, H is the
vertical distance, α is the PPV attenuation coefficient, β is the
influence coefficient of elevation difference, and R is the
distance from the explosion source.

)e relative slope gradient (H/D) affects the propagation
of the blasting seismic waves in the rock and soil because of
the propagation path of the blasting seismic waves along the
slope surface. Table 5 summarizes the main variables in-
volved in the propagation attenuation of the blasting seismic
waves on the slope surface.

)e functional relationship between the variables can be
expressed as

v � Φ ρ, D, H, μ, CP, E, Q, f( , (3)

where variablesD,Q, and CP are independent and satisfy the
following formulas according to Buckingham’s Pi theorem
in dimensional analysis [21]:
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(4)

where πn denotes the dimensionless form of the dependent
variables, n� 1, 2, . . ., 6, and the exponents αn, βn, and cn are
dimensional exponents. πn can be calculated as follows:

Table 3: Monitoring data on the slope surface.

Blasting times Horizontal distance (m) Vertical distance (m) Maximum charge per delay (kg)
PPV (cm/s)

PVS (cm/s)
x y z

1 69 25 250 6.9 2.5 7.2 7.9
2 97 51 250 4.2 3 4.8 5.4
3 98 39 315 3.4 0.9 3.6 3.8
4 367 65 315 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.6
5 193 28 108 1.3 1.4 1.6 2.1
6 219 41 108 0.6 0.9 0.4 1.0
7 155 54 108 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.6
8 133 28 108 1.7 1.4 1.8 1.9
9 61 39 310 7.6 5.8 7.7 7.9
10 306 65 310 0.7 0.7 0.9 1.1

Table 4: Monitoring data on the tunnel surrounding rock.

Blasting times Horizontal distance (m) Vertical distance (m) Maximum charge per delay (kg)
PPV (cm/s)

PVS (cm/s)
x y z

1 304 38 310 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.9
2 365 28 315 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.6
3 94 28 315 3.5 0.9 1 3.8
4 88 17 243 5.8 4.5 5 6.2
5 85 16 174 6.9 9.5 8.5 13.3
6 109 15 168 4.6 7 8.4 9.4
7 109 29 168 1.4 1.8 1.9 2.5
8 111 29 168 4.7 3.8 2.7 5.9
9 58 15 165 4.4 7.1 7.1 7.3
10 98 15 252 7.9 8.9 9.3 12.1
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Substituting (5) into (3) gives
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For the excavation blasting operation of the same site, E,
ρ, μ, and CP of the propagation medium can be regarded as
constants. )erefore, (6) can be simplified to

v
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)erefore, the similarity criterion equation of PPV can
be written as follows:

v � K

��
Q3

√

D
 

α7
(fD)

β7 H

D
 

c7

, (8)

where α7, β7, and c7 are the coefficient related to engineering
geological conditions.

)e frequency of PPV caused by the blasting seismic
wave is influenced by the properties of the propagation
medium, propagation distance, and mass of the explosives.
Assuming that the rock property and mass of the explosives
are constant, the frequency can be calculated as follows [22]:

f � kf

C7
s

QR2 

1/5

�
kfC

7/5
s

Q
1/3

Q1/3

R
 

2/5

,

(9)

where kf is the frequency coefficient, kf � 0.01–0.03, and Cs is
the shear wave velocity.

Substituting (9) into (8) gives

v � K

��
Q3

√

D
 

α8 ��
Q3

√

R
 

β8 H

D
 

c8

, (10)

where α8 and β8 are the PPV attenuation coefficient and c8 is
the influence coefficient of the relative slope gradient.

Regression analyses of the test results listed in Table 3
using (10) lead to the prediction model of PPV and PVS on
the slope surface of bench blasting. In addition, to validate
the established prediction model, its prediction accuracy is
compared with that obtained using (2), based on the fitting
coefficients of the fitting curves, as shown in Table 6.

(a) )e fitting correlation coefficients of PPV and PVS at
the monitoring points on the slope surface obtained
using the established mathematical model, (10), are
all larger than those obtained using previous classical
formulas, (2), indicating that the propagation at-
tenuation of PPV and PVS on the slope surface is
more complicated and is affected by the relative slope
gradient. )e mathematical prediction model
established by considering the influence of the rel-
ative slope gradient can better describe the propa-
gation attenuation of the bench blasting vibration on
the slope surface.

(b) )e regression analysis results show that the pre-
diction formula of PVS obtained by using the
established mathematical prediction model has a
high prediction accuracy with a correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.953. Additionally, the PVS comprehen-
sively considers the vibration effect in all directions.
)us, it can better reflect the vibration response
characteristics of the PPV of the slope surface.
)erefore, the following prediction formula can be
used to predict the PVS of the slope surface particles
when the bench blasting vibration propagates to the
slope surface:

v � 85.03
��
Q3

√

D
 

7.72 ��
Q3

√

R
 

−6.16
H

D
 

−0.87
. (11)

5. NumericalModelingandParameterSelection

)e dynamic finite element software ANSYS/LS-DYNA is
used to establish the numerical model of the cooperative
blasting construction of the upper slope and undercrossing
tunnel according to the actual engineering of the blasting
excavation, as shown in Figure 2. )e coordinates are de-
fined as follows: the radial direction of the undercrossing

Table 5: Variables related to PPVs on the slope surface subjected to
blasting excavation.

Variables Symbol Dimension
PPV v LT−1

Density of rock mass ρ ML−3

Horizontal distance D L
Vertical distance H L
Poisson ratio μ 1
P-wave velocity Cp LT−1

Elastic modulus E ML−1T−2

Maximum charge per delay Q M
Frequency f T−1

Note. M is the mass, L is the length, and T is the time.
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tunnel is the x-axis, the axial direction of the undercrossing
tunnel is the y-axis, and the vertical direction is the z-axis. In
order to avoid the boundary effect of the model, the lengths
along the tunnel axis direction (y direction) and horizontal
radial direction (x direction) are set to 250m and 200m,
respectively, and the vertical direction (z direction) is set to
157m. )e 8-node SOLID164 solid element is used to es-
tablish the model, including 307708 units and 323265 nodes.
According to the characteristics of the project site, the top
surface of the numerical model is considered as a free
constrained boundary and the other surfaces are nonre-
flecting boundaries. Moreover, displacement constraints are
applied to the bottom of the model. )e numerical model is
shown in Figure 6.

)e diameter of the blasting holes used in the blasting
excavation of the upper open-pit slope is 70−115mm, which
is very small compared with the size of the numerical cal-
culation model. )erefore, if the numerical calculation
model of the blasting hole is established according to the
actual blasting parameters and the explosive material model
or the equivalent load is applied on the wall of the blasting
hole, the number of numerical calculation model elements
will be large, whichmay prevent the calculation process from
completing. In this paper, the equivalent approximate
blasting load is applied to the slope surface above the
undercrossing tunnel with an elevation of +40m. )e nu-
merical calculation is based on the following basic as-
sumptions [23]:

(a) )e blasting impact load is equivalent to the trian-
gular load

(b) )e boosting time of the triangular load is 100 μs,
and the positive pressure acting time of the trian-
gular load is 600 μs

(c) )e blasting impact load acts on the slope in the form
of uniform vertical pressure

)e peak value of the equivalent blasting load is cal-
culated through the following formula [24]:

Pmax �
1
8
ρeD

2
k

−6
d η, (12)

where ρe is the charge density, D is the explosive detonation
velocity, kd is the decoupling charge coefficient, kd � db/dc, db
and dc are the blast hole diameter and equivalent charge
diameter, respectively, and ƞ is the increasing multiples of
detonation pressure, ƞ� 8∼11.

)e peak value of the blasting load is calculated by using
equation (12), and the bench blasting parameters is 730MPa.
Figure 7 shows the time-history curve of the blasting load on
the slope surface [25, 26].

)e numerical calculation parameters are selected
based on the results of indoor mechanical tests. )e
surrounding rock in the research area is simplified to be
homogenous without considering the influence of cracks
and weak planes. )e ∗MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC
material model is used for the surrounding rock [27]. )e
physical and mechanical parameters of the surrounding
rock are listed in Table 7.

6. Numerical Calculations and Verification

)e Rayleigh damping parameters in the numerical calcu-
lation are determined by repeated trial calculation and
comparison. In this paper, the numerical calculation results
of PPV on the slope surface caused by bench blasting are
compared with the field measured data, and then, the
Rayleigh damping parameters are adjusted manually step by
step according to the comparative analysis results until the
relative error between the numerical calculation results and
the field measured results is less than 5%. Finally, the rea-
sonable Rayleigh damping parameters are determined to be
α0 � 0.4 and β0 � 0.0003.

To validate the numerical calculation results, 5 field
monitoring points are set up on the slope surface, as shown
in Figure 2, and the monitoring points in the numerical
model are set up at the same locations. )e time-history
curves of monitoring points in the numerical model are
obtained; one typical curve is shown in Figure 8.

)e numerically simulated and measured PPVs at each
monitoring point are listed in Table 8.

From Table 8, it is evident that the simulated PPVs are
slightly higher than but similar to those obtained by field
monitoring, and the maximum relative error of PPV is

Figure 6: Numerical calculation model.
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Figure 7: Time-history curve of the blasting load on the slope
surface.
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10.16%. )e particle vibration frequencies of 45.25–120.5Hz
at each monitoring point obtained by numerical simulations
are slightly higher than those obtained by in situ monitoring
points. )e main reason for the above phenomenon is that
the particle vibration frequencies of the numerical simula-
tions are obtained without considering the attenuation and
dissipation of the blasting seismic waves caused by joints and
weakening faces in the rock mass [28, 29].

In summary, the comparison between numerical sim-
ulation and field monitoring data shows that the three-di-
mensional model and model parameters adequately describe
the field data. )erefore, a study of the dynamic response
and safety effects of the undercrossing tunnel subjected to
upper slope excavation is feasible by numerical simulations.

7. Tunnel Dynamic Response Caused by
Bench Blasting

)e reliability of the numerical model was verified using the
field monitoring data. On this basis, the dynamic response

characteristics of the undercrossing tunnel subjected to
bench blasting can be analyzed based on numerical calcu-
lations. )e rock surrounding the undercrossing tunnel in
the expansion project is of high grade and good stability.
Initial shotcrete and anchor support were carried out for the
undercrossing tunnel during blasting construction on the
slope. In order to avoid increases in the numerical calcu-
lation time due to excessive numbers of numerical model
elements, the initial shotcrete and anchor support of the
undercrossing tunnel is not modeled separately in the
modeling process. )erefore, considering this actual situa-
tion, the safety control standards of the surrounding rock are
used to analyze the influence of blasting vibration on the
tunnel.

According to the theory of seismic wave propagation, the
surrounding rock and its enlarged section are most affected
when the blasting area is closest to the tunnel. )erefore, the
specific calculation condition in this section is the blasting
area which is located on the bench directly above the tunnel,
and the distance from the explosive source is 25.8m.

Table 8: PPVs of field monitoring and numerical simulation at monitoring points.

Monitoring points
PPV of field monitoring

(cm/s)
PPV of numerical simulation

(cm/s) Relative error of PPV (%)

x y z x y z x y z
1# 6.94 3.61 7.48 7.3 3.75 8.03 5.19 3.88 7.35
2# 4.76 2.18 4.8 5.04 2.25 5.05 5.88 3.21 5.21
3# 3.16 1.87 2.98 3.34 2.06 3.13 5.70 10.16 5.03
4# 2.17 1.3 2.34 2.32 1.42 2.46 6.91 9.23 5.13
5# 1.32 1.08 1.65 1.42 1.17 1.54 7.58 8.33 -6.67

Table 7: Physical and mechanical parameters of the surrounding rock.

Surrounding rock
type

Parameters
Elastic modulus E

(GPa)
Poisson’s
ratio μ

Frictional angle
φ (°)

Cohesion c
(MPa)

Density ρ
(kg·m−3)

Dynamic tensile strength
ft

c (MPa)

III 40 0.3 50 1.5 2500 3.7
IV 30 0.33 39 0.7 2400 3.3
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Figure 8: Time-history curve of the numerically simulated particle velocity at 1# monitoring point.
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To evaluate the influence of bench blasting on the
surrounding rock of the tunnel, the safety measure stipulated
in the initial scheme of the project blasting design is used,
i.e., tunnel blasting is suspended when the tunnel working
face is 21m from the slope surface. )erefore, four featured
points A, B, C, and D on the tunnel section 21m from the
slope surface are selected, respectively corresponding to the
vault crown, arch lumbar, midpoint of the side wall, and
bottom of the tunnel wall, as shown in Figure 4.

)e distribution of PPVs and the effective tensile stress
(ETS) at each inspection point of the tunnel section are listed
in Table 9.

)e data in Table 9 show that PPVz and PPVy are the
largest at the vault crown and gradually decrease moving
downward along the tunnel section. PPVx is small at the
vault crown because of the radial symmetry constraint,
followed by an increase, and then decreases moving
downward along the tunnel section. )e attenuation speed
of PPVz is evidently faster than those in the other two
horizontal directions. It can be seen that the stress wave
generated by the blasting load initially propagates downward
with a high-strength longitudinal wave and gradually at-
tenuates with an increase in distance. )e surface wave
formed at the free surface has a slower attenuation speed
than that of the longitudinal wave.)emaximum PPV of the
tunnel section appears at the vault crown, which is
13.92 cm/s.

)e distribution of ETS at each inspection point shows
that ETS gradually decreases along the tunnel section, and
the attenuation speed gradually decreases. PPV and ETS
both produce maximum values at the vault crown of the
tunnel, which are 13.92 cm/s and 4.78MPa, respectively.
)erefore, the safety and stability of the tunnel are
evaluated according to the dynamic response of the
surrounding rock at the vault crown. )e maximum ETS
at the vault crown reaches 4.78MPa, exceeding the tensile
strength standard, which is the dynamic tensile strength
(3.7MPa) shown in Table 7. )erefore, the surrounding
area of the tunnel is not safe according to the maximum
tensile strength theory.

8. PPV Safety Criterion of Tunnel
Surrounding Rock

To further study the dynamic response of the tunnel, ETS
and PPVs at different measuring points are calculated by
numerical simulation and listed in Table 10.

)e numerical simulation results indicate that ETS are
different from PPVs. A statistical relationship model be-
tween PPV and ETS is established and shown in Figure 9.

)e linear statistical relationship between PPV and ETS
shown in Figure 9 is established as follows:

σt � 0.3615PPV − 0.0529. (13)

Equation (13) indicates that a linear relationship exists
between PPV and ETS [23, 30]. Based on the first strength
theory, ETS exceeds the dynamic tensile strength (3.7MPa)
of the tunnel surrounding rock when PPV reaches

10.38 cm/s. To be more practical, the PPV safety criterion of
the tunnel surrounding rock is determined to be 10 cm/s.

9. ExcavationTimingArrangementof theUpper
Slope and Undercrossing Tunnel

Based on the simulation calculations, the relationship be-
tween PPV at the vault crown and the length of retained rock
mass during bench blasting directly above the tunnel en-
trance is obtained, as shown in Figure 10.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that PPVz decrease with an
increase in the axial distance, and their attenuation speed is
faster than that of PPVx and PPVy.)e attenuation speed in
the excavated direction of the tunnel is less than that in the
direction of no excavation. )e horizontal vibration velocity
(PPVx and PPVy) increases first, then decreases in the
excavated direction, and decreases rapidly in the direction of
no excavation. PPVs in the three directions increased slightly
adjacent to the slope surface and then tended to become
stable. )e reason for that is mainly due to the coupling
effect of the increase in the propagation distance and the
decrease in the original rock stress constraint.

To ensure construction progress and the stability of the
tunnel surrounding rock, PPV of the tunnel vault crown
shall not exceed 10 cm/s and the length of the retained rock
mass at the tunnel entrance shall not be less than 36m; these
values can be obtained from Figure 10. )erefore, tunnel
blasting is suspended when the distance from the tunnel
working face to the slope surface is less than 36m, and all the

Table 9: )e distribution of PPVs and ETS.

No.
PPV of numerical simulation

(cm/s) ETS (MPa)
x y z

A 3.44 5.07 13.92 4.78
B 4.15 4.91 7.38 2.72
C 2.05 2.63 2.16 0.92
D 1.16 2.57 1.34 0.83

Table 10: Values of ETS and PPV from numerical simulations.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
PPV (cm/s) 7.41 5.73 3.89 1.45 6.79 4.91 2.11 1.01 3.18
ETS (MPa) 2.82 1.95 1.57 0.41 2.14 1.71 0.52 0.38 1.21

y = 0.3615x – 0.0529
R2 = 0.963
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Figure 9: Relationship between PPV and ETS.
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working faces are transferred to slope excavation at this time.
Subsequently, the tunnel is excavated from the slope surface
to the slope body until tunnel hole-through is reached, after
the excavation and reinforcement of the slope at the tunnel
entrance have been completed. )e excavation timing ar-
rangement of the upper slope and undercrossing tunnel is
shown in Figure 2.

)e research results have been successfully applied to the
blasting project of the expansion project of the Zhoushan
national petroleum reserve base. )e cooperative blasting
construction of the open-pit slope and undercrossing tunnel
has been effectively guided with good results, and the
construction period is shortened by 45 days while ensuring
construction safety. )e project site is shown in Figure 11.

10. Conclusions

(a) )e mathematical prediction model established
herein with consideration of the influence of the
relative slope gradient can better describe the
propagation attenuation of bench blasting vibration
on the slope surface. )e PPV and PVS formula for
the propagation of the bench blasting vibration is
proposed as follows:

v � 85.03
��
Q3

√

D
 

7.72 ��
Q3

√

R
 

−6.16
H

D
 

−0.87
. (14)

(b) A 3D numerical calculation model is established to
analyze the dynamic response of the tunnel sur-
rounding rock subjected to bench blasting. A
comparison of the numerical simulation data and the
field measurement data shows that the numerical
model and the selected parameters adequately de-
scribe the field data, and therefore, the numerical
calculation model is feasible for studies on the dy-
namic response of the tunnel surrounding rock to
bench blasting vibration.

(c) A linear statistical relationship between PPV and
ETS for the tunnel surrounding rock is established.
Based on the first strength theory, the PPV safety
criterion of the tunnel surrounding rock is deter-
mined to be 10 cm/s. )e minimum safe distance
from the tunnel working face to the slope surface,
obtained by simulation calculations, is 36m.

(d) )e excavation timing arrangement of the upper
slope and undercrossing tunnel is proposed, which
has been successfully applied to the expansion
project of the Zhoushan national petroleum reserve
base. )e engineering application results show that
the construction period is shortened by 45 days while
ensuring construction safety. )e research results
have great guiding significance to similar cooperative
blasting excavation engineering for high slope and
adjacent tunnel with safety and efficiency.
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Figure 10: Relationship between PPV and the length of the retained rock mass at the tunnel entrance.
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As the main structural component of partition wall or load-bearing wall, brick masonry has been widely used in construction
engineering. However, brick and mortar are all brittle materials prone to crack. Nowadays, fireworks, gas stoves, high-pressure
vessels, and other military explosives may explode to damage nearby structures. Many explosion casualties had shown that the
load-bearing capacity of brick masonry decreased dramatically and cracks or fragments appeared. Previous studies mainly focused
on noncontact explosion in which shock wave is the main damage element. In fact, the response and damage effect of brick
masonry wall under contact explosion are more complex, which attracts more attention now. In order to explore the damage
characteristics of brick masonry under explosion load, a series of simulations and verification experiments are conducted. RHT
andMO granular material models are introduced to describe the behaviour of brick and masonry, respectively, in simulation.)e
combination effect of front compressive wave and back tensile wave are main factors influencing the breakage of masonry wall.
)e experimental results are well in accordance with the simulation results. )e front cross section dimension of crater is closely
related to the radius of spherical explosive charge. A power function predictive model is developed to express the relationship
between the radius of hole and the radius of explosive. Furthermore, with increasing the quantity of explosive charge, the number
and ejection velocity of fragments are all increased. )e relationship between maximum ejection velocity and the quantity of
explosive also can be expressed as a power function model.

1. Introduction

Brick masonry is a composite structure which consists of
brick, mortar, and brick-mortar interfaces. With lots of
advantages of easy availability, good durability, low-cost
building material, and sound and insulation properties, it
has been widely used in civil constructions. However, ma-
sonry materials (sintered bricks and mortar) are brittle
materials with low ductility which is easy to crack under
severe impact or explosion [1–3]. Failure of a masonry wall is
likely to be sudden and severe that poses significant debris
hazard to building occupants when subjected to blast loads.
According to the analysis of human casualties and property
losses in explosion accidents, it had been found that the
fragmentation of brick masonry also can cause damage to
whether human or surrounding devices except high over-
pressure [4–6].

Previous research studies had paid more attention to
experiments. Varma et al. [7] tested on several masonry
panels with different thickness subjected to near-field and
far-field explosions. Gabrielsen et al. [8] investigated ex-
perimentally the response of building walls to blast loading
from large nuclear weapons. Davidson et al. [9] conducted
three explosive tests that involved a sprayed-on polymer to
increase blast resistance of unreinforced concrete masonry
walls. Dennis et al. [10] conducted both five dynamic ex-
periments to analyse the response and failure of one-way
1/4-scale reinforced masonry walls to blast loads. Ahmad
et al. [11] carried out six tests to study the resistance of brick
masonry wall exposed to varying blast load at different scaled
distances. Keys et al. [12] carried out two experimental trials
to obtain a baseline set of results for the breakage mecha-
nisms and debris distribution and developed a new method
to predict the spatial debris distribution. Norén-Cosgriff
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et al. [13] observed the onset of cracking of building and
measured air blast overpressure and vibrations on the
ground surface.

By far many simulations on damage behaviours and
phenomena of brick masonry under dynamic loads had been
done. Zhou et al. [14] simulated the damage and frag-
mentation of a typical masonry wall under blast loading at
different scaled distances. Keys et al. [15] used applied el-
ement method to calculate the breakage and debris distri-
bution of masonry subjected to long duration blast loading.
Shadlou et al. [16] presented a brief discussion about the
main challenges on modelling the reinforced concrete
frames, masonry infills, and interaction between them for
structures located in seismic zones. Some scholars [17–20]
used brick masonry discrete model to explore the details of
damage development process of the masonry and the
damage phenomenon at the interface between the brick and
the mortar. However, this method would consume lots of
central processing unit (CPU) and memory resources of
computer during calculations [21]. Other scholars [22–26]
adopted equivalent homogenized material model to char-
acterize the overall properties of masonry walls.

By now, few researches had been done to study the
response of brick masonry under contact explosion loads. In
the present study, a series of numerical simulations and
experiments are carried out to study the structural response
and damage characteristics of brick masonry wall under
contact explosion loads. Different explosive charges are
deployed in the same contact position to compare the dif-
ference among them. )e relationship between the di-
mension of crater and the radius of explosive is obtained.
)e damage mechanism of brick masonry under explosion
load is analysed. Furthermore, the fragmentation and
maximum ejection velocities of brick masonry under dif-
ferent conditions are studied.

2. Computational Model

2.1. PhysicalModel andAlgorithm. )e brick masonry wall is
composed of mortar and regularly arranged bricks. A sep-
arate model is used to establish the brick wall; that is, the
brick and mortar are used as independent components. )is
type of modelling method is intuitive and can accurately
simulate the bond between the mortar and the brick. Here,
the size of brick is 240mm (length)× 115mm (width)×

53mm (thick). 6 pieces are placed in the length direction of
the wall (X-direction), 22 pieces are placed in the height
direction (Y-direction), 2 pieces are placed in the thickness
direction (Z-direction), and the thickness of mortar is
10mm. So, the total size of brick wall is
1250mm× 1490mm× 240mm.

Both brick and mortar are all divided with Lagrange
cells. In Lagrange algorithm, the material is attached to the
grid to trace the flow of each mass point. )e grid and the
material are deformed together and the coordinates move
with the material, which is one of the most widely used
methods to solve the explosion and impact problems. )e
boundaries of brick wall are all imposed six degrees of
freedom constraints, as shown in Figure 1. )e spherical

composition 4 (C4) explosive is established by Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). As a meshless discretization
method, the main advantage of SPH method has advantage
to avoid severe problems associated with mesh tangling and
distortion which usually occur in Lagrangian analysis in-
volving large deformation impact and explosive loading
events. )e explosive is attached to the geometric centre of
front surface of brick masonry wall and is detonated from
the centre of itself. In order to obtain the pressure on the wall
and trace the damage zone, a series of gauge points are
set along the horizontal and vertical directions of front and
back surfaces. )e established simulation model is shown in
Figure 2.

2.2.MaterialModel andParameters. )ere are two materials
in this study, C4 explosives (main charge) and brickmasonry
(including brick and mortar). )e material models and
parameters used in these materials are described,
respectively.

2.2.1. C4 Explosive. As a plastic explosive, C4 is composed of
RDX (hexogen), plastic binder, and plasticizer. RDX is the
main component of it, about 91%. It is easy to be kneaded
into various shapes at will which is often used in breaching
obstacles or demolition of large structures. Although this
kind of explosive is powerful, it is very safe to use. Even if it is
shot directly, it is hard to explode. It can only be detonated
with a detonator.

)e equation of state (EOS) of detonation products is
essential for describing the detonation properties of ex-
plosives, and it is the core parameter in simulations of
detonation process of explosives. In AUTODYN numerical
simulation program, there are three EOS suitable for ex-
plosives: Becker–Kistiakowsky–Wilson (BKW) EOS,
Jones–Wilkins–Lee (JWL) EOS, and Lee–Tarver EOS.
Among them, JWL EOS can accurately describe the char-
acteristics of the detonation product volume, pressure,
temperature, and energy during the detonation process
[27–29]. )e main parameters of JWL EOS for C4 explosive
are shown in Table 1. Besides, its loading density ρe, det-
onation velocity De, and CJ pressure PCJ are 1.60 g·cm−3,
8193m·s−1, and 28GPa, respectively.

)e expression of JWL EOS is as follows:

P � A 1 −
ω

R1V
 e

−R1V
+ B 1 −

ω
R2V

 e
−R2V

+
ωE0

V
, (1)

where P is the pressure, E0 is the initial specific energy, V is
the relative volume of the detonation product, and A, B, R1,
R2, and ω are constants. )e parameters A and B have di-
mensions of pressure, while R1, R2, and ω are dimensionless.

2.2.2. Brick Masonry. Brick masonry is a solid entity
composed of many blocks that are bonded by mortar as a
whole. RHTstrength and failure model is chosen to describe
the behaviour of brick material, while Mo granular strength
model is used to describe the behaviour of mortar material.
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RHT model, first proposed by Riedel, Hiemaier, and
)oma, has developed and been widely used in the nu-
merical simulation of explosion shock and other fields. )is
model is expressed in terms of three stress limit surfaces,
namely, initial elastic yield surface, failure surface, and re-
sidual strength surface [30, 31]. While the surfaces account
for reduction in strength along different meridians as well as
strain rate effects, the static compressive meridian surfaces
are depicted in Figure 3. )e failure surface is formed from
material parameters including compressive, tensile, and
shear strength of the brick. )e model is elastic until the
stress reaches the initial yield surface, beyond which plastic
strains evolve. When the stress reaches the failure surface, a
parameterized damage model governs the evolution of
damage, driven by plastic strain, which in turn represents the
post-failure stress limit surface by interpolating between
failure surface and residual friction surface. )ere are three
stages of linear strengthening and damage softening, as
shown in Figure 3.

)e failure surface Y∗fail is expressed as a function of the
normalized pressure p, the Lode angle θ, and strain rate _ε:

Y
∗
fail � Y

∗
TXC(p) · R3(θ) · FRATE(_ε), (2)

where Y∗TXC(p) represents the compression meridian in-
tensity, R3 (θ) is introduced to describe the reduced strength
on shear and tensile meridian, and FRATE(_ε) represents the
dynamic increase factor (DIF) as a function of the strain rate.

)e moving elastic limit surface Y∗ela can be described as
follows:

Y
∗
ela � Y

∗
failFCAP(p), (3)

where FCAP(p) is a function that limits the elastic deviatoric
stresses under hydrostatic compression.

In order to describe the strength of the completely
crushed material, a residual failure surface Y∗res is defined as

Y
∗
res � B × p

∗
( 

M
, (4)

where B is the residual failure surface constant, p∗ is the
normalized hydrostatic pressure, and M represents the re-
sidual failure surface exponent.

)emain parameters of brickmaterial are shown in Table 2.

Brick

Mortar

Z-Constraints

Boundary

240
1490

12
50

X

Y

Z

Figure 1: Finite element model of brick masonry.

X
Y

Z

Figure 2: )e layout of gauge points.

Table 1: Parameters of JWL EOS for C4 explosive.

Parameter A (GPa) B (GPa) R1 R2 ω E0 (J·m−3) ρe (g·cm−3) De (m·s−1) PCJ (GPa)

Value 609.77 12.95 4.5 1.4 0.25 9.0 × 109 1.6 8193 28
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MO granular continuum model, proposed by Moxnes
et al. in 1999, is an extension of the Drucker–Prager model
that considers the effects associated with granular materials
[32, 33]. )e model uses a hydrostatic compaction curve as a
function of the density, a model for the yield stress as a
function of pressure and elastic modulus as a function of
density. )e model does not include any strain rate depen-
dency of yield stress. )e parameters are constructed by using
a quasistatic unilateral compression test and validated by
using a high-speed piston (up to 300m/s) impacting a
granular pyrotechnic bed. )e yield stress can be described as

σy � σp + σρ · F, (5)

where σy, σp, and σρ denote the total yield stress, the
pressure yield stress, and the density yield stress, respec-
tively, and F is initially supplied by the user as the initial
fraction of yield. Failure occurs if the von Mises stress is
greater than both the total yield stress σy and FSP, where FS is
the user defined variable slope and P is pressure. )e ma-
terial parameters of mortar are shown in Table 3.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Analysis of the Fracture Process of Brick Masonry.
When an explosive is detonated, the expansion of the hot gases
at extremely high pressures causes a shock wave to form,
moving outward at high velocity. Nearby structures will suffer
some degree of damage from it. If the explosive is put on the
surface of the structure to explode, higher-pressure, shorter load
durations will be obtained. At this time, a part of the shock wave
will penetrate into contacted brick masonry. )is part of shock
wave is so called transmission shockwave. It will also be affected

by a reverse incoming sparse wave.)is reflectedwavewill form
a reflected shockwave load.)epropagation of shockwaves not
only causes dynamic stress to the medium, but also causes the
movement, deformation, or destruction of the medium. Shock
wave cannot be supplemented with energy during its propa-
gation process, so it will gradually weaken and finally disappear.

When the brick masonry is impacted by the explosion of
2.0 kg C4 spherical charge, the zone suffered from severe impact
is damaged to form a crater. Figure 4 shows successive frames of
fracture development after explosion on the front surface of
brick masonry. It can be seen that the dimensions of crater
increase gradually; finally, a big hole is formed.

)e stress contours of brick masonry under explosion
loads are shown in Figure 5(a). )e closer to the centre the
element is, the larger the stress is. Accordingly, the larger
the strain gets. When the strains of elements are up to
failure strain, the elements will be eroded, such as gauge #8,
gauge #9, and gauge #23 on the front surface close to the
centre of brick masonry (in Figure 5(b)). )e strains of
other gauges are lower than failure strain, so they do not
fail. )e zone with a large number of continuous eroded
elements is called a crater. )e more the effective strains of
elements reach failure strain, the larger the carter is.
Figure 5(c) shows that the compression behaviour of dif-
ferent gauges. When the value of compression is below
zero, the gauges suffer from the effect of tensile stress.
When the crater breaks, a few fragments will be extruded
from it. )e maximum ejection velocity is about 16.2m·s−1,
as shown in Figure 5(d).

Figure 6 presents the dimensions change of damage zone
on the front surface when brick masonry wall is damaged by
2.0 kg C4 spherical charge. With the increase of time, three
dimensions become larger and larger. )e 240mm thickness

deviatoric stress σeq

failure surface
Yfail

initial elastic
elastic limit Yel

hardening surface Ypre

residual strength Yfric

tens. meridian

comp. meridian

pressure p

Figure 3: )e reference spatial distribution and meridian of RHT constitutive elastic limit surface, failure surface, and residual strength
surface.

Table 2: Main parameters of brick material.

Density (g·cm−3) Compressive strength
(MPa)

Volume modulus
(GPa)

Shear modulus
(GPa)

Damage
constant D1

Damage
constant D2

Tensile strength
(MPa)

2.25 2.6 11.0 4.4 0.014 1.0 6.0
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wall cracks at about 2.0ms while the crater reaches its
maximum cross section at about 5ms. Before the crater
breaks, it has reached the maximum cross section surface,
beyond 400mm.)e growth rates ofX and Y dimensions are
almost the same, which are larger than that of Z dimension.
So, the shape of cross section of crater is close to be circular.

3.2. Damage Zone of Brick Masonry under Different Charges.
In order to study the damage characteristics of the brick
masonry under different explosion loads, five C4 spherical
charges, 0.5 kg, 1.0 kg, 2.0 kg, and 4.0 kg, are designed. )e
radii of these charges are 42.10mm, 53.04mm, 66.82mm,
and 84.19mm, respectively. )ese charges are all placed on
the centre of front surface of brick masonry wall to explode.

Figure 7 gives damaged pattern of the back of brick
masonry wall subjected to different explosion loads. As we
know, shock wave will be produced when explosive is
detonated and then turns to compression wave in brick
masonry. When stress wave transmits to the back free
surface of brick masonry, a reverse tensile wave is inevitably
formed to stretch the back to go farther. When the quantity

of charge is smaller, such as 0.5 kg, a small crater is found on
the front face just at the contact position. Seen from the back
surface of the wall, there is a small hole and few fragments
are extruded. When the quantity of charge increases to
1.0 kg, a larger crater is formed on the front. Viewing from
the back, the mortar in the centre is extended to form a larger
hole and a few fragments are ejected. At the same time, it can
be found that left and right sides of masonry wall are slightly
affected by such a high explosion. )at may be due to the
bond strength of transverse mortar layer being lower than
that of longitudinal brick-mortar interaction. If 2.0 kg ex-
plosive charge is used, deeper crater appears with more
distinct bulge on the back. )e crater breaks to form more
fragments and two sides of masonry wall are heavily affected
along transverse mortar layers. When the charge reaches
4.0 kg, an even larger crater appears. )e sizes of back
fracture zone and hole are all larger than above results.

Next, two experiments were conducted to investigate the
damage characteristics of masonry wall. 1.0 kg and 2.0 kg
spherical explosive charge were chosen to be detonated on
the surface of masonry wall. Crater holes are formed under
such two equivalent explosives, as shown in Figure 8.

Table 3: Main parameters of mortar material.

Density (g·cm−3) Poisson’s coefficient Volume modulus (GPa) Shear strength residual coefficient (GPa) Failure principal
tensile stress (MPa)

1.7 0.10 5.9 2.2 1.0

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 4: )e fracture development of brick masonry by 2.0 kg C4 explosive. (a) 0.1ms. (b) 0.5ms. (c) 1.0ms. (d) 2.0ms. (e) 4.0ms.
(f ) 6.0ms.
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Figure 5: Simulation results of 2.0 kg C4 explosion load. (a) Contour of stress distribution. (b) Effective strains of gauges. (c) Compression
behaviour of gauges. (d) Ejection velocity of fragments.
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Compared with the simulation results in Figure 9, the ex-
perimental results are in good agreement with them.

Table 4 shows the dimensions of damage zones of brick
masonry wall under different explosion loads. With the
increase of the quantity of explosive, the lengths in X-di-
rection and Y-direction increase. Moreover, the size of crater
on front surface is smaller than that of fracture zone on back
surface. When explosive is attached to brick masonry, re-
leased energy would be absorbed by masonry wall and thus
compressive stress wave would spread in it. Once com-
pressive stress wave reaches the back free surface, an en-
hanced tensile stress wave will appear due to impedance
mismatch between wall and air. )e reflected tensile wave
from free surface encounters the inbound compressive stress
resulting in total stress that is subtractive. When the total
stress is tensile (tensile stress greater than inbound com-
pressive stress) and exceeds the tensile strength of any point
in the masonry matrix, cracks or fractures will occur. For

brittle brick masonry material, the damage area on the back
free surface can be larger than that on the front incident
surface.

3.3. A Simple Predictive Model of the Dimensions of Hole.
When the spherical explosive is detonated on the surface of
masonry wall, according to the simulation and experiments,
the crater hole is basically determined by the radius of the
explosive. )e simplified model can be described in
Figure 10.

Since the explosion energy is released on the front
surface of contact point and evenly in all directions, the
radius of crater hole is merely controlled by the radius of
explosive charge. However, the relationship between these
two radii is not given clearly.

rd∝ r0. (6)

1 2 3 4 5 60
Time (ms)

0

100

200

300

400

500

di
m

en
sio

ns
 (m

m
)

X-direction/mm
Y-direction/mm
Z-direction/mm

Figure 6: )e dimensions in three directions of crater for 2.0 kg C4 explosion load.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: Destruction diagram of brick masonry under different explosive loads. (a) 0.5 kg. (b) 1.0 kg. (c) 2.0 kg. (d) 4.0 kg.
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According to Table 4, the dimensions of front surface are
drawn in Figure 11(a).

)e ratios of radius of holes to the radius of explosive
charges for four cases increase monotonously from 6.32 to
7.57. When fitting these data in Figure 11(b), it can be
expressed as

rd � 1.2859r
1.24306
0 . (7)

)us, a power function predicting model of the radius of
hole is found.

3.4. A Simple Fitting Model of Maximum Fragment Velocity.
With the increase in the quantity of the explosive, more and
more cracks along the longitudinal direction are noticed.
Once the hole is formed, the damaged bricks will be blown out

to produce a number of fragments. Seen from the viewpoint
of energy, the more quantity of explosive is used, the higher
explosive energy loading on the surface of masonry wall is
produced, and the higher the velocity of fragment gets.)at is
to say, the ejection velocities of fragments are determined by
the radius of explosive too for spherical explosive charge. )e
fragment with maximum ejection velocity is found at the
centre of crater or the apex of crater before breakup.

)e maximum velocity of fragment Vmax is proportional
to the radius of spherical explosive:

Vmax∝ r0. (8)

Figure 12 presents the maximum ejection velocity of
fragments under different conditions. Adding coordinate
point (0, 0), there are five groups of data. It is found that a
power function curve fits these data well.

200mm

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8: Experimental results under two different explosion loads. (a) Front view of 1.0 kg. (b) Back view of 1.0 kg. (c) Front view of 2.0 kg.
(d) Back view of 2.0 kg.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9: Simulation results under two different explosion loads. (a) Front view of 1.0 kg. (b) Back view of 1.0 kg. (c) Front view of 2.0 kg.
(d) Back view of 2.0 kg.

Table 4: )e damaged zones of brick masonry under different conditions.

Case no. Charge (kg)
Crater in front surface Fracture in back surface

X-direction (mm) Y-direction (mm) X-direction (mm) Y-direction (mm)
I 0.5 266 252 366 338
II 1.0 364 347 524 447
III 2.0 473 468 604 618
IV 4.0 637 630 755 751
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Figure 10: )e relationship between the radius of crater hole and the radius of explosive.
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Now, the maximum ejection velocity is power function
to the radius of explosive.

Vmax � 0.00139r
2.21747
0 . (9)

When the explosive is 4.0 kg, the maximum ejection
velocity can reach about 26m/s, which may cause severe
damage to surrounding equipment or personnel.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, numerical simulation and verification ex-
periments of damage response of brick masonry under
different amounts of C4 spherical charges are carried out.
)e following conclusions are obtained:

(1) When constrained brick masonry is exposed to
contact explosion by spherical charge, a crater is
formed on the front. )e shape of cross section of
crater is almost circular. )e cross section dimension
of crater increases monotonously with the radius of
spherical explosive charge. For four cases in this
study, the ratios of radial lengths to the radius of
explosive charge increase from 6.32 to 7.57.

(2) Explosion energy releases compressive wave directly
on the front surface, and then stress wave (trans-
mission wave) will travel to the back to make
brickwork cracked. )e combination effect of front
compressive wave and back tensile wave are the main
factors influencing the crack of brick masonry wall.
When the back tensile wave is beyond the tensile
strength of brick masonry, fracture zone will be
pulled out to form a hole. )e radius of hole is di-
rectly determined by the radius of the explosive. A
power function predictive model is obtained to es-
timate the size of hole for C4 explosive detonated on
the surface of 240mm thickness masonry wall.

(3) )e fragments can get higher velocities under larger
explosion load, which may cause lethal damage to
surrounding equipment or personnel. In the region
of research, there is a power function relationship
between maximum ejection velocity and the radius
of explosive.
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(e construction and long-term operation stage of the rock slope with argillaceous interlayer will be subjected to intermittent
dynamic loads, such as blasting and earthquake. For the argillaceous interlayer in the rock slope, its rheological properties are not
only related to the initial stress state caused by the gravity of the overlying rock mass but also affected by intermittent dynamic
loads. In order to investigate the rheological properties of argillaceous intercalation under the combination of static and in-
termittent dynamic shear loads, the rheological tests of argillic intercalated soil samples under static shear, static and cyclic
dynamic shear, and static and intermittent dynamic shear were carried out, and the rheological deformation characteristics of soil
samples under different shear conditions were analyzed. (e results show that when the soil specimens in the static shear
rheological process are disturbed by intermittent dynamic shearing load, the intermittent dynamic disturbances might have no
remarkable influence on the rheological deformation of the specimens if the initial static shearing stress and intermittent dynamic
shearing stress were comparatively low. However, low-intensity intermittent dynamic disturbances might accelerate the rhe-
ological deformation process of the specimens remarkably if the initial static shearing stress state was close to their shearing
strength. (ere was a stress threshold when the soil specimens failed under the static and cycling dynamic shear and static and
intermittent dynamic shear, which is determined by the sum of static shear stress and dynamic shear stress peak. For rock slopes
controlled by rheological weak structural planes and influenced by long-term blasting vibrations, the transient and long-term
dynamic stability should be comprehensively analyzed.

1. Introduction

(ere are inevitably a certain number of weak structural
planes in natural rock slope, which control their mechanical
response and stability [1–5]. Under the natural actions, such
as self-weight, rainfall, and earthquake, rock slopes often
slide along these weak structural planes and induce landslide
disaster. Usually, these weak structural planes have obvious
rheological properties, and their mechanical parameters will
deteriorate under dynamic loads such as earthquake and
blasting excavation, which lead to rheological deformation
and progressive instability of rock slope [6, 7].(erefore, it is
of great theoretical and practical significance to study the

rheological properties of weak structural planes under dy-
namic loads for improving the long-term stability of rock
slope and avoiding landslide failure.

It is well known that the vibration induced by blasting
excavation has adverse effects on the surrounding buildings
and equipment [8, 9]. At the same time, the dynamic loads of
rock slope, such as earthquake or blasting excavation, are
mostly long-term or periodic [10, 11]. In sum, the effects of
intermittent dynamic loads on weak interlayer are mainly
the accumulation of instantaneous damage and the change
of long-term deformation characteristics.

Intensive research had been carried out on the cumu-
lative damage of rock or structural planes caused by
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intermittent or multiple dynamic loads [12–16]. For ex-
ample, Li et al. [17] adopted the restart function of the finite
element software ANSYS/LS-DYNA to explore the evolution
mechanism and distribution law of rock cumulative damage
under cyclic blasting. Liu et al. [18] studied the cumulative
damage and failure mode of horizontal layered rock slope
subjected to seismic loads. Cao et al. [19] built on the HJC
constitutive model to study the effects of cyclic blast loading
on shared rock in a neighborhood tunnel. Chai et al. [20]
conducted a dynamic impact test to study on dynamic
compression characteristics of rock with filled joints after
cumulative damage. Song et al. [21] utilized the ground
penetrating radar to detect the surrounding rock cumulative
damage during tunnel blasting excavation.

On the other hand, because the rheology of weak dis-
continuities has a great influence on the long-term stability
of geotechnical engineering, some scholars had systemati-
cally studied the rheological characteristics of weak dis-
continuities under static loads [22–24], but there are few
studies on its rheology under dynamic disturbance. For
example, Šancer et al. [25] presented some results of the
laboratory tests on the time-dependent behavior of three
types of sandstone and focused on the rheological rock
properties during vibration (cyclic) loading. Hu et al. [26, 27]
studied the dynamic rheological parameters of sludge soft
soil through dynamic shear tests, and the rheological
mechanism characteristics and rheological parameters of
sludge soft soil under dynamic loading were deduced.

To sum up, the rock slopes formed by the open-pit mine,
water conservancy and hydropower engineering, large-scale
building foundation pit, and so on are often disturbed by
blasting seismic effect for a long time. However, there are few
studies on the influence of dynamic disturbances on the
rheological process of weak structural planes of slope, so that
the static evaluation methods are still mainly used to
evaluate the long-term stability of rock slope, and only the
transient stability analysis method is used to evaluate the
dynamic stability of slope. For this reason, this paper has
carried out preliminary laboratory test research on the rock
slope controlled by the weak structural planes under the
long-term disturbances of blasting excavation, and the shear
rheological characteristics of the weak mud interlayer under
the intermittent cyclic dynamic load were analyzed.

2. Influence Mechanism Analysis

(e weak structural planes generally refer to the geological
structural planes with weak shear strength, such as fault
fracture zones and weak interlayers. (ere are many types of
soft structural planes, and their properties are complex.
Among them, the filling weak structures planes have wide
distribution, low strength, and significant rheological
properties and are sensitive to blasting vibration.

(erefore, the representative thin-layered muddy in-
terlayers were selected in this paper. In the rock slope, the
soft structural planes are always subjected to the gravity of
the overlying strata, which can lead to normal stress and
tangential stress on the structural planes. When the pro-
duction blasting excavation was carried out in a rock slope as

shown in Figure 1(a), the incidental blasting seismic waves
will cause the overlying rock mass on the structural surface
to bear two horizontal and one vertical seismic inertial
forces. If the intensity of blasting excavation is high, or under
the action of long-term cyclic blasting loads, the strength of
muddy interlayers will be decreased, which will eventually
lead to landslide hazard on the slope, as shown in
Figure 1(b). After the seismic inertial forces are applied to
the soft structural plane, additional dynamic stresses in the
normal and tangential directions can be formed as shown in
Figure 2, where σs, σd, τs and τd denote initial normal stress,
additional dynamic normal stress, initial shear stress, and
additional dynamic shear stress of the argillized interlayer.

(e seismic inertial forces and additional dynamic stresses
are mainly affected by the velocity and acceleration of rock
mass vibration caused by blasting. At present, according to the
Blasting Safety Regulation (GB6722-2014) in China, the safe
allowable particle vibration velocity of permanent rock slope
is 5∼15 cm/s (vibration frequency 10∼100Hz). According to
the theoretical conversion, the relation between vibration
velocity v and acceleration a is as follows:

a � 2πfv, (1)

where π and f are the circumference ratio and the frequency
of particle vibration velocity. (e corresponding safety al-
lowable rock mass particle acceleration value should be
approximately 3∼15m/s2. Generally, in order to ensure the
stability of the rock slope, after the blasting charge is con-
trolled, the measured particle acceleration on the surface of
slope is generally about 0∼3m/s2 (area far away from the
explosion source). (at is, the additional seismic inertial
forces are about 0∼0.3 times the weight of the overlying rock
mass, so the peak value of the additional dynamic stresses in
the normal and tangential directions is also about 0∼0.3
times the static normal and tangential stresses.

3. Experimental Methods

In order to study the influence of blasting vibration on the soft
argillaceous intercalations, argillic intercalated circular cake
saturated soil samples were made, and rheological tests under
static shear, static and cyclic dynamic shear, and static and
intermittent dynamic shear were carried out on those samples
with a direct-shear rheometer attached with dynamic loads.

3.1. Test Instrument. (e ZLB-1 triple rheological direct
shear tester (Figure 3) produced by Nanjing Soil Instrument
Factory was used in the test. (e instrument applies certain
normal pressures on the soil samples and a shear force on the
shear surface to test the shear deformation of the samples.
(e diameter and height of the specimen corresponding to
the equipment are 61.8mm and 20mm, respectively, and the
maximum shear and normal force provided by the instru-
ment are both 1.8 kN. An electromagnet controlled by a
signal generator was installed at the bottom of the instru-
ment weight to apply a simple harmonic vibration load, and
an additional dynamic shear stress can be applied to the
samples.
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3.2. Soil Samples’ Preparation. (e soil samples were taken
from a clay-like argillaceous interlayer with a thickness of
5 cm∼20 cm in a quartz sandstone formation in Wuhan, a
piece of it shown in Figure 4(a), and the standard shear test
specimens with the diameter D� 61.8mm and the thickness
H� 20mm were made matching with test equipment as
shown in Figure 4(b). (e physical and mechanical pa-
rameters of the soil samples are shown in Table 1.

3.3. Experimental Procedure. Shear rheological tests under
static shear, static and cyclic dynamic shear, and static and
intermittent dynamic shear were conducted for the prepared
soil specimens. Before the test, apply pressure to the spec-
imens in the shear box of the rheological direct shear ap-
paratus for consolidation, and it lasts for 24 h. (e detailed
procedure of the three experiments conducted is shown
below.

(1) Static shear rheological test: three soil samples were
made, and the permeable rocks were immersed in
water. Rubber film was sandwiched between the
permeable rocks and the samples. After the samples
were consolidated for 24 hours under a shear stress
of 22.5 kPa and a normal pressure of 150 kPa, the
shear stress increased to 25 kPa, 32 kPa, and 38 kPa,
which are 60%, 75%, and 90% of its ultimate shear
stress, respectively. (e rheological deformation
characteristics of the samples were observed after the
static loads were applied and remained unchanged.

(2) Static and cyclic dynamic shear rheological test: three
sets of three soil samples were made, a total of nine
specimens. After consolidation for 24 hours under
the stress state of 150 kPa normal pressure and
22.5 kPa shear stress, the shear stress of three groups
of samples is loaded to its ultimate shear stress at
60%, 75%, and 90%, respectively, and then each

Unit body

Muddy 
interlayerBlasting excavation

(a)

Landslide 
area

(b)

Figure 1: Rock slope with an argillaceous intercalation under blasting influence. (a) Force analysis of slope. (b) Landslide hazard.
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Figure 2: Stress diagram of the argillized interlayer element under blasting loads.
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group of samples exerted the dynamic shear loads of
30Hz frequency, and the corresponding peak values
were 2.1 kPa, 4.2 kPa, and 8.5 kPa in the form of a
sine wave, so the peak shear stresses caused by the
dynamic loads were approximately 5%, 10%, and
20% of the ultimate shear stress, respectively. (e
maximum deformation was measured after applying
the dynamic loads for 30 s and suspended for another
30 s.

(3) Static and intermittent dynamic shear rheological
stress: the preparation and consolidation process of

the soil samples and the initial static shear state were
the same as the static and cyclic dynamic shear
rheological test. (en, the 30Hz frequency dynamic
shear loads of the peak values were 2.1 kPa, 4.2 kPa,
and 8.5 kPa, and in the form of a sine wave, they were
applied. In the practical engineering, the dynamic
disturbance of blasting was generally once a day. In
order to shorten the test time, the dynamic distur-
bances were five times a day at 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:
00, and 21:00, respectively, and the duration time of
each disturbance was 1 s.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Static Shear Rheological Characteristics of Argillaceous
Intercalation. According to the test scheme, after the soil
specimens were consolidated for 24 hours under the action
of normal pressure and shear stress, the deformation was
measured after the shear stress increased, and then the value
of strain is 0. (erefore, the shear deformation curves
(Figure 5) contain the elastic deformation increment of

Table 1: Parameters of the soil specimens.

Parameters Values
Density 1.85 g/cm3

Void ratio 0.82
Moisture content 24.8%
Saturation 81.9%
Cohesive force 5.0 kPa
Friction angle 14°

Figure 3: (e ZLB-1 creep shear apparatus.

(a)

D

H

(b)

Figure 4: Preparation of soil samples. (a) A piece of the argillaceous interlayer. (b) Soil sample size illustration.
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samples. However, in the test process, the shear strain of the
three samples also increased rapidly after the sudden in-
crease of shear stress. Because the shear stress increment was
relatively small, the sudden increase of deformation incre-
ment was within 0.03mm, and the shear strain was within
0.5%, so the elastic deformation increment was small, which
was not significant. (erefore, the rheological deformation
of the samples can be shown in Figure 5.

After the elastic deformation stage, two specimens with
shear stress τ of 60% τmax (ultimate shear stress) and 75%
τmax, the deformation gradually increased with the time
passing within the first 5000mins, and the shear strain was
less than 2%. After 5000mins, the increase of deformation is
not significant, and the specimens did not break during the
test, so their deformation may be mainly viscoelastic
deformation.

When the specimen shear stress τ is 90% τmax, the shear
strain of the specimen in the first 5000mins continues to
increase, dominated by the viscoelastic deformation. (e
increase in strain is lower during 5000mins∼15000mins, but
the strain increases rapidly after 15000mins until the
specimen was broken, and the deformation at this stage is
mainly plastic deformation.

According to the shear rheological curves, the defor-
mation increments of the samples were counted every
10mins to obtain the rheological rate curves of the samples
(Figure 6). Since the elastic deformation is small, it is in-
cluded in the deformation increment of the first 10mins and
counted together. (e statistical results show that the de-
formation rate of the three samples within the first
1000mins is relatively fast, and the deformation rate of the
sample with τ of 90% τmax is the fastest, and the sample with
τ of 60% τmax is the slowest.

Subsequently, the rheological rate of the samples de-
creased rapidly. After 10,000mins, the rheological rate of the
sample with τ � 60% τmax was close to 0, while the rheo-
logical rates of the samples with τ � 75% τmax and τ � 90%
τmax were still higher and become closer. (e strain rate of
the specimen with shear stress τ � 90% τmax increased

rapidly after 15,000mins and had been in an accelerated
deformation state before failure, while the strain rate of
specimen with τ � 75% τmax continued to decrease.

It can be preliminarily inferred from the test results that
when the normal stress is 150 kPa, the long-term shear
strength τcr of the soil samples may be a value between 75%
τmax and 90% τmax, namely,

75% τmax < τcr < 90% τmax. (2)

However, due to the limitations of the quantity of test
samples and the static loading capacity of the instrument,
this value cannot be further determined accurately. When
the shear stress is less than the critical value, the attenuative
creep will occur, and only when the static load is greater than
the critical value, it will lead to the final failure.

4.2. Static and Cyclic Dynamic Shear Rheological Character-
istics of Argillaceous Intercalation. In the static and cyclic
dynamic shear test, additional dynamic shear stresses of
different strength were applied to the samples in different
static shear stress states, and the strain of soil samples varied
with the increase of cyclic times. (e shear strain of soil
samples is closely related to the cyclic dynamic shear stress
and their initial static shear stress state.

When the initial shear stress of the specimens is low,
such that its initial shear stress is 60% of the ultimate
strength, namely, the τ � 60% τmax (shown in Figure 7(a)),
and the cyclic dynamic shear stress for the ultimate shear
strength of 5% and 10%, namely, Δτp � 5% τmax and
Δτp � 10% τmax, the shear strain of the soil samples increased
rapidly after the first few cycles of loading and then remained
stable. When Δτp � 20% τmax, the increment of strain firstly
increased rapidly and then slowed down. After 120,000
disturbances were applied, no damage occurred, and the
total strain was less than 1%.

When the initial shear stress of the specimens is high,
such as 90% of the ultimate strength, namely, τ � 90% τmax,
even if the cyclic shear stress peak value Δτp is small, such as
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Figure 6: Rheological strain rate curves of specimens under static
shear stress.
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5% of its ultimate shear strength (Δτp � 5% τmax) (shown in
Figure 7(c)), the soil samples will also be damaged after
enough cyclic times, and their strain increased slowly first
and then rapidly. When the dynamic stress is relatively high,
such as Δτp � 20% τmax (as shown in Figure 7(c)), the strain
basically maintained a trend of continuous acceleration.

When the initial shear stress of the samples is at a
medium level, for example, 75% of the ultimate strength
(Figure 7(b)), that is, τ � 75% τmax, the strain variation of soil
samples was more sensitive to the change of cyclic dynamic
shear stress. When the dynamic shear stress is small (such as
Δτp � 5% τmax), the strain of the soil samples increased
slowly, and the final strain rate decreased to 0. When the
dynamic shear stress is high (such as Δτp � 20% τmax), the
soil samples may undergo shear failure quickly.

(e test results showed that when the frequency of the
dynamic shear stress is the same, and the sum of the initial
static stress and the peak dynamic stress of the samples is

close, the deformation characteristics of the samples were
also similar. For example, the specimens with τ � 60% τmax,
Δτp � 20% τmax and τ � 75% τmax, Δτp � 5% τmax, after
120,000 times cyclic shear dynamic loads, the strains were
0.66% and 0.82%, respectively, while the specimens with
τ � 75% τmax, Δτp � 20% τmax and τ � 90% τmax, Δτp � 5%
τmax were failed after 37,800 and 33,000 times cyclic shear
dynamic loads, respectively, and the variations of specimens
strain were also similar.

Secondly, the failure of the samples under cyclic dynamic
shear also had a certain critical value of stress state, and the
samples breakage under additional dynamic stress can only
occur if the total shear stress is larger than this critical value.
(e stress critical value (the sum of static shear stress and
dynamic shear stress peak) of the soil samples should be
between 70% and 80% of the shear strength, namely,

70% τmax < τ + Δτp cr< 80% τmax. (3)
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4.3. Static and Intermittent Dynamic Shear Rheological
Characteristics of Argillaceous Intercalation. Intermittent
dynamic shear loads were applied 5 times a day to the soil
samples under different initial static stress states, and the
rheological deformation characteristics of samples were
observed. Compared with static rheological process, the
deformation process of the samples after intermittent dy-
namic shear loads changed significantly.

(1) When the initial static shear stress and the inter-
mittent dynamic shear stress were relatively low, the
rheological process of the samples is similar to the
static rheological process, as shown in Figure 8(a) for
the sample with τ � 60% τmax and Δτp � 5% τmax. In
this way, after the rapid increase of strain in the
initial stage, with the increase of time and the times
of intermittent dynamic disturbances, the shear
strain of the specimens had no obvious increasing
trend. When the initial static shear stress was low,
but the dynamic shear stress peak was relatively high,
as shown in Figure 8(a), the samples with τ � 60%
τmax, while Δτp � 10% τmax and Δτp � 20% τmax, with
the passing of time and increase of the number of
disturbances, the strain continued to increase, and
eventually failure occurred, while the specimens
under static and cyclic dynamic shear did not fail,
indicating that the intermittent dynamic shear loads
changed the overall deformation of the specimens.

(2) When the initial static shear stress is at a medium
stress level, such as τ � 75% τmax, the rheological
deformation process of specimens was more sensi-
tive to intermittent dynamic disturbances. When the
dynamic shear stress peak is low, as shown in
Figure 8(b), for the sample with Δτp � 5% τmax, the
deformation rate in the early stage increased slowly,
but it increased rapidly after a long period of time.
Compared with the curves of static shear test and
static and cyclic dynamic shear test, it showed a
typical three-stage deformation characteristic.

(3) When the initial static shear stress is close to its
ultimate strength, such as τ � 90% τmax, the rheo-
logical deformation process of soil specimens was
very sensitive to intermittent dynamic disturbances;
even when the dynamic shear stress peak is low, as
shown in Figure 8(c), for the sample with Δτp � 5%
τmax, the deformation rate of the specimen continued
to grow rapidly, indicating that when it is close to the
limit equilibrium, even a weak intermittent dynamic
load can quickly destroy its equilibrium state.

(4) By comparing the deformation curves of each sample
in Figure 8, it can be found that the dynamic shear
stress also changed the rheological process of the
samples. (e deformation curves of the samples
subjected to low static shear stress and low inter-
mittent dynamic shear stress were relatively smooth,
and it is difficult to visually distinguish the moment
of disturbance on the deformation curves. However,
when the samples are subjected to high static shear

stress or high intermittent dynamic shear stress, the
deformation of the samples jumped significantly,
and the deformation curves showed a more obvious
step-like shape.

(e average rheological rate in the process of inter-
mittent disturbances was analyzed by statistical the strain
variables before and after the disturbance and the duration
of the disturbance. When the initial static shear stress or the
peak value of intermittent dynamic shear stress is small (as
shown in Figure 9(a)), the rheological rate of the samples was
higher at the initial stage and then remains at a lower level
with irregular abrupt changes at some moments and in-
creased to a higher level near the failure stage. With the
increase of the initial static shear stress or intermittent
dynamic shear stress peak (as shown in Figure 9(b)), the
strain rate was relatively high at the initial stage and at the
time of dynamic disturbance and gradually showed a certain
regularity. However, when the initial shear stress was close to
the ultimate strength, or the intermittent dynamic shear
stress peak is high (as shown in Figure 9(c)), the rheological
rate of the sample gradually increased, and the strain rate
increased sharply during the dynamic disturbance. (e time
and numbers of intermittent dynamic disturbances can be
clearly identified from the rheological rate curve.

In addition, when the intermittent dynamic shear stress
of the samples is relatively large (as shown in Figure 9(c)),
the static rheological rate between two adjacent intermittent
disturbances was basically unchanged at the initial stage of
the disturbance rheology, showing a stable rheological state.
In the later stage of the disturbance rheological process,
when the deformation speed of the specimens was
accelerated, the dynamic deformation rate during distur-
bances increased gradually, and the static rheological rate
between two adjacent disturbances also increased signifi-
cantly, which was different from the smaller intermittent
disturbance peak (as shown in Figure 9(a)).

Calculate the strain increment at a certain moment when
the specimens were about to fail. Under the same initial
static stress state, the strain increment of the static and
intermittent dynamic shear rheological test and the sum
strain increment of the static shear rheological test and static
and cyclic dynamic shear rheological test were compared.
For example, the strain at 17280min of the sample with
initial static shear stress τ � 60% τmax and intermittent cyclic
dynamic shear stress peak Δτp � 5% τmax was sorted out, and
the sample deformed for a total of 12 days and withstood
1800 dynamic disturbances. At the same time, the strain of
the static rheological sample at 17280min and the cyclic
dynamic shear sample after 1800 cycles under the same
initial static shear stress state were correspondingly sorted
out, comparing the sum of the above strain with the static
and intermittent disturbance rheological strain.

(e statistical results showed (as shown in Figure 10)
that when the static stress state, flow time, and number of
dynamic disturbances were the same, the deformation of
the sample under the static and intermittent cyclic dy-
namic shear disturbance was greater than the sum de-
formation of the static shear and static and cyclic dynamic
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shear. Moreover, when the samples were finally damaged,
the intermittent disturbance rheological strain increment
was several times that of the latter, and the closer it was to
the failure moment, the more significant the difference
was.

(e results showed that static shear rheological defor-
mation and intermittent cyclic dynamic shear deformation
influence and promote each other. When the soil specimens
approach failure, both static shear and intermittent dynamic
shear promote soil damage and reduce its strength, thus
making their accelerating deformation effect stronger. It can
be seen that the small and transient dynamic disturbance
may have a significant promoting effect on the rheological
process of the argillite soft structural planes, and the greater
the disturbance load is, the stronger the influence will be;
meanwhile, the soil samples are more sensitive to the in-
termittent dynamic disturbance as it approaches the ultimate
bearing state.

(e duration time of the soil samples from the beginning
of rheology to complete failure was defined as the rheological
life time tf. During the test, because the deformation of the
samples after breakage was different, when the strain in the
accelerated rheological stage reached 15%, the samples were
considered to have reached their rheological life.

(e relationship curves of the rheological life time tf with
the static loads and intermittent cyclic dynamic shear loads
of soil samples showed that (as shown in Figure 11) the
rheological life time tf of the samples decreases with the
increase of their static shear stress and intermittent dynamic
shear stress, indicating that there is also a certain critical
stress state that controls whether the samples can eventually
be destroyed during the tests. From Figures 11 and 8(a), it
can be found that when the peak value sum of static shear
stress and intermittent dynamic shear stress of the soil
samples is about 65% to 70% of its ultimate shear strength,
the samples may eventually be damaged, namely,
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65% τmax < τ + Δτp Mcr < 70% τmax. (4)

(e combined stress threshold value may be slightly
lower than that of the static shear test and static and cyclic
dynamic shear test. (e reason of this phenomenon is that,
in the static and cyclic dynamic shear test, the cyclic dynamic
shear loading of 30Hz frequency was applied for 30 s and
suspended for another 30 s, so 1800 cyclic dynamic shear
loads can be applied per minute. Meanwhile, the test results
showed that most of the soil samples had been destroyed

within 150,000 cyclic dynamic shear loads, and the corre-
sponding failure time was about 83.3mins. However, in the
static and intermittent dynamic shear test, the failure time of
most soil samples was more than 5000mins, which is about
60 times that of the static and cyclic dynamic shear test,
indicating that the time of soil samples to reach failure
increased obviously. In this process, static shear and in-
termittent dynamic shear influence and promote each other,
and both induce soil damage and reduce its strength, thus
making the long-term shear strength under static and
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intermittent dynamic shear lower than that of static and
cyclic dynamic shear. Of course, due to the discrete of the
samples, the combined stress threshold value should be
verified by a large number of experiments.

5. Discussion

(e experimental results showed that the long-term strength
and creep life of the argillaceous interlayer may be reduced
under intermittent cyclic dynamic disturbances. (erefore,
the dynamic disturbance caused by intermittent blasting
excavation may have a significant impact on the sliding
surface parameters, the overall stability, and the local sta-
bility of the rock slope controlled by the argillaceous
interlayer.

However, at present, the dynamic stability analysis of
large rock slopes mainly focuses on the stability at a certain
moment, and this methodology is reasonable when the
dynamic disturbances are weak and the static safety factor of
rock slope is relatively high, but it is not suitable for the case
when the rock slopes are controlled by the weak structural
plane or sliding surface, and its static stability safety factor is
poor. (us, a comprehensive analysis of transient and long-
term dynamic stability should be carried out for rock slopes
controlled by rheological weak structural surfaces and sig-
nificantly affected by blasting vibration effect.

6. Conclusion

(1) Under the static and cyclic dynamic shearing, the
strain of the argillaceous interlayer samples varies
with the increase of cyclic times. When the initial
static shear stress and the cyclic dynamic shear stress
peak are small, the influence of dynamic disturbance
on their deformation is not significant. When the
initial shear stresses of the samples are high, the soil
strain may increase rapidly with the increase of cyclic
times, even if the cyclic dynamic shear stresses are
small.

(2) If the static shear stress and the peak value of the
intermittent cyclic dynamic shear stress are low, the
dynamic disturbance has no significant influence on
the rheological deformation process of soil samples.
If the initial shear stress is close to its shear strength,
weak intermittent dynamic disturbance can also
significantly promote the rapid growth of their
rheological deformation.

(3) Under the same initial static shear stress state, the
rheological deformation under the intermittent dy-
namic shear disturbance is greater than the sum of
the static shear and static and cyclic dynamic shear,
and the rheological life of the soil samples under
intermittent dynamic shear disturbance may be
lower than that under static shear flow.

(4) When soil samples are finally disturbed by rheo-
logical failure, there exists a stress threshold value,
which is determined by the sum of static shear stress
and dynamic shear stress peak values.

(5) It is suggested to totally evaluate the transient and
long-term dynamic stability of rock slopes under the
long-term influence of blasting excavation and
controlled by rheological weak structural planes such
as argillaceous interlayers.
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In order to study the influence characteristics of water bath at different temperatures on rock physical and dynamic mechanical
properties, a total of 15 groups of temperature-water bath treatment were carried out on coal mine roadway sandstone at
25°C∼95°C, and the basic physical parameters were tested.)e impact compression test was carried out using the split Hopkinson
pressure bar (SHPB) device. )e results show that, with the increase of water bath temperature, the particle gap on the specimen
surface increases. )e volume, mass, and density of the specimens all increased with the increase of water bath temperature, and
the increase was closely related to the water bath temperature.)e dynamic compressive strength increases as a quadratic function
of the water bath temperature, and the rate of increase is different before and after 45°C. )e dynamic peak strain and average
strain rate showed a quadratic function with the water bath temperature. )e dynamic peak strain before 45°C decreased with the
temperature increasing, and the dynamic peak strain after 45°C increased with the temperature increasing. )e dynamic elastic
modulus increased first and then decreased with the increase of water bath temperature and reached the maximum at 45°C. )e
failure pattern of sandstone is spalling. With the increase of water bath temperature, the fracture degree of the specimen
gradually decreases.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with increasing excavation depth of un-
derground space, the ground temperature is also getting
higher [1]. Deep rock mass excavation is often in a special
environment full of water [2]. Blasting excavation is one of
themain excavationmethods of deep rockmass engineering.
Deep rock mass is subjected to impact load during exca-
vation. Underground rock mass is mostly in the state of
immersion, and different depth corresponding to the water
temperature is different. )erefore, it is of great engineering
value to carry out the experimental study on the dynamic
mechanical properties of sandstone under the coupled ac-
tion of temperature and water.

Many scholars have used TAW-2000 or RMT-150B rock
mechanics test system to carry out static load test research on

rocks under or after high-temperature treatment. Qin et al.
[3] carried out uniaxial compression tests on sandstone
specimens treated at 200°C to 800°C and analyzed its stress-
strain curve characteristics. Yu et al. [4] studied the variation
characteristics of mass and longitudinal wave velocity with
temperature after limestone was subjected to a high tem-
perature of 20°C to 650°C and carried out uniaxial com-
pression tests under static load. Jin et al. [5] compared two
ways of natural cooling and water cooling after sandstone
was subjected to a high temperature of 100°C to 800°C. Wu
and Wang [6] carried out uniaxial compression and Brazil
splitting tests on granites subjected to a high temperature of
250°C to 600°C, to analyze the stress-strain curve and load-
radial displacement curve of granites. Rohan et al. [7]
studied the effects of pretreatment on UPV and rock mi-
crostructure after treated at 100°C to 600°C. Yu et al. [8]
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conducted uniaxial compression tests on sandstone after
high-temperature treatment at 100°C to 600°C and under
a high-temperature condition and analyzed the uniaxial
compressive strength of sandstone after high-temperature
cooling and under high-temperature condition. Su et al. [9]
used the RMT-150B testing machine to analyze the de-
formation characteristics, strength characteristics, and
acoustic emission characteristics of hard coal samples
treated at 100°C to 500°C. Wei et al. [10] carried out static
uniaxial compression on anthracite samples after high-
temperature treatment at 20°C to 500°C and analyzed the
change of coal sample density and porosity with tempera-
ture. Chen et al. [11] carried out uniaxial compression tests
on granite specimens under a high temperature of 25°C to
1000°C at five loading rates. Split Hopkinson pressure bar
(SHPB) device is the most commonly used loading device in
the study of rock dynamic physical and mechanical prop-
erties. Ping et al. [12–15] analyzed the variation rule of the
dynamic stress-strain curve of sandstone under a high
temperature of 25°C to 1000°C. In addition, the effects of
temperature on dynamic compressive strength, dynamic
peak strain and strain rate, dynamic elastic modulus, and
failure mode were investigated. Xu et al. [16] carried out
dynamic uniaxial compression tests at three loading rates on
sandstone subjected to a high temperature ranging from
25°C to 700°C. Zhang [17] analyzed the variation of dynamic
stress, strain, strain rate, fractal dimension, failure mode,
and damage degree with a temperature of sandstone sub-
jected from −15°C to 800°C. Chen et al. [18] carried out
a dynamic uniaxial compression test on sandstone subjected
to a high temperature of 100°C to 1000°C. Liu and Xu [19]
carried out dynamic compression tests on granite under
a high-temperature action of 25°C to 1000°C and analyzed
the variation law of peak stress and strain of granite with
temperature. Yang et al. [20] conducted triaxial compression
tests on granites subjected to a high temperature of
200°C∼800°C and found that thermal cracks were generated
and the cohesion between crystals was reduced.

Scholars at home and abroad mainly focus on the static
and dynamic physical and mechanical properties of rocks in
water. Xie et al. [21] used MTS815 testing machine to
conduct uniaxial and triaxial compression tests on red-bed
soft rocks under natural and saturated conditions and an-
alyzed its strength and deformation characteristics. Liu et al.
[22] used Rock-600-50 triaxial rheometer to analyze the
mechanical behavior and energy evolution rule of yellow
sandstone under the action of pore water. Duan and Ren
[23] carried out static uniaxial compression tests on five
kinds of sandstone with different water contents and ana-
lyzed the law of various physical parameters changing with
water content. Zhang et al. [24] carried out a uniaxial
compression acoustic emission test on saturated granite.
Fang et al. [25] conducted uniaxial compression tests on four
kinds of argillaceous siltstones and discussed the strength
damage evolution characteristics of argillaceous siltstones
under the influence of water content. Teng et al. [26] carried
out uniaxial compression tests on four kinds of layered
shales with water content and analyzed that the damage of
water to shale was mainly due to adsorption of water and

capillary pressure. Su et al. [27] carried out uniaxial com-
pression tests on natural and saturated sandstone and an-
alyzed the deformation, strength, and energy characteristics
of the specimens. Zhang [28] analyzed the water-rock in-
teraction of shale and obtained the microscopic nature of the
deterioration of water-rock interaction of shale. Fu et al. [29]
carried out uniaxial compression tests on rock samples
under natural state, saturated water action, and dry-wet
cycle, to analyze the uniaxial compressive strength and
elastic modulus of sandstone. Yang et al. [30] carried out
uniaxial compression tests on siltstone samples soaked in
water at 50°C and 100°C and discussed the infrared radiation
characteristics of siltstone in the rupture process soaked at
different water temperatures. Gao et al. [31] carried out
uniaxial dynamic compression loading tests on marble
under four damage gradients and dry and saturated states, to
analyze the relationship between dynamic compressive
strength and water content. Wang et al. [32] carried out
a uniaxial dynamic compression test and dynamic splitting
test on fine sandstone in a natural and saturated state and
analyzed the effects of water and loading rate on dynamic
tensile and compressive strength of fine sandstone and their
differences. Zhao et al. [33] carried out dynamic tensile tests
on sandstone specimens with different water contents and
studied the variation rule of dynamic tensile strength of
sandstone specimens with different water content under
different loading rates. Zhou et al. [34] carried out dynamic
compression, splitting, and fracture tests on dry and satu-
rated sandstone and analyzed the relationship between rock
strength and fracture toughness with water and loading rate.
Chu et al. [35] carried out uniaxial dynamic compression
tests on sandstone samples with three different water-
bearing states and analyzed the stress-strain curves of the
rock samples. Wang et al. [36] conducted uniaxial dynamic
compression tests on four kinds of red sandstone with
different water-bearing states and analyzed the rock failure
micromechanism. Guo et al. [37] conducted an experimental
study on the thermal conductivity of sandstone at different
temperatures and water content and found that the thermal
conductivity of sandstone in a saturated state decreased with
the increase of temperature. Yu et al. [38] conducted uniaxial
compression mechanical tests on granite after hydrothermal
cycling and analyzed its appearance morphology and stress-
strain curve. Hashiba and Fukui [39] carried out tensile tests
on five kinds of rocks and found that the strength of rocks
decreases after being saturated with water. Wong and Jong
[40] studied the effect of water on the tensile strength of
gypsum and found that water can reduce the tensile strength
of gypsum. Karakul and Ulusay [41] conducted tensile tests
on rock and found that the tensile strength of rocks de-
creased with the increase of water saturation. An et al. [42]
carried out experimental research on rocks under the
coupling action of high temperature and dynamic load,
carried out dynamic and static tests on rocks, and obtained
the relationship curves among loading rate, strain, tem-
perature, compressive strength, and tensile strength. Wen
et al. [43] conducted a dynamic compressive test study on
sandstone under the coupling action of low temperature and
dynamic load, analyzed the fracture morphology
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characteristics, and obtained the dynamic failure law of
sandstone. Wang et al. [44] conducted dynamic compres-
sion tests on Huashan granite to study the effects of treat-
ment temperature and strain rate on the mechanical
behavior of granite.

It can be seen that there are many researches on the static
and dynamic physical and mechanical properties of sand-
stone under the action of high temperature and water rock.
)e researches on the physical and mechanical properties of
sandstone under the action of temperature-water coupling
mainly focus on the static load test, while the dynamic load
test needs to be further studied. For studying physical and
dynamicmechanical properties of sandstone is influenced by
temperature and water coupling rules, the basic physical
parameters of sandstone specimens after water bath at 25°C,
30°C, 35°C, 40°C, 45°C, 50°C, 55°C, 60°C, 65°C, 70°C, 75°C,
80°C, 85°C, 90°C, and 95°C were measured, and the color,
mass, volume, and density of the specimens were compared
and analyzed. )e impact compression tests of sandstone
specimens subjected to different water bath temperatures
were carried out under similar loading conditions by using
SHPB equipment. )e correlation between dynamic char-
acteristics of the specimens, such as peak stress strength,
dynamic elastic modulus, average strain rate, and failure
mode, and the change of water bath temperature was
studied.

2. Sample Preparation and SHPB Test
Device after Water Bath

2.1. Processing of Sandstone Specimen. Rock specimens used
in this test are all taken from the deep roadway sandstone
of Gubei Coal Mine of Huainan Mining Group in Anhui
Province. In order to increase the contrast between the
test specimens, the test specimens are all selected from
the same rock block. According to the relevant provisions
of “Methods for Determination of Physical and Me-
chanical Properties of Coal and Rock” [45], rock coring
machine, cutting machine, and end grinding machine
were used to grind the specimen into a cylinder specimen
with a diameter of 50mm and a length-diameter ratio of
about 0.5.

2.2. Preparation of Specimens afterWater Bath. )e box-type
water bath box is used to heat the sandstone specimen in the
water bath, as shown in Figure 1. )e size of the box is
420mm× 200mm× 105mm, and the maximum heating
temperature is 99°C.

First of all, the sandstone test pieces are evenly placed in
the water bath box, with a certain gap between the test pieces
and the door of the box closed. After heating to the cor-
responding temperature, keep the temperature with a con-
stant value and water bath for 48 h [46]. Finally, turn off the
water bath heating system, open the box cover, remove the
specimen from the water bath box, wipe the moisture on the
surface of the specimen with a dry towel, and measure the
mass, diameter, thickness, and longitudinal wave velocity of
the specimen.

2.3. SHPBTestDevice. )e test equipment in this paper is the
SHPB test device of the State Key Laboratory of Mining
Response and Disaster Prevention and Control in Deep Coal
Mine, as shown in Figure 2. )e impact compression test is
carried out on sandstone specimens subjected to different
water bath temperatures.

)e SHPB test device shown in Figure 2 is mainly
composed of an impact bar, an incident bar, a transmission
bar, an absorbing bar, an oscilloscope, and a CS dynamic
resistance strain gauge. )e diameter of the incident bar,
transmission bar, and absorption bar is 50mm, bar length
is 2000mm, 1500mm, and 1000mm, respectively, with
a material density of 7636 kg/m3, Poisson ratio is 0.28,
elastic longitudinal wave velocity is 5190m/s, and the
impact rod adopts spindle shape. Before installation, a thin
layer of Vaseline is evenly applied to the contact area
between the pressure bar and the end face of the specimen
as a lubricant to reduce the friction between the sandstone
specimen and the end face of the pressure bar. In order to
compare the influence law of water bath action at different
temperatures on the dynamic characteristics of sandstone
specimens, it is necessary to ensure the same impact
loading conditions for each impact compression test in
SHPB; that is, the same impact pressure is used to load
specimens. )e experimental principle is to measure the
incident wave and reflected wave in the incident bar and the
transmitted pulse in the transmission bar by using a strain
gauge and obtain the stress-strain relationship according to
the stress wave theory [47].

3. Physical Properties of Sandstone before
and after Water Bath

3.1. Color andApparentMorphology of Specimens afterWater
Bath. )e color and apparent morphological changes of
sandstone specimens subjected to different water bath
temperatures are shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the surface color of
sandstone specimens after water bath at 25°C∼95°C did not
change significantly and was mainly grayish-white. After
water bath at 25°C∼45°C, the particles on the surface of
sandstone are dense. After water bath at 45°C∼95°C, the
particle gap on the surface of the specimen increases. It can
be inferred that, with the increase of temperature, water
gradually enters the specimen through the cracks on the
surface, and water molecules weaken the binding effect
between mineral particles and promote the particles to fall
off, thus increasing the pores of sandstone. )is indicates

Figure 1: Water bath.
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that when the temperature is between 25°C and 45°C, a small
amount of water enters the interior of the sandstone, and the
internal structure of the sandstone specimen is mainly the
combination between particles. After 45°C, more water
enters the sandstone, and the internal structure of sandstone
specimen is mainly composed of a water-particle
combination.

3.2. Measurement and Results of Basic Physical Parameters.
After the specimen taken out of the water bath box is wiped
clean with a dry towel, the size and mass of the sandstone
specimen are measured one by one, and the volume and
density are calculated. )e C61 nonmetallic ultrasonic de-
tector was used to measure the elastic wave propagation time
between the two end faces of the specimen, and longitudinal
wave velocity was calculated. )e basic physical parameters
of sandstone specimens before and after water bath are
shown in Table 1.

3.3. Changes in Volume, Mass, and Density of Specimens.
After water bath at different temperatures, the sandstone
specimens showed volume expansion and mass increase,
and the volume expansion rate increased with the increase of
water bath temperature, as shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the volume expansion rate
of sandstone specimen was not affected by the change of
water bath temperature in the range of 25°C∼45°C, and the
increased value varied from 0.39% to 0.45%. )e volume
expansion rate showed a slight increase, and the volume
expansion rate was the smallest at 25°C, only 0.39%. )is
may be because the water bath caused the volume expansion
of the mineral particles composed of sandstone, which first
occupied the original micropores and microcracks in the
specimen, so the volume expansion of the specimen was
relatively small. When the water bath temperature rose to
45°C, new microcracks sprouted inside the sandstone
specimen, leading to the appearance volume expansion of
the specimen, and the volume expansion rate increased

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f ) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

Figure 3: Apparent morphology of sandstone specimens after water bath at different temperatures. (a) 25°C. (b) 30°C. (c) 35°C. (d) 40°C.
(e) 45°C. (f ) 50°C. (g) 55°C. (h) 60°C. (i) 65°C. (j) 70°C. (k) 75°C. (l) 80°C. (m) 85°C. (n) 90°C. (o) 95°C.

Figure 2: SHPB test device.
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rapidly. When the water bath temperature was increased to
95°C, the volume expansion rate of the specimen reached the
maximum of 0.94%.

)e volume expansion rate of the sandstone specimen
increases with the water bath temperature in a quadratic
function relationship, as shown in equation (1), and the
fitting curve is shown in Figure 4:

VT1′ � 9 × 10− 5
T
2

− 0.003T + 0.4117, 25°C ∼ 45°C, R
2

� 0.9975,

VT1′ � 9 × 10− 5
T
2

− 0.003T + 0.4117, 45°C ∼ 95°C, R
2

� 0.9843,

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

where VT1′ and VT2′ are the volume expansion rate of
sandstone specimen after water bath action, %.

)e variation of the water absorption rate of sandstone
specimens with the rise of water bath temperature after
water bath action is shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the water absorption rate
of specimens with different water bath temperatures in-
creased with the increase of water bath temperature. With
the increase of water bath temperature, the water absorption

capacity of sandstone becomes stronger. Sandstone is mainly
cemented by sand grains, which have more sand content,
thus showing a temperature effect. )e higher the tem-
perature is, the easier the water will enter the interior of the
sandstone. )e relationship between water absorption of
sandstone specimens and water temperature increases with
a strong quadratic function after different water bath tem-
peratures. As shown in equation (2), the fitting curve is
shown in Figure 5:

MT1 � 4 × 10− 4
T
2

− 0.0224T + 1.514, 25°C ∼ 45°C, R
2

� 0.9830,

MT2 � 5 × 10− 5
T
2

+ 0.0176T + 0.4376, 45°C ∼ 95°C, R
2

� 0.9820,

⎧⎨

⎩ (2)

where MT1 and MT2 are the water absorption rate of
sandstone specimen after water bath action, %.

After the water bath, the density of sandstone specimen
changes with the rise of water bath temperature, as shown in
Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the density of the
specimen increases with the increase of water bath tem-
perature after the action of different water bath tempera-
tures. When the water bath temperature was in the range of
25°C∼45°C, the increase rate of the specimen density was less
affected by the change of the water bath temperature, and the
amplitude of the increase rate of the specimen density was

0.51%∼0.68%. When the water bath temperature was in the
range of 45°C to 95°C, the density of the specimen was
greatly affected by the water bath temperature. )e density
increase rate at 45°C was 0.68%, and the density increase rate
at 95°C was the largest (2.47%), which was about 3.6 times
that at 45°C. )e basic reason for the increase of density of
sandstone specimen is that the volume expansion and mass
increase of sandstone specimen after water bath.

)e density increase rate of sandstone specimen in-
creases in a quadratic function between 25°C and 95°C, and
the growth rate is different before and after 45°C, as shown in
equation (3). )e fitting curve is shown in Figure 6:

ρT1 � −6 × 10− 5
T
2

+ 0.012T + 0.2489, 25°C ∼ 45°C, R
2

� 0.9703,

ρT2 � 4 × 10− 4
T
2

− 0.0288T + 1.0747, 45°C ∼ 95°C, R
2

� 0.9693,

⎧⎨

⎩ (3)

where ρT1 and ρT1 are the density increase rate of sandstone
specimen after water bath action, %.

4. Test Results and Analysis of Sandstone with
Different Water Bath Temperatures

4.1. Analysis of the Relationship betweenDifferentWater Bath
Temperatures andPeak Stress Strength. )e variation of peak
stress strength of sandstone specimens after water bath is
shown in Figure 7.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the dynamic peak
stresses of sandstone specimen quadratic increase with the
increase of water bath temperature between 25°C and 45°C.

)e absorb water ratio of sandstone specimen increases with
increasing bath temperature, which resists the extension of
cracks. )erefore, the peak stress increases accordingly. )e
peak stress strength increases rapidly between 45°C and 95°C.
It can be inferred that, with the increase of temperature,
a certain amount of moisture and thermal stress accumulates
inside the sandstone, and under the action of temperature-
water coupling, the internal pores of the sandstone are filled,
thus improving the compressive strength of the sandstone.

)e peak stress strength of sandstone specimens in-
creases as a quadratic function with the water bath tem-
perature, as shown in equation (4), and the fitting curve is
shown in Figure 7:
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σT1 � −0.0301T
2

+ 2.961T + 7.3591, 25°C ∼ 45°C, R
2

� 0.9963,

σT2 � 0.0115T
2

− 0.9774T + 99.166, 45°C ∼ 95°C, R
2

� 0.9928,

⎧⎨

⎩ (4)

where σT1 and σT2 are the peak stress strength of sandstone
specimen after water bath action, MPa.

4.2. Analysis of the Relationship betweenDifferentWater Bath
Temperatures and Peak Strain. )e variation of peak strain
of sandstone specimen with water bath temperature after
water bath is shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen from the Figure 8, )e peak strain of
sandstone specimen decreases at, 25°C∼45°C. )e sandstone

specimen move the peak strain decreases with water bath
temperature, and can be speculated that with the increase of
bath temperature, sandstone specimens gathered a certain
amount of internal thermal stress and water, and water
under the action of thermal stress in these, the internal
microcracks, filled with rock to produce thermal damage, the
sandstone specimen of peak strain showed a trend of de-
crease. In the temperature range of 45°C water bath, the
dynamic peak strain has little change, and the strain am-
plitude is 1.35×10−3∼2.27×10−3. When the water bath
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temperature exceeds 45°C, the dynamic peak strain obvi-
ously increases with the increase of the water bath tem-
perature. When the temperature of the water bath reaches
95°C, the dynamic peak strain is 5.23×10−3, which is about
3.9 times compared with that at 45°C.

)e relationship between the dynamic peak strain of
sandstone specimen and the water bath temperature is
a quadratic function, as shown in equation (5), and the
fitting curve is shown in Figure 8:

εT1 � 0.0026T
2

− 0.2238T + 6.198, 25°C ∼ 45°C, R
2

� 0.9657,

εT2 � 0.0015T
2

− 0.1445T + 4.9419, 45°C ∼ 95°C, R
2

� 0.9803,

⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

where εT1 and εT2 are the dynamic peak strain of sandstone
specimen after water bath action.

4.3. Analysis of the Relationship betweenDifferentWater Bath
Temperatures andDynamic ElasticModulus. After the water
bath, the dynamic elastic modulus of sandstone specimen
changes with water bath temperature, as shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the dynamic modulus
of elasticity increases with the increase of water bath
temperature between 25°C and 45°C.)e dynamic modulus
of elasticity is 27.61 GPa at 25°C and 79.36GPa at 45°C,
which is 187% higher than that at 25°C. It reaches the peak
value at 45°C and then decreases with the increase of water
bath temperature. )is is because when the water bath

temperature is lower than 45°C, the damage of sandstone is
mainly affected by water. Due to the Stefan effect of water
[48], water exerts resistance to rock cracks, impedes the
expansion of cracks, and thus improves rock strength. After
reaching the peak value, with the increase of water bath
temperature, the failure of sandstone is mainly affected by
the temperature, and the microcracks in sandstone spec-
imens gradually expand, which leads to the decrease of
deformation resistance and elastic modulus of the speci-
mens. )e elastic modulus of the specimen has a quadratic
function relationship with the water bath temperature, as
shown in equation (6), and the fitting curve is shown in
Figure 9:

ET1 � −0.0397T
2

+ 4.284T − 54.141, 25°C ∼ 45°C, R
2

� 0.9938,

ET2 � 0.0025T
2

− 1.0393T + 99.292, 45°C ∼ 95°C, R
2

� 0.9869,

⎧⎨

⎩ (6)

where ET1 and ET2 are the dynamic elastic modulus (GPa) of
sandstone specimen after water bath.

4.4. Analysis of the Relationship betweenDifferentWater Bath
Temperatures andAverageStrainRates. After the water bath,
the average strain rate of sandstone varies with water bath
temperature, as shown in Figure 10.

As can be seen from Figure 10, the average strain rate
decreases in a quadratic parabola with the temperature
increasing from 25°C to 45°C. From 45°C to 95°C, the average
strain rate increases in a quadratic parabola with the increase
of temperature. As shown in equation (7), the fitting curve is
shown in Figure 10:

_εT1 � 0.0233T
2

− 2.1702T + 74.905, 25°C ∼ 45°C, R
2

� 0.9959,

_εT2 � −0.0004T
2

+ 0.5051T + 3.5677, 45°C ∼ 95°C, R
2

� 0.9935,

⎧⎨

⎩ (7)

where _εT1 and _εT2 are the mean strain rate of sandstone
specimen after water bath action, s-1.

4.5. Failure Mode Analysis of Specimens. After experiencing
different water bath temperatures, the failure modes of
sandstone specimens SHPB under impact compression are
shown in Figure 11.

As can be seen from Figure 11, under the same impact
pressure, with the increase of water bath temperature, the
damage degree of the specimen gradually decreases. When

the temperature of the water bath was 25°C∼45°C, the failure
modes of specimens were large-scale flaking failure and axial
splitting failure. When the water bath temperature was
between 50°C and 95°C, the failure mode of the specimen
was side spalling failure. When the temperature reaches
95°C, the damage degree of the specimen is small, and only
a crack is formed on the side. To analyze the reasons, before
the water bath temperature was 45°C, the specimen ex-
panded slightly under the joint action of temperature and
water. Under the action of the microexpansion force, the
internal microcracks of the specimen were closed, thus
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making the specimen compact, the compressive strength of
the specimen also increased, and the damage degree of the
specimen gradually decreased. When the bath temperature
was larger than 45°C, more water was absorbed by sandstone
specimen with the increase of temperature, resulting in the
increase of Stefan effects. )erefore, it was more different for
crack propagation of specimen under dynamic loading, and
the specimen damage decreased gradually. In summary, the
dynamic failure characteristics of water bath sandstone
correspond to the strength characteristics.

5. Conclusion

(1) )e sandstone at 25°C∼95°C is basically grayish-
white, and the surface particles of the specimen at
25°C∼45°C are compact. After 45°C, the surface
particle gap of the specimen is obvious, and the
water absorption rate of the sandstone also
gradually increases. )e volumetric expansion
rate, water absorption rate, and density increase
rate of the specimens increased in a quadratic
function relationship with the water bath tem-
perature and increased slowly from 25°C to 45°C,
but rapidly from 45°C to 95°C. After a 95°C water
bath, the maximum increase rates of specimen
volume and density were 0.94% and 2.47%,
respectively.

(2) )e peak stress strength of the specimen increases in
a quadratic function with the increase of water bath
temperature.)e rate of increase is small from 25°C to
45°C but large from 45°C to 95°C. )e dynamic peak
strain of the specimen decreases first and then in-
creases with the increase of water bath temperature,

which is a quadratic function with the water bath
temperature. )e dynamic peak strain of the speci-
men is the minimum when the water bath temper-
ature is 45°C. )e dynamic modulus of the specimen
first increased and then decreased with the increase of
the water bath temperature, which showed a qua-
dratic function relationship with the water bath
temperature. When the water bath temperature was
45°C, the dynamic modulus reached the maximum.
)e average strain rate of the specimen decreases first
and then increases with the increase of water bath
temperature.

(3) )e change of dynamic failure characteristics of the
specimen corresponds to its strength characteris-
tics. )e fracture degree of the specimen under
impact compression gradually decreases with the
increase of water bath temperature. Because of the
Stefan effect of water, the crack propagation of
sandstone is hindered and the dynamic mechanical
properties of sandstone are changed. When the
temperature is 95°C, the fracture degree of the
specimen is the least, which appears as a crack on
the side.
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Figure 11: Dynamic compression failure modes of sandstone specimens with different water bath temperatures. (a) 25°C. (b) 30°C. (c) 35°C.
(d) 40°C. (e) 45°C. (f ) 50°C. (g) 55°C. (h) 60°C. (i) 65°C. (j) 70°C. (k) 75°C. (l) 80°C. (m) 85°C. (n) 90°C. (o) 95°C.
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It is essential to investigate the influence of blasting vibrations on pipelines, and the dynamic response is the crux in the safety
issues. At present, the blasting seismic wave is usually regarded as a plane wave. However, there is little research about the dynamic
response characteristics of underground structures subjected to nonplane waves. -e analytical solution to dynamic stress
concentration factor (DSCF) of pipelines subjected to cylindrical SH wave was derived. Besides, the randomness of the shear
modulus of soil was considered, and the statistical analysis of DSCF was carried out by the Monte Carlo simulation method.
Results show that the variability of the shear modulus of soil has a significant influence on the probability distribution of DSCF.
-e larger the variation coefficient of the shear modulus is, the more obvious the skewness of DSCF is. -e influence of low-
frequency wave on pipeline increases with the reducing normalized distance r∗, while the influence of high-frequency wave
reduces and the variation amplitude of DSCF increases. Compared with the DSCF of pipe subjected to a plane wave, a lower
dominant frequency or larger normalized distance for the cylindrical SHwave will generate a more similar statistical characteristic
of DSCF.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of transportation construction,
the drilling and blasting method has been widely used in the
excavation of underground space due to its efficiency and
economy. However, blasting seismic waves induced by the
structures excavation will undermine the safety of nearby
pipelines which are important channels for energy trans-
mission and even cause serious economic losses and suc-
cessive disasters.

A large number of research studies have been imple-
mented to study the dynamic response characteristics of
underground structures subjected to blasting seismic waves.
Pao and Mow [1] investigated the dynamic stress concen-
tration factors (DSCFs) of a cavity in an unbounded elastic
space under the incident plane P, SH, and SV waves. Lee and
Trifunac [2–4] studied the dynamic response of tunnels and
cavities induced by plane P, SH, and SV waves. -ambirajah
et al. [5] considered the effect of DSCF and studied the

scattering of SH waves by two caverns. Liu and Wang [6]
revealed the dynamic response law of cavities subjected to
plane waves. Wang et al. [7] used the wave function ex-
pansionmethod to give an analytical solution to the dynamic
response of a deep-buried soft rock circular tunnel under the
incident plane SH wave. Fu et al. [8] studied the interaction
between the soil and the tunnel when the blasting plane SH
wave was considered. Yi et al. [9] proposed an analytical
solution to the dynamic response of a circular tunnel when
the imperfect contact exists between surrounding rock and
lining subjected to incident plane P waves. Liu et al. [10] used
the complex functions and multilevel coordinate method to
analyze the influence of P wave on pipelines in saturated soil.
He et al. [11] studied the scattering of plane SH waves by
underground caverns with arbitrary cross-sectional shapes.
Zhang et al. [12] derived the analytical solution to the dy-
namic responses of deep-water foundation sites when both
incident plane P and SV waves were considered. Liang et al.
[13] studied the diffraction of plane SH waves by a
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semicircular cavity in half-space by using the wave function
expansion method. Xu et al. [14] deduced a series solution
of dynamic stress for a circular lining tunnel subjected to
incident plane P waves in an elastic half-space. Xu [15]
derived the blasting safety criterion of an unlined circular
tunnel subjected to plane P waves. Qi et al. [16, 17] carried
out the dynamic analysis for circular inclusions near
interface impacted by SH waves using the complex
method and Green’s function method. Fan et al. [18]
predicted the dynamic response of a circular lined tunnel
with an imperfect interface to plane SV waves based on the
wave function expansion method and the linear spring
model. Lu et al. [19] studied the dynamic stress con-
centration and vibration velocity scaling factors of an
unlined circular tunnel subjected to a triangular P wave.
Xia et al. [20] calculated the vibration response of buried
flexible HDPE pipes under impact loads based on the
Winkler model and the Timoshenko beam theory. Re-
cently, Jiang et al. [21–23] studied the dynamic failure
behavior of buried cast iron gas pipeline subjected to
blasting vibration. In order to simplify the analysis, most
of these studies approximately regard blasting seismic
waves as plane waves. However, the assumption is not
reliable when the explosion source is close to the un-
derground structure because the curvature of incident
blasting waves cannot be ignored. Although some re-
search studies about cylindrical waves have been carried
out, the random dynamic response of underground
structures under cylindrical waves is still rare in literature
[24–26].

At present, He and Liang [27] used the Monte Carlo
simulation method to study the influence of the shape
variability of the outer wall on the peak value of DSCF
around the inner wall. However, due to the effects of
multiple factors, such as sedimentation, weathering,
chemical action, transportation processes, and different
loading history, the physical and mechanical properties of
rock and soil vary spatially. -erefore, it is more suitable to
study the DSCF of pipelines under cylindrical SH waves
when the shear modulus of soil is considered as random
parameter.

2. Random Dynamic Responses of Pipeline
Subjected to Cylindrical SH Waves

2.1. Simplified Model. A linear wave source is assumed to
locate at O1, and the axis of a circular pipe whose inner and
outer radius are a and b, respectively, coincides with O2. -e
distance betweenO1 andO2 is r0, and the coordinate systems
O1x1y1 andO2x2y2 are established onO1 andO2, respectively,
as shown in Figure 1. P is an arbitrary point in the soil, and
the distances away fromO1 andO2 are r1 and r2, respectively.
-e displacement function of the cylindrical SH wave
generated at O1 can be expressed in the following form
[28, 29]:

W
(i)

� H
(1)
0 β1r1( exp(−iωt), (1)

where H
(1)
0 is the 0th-order Hankel function, i is the

imaginary unit, β1 is the wave number of SH wave in the soil,
and β1 �ω/cs1, in which ω is the frequency of the incident
wave and cs1 �

���
G/ρ


is the speed of SH wave in the soil. ρ is

the density of the soil. -e shear modulus G of the soil is
considered as a random parameter, which can be described
as

G(ξ) � G(1 + αξ), (2)

where G is the mean value of the shear modulus of soil and ξ
is a random variable with standard normal distribution
N(0,1). As a result, the shear modulus of the soil G and the
SH wave-number β1 will be a function of the random
variable ξ. -en, the coefficient of variation (Cov) of the
shear modulus δG of the soil can be calculated as

δG �

�������
D[G(ξ)]



E[G(ξ)]
� α. (3)

Generally, when a cylindrical SH wave reaches the pipe,
it will generate a reflected SH wave (W(r)) propagating
outward in the soil and a refracted SH wave (W(f)) prop-
agating outward and inward in the pipe. -eir displacement
can be expressed as follows:

W
(r)

� 
∞

n�0
H

(1)
n β1(ξ)r2  Bncosnθ2 + Ensinnθ2  exp(−iωt),

W
(f)

� 
∞

n�0
H

(1)
n β2r2(  Cncosnθ2 + Fn sin nθ2  exp(−iωt)

+ 

∞

n�0
H

(2)
n β2r2(  Dncosnθ2 + Gn sin nθ2  exp(−iωt),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

where β2 �ω/cs2 is the wave number of SH waves in the pipe
and cs2 �

�����
G2/ρ2


is the speed of SH wave in the pipe, in

which G2 is the shear modulus of the pipe and ρ2 is the
density of the pipe.

In order to obtain the displacement function of the
incident wave, the reflected wave, and the refracted wave, the
incident wave potential function in the O1x1y1 coordinate
system must be converted to the expression form in the
O2x2y2 coordinate system. -e conversion formula is
expressed as follows [30, 31]:

O2O1

a
b

P

x2

y2

r2

θ1
θ2

r0

r1

x1

y1

Figure 1: Incident cylindrical SH wave.
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H
(1)
n β1(ξ)r1 cos nθ1 � 

∞

m�−∞
(−1)

m
H

(1)
m β1(ξ)r0 Jm+n β1(ξ)r2 cos(m + n)θ2, (5)

where H(1)
n is the nth-order Hankel function and Jn is the

nth-order Bessel function.
Substituting equation (5) into equation (1), we can ex-

press the displacement function of the cylindrical SHwave as
follows:

W
(i)

� 

∞

n�0
A0nJn β1(ξ)r2 cosnθ2 exp(−iωt), (6)

where A0n � (−1)n∈nH(1)
n [β1(ξ)r0]; if n� 0, ∈0 � 1; when

n> 0, ∈0 � 2.

2.2. Boundary Conditions. Let W1 � W(i) + W(r) and
W2 � W(f); considering the interface between the pipe and
the soil as an ideal contact interface, the boundary condi-
tions can be expressed as follows:

τrz1 � τrz2, W1 � W2, if r2 � b,

τrz2 � 0, if r2 � a.
 (7)

-e relationship between the displacement and the stress
of a cylindrical SH wave can be expressed as follows:

τrz �
μ zW

zr
,

τθz �
μ
r

·
zW

zθ
.

(8)

According to equations (5) and (8), the value of Bn, Cn,
Dn, En, Fn, and Gn can be obtained.

2.3. Solution of Random DSCF Based on the Monte Carlo
Simulation Method. In order to obtain general results, the
dimensionless parameters of DSCF and normalized distance
r∗ are defined as follows:

DSCF � max
τθz2

τ(i)
rz1




, (9)

r
∗

�
r0

b
, (10)

where τ(i)
rz1 � −μ1β1(ξ)H

(1)
1 [β1(ξ)r1].

When the randomness of structural parameters is
considered, the dynamic response of the structure will also
be random. In order to obtain the random response of the
structure, a series of various strategies such as the Monte
Carlo simulation method [32], stochastic finite element
method [33], and the probability density evolution method
[34] are proposed. -e Monte Carlo simulation method has
a high calculation accuracy in solving complex functions.
Besides, the calculation accuracy is not affected by the
variability of random parameters.-erefore, it is widely used
in theoretical research studies. Owing to the given explicit
formula of DSCF, the Monte Carlo simulation method is

adopted to obtain the statistical results of DSCF. -e main
steps are as follows:

Step 1. Use equation (2) to describe the randomness of
the shear modulus of the soil and generate a sufficient
number of samples ξ which obeys the standard normal
distribution
Step 2. According to the derivation process of DSCF,
substitute each sample into the expression of the shear
modulus of soil and obtain the corresponding result of
DSCF
Step 3. Perform statistical analysis on the samples of
DSCF obtained in Step 2

3. Engineering Background

-e underground passage of Baotong Temple passes through
the concrete sewage pipe at a short distance and is excavated
by drilling and blasting.-e top of the passage is only 0.69m
away from the sewage pipe. -e density and shear modulus
of the pipeline are 2400 kg/m3 and 12.61GPa, respectively.
-e inner radius a and the outer radius b are 400mm and
465mm, respectively. -e density of the surrounding soil is
1980 kg/m3, and the average shear modulus of the soil G is
150MPa. According to the construction information, the
dominant frequency of blasting seismic waves is below
200Hz. Consequently, the dominant frequency f and r0 are
considered as 10∼200Hz and 2b∼10b, respectively. δG is
selected as 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, in the following analysis.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Convergence Analysis. -e Monte Carlo simulation
method is employed to obtain the statistical results of the
DSCF. First, a certain number of samples which obey the
standard normal distribution are generated, then the ran-
dom shear modulus is expressed using equation (2), and
finally the sample values of the DSCF are calculated through
equations (4)–(9).

Before the implementation of the Monte Carlo simu-
lation progress, it is necessary to study the influence of the
number of the samples on the convergence of the solution.
Figure 2 exhibits the first four statistic moments (mean,
standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis) of DSCF gen-
erated by the Monte Carlo simulation method with the
number of the samples increasing from 1× 103 to 5×105

when the four dominant frequencies are 10Hz, 50Hz,
100Hz, and 200Hz, respectively. It is found that in the
aspects of mean and standard deviation, only a small number
of samples is needed to obtain stable results regardless of f.
However, in the aspects of skewness and kurtosis, a large
number of samples are required. It indicates that a sufficient
large number of samples are necessary to obtain stable high-
order statistical moments of DSCF to ensure the conver-
gence. For example, the calculation results of the first four
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statistic moments tend to be stable when more than 100,000
samples are selected, and thus 100,000 samples should be
used in the subsequent analysis.

Figure 3 shows the mean and standard deviation of the
DSCF when different values of r∗ are considered. It is ob-
served from Figure 3 that when δG is equal to 0.1 and 0.2, the
mean of the DSCF decreases significantly when the domi-
nant frequency increases. When the dominant frequency is
equal to 50Hz, 100Hz, and 200Hz, the standard deviation of
DSCF decreases with the increasing r∗, especially when
2≤ r∗ ≤ 5. However, the standard deviation of DSCF is al-
most unchanged when f� 10Hz.

4.2.Analysis of thePipelineDynamicResponseCharacteristics.
Figures 4 and 5 show the probability density function (PDF)
curve and cumulative distribution function (CDF) curve of
DSCF when δG � 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. DSCF of the
pipeline under the plane wave is also provided for
comparison.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that when δG is small (i.e.,
δG � 0.1), the PDF of DSCF approximately obeys the
Gaussian distribution when f� 10Hz. With the increase in
r∗, the PDF curve integrally shifts to the left, which suggests
that the mean of the DSCF reduces. However, the mean of
DSCF increases with the increase in r∗ when f is equal to
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Figure 2: First four statistic moments of DSCF obtained with different numbers of samples: (a) mean; (b) standard deviation; (c) skewness;
(d) kurtosis.
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Figure 3: Mean and standard deviation of DSCF for different values of r∗: (a) mean (δG � 0.1); (b) standard deviation (δG � 0.1); (c) mean
(δG � 0.2); (d) standard deviation (δG � 0.2).
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 4: PDF curves (left) and CDF curves (right) of DSCF when δG � 0.1: (a) PDF f� 10Hz; (b) CDF f� 10Hz; (c) PDF f� 50Hz; (d) CDF
f� 50Hz; (e) PDF f� 100Hz; (f ) CDF f� 100Hz; (g) PDF f� 200Hz; (h) CDF f� 200Hz.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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50Hz, 100Hz, and 200Hz. -e PDF curve when f� 50Hz is
obviously different from that of other cases. When the
dominant frequency is relatively small (10Hz or 50Hz), the
PDF and CDF of DSCF generated by the cylindrical SH wave
are very similar to the results of the plane wave. As the
dominant frequency increases, the distinctions between the
cylindrical SH wave and plane wave will appear; however,
the PDF and CDF of DSCF are getting close to the results of
the plane wave as r∗ increases.

It is found from Figure 5 that the variation of themean of
DSCF with r∗ is similar when δG is equal to 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively. However, all the PDF curves of DSCF become
leftward, and they do not obey the normal distribution any
more, especially in the case of f� 50Hz. A comparison
between Figures 4 and 5 shows that the larger δG is, the more
obvious the skewness of PDF is, which indicates that the
relationship of DSCF and shear modulus of soil is signifi-
cantly nonlinear. Compared with the DSCF under the plane
wave, it has a same trend as δG � 0.1; a lower dominant
frequency or larger normalized distance under the cylin-
drical SH wave will obtain a closer result.

5. Conclusions

(1) -e shear modulus of soil is defined as a random
parameter, and the analytical expression of the
maximum DSCF of pipe subjected to an incident
cylindrical SH wave is established based on the
Fourier–Bessel expansion and the Monte Carlo
simulation method.

(2) When the dominant frequency is 10Hz, the mean
and median of DSCF decrease as the normalized
distance increases. However, this is contrary to those
when the frequency of incident wave is 50Hz,
100Hz, and 200Hz, which indicates that when the
normalized distance is small, the lower-frequency

wave has a greater impact on the pipeline than the
higher-frequency wave.

(3) With the increase in normalized distance, the PDF of
DSCF gradually becomes narrow, indicating that the
variability of DSCF decreases with the increase in
normalized distance.

(4) Compared with the DSCF of pipe subjected to a
plane wave, a lower dominant frequency or larger
normalized distance for the cylindrical SH wave will
generate much closer PDF and CDF of DSCF.
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Controlling the hazards to facilities caused by detonation waves is a high priority in engineering design. To protect an un-
derground facility, soil can reduce the destructive effects of detonation waves. Soil dynamic characteristics and the area of the
destructive zone are affected by shock wave energy. )e material at ground zero is impacted by high-intensity stress and forms a
crater. To ensure the safety of the facility, the protective soil layers must be sufficiently thick. )erefore, the purpose of this study
was to analyze the destructive effects that caused the deformation and destruction of an external protective soil layer.)e results of
the explosion experiments and the numerical simulation analysis were compared to explore the dynamic characteristics of the soil
affected by the shock wave and the crater effects of on-ground explosions. )e analysis model adopted an 8-node hexahedral
element to create a three-dimensional solid structure model of the fluid-solid interaction. )e material failure analysis dem-
onstrated that the detonation wave destabilized the interior of the soil body, and the nearby high-intensity stress was the key factor
for material failure.)e results can serve as a reference for the design of soil-covering layers that provide explosion hazard control.

1. Introduction

Structural protection engineering is the essential design
principle for vital industries and national defense infra-
structure. Burster layers can be used to reduce the damage
caused by blast effects to protect essential engineering fa-
cilities. Before designing military and industrial pipelines, it
is necessary to calculate the area and extent of the explosion
destruction effect to calculate the thickness of the protective
layer. )e detonation wave is transmitted outward through
the medium; the generated stress wave induces particle
vibration in the medium and affects the internal stability of
the material [1–4].)e explosion shock wave compresses the
ground and pushes soil, forming a crater. )e extent of
destruction and the affected range are determined by the
energy of the shock wave and the material characteristics of
the transmissionmedium [5]. Schenker et al. [6] investigated
the explosion pressure generated by indoor explosions.)eir
results showed that the relative error between the shock
pressure obtained from experiments and numerical analysis
was 15%, and the relative error of the impulse was

approximately 9%. Wang and Lu [7] explored the shock
wave energy generated by an explosion. )eir results indi-
cated that the energy released near the explosion source was
high and the effect of the compression wave on the soil was
relatively high. Crandle [8] analyzed the transmission of
detonation waves and the factors that affected the vibration
intensity. )e results indicated that the transmission process
of detonation wave induced particle vibration and caused
different degrees of destruction to the medium. Koga and
Matsuo [9] studied an explosion caused by burying explo-
sives in soil. Part of the energy of the detonation wave was
converted into seismic waves in the transmission process;
those seismic waves induced particle vibration. Wang et al.
[10] studied the seismic waves of a low-altitude explosion
that were primarily generated by a shock wave in the air; the
seismic waves were transmitted in the form of shock waves
and then converted into elastic seismic waves, inducing
particle vibration on the surface. Soil compression waves
were generated by the ground compression induced by the
air shock wave generated during an on-ground explosion.
)e compression wave eventually transformed into an elastic
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seismic wave. Wang [11] applied a numerical analysis model
of explosion pressure verification to an explosion experi-
ment to prove that the LS-DYNA finite element program
could effectively analyze the transmission behavior of a
detonation wave during an on-ground explosion.

Soil strength impedes soil failure or sliding along any
plane in the soil body. If soil has strength, then that soil
maintains a certain shape. Soil strength provides stability in
ultimate stress states, including stresses from soil weight or
external loading. )e principal reason for material failure is
that the combination of normal and shear stresses reaches a
critical state. If the shear stress exceeds the ultimate strength,
the soil equilibrium state is upset and causes soil failure [12].
)e process of soil loading and unloading during detonation
wave transmission is an irreversible stress-strain relation-
ship. When the detonation wave reaches the ground, the
pressure increases rapidly and passes down to the interior of
the soil. )is state is referred to as overstress. )e trans-
mission of overstress in soil is a complicated topic. Under
explosion dynamics, the yield criterion of a soil body can be
defined as the amount of excessive deformation. On-ground
explosions are converted into mechanical energy and
thermal energy and cause medium deformation and crater
[1].

According to the impact caused by a shock wave,
compression, fracture, and vibration zones can be identi-
fied outside the explosion center. An on-ground explosion
induces high temperature, high pressure, and detonation
waves on the soil and causes soil compression, deforma-
tion, and the throwing phenomenon, resulting in crater
[13]. Ambrosini and Luccioni [14] analyzed the energy
released by the explosion of a unit volume of explosives
through the crater effect. Bazant and Belytschko [15] an-
alyzed the transmission of transient dynamic waves in
strain-softening media and verified the phenomenon of
localized strain softening in materials. )e phenomenon of
strain softening causes the stress to decrease with the in-
crease in strain. Clough and Woodward [16] applied de-
formation analysis to geological engineering research; they
analyzed the stress, strain, deformation, and displacement
of an object under the effects of its weight or external forces.
Based on the constitutive law, the equilibrium equation,
and the deformation geometry law of continuum me-
chanics, the deformation analysis method was used to
analyze the stresses and strains of different material
compositions and the deformation geometries of different
combinations of strain and displacement. A previously
published study considered the characteristics of hetero-
geneous materials and explored material composition in-
cluding linear elastic and nonlinear stress-strain
relationships. )e same study also investigated plastic
behavior models to explore material behaviors induced by
external forces such as stress, strain, deformation, and
displacement.

On the ground, the explosion shock wave affects the
stability of the material and causes different degrees of crater
destruction on target objects [17]. )is study analyzed the
extent of destruction and impact of on-ground explosions on
protective soil layers. In the context of the yield strength and

failure criteria of the material, this study analyzed the de-
struction radius, diameter, and destruction depth of craters
to evaluate the extent of destruction caused by the crater
effect of explosions.

)e shock analysis was completed within a few milli-
seconds, and the discussion of destructive effects was fo-
cused on the dynamic soil response and the level of damage
by shock waves. Given the spatial limitations of the ex-
perimental site and legal restrictions on the amount of
explosive use, a large-scale explosion experiment is not
feasible. According to the nature of the research questions, to
enhance the accuracy of numerical analysis, this study
employed a fluid-solid coupling finite element approach in
conjunction with an explosion experiment that resulted in
craters was used to verify the accuracy of the element erosion
estimation. Exploring the transmission of shock waves in the
soil, this study determined the optimal benefits of the pa-
rameters of soil element failure caused by contact explosions
to establish the foundation of a dynamic numerical model.

2. Experimental Configuration

)is study adopted on-site experiments and numerical
simulation analyses to explore the deformation and de-
struction effects of explosions.)e amount of trinitrotoluene
(TNT) explosives in each of the three crater explosion ex-
periments was the same. )e effects of explosions on the
crater effect of the soil were tested with explosives positioned
upright on the ground.

Figure 1 shows the configuration of the experiment site
for measuring the ground acceleration and apparent crater
of explosion. )is study used explosions to obtain experi-
mental coefficients of ground acceleration to verify the
accuracy of the numerical analysis model. In the on-ground
explosion testing, 226.796 g (0.5 lb) TNT explosive was
placed upright on the ground. )ree-axis accelerometers
were arranged at 350 and 500 cm from the explosion center
to quantitatively analyze the ground accelerations on X, Y,
and Z directions. )e accelerometers measured the ground
accelerations of explosion vibration. )e signals went
through an oscilloscope and to a signal conditioner for data
transmission and storage. )e experimental instrument
included three-axis accelerometers, power supply systems,
oscilloscopes, signal conditioners, and data acquisition
systems.

3. Numerical Analysis Approach

)e crater effect of explosions is highly nonlinear. Most
related studies have focused on analyzing the characteristics
of transmission medium failure caused by the shock wave.
Explosion experiments are costly, the experimental sites are
restricted, and the experiments can be dangerous. Using
computer-aided engineering analysis can avoid the hazards
of the explosion process. )is study verified the results of
explosion experiments by using numerical simulation.
Numerical analysis based on the finite element method was
conducted using hydrodynamic code in LS-DYNA. )e
Multi-Material Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (MMALE)
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algorithm was integrated with the 8-node solid element to
establish a three-dimensional (3D) solid structure model of
the fluid-solid interaction.

3.1. Control of Time Stop and Element Type. )e numerical
analysis tool for exploring explosion effects must satisfy the
coupling between the hydrodynamic state and the solid. )e
LS-DYNA nonlinear finite element analysis program is
based on the mechanics of the continuous medium and
employs the explicit time integration method to calculate
dynamic mechanical characteristics. Using explicit time
integration analysis to investigate the instantaneous dy-
namics of explosions is conditionally a stable calculation
method that requires time step (Δt) control.

)e conditional stability of explicit time integration is
affected by the time step. However, when using explicit time
integration, the time step must be less than the critical time
interval, which is affected by its control factor (TSSFAC) (1).
)e program automatically divides time (T) into T/Δt cycles,
and the LS-DYNA program manual suggests that the time
step control factor should be set in the range 0.1∼0.9 and that
for the explosion analysis should be lower than 0.67 [18, 19].

Δt � TSSFAC ·
lmesh

Cl

, (1)

where lmesh is the minimum mesh size, and Cl is the
wavelength.

)e operations of finite element analysis require algo-
rithms and element types that are appropriate for the ma-
terial characteristics. )e numerical calculation of motion in
this study used the MMALE algorithm, which adopted 8-
node hexahedral elements for analysis. )e element is a 3D
solid structure model and the shape function is expressed as
in (2); the coordinates (ξj, ηj, and ζj) are associated with
different node positions and the values are ±1. Eight nodes
were defined in the element; each node had degrees of

freedom for translation, velocity, and acceleration in the X,
Y, and Z directions. )is element was suitable for explicit
dynamic analysis [18, 19].

ϕj �
1
8

1 + ξξj  1 + ηηj  1 + ζζj . (2)

)e MMALE algorithm exhibits the advantages of the
Eulerian and Lagrangian algorithms.)e Eulerian algorithm
is used to arrange the element meshing to separate the mesh
from the analyzed object, overcoming the negative volume
caused by the severe mesh distortion. )e Lagrangian al-
gorithm is used for the material boundary analysis, which
can effectively track the displacement and deformation of
structural boundaries. For the dynamic analysis of the fluid-
solid interaction, fluid is analyzed using the Eulerian al-
gorithm to fix the nodes of the element mesh in the structure
space. Only the material particles flow in the space.)e solid
is analyzed using the Lagrangian algorithm, and the material
particles move with the deformation of the continuum,
which is helpful for the deformation analysis of the
movement of the fluid-solid interaction [20–22].

3.2. Element Erosion Criterion. Soil is a three-phase system
composed of solid, liquid, and gas phases. For models of soil
composition, yield criterion, stress, and strain analysis, the
applicable conditions and material characteristics must be
considered and the dynamic response of the pore material
induced by the explosion force must be effectively analyzed.
)e Krieg yield criterion is based on isotropic plasticity
theory, and the yield function is presented as in (3))e yield
planes, J2 and σy, are presented as in (4) and (5), where
a0 � c2, a1 � 2c tan ϕ, and a2 � tan2 ϕ. Before the material
yields, a linear elastic relationship exists between the stress
and strain. )e relationship between the stress and strain of
the plastic state conforms to the rule of plastic flow, and the
material failure is determined according to the shear stress.
Based on the strain after yielding, the stress zone of pore
materials (e.g. soil, rock, concrete, foam, and honeycomb
materials) can be divided into hydrostatic pressure and shear
stress zones, which can be used to analyze the effect of
pressure on the compaction and destruction of the material.
It can be applied to numerical analysis programs such as LS-
DYNA, ANSYS, and MSC/DYTRAN.

ϕyield � J2 − a0 + a1p + a2p
2

 , (3)

J2 �
1
3
σ2y, (4)

σy � 3 a0 + a1p + a2p
2

  
1/2

, (5)

where J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress, p is
the pressure, a0, a1, a2 are the shear force yield plane co-
efficients, and σy is the axial yield stress.

)e shear stress of the octahedral stresses is a function of
J2. )e normal stress of the octahedral stresses is equivalent
to the average value of the principal stress as in (6). )e
relationship between the maximum shear stress is given in

Triaxial accelerometer

Signal conditioner Oscilloscope

Z

Z

Y
Y

X X

Figure 1: Configuration of the explosives in the field experiment.
(a) For the ground acceleration measurement. (b) For testing the
apparent crater effect of explosions.
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equation (7), and the second invariant of the deviatoric stress
is presented as in (8). For the pure shear stress,
σ1 � τ > 0, σ2 � 0, σ3 � −τ, and the shear stress (τ) is defined
as

��
J2


, τoct �

��
J2


� τ.

σoct �
1
3

σ1 + σ2 + σ3( , (6)

τoct �

�
2

√

3

���������������������������

σ21 + σ22 + σ23 − σ1σ2 − σ1σ3 − σ2σ3


, (7)

τoct �

�
2

√

3
J2, (8)

where σoct is the octahedral normal stress, τoct is the octa-
hedral shear stress, and σ1, σ2, σ3 are the maximum principal
stress, middle principal stress, and minimum principal
stress.

)e soil constitutive law used in this study must consider
the stress and strain behaviors of the pore material caused by
pressure. Schwer [23] proposed that the shear failure cri-
terion of the soil/rock model in LS-DYNA reveals a rela-
tionship between the mean stress and failure strength. )e
Krieg yield criterion can calculate the dynamic response in
the soil and is also suitable for the analysis of 3D models.
)erefore, this study used the Krieg yield criterion as its
constitutive law for analyzing the characteristics of soil.

)e overstress transmitted by a detonation wave in soil is
an irreversible stress-strain relationship. )e energy trans-
mission and conversion process of the explosion causes
destruction to soil and forms a crater. )e finite element
erosion algorithm is conducted based on the pressure, stress,
and strain of the material. )e high strain rate generated by
the explosion shock wave affects the internal stress variation
of the soil, resulting in strain in the soil. )e soil yield
criterion can be defined as the amount of excess deforma-
tion. LS-DYNA defines element failure and erosion criteria
by MAT_ADD_EROSION. )e failure element is thus re-
moved from the material model. On the basis of the rela-
tionship between stress and strain of material, this study
used the failure shear strain as the elemental erosion failure
criterion and for soil destruction area analysis. If the material
failure criterion c1 ≥ cmax is met, the element in the model is
deleted, as presented in [19], where c1 is the maximum shear
strain, c1 � (ε1 − ε3)/2, ε1 is the maximum principal strain,
ε3 is the minimum principal strain, and cmax is the shear
strain at failure.

3.3. Nonlinear Dynamic Models. To verify the numerical
model, the 1/4 symmetric numerical analysis model was
established according to the experimental conditions of
ground acceleration in the experiment. )e fluid and the
solid meshes were independent from each other. )e solid
mesh size was twice that of the fluid mesh. )e fluid mesh
adopted the common point mode and the solid mesh
adopted the contact mode. )e fluid-solid coupling was
established using the mesh overlap method [24]. )e size of
the mesh was determined based on the minimum width of
the TNTexplosive. )e application of finite element analysis

requires consideration of the complexity of an analysis
model and the mesh size. To enhance the calculation ac-
curacy, adopt a fluid dynamic analysis program LS-DYNA,
finite element analysis software, to conduct the fluid-solid
interaction. A TNT free-field explosion simulation is ana-
lyzed for mesh size convergence under an explosive load.
)e analysis results reveal the optimal mesh size is 0.5 times
that of the side length of the TNT. )e time step control
parameter was set to 0.3 [25]. )e fluid-solid interaction
numerical analysis model of the MMALE algorithm was
established through the use of the definition of LS-DYNA
CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID and the 3D
solid elements. )e explosives and air mesh were defined by
the Eulerian algorithm, and the soil mesh was defined by the
Lagrangian algorithm.

Figure 2 shows a 1/4 symmetry model for numerical
simulation analysis of explosion-induced ground accelera-
tion. )e dimensions of the air model were
550× 500× 200 cm. )e density of the TNT explosive was
1.63 g/cm3, the weight was 226.796 g (0.5 lb), and the di-
mensions of the model were 3.28× 3.28× 9.3 cm. )e ex-
plosive was placed in the center of the model and was on the
ground. )e dimensions of the soil model were
550× 350× 200 cm. )e dimensions of the finite element
mesh of air, explosives, and soil were 1.64×1.64× 3.28 cm.

Figure 3 shows a 1/4 symmetry model for numerical
analysis of crater failure effects. )e dimensions of the air
model were 120×150×120 cm. )e dimensions of the soil
model were 120×120×120 cm. )e cuboidal TNTexplosive
sample was placed on the ground at the center of the model
and the density was 1.63 g/cm3. )e amounts of TNT ex-
plosive were 113.389 g (0.25 lb), 226.796 g (0.5 lb), and
453.592 g (1.0 lb), which were selected to analyze the crater
effect of placing dynamite samples upright on the ground.
)e dimensions of the 113.389 g, 226.796 g, and 453.592 g
TNT models were 1.64×1.64× 9.3 cm, 3.28× 3.28× 9.3 cm,
and 6.56× 6.56× 9.3 cm. )e dimensions of the finite ele-
ment mesh of air, explosive, and soil were 0.82, 0.82, and
1.64 cm, respectively.

3.4. Material Constitutive Laws. )e internal constitutive
law of the material is presented by the relationship between
the stress tensor and strain tensor. )e equation of state
(EOS) describes the relationship between pressure, tem-
perature, density, internal energy, and change in volume
after a material has been impacted by external force. )e
analysis of explosion phenomena must be paired with the
corresponding equations of state to satisfy the dynamic
response and volume change of the analyzed material after
the material has been affected by the explosion force.

Soil from the explosion site was sampled for analyzing
the physical and mechanical characteristics, and the Unified
Soil Classification System (USCS) was applied for the cat-
egorization. According to the results of laboratory analysis,
the soil moisture content of the explosion site was 12.8%,
density was 2.6 g/cm3, cohesive c � 8.43 kg/cm2, and friction
angle ϕ � 14∘. )e classification symbol was SP-SM, which
referred to poorly graded sand with silt.
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)e soil constitutive law must be able to effectively
simulate the crushing or compacting behavior of the pore
material and the dynamic response after the material has
been affected by the explosion. According to the material
characteristics, this study selected the MAT_SOI-
L_AND_FOAM material model to analyze the dynamic
response characteristics of the soil. )e soil parameters are,
respectively, elastic modulus E � 43.75MPa, shear modulus
G � 14.68MPa, bulk modulus Kv � 729MPa, and shear-
yield surface parameters a0 � 7.105 × 10− 7, a1 � 4.198×

10− 8, and a2 � 6.215 × 10− 10.
)e TNT explosive model used the MAT_HIGH_EX-

PLOSIVE_BURN material model. Combined with the
Jones–Wilkins–Lee (JWL) equation of state analysis in (9),
the phenomena of the high speed, high temperature, high
pressure, and rapid energy-releasing high explosives were

simulated. )e parameters are, respectively,
A � 3.712 × 1011 Pa, B � 3.231 × 109 Pa, R1 � 4.15, R2 �

0.95, ω � 0.30, V � 1.0, E0 � 4.29 × 106 J/kg, initial density is
1630 kg/cm3

, and its detonation velocity is 6930m/s
[19, 26, 27].

p � A 1 −
ω

R1V
 e

− R1V
+ B 1 −

ω
R2V

 e
− R2V

+
ωE0

V
, (9)

where p is the pressure, V is the relative volume, E0 is the
initial internal energy per unit reference specific volume, and
A, B, R1, R2, and ω are the constants representing charac-
teristics of the explosive.

)e air model used the MAT_NULL material model and
was analyzed using the EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL in
(10). )e coefficients in the LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL are
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200cm

500cm

350cm
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No reflection boundary condition (NRBC)
LS-DYNA user input
Time = 0

TNT

Soil:
Grid: Lagrangian
Soil model with ALE
Element: solid
Material: MAT_SOIL_AND_FOAM
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Grid: Eulerian
Air model with ALE
Element: solid
Material: MAT_NULL
EOS: LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL

TNT:
Grid: Eulerian
TNT model with ALE
Element: solid
Material: MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN
Burn
EOS: JWL

X Z
Y

Figure 2: Numerical analysis of the 1/4 symmetry model of the ground acceleration induced by explosion.
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Figure 3: Numerical analysis of the 1/4 symmetry model of the explosion crater effect caused by material failure.
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C0 � C1 � C2 � C3 � C6 � 0 and C4 � C5 � c − 1. )e EOS
can be simplified as gamma law, which is expressed in (11).
According to the gamma law calculation, c � 1.4,
C4 � C5 � 0.4, and E0 � 2.53 × 106 J/kg [19, 28].

p � C0 + C1 + C2μ
2

+ C3μ
3

+ C4 + C5μ + C6μ
2

 E0, (10)

with μ � (ρ/ρ0) − 1,

p � (c − 1)
ρ
ρ0

E0, (11)

where p is the pressure,C0–C6 are the constants, c represents
the rate of change to the specific air temperature, μ is the
dynamic viscosity coefficient, E0 denotes the initial internal
energy per unit reference specific volume, ρ represents the
current air density, ρ0 is the initial air density value, and ρ/ρ0
denotes the relative density.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Validation of Numerical Modelling by the Experimental
Results. )enumerical algorithms, material parameters, and
numerical models were integrated with experimental data to
verify the correctness of the analytical models. )is study
conducted on-ground explosion experiments to measure the
physical quantity of ground acceleration and verify the
numerical analysis results, providing numerical models for
analyzing the crater. Figures 4 and 5 show the curves for the
experimental and numerical ground acceleration for the
points 350 and 500 cm from the explosion center. Relative
error (%) of peak ground acceleration (PGA) was defined as
follows: (numerical analysis value− experimental measure-
ment value)/experimental measurement value× 100%.

)e PGAs of the vertical (Y) direction for points 350 and
500 cm from the explosion center in the experiment were
1.1932 and 0.9977m/s2, respectively, and those in the nu-
merical analysis (Y) direction were 1.077 and 0.901m/s2,
respectively. )e relative errors were −9.71% and −9.73%,
respectively, lower than 10%.)e PGAs in the horizontal (X)
direction for points 350 and 500 cm from the explosion
center in the experiment were 0.9096 and 0.7371m/s2, re-
spectively, and the vertical PGAs of the numerical analysis
were 0.824 and 0.671m/s2, respectively. )e relative errors
were −9.39% and −9.00%, respectively, lower than 10%. )e
PGAs in the horizontal (Z) direction of the experiment were
0.8493 and 0.6118m/s2, respectively, and the vertical PGAs
of numerical analysis were 0.766 and 0.557m/s2, respec-
tively. )e relative errors were −9.84% and −8.96%, re-
spectively. )e relative error value is in the range of 10%.

In the experiment of placing the same amount of ex-
plosives and measuring waves at 350 and 500 cm from the
explosion center, the results showed that high ground ac-
celeration energy was induced near the explosion center.
Specifically, the vertical ground acceleration was higher than
the horizontal ground acceleration, and the transmission
speed in vertical direction declined faster than that in the
horizontal direction, which was consistent with the atten-
uation characteristics of detonation wave energy. )e errors
of experimental and numerical analysis results were in a

reasonable range, which were consistent with related studies
[6]. )e results also verified that using the MMALE algo-
rithm to establish the numerical model of the fluid-solid
interaction could effectively analyze the dynamic charac-
teristics of the explosion phenomenon [17, 20, 21, 28].

)e analytical results shown in Figures 4 and 5 reveal a
short loading time and high vibration frequency in the
dynamic process of the points. Although the ground ac-
celeration yielded by the numerical analysis was not pre-
cisely consistent with signals measured in the experiment
on-site, the overall dynamic temporal variation curves were
consistent with the attenuation characteristics of the shock
wave energy. )e discrepancy between experimental and
numerical analysis results was mainly attributable to the
nonuniform, nonlinear dynamic variability in the materials,
geometries, conditions, and contact characteristics involved
in the shock effect analysis. In addition, the material pa-
rameters used in the finite element analysis of instantaneous
dynamics must correspond to the dynamic responses ob-
tained from the EOS—namely, changes in the internal en-
ergy, temperature, pressure, and volume of the
material—and the numerical calculations were affected by
the meshed model. According to the analysis results of shock
wave transmission in the soil, the temporal variation curves
of the ground acceleration produced by the experiment and
the numerical analysis were consistent temporally and
spatially, and the relative error was within 10%. )erefore,
the numerical analysis was satisfactorily effective in esti-
mating the dynamic response of the explosion effects and the
material’s changes in stress, strain, and volume after re-
ceiving external forces.

4.2. Analysis of Control Parameters for Element Failure.
)e LS-DYNA program mainly defines elemental erosion as
destruction of material by pressure, stress, and strain pa-
rameters and provides settings for material model element
failure and the erosion criteria as the basis for evaluating the
failed element unit. )e simulated material element fails
according to the element erosion setting of the MAT_A-
DD_EROSION model. When element failure and erosion
criteria are met, the element is removed from the calculation
model. Considering the constitutive law and yield criteria of
soil, the material destructive zone is affected by principal
strain and shear strain. )erefore, this study examined the
parameters of principal strain of failure and shear strain of
failure as the main conditions for soil elemental erosion.)e
crater diameter and depth calculations for the numerical
analysis of elemental erosion were based on the position of
an eroded element on the axis of symmetry. )e relative
error percentage (%) of the crater diameter and depth was
defined as follows: (numerical analysis value− experimental
average value)/experimental average value× 100%.

Figure 6 shows the actual apparent craters of the three
explosion experiments. )e crater effect caused by the on-
ground explosion by placing 226.796 g TNT explosive up-
right was analyzed. )e experimental results indicated that
the diameter and depth of the crater of experiment site 1
were 28.00 and 14.89 cm, respectively, experiment site 2 were
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Figure 4: Temporal variation curves of the ground acceleration for a point 350 cm from the explosion center.
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Figure 5: Temporal variation curves of the ground acceleration for a point 500 cm from the explosion center.
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32.50 and 15.45 cm, respectively, and experiment site 3 were
26.00 and 14.85 cm, respectively. )e average crater diam-
eter and depth were 28.83 and 15.06 cm, respectively.

Table 1 presents the relative error of principal strain
control between the results of numerical simulation and
explosion experiment caused by using 226.796 g TNT. )e
parameter range was between 0.006 and 0.016. )e analysis
results revealed that the relative error of the crater diameter
and depth was −20.36∼70.66% and −1.99∼63.35%, respec-
tively. )e simulation result was most favorable when the
failure principal strain value was 0.012. With the increase of
the failure principal strain value, crater diameter and ele-
ment erosion volume became increasingly irregular, mainly
due to the material kinematic hardening associated with the
high strain rate of explosion.

Table 2 presents a comparison of relative errors between
shear strain control of the numerical simulation and ex-
periment caused by using 226.796 g TNT. )e analysis re-
sults revealed that with the increase in the failure shear strain
value, the diameter and depth of the element erosion zone
(the crater) decreased. Furthermore, the relative errors of the
shear strain control analysis with respect to crater diameter
and depth were within the range of −20.36∼36.53% and
−12.88∼52.46%, respectively. Shear strain control resulted in
a satisfactory numerical convergence trend. )e conver-
gence effect was most favorable when soil failure shear strain
was 0.012, and the relative errors between crater diameter
and depth were both within 10%.

)e results revealed that shear strain and principal strain
erosion conditions were the primary control parameters af-
fecting soil element failure. When the failure shear strain
value was 0.012, the numerical model exhibited a satisfactory
convergence effect. Figure 7 shows the numerical analysis of
the explosion caused by 226.796 g TNT. )e element erosion
condition was set that if the shear strain parameter of the soil
reached the critical value of 0.012, the element would be
deleted. )e results indicated that the relative errors of the
experiment were −8.98% and −1.99%, respectively. Using the
numerical model established using the shear strain param-
eters to verify the element erosion algorithm in this study
could effectively simulate the element failure of the explosion.

4.3. Explosion Response and Failure Analysis of Soil. )is
study explored the effects of ground explosions on soil
deformation and crater effects from the perspective of ex-
plosion hazard control. )is study conducted on-site ex-
plosion experiments and the finite element numerical
analysis to analyze the yielding and failure of the protective
soil material in the crater effect. )is study focused on the
destructive effects of high-energy external force, such as
instant impact and vibration, caused by contact explosions
on the ground medium and the craters created by
explosions.

Figure 8 shows the temporal variation of soil plastic
strain caused by an explosion of 226.796 g TNT. )e figure
shows that the detonation pressure was transmitted outward
in soil in a spherical shape, and an explosion cavity was
formed centering on the explosion source. )e energy
transmission process was divided into elastic seismic waves
and plastic shock waves. )e center of the explosion cavity
was divided into broken, plastic-elastic, and elastic zones. In
addition, the shock wave energy near the explosion center
was high, and the compression wave intensity of the soil was
relatively high. Figure 9 shows the crater effects caused by
on-ground explosions of 113.389 g and 453.592 g TNT
samples. For the 113.389 g dynamite sample, the crater
diameter was 22.96 cm, and the depth was 13.12 cm. For the
453.592 g TNT sample, the crater diameter was 59.04 cm,
and the depth was 22.96 cm.

)e analysis results of Figures 7 and 9 show that the shape
of the craters was irregular, which was caused by the material
displacement, deformation, and failure induced by the shock
wave. )e primary cause was that the impedance of the shock
wave in soil varied with pressure. When the pressure wave
reached the free surface and was reflected in the form of a
tensile wave, the effects of the expansion wave, pressure wave,
and the pressure of the explosive gas caused the tensile wave
and shear wave on the ground. )e high pressure generated
by the nearby explosion resulted in the concentrated and
nonuniform distribution that caused local penetrative damage
to the elements. Among them, some structural elements
increased the dynamic strength because of the rapid rates of
strain of the material under dynamic loading.

Site 1: apparent crater Diameter: 28cm Depth: 14.89cm

(a)

Site 2: apparent crater Diameter: 32.5cm Depth: 15.45cm

(b)

Site 3: apparent crater Diameter: 26cm Depth: 14.85cm

(c)

Figure 6: Apparent craters in explosion experiments.
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)e results indicated that if the amount of the explosive
was increased multiple times, the radius and depth of the
crater would increase, and the radius of the failure area
would also increase multiple times. )e radius of the crater
was approximately 10∼12 times the width of the rectangular
dynamite samples, and the depth of the plastic zone was
approximately 1.8∼2.2 times the radius of the crater; the area
was the affected range of the plastic shock wave. )e energy
outside the region was converted into elastic seismic waves,
which induced surface particle vibration.

In addition, soil was a low-tensile material. Under the
impact of the explosion shock wave, the acceleration of the
particle motion increased the shear stress in the soil body.
)e soil structure was subjected to stress concentration
because of the uneven distribution of stress, resulting in a
decrease in shear strength. )e compression wave caused
particle displacement, and the failure started from local
plastic deformation. )e analysis results showed that under
the effect of shock wave, the shear stress failure zone would
appear in the periphery of the crater. )e primary feature

Table 1: Comparison of principal strain control.

Failure principal
strain

Crater
Diameter Depth

Numerical
simulation (cm)

Explosion
experiment (cm)

Relative error
(%)

Numerical
simulation (cm)

Explosion
experiment (cm)

Relative error
(%)

0.006 49.20

28.83

70.66 22.96

15.06

52.46
0.008 49.20 70.66 22.96 52.46
0.010 49.20 70.66 24.60 63.35
0.012 32.80 13.77 16.40 8.90
0.014 32.80 13.77 16.40 8.90
0.016 22.96 −20.36 14.76 −1.99

Table 2: Comparison of relative errors for shear strain control.

Failure shear
strain

Crater
Diameter Depth

Numerical
simulation (cm)

Explosion
experiment (cm)

Relative error
(%)

Numerical
simulation (cm)

Explosion
experiment (cm)

Relative error
(%)

0.006 39.36

28.83

36.53 22.96

15.06

52.46
0.008 32.80 13.77 21.32 41.57
0.010 32.80 13.77 16.40 8.89
0.012 26.24 −8.98 14.76 −1.99
0.014 26.24 −8.98 14.76 −1.99
0.016 22.96 −20.36 13.12 −12.88

Fringe levels

Radius: 13.12cm
Depth: 14.76cm

LS-DYNA user input
Contours of max shear strain-infinitesimal
Min = 3.82314e–08, at elem# 4065273
Max = 0.0100747, at elem# 4051338
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Figure 7: Numerical analysis of the element erosion of the crater caused by the on-ground explosion by using a 226.796 g (0.5 lb) TNT.
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was that the soil medium was plastically deformed. As the
stress wave passed, if the second invariant (J2) of the stress
deviation of the particle was higher than the yield strength of
the material, plastic shearing would be generated in the
region, resulting in permanent deformation and destruction.

Based on the aforementioned results, the sudden change
in pressure caused by the explosion resulted in substantial
deformation and destruction of the material. Shock wave
was a strong compression wave. )e shock wave generated
by explosions was transmitted in the soil medium. )e

energy was mostly depleted by the deformation, destruction,
and pushing of the surrounding medium. Soil was a three-
phase material composed of solid, liquid, and gas. )e
plasticity of soil was high, the strength was low, and com-
pressive strength was higher than the tensile and shear
strength. In addition, the explosion effect changed the stress
state of the material, and if the stress exceeded the material
yield strength, the internal structural stability would be
affected, leading to soil deformation, local failure, and the
affected range of stress.
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Figure 8: Temporal variation of soil plastic strain induced by an explosion. (a) t� 99.89 μs. (b) t� 1,499.90 μs. (c) t� 499.88 μs.
(d) t� 2,000.00 μs. (e) t� 999.84 μs. (f ) t� 2,499.90 μs.
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)e explosion caused points on the ground surface to
vibrate. )e dynamic material response analysis was
conducted according to the pressure applied to, stress of,
and strain of the material. Shock waves were transmitted
through mediums. A high strain rate changed the stress
state of the material; when the stress exceeded the ma-
terial’s yield strength, plastic deformation occurred, and
displacement increased, which in turn undermined the
material stability. )e transmission of shock waves was
affected by the material properties of the transmission
medium and terrain at the experimental site. From the
perspective of controlling shock effects and minimizing
damage, this study estimated the intensity and spatial
range of damage caused by shock waves through the
analysis of material deformation, temporal variation of
plastic strain, displacement, and shear strain. )e results
could be conducive to determining the soil-covering layer
material and the protective soil layer thickness to produce
effective strength, thus preventing the transmission of
shock wave energy. Additionally, the analysis of the
ground surface vibration effect and a vibration isolation
design could effectively block the transmission of shock
waves, in turn reducing vibrations and minimizing the
damage.

5. Conclusions

)is study analyzed the failure characteristics of transmission
medium caused by the shock wave. By using explosion-induced
ground acceleration, this study verified the numerical model to
establish an effective numerical analysis model for explosion.
)e hazards caused by craters created by explosions were
explored. )e material failure criterion and the finite element
erosion algorithm were used to analyze the plastic deformation
and destruction area of the soil. )e results of this study can
serve as a reference for the control of explosion vibration
hazards, explosion at the exterior of protective soil, and disaster
prevention. )e results of the study are summarized as follows:

(1) )e numerical analysis of this study used an 8-node
hexahedral element to establish a solid structural
model of the fluid-solid interaction using the
MMALE algorithm. A 3D numerical model was
established by combining the shear strain parameters
of the element erosion algorithm to analyze the
crater effect of the explosion. )e experimental re-
sults showed that the numerical model could ef-
fectively analyze the dynamic response of nonlinear
materials, the hydrodynamic behavior generated by
explosions, and the temporal pressure change of
explosions.

(2) A typical explosion is characterized by a sudden
change in pressure at the explosion site. For the
destruction phenomena in this study, the trans-
mission of high-intensity shock waves affected ma-
terial stability. )e soil was affected by uneven stress,
and the failure conditions of the material were af-
fected by the stress and shear strain. )e transmis-
sion of shock wave in soil was primarily caused by
the increase of the inertial force that led to the de-
crease in shear strength; and the secondary cause was
the continuous vibration effect that induced the
increase in shear stress of the soil body and affected
the stability of the material.

(3) )e stress state of the material that has been affected
by explosive vibration changes tends to influence the
structure and strength of the soil body. In this study,
during the shock wave transmission process, the
essential condition of failure was the plastic defor-
mation and shear strain increment caused by the
exceeded material yield strength. )e ground surface
was strongly compressed, destroying its original
material structure.)e soil was compressed by shock
waves and crater was formed. )e plasticity of the
soil body varied with the pressure of shock wave and
the extent of destruction varied. )e area encom-
passing the crater radius and the depth of 1.8∼2.2
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Figure 9: Numerical analysis of element erosion of the crater created by (a) 0.25 lb TNT (113.389 g) and (b) 1.0 lb TNT (453.592 g).
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times the crater radius was the plastic concentration
zone of shear failure. In this region, the material was
affected by compression, crushing, deformation, and
destruction.
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Based on LS-DYNA numerical simulation analysis and comparison with laboratory tests, the blasting crack development dynamic
evolution mechanism of elliptical bipolar linear shaped charge is analyzed. -e development law of rock crack and optimal radial
decoupling coefficient under different blast hole diameters were studied. -e results revealed that the blasting with elliptical
bipolar linear shaped charge had a remarkable effect on the directional crack formation, and the maximum effective stress of rock
close to the position of shaped charge in the direction of concentrating energy is about 2.3 times of that in the direction of
nonconcentrated energy. Moreover, the directional crack could be formed by blasting with elliptical bipolar linear shaped charge
with different hole diameters, whilst the length of the main crack was related to the radial decoupling coefficient. Particularly, the
main crack reached the longest when the radial decoupling coefficient was 3.36.

1. Introduction

China has become the country with the largest scale, the
largest number, and the highest difficulty of tunnel con-
struction in the world [1]. According to statistics, by the end
of 2020, China’s railway operating mileage had reached
145000 km, of which 16798 railway tunnels had been put
into operation, with a total length of about 19630 km [2]. In
addition to the tunnel boring machine, the drilling and
blasting method is still widely utilized in rock tunnel con-
struction. Improper control of traditional drilling and
blasting methods would easily lead to engineering and social
problems such as vibration hazard, environmental pollution,
instability of surrounding rock, and serious overbreak and
underbreak, which seriously restrict the construction pro-
cess of tunnel engineering [3].

In order to solve the above problems, directional fracture
controlled blasting technology is often used at present. Many
scholars have conducted in-depth research around the rock
failure mechanism and directional fracture effect of direc-
tional fracture controlled blasting. For instance, Cho et al.
[4] combined model test and numerical simulation method
to study the influence of empty hole on crack propagation
under different blasting and comprehensively analyzed the
relationship between fracture energy and crack propagation.
Yang et al. [5–8] adopted a testing system of digital laser
dynamic caustics to study the influence of different cutting
angle, depth, initial stress field, and other factors on the crack
propagation of slotted cartridge blasting and then analyzed
the mechanism of crack extension and penetration. Yue et al.
[9–12] used a new testing system of digital laser dynamic
caustics to carry out the experimental research on the
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development of blasting crack under slotted cartridge
blasting, whilst obtained the crack extension velocity, ac-
celeration, dynamic stress intensity factor at the front end of
the crack, and the law of dynamic energy release rate. Wang
[13] explored the formation of detonation and initial crack of
slotted cartridge blasting and the relationship between
decoupling coefficient and blasting damage based on nu-
merical simulation. Luo et al. [14, 15] made a preliminary
study on the formation of guided crack, crack initiation,
propagation, and penetration of shaped charge. In 2006, the
Sinohydro Engineering Bureau 8 Co., Ltd. developed an
elliptical bipolar linear shaped charge (EBLSC), which
performed well in practical engineering applications [16]. Li
et al. [17, 18] further conducted theoretical analysis, nu-
merical simulation, and experimental research on the
blasting of EBLSC, and the research showed that this charge
structure has a good application effect and prospect in
presplit blasting. Subsequently, the elliptical bipolar linear
shaped charge blasting technology has been widely pro-
moted and applied in engineering. Wu et al. [19–21] carried
out a preliminary study on the blasting mechanism, influ-
encing factors, and crack development of elliptical bipolar
linear shaped charge blasting.

However, for the directional controlled blasting tech-
nology, most of the research studies are focused on the
slotted cartridge blasting, while the research on the evolution
law of shaped charge blasting crack is less.-e rock breaking
mechanism of elliptical bipolar shaped charge blasting ex-
cavation is not clear. In this paper, the rock failure mech-
anism, the temporal and spatial law of crack development,
and decoupling coefficient of elliptical bipolar linear shaped
charge blasting were studied. Moreover, the optimal
decoupling coefficient was obtained via analyzing the crack
development law of different blast hole diameters, which
provide an important reference for practical engineering
application.

2. Analysis of the Rock Failure Mechanism of
Shaped Charge Blasting

-e detonation products of conventional blasting scattered
irregularly around the blast hole, and the cracks also ex-
panded irregularly [22]. -e shaped charge blasting uses a
layer liner to change the structure of the explosive to make
the detonation products accumulate in a specific direction
and improve the destructive effect in a specific direction [23].

An energy cavity is set at the symmetrical position on
both sides of the shaped charge. -e detonation products
generated by blasting will accumulate along the axis of the
energy cavity to form a high-density, high-speed, and high-
pressure air flow, which is called shaped charge jet [24]. -e
shaped charge jet penetrates the rock and produces the
initial guide crack, which provides a directional effect for the
subsequent explosion stress wave and blasting gas to further
expand the crack. According to the rock fracture mechanics,
a dynamic fracture mechanics model of shaped charge
blasting is established, as shown in Figure 1.

During crack propagation, the stress intensity factor at
the crack tip is as follows [25]:

K1 � PF

��������

π rb + a( 



+ σθ
���
πa

√
. (1)

-ereinto, P is the explosive gas pressure in the fracture;
F is the correction factor of stress intensity factor; rb is the
blast hole radius; a is the fracture length; and σθ is the
tangential stress.

According to the theory of fracture mechanics, K1>KIC,
the crack initiates and propagates, where KIC represents the
fracture toughness of the rock. -erefore, to ensure that the
crack continues to grow, the pressure of detonation gas
should meet the following conditions:

P>
KIC − σθ
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πa

√

F
��������
π rb + a( 
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-e guiding crack penetrated by the shaped energy jet is
much larger than the other small cracks in the crushing zone.
After blasting, a large amount of high-pressure explosive gas
will be introduced, and the pressure of the explosive gas in
the concentrating energy direction will increase; that is, the P
will increase; according to the law of conservation of energy,
the effect of explosive gas in the nonconcentrated energy
direction will be weakened, and the P will decrease.
-erefore, while the structure of the shaped charge leads to
an increase in the evolution ability of cracks in the direction
of concentrating energy, it also reduces the ability of evo-
lution of cracks in the direction of nonconcentrated energy.

3. Validation of Numerical Solution

3.1. Explosion Test of PMMA. Polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) is usually used as an ideal test material to study the
crack propagation process of PMMA under laboratory
conditions. Its main advantage is transparency, which makes
the crack morphology easy to be observed directly by naked
eyes. -e fracture mechanical behavior of this material is
similar to that of brittle rock [26, 27]. -e test results of
Rossmanith et al. [28] also suggested that the blasting cracks
could be divided into the following three areas: crushing
zone, radial microcrack zone, and radial crack zone. -e
crack morphology of PMMA is very similar to that of rock
under dynamic loading. Hence, it can be considered that the
blasting test results of PMMA are consistent with those of
rock materials, which is suitable for exploring the mecha-
nism of crack initiation and propagation near the blast hole
and in the far-field area.

Che [29] carried out the blasting test of a shaped charge
with PMMA, wherein the outer diameter of the shaped
charge was 7mm, the inner diameter was 5mm, the energy
gathering tube was made of PVC material, and the thickness
of the shell of the energy gathering tube was 1mm. -e
structure design of the shaped charge is shown in Figure 2.
-e geometric size of the specimen was
300mm× 200mm× 100mm. -e blast hole was located in
the center of the specimen, and the diameter of the blast hole
was 12mm. -e specimen of PMMA is shown in Figure 3.
-e crack development was recorded by the digital laser
dynamic caustics test system.
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-e test results are shown in Figure 4. Next, numerical
simulation analysis would be carried out for the blasting test
to verify the effectiveness of the finite element solution.

3.2. Numerical Model. Using LS-DYNA nonlinear dynamic
analysis software to carry out numerical simulation analysis,
the geometric size of the model is the same as the above
model test. A nonreflective boundary condition is added to
simulate an infinite plane to eliminate the interference of
reflected waves at the boundary. In the numerical model, the
material model of the explosive is characterized by
MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN, and the relationship

between the pressure and volume of the explosive after
detonation is described by the JWL state equation.

p � A 1 −
ω

R1V
 

− R1V

+ B 1 −
ω

R2V
  +

ωE

V
, (3)

where p is the pressure, V is the volume, A, B, ω, R1, and R2
are the basic parameters of the equation of state, and E is the
initial internal energy per unit volume. Explosive and state
equation parameters are shown in Table 1.

-e PVC energy gathering tube material adopts the
model MAT_PLASTIC_KINEMATIC, and the mechanical
parameter of the PVC is shown in Table 2.

-e MAT_NULL model and the EOS_LINEAR_PO-
LYNOMIAL state equation are used to simulate air, the HJC
constitutive model is used for rock, and the failure mode is
added to analyze crack development. -e main rock pa-
rameter is shown in Table 3.

3.3. Analysis of Numerical SimulationResults. Figure 5 shows
the development of blasting cracks at different times. -e
blasting cavity is formed after 20μs of detonation, and the
length of the cracks in the concentrating energy direction is
significantly greater than the length of the cracks in other
directions. At 80μs, microcracks appear in other directions,
and the crack in the concentrating energy direction keeps
growing. At 120μs, the crack in the direction of energy ac-
cumulation and other directions keeps growing. At 600μs, the
crack tends to stop and the crack in the concentrating energy
direction is always larger than that of the other directions.

Compared with Figure 4, the results in Figure 5 indicate
that the numerical simulation completely reproduces the
crushing zone around the hole, the crack initiation, and
development process in the concentrating energy direction
and other directions of the PMMA under the shaped charge
blasting. -e final distribution of blasting cracks is in good
agreement with the experimental results, thus proving the
correctness of the established model and its numerical so-
lution. Next, the numerical model will be used to study the
evolution law of blasting cracks in elliptical bipolar linear
shaped charge blasting.

σθ

σθP

rb + arb

Guide crack

Direction of
concentrating

energy

Direction of nonconcentrated energy

Figure 1: Mechanical model of cracking due to shaped charge blasting.

Energy-gathering tube

Explosive

Figure 2: Structure design of shaped charge [29].

Figure 3: -e specimen of PMMA [29].
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4. Analysis on Crack Evolution of Elliptical
Bipolar Linear Shaped Charge Blasting

4.1. Geometric Model of Numerical Calculation. In order to
analyze the dynamic evolution law of blasting cracks with
different blast hole diameters, the quasi two-dimensional
calculation models with various blast hole diameters of

42mm, 50mm, 60mm, 70mm, 80mm, 90mm, and 100mm
were established, respectively. -e shaped charge is an el-
liptical bipolar linear structure, the energy gathering tube is
made of PVC material, the thickness of the shell of the
energy gathering tube is 2mm, the thickness of the layer
liner is 1.4mm, and the angle of the shaped charge groove is
70°. -e calculation model is shown in Figure 6, and no
reflective boundary condition is set around the model.

Select a measuring point every 10mm along the blast hole
radial in the concentrating energy direction and the non-
concentrated energy direction. -e concentrating energy di-
rection is numbered as #G1∼#G5 from near to far, and the
nonconcentrated energy direction is numbered as #N1∼#N5
from near to far.-e layout of eachmeasuring point is shown in
Figure 7.

4.2. Analysis of Rock Crack Development with Blast Hole
Diameter 42mm

4.2.1. Analysis of Initial Crack Formation. After the shaped
charge is detonated in the blast hole, the detonation wave
acts on the shaped charge cover with huge pressure at 5 μs to
form a high-temperature, high-pressure, high-energy sha-
ped charge jet. -e jet first acts on the blast hole wall and
forms a guide crack on the rock in this direction, as shown in
Figure 8. In other directions of the blast hole, the shell of the
shaped charge has instantaneous buffering and inhibiting
effect on the detonation products and the air medium be-
tween the shell of the shaped charge and the blast hole wall
has a buffering effect, which greatly reduces the direct effect
and damage degree of the shock wave on the blast hole wall,
thus inhibiting the development of cracks.

4.2.2. Stress Time History Analysis. -e stress time history
curves of each measuring point are shown in Figures 9
and 10.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 4: Test results of blasting crack of shaped charge [29]. (a) t� 0 μs, (b) t� 20 μs, (c) t� 80 μs, (d) t� 120 μs, (e) t� 400 μs, (f ) t� 600 μs.

Table 1: Explosive and parameters of equation of state.

ρ
(g·cm−3)

]D
(cm·μs−1)

A
(GPa)

B
(GPa) R1 R2 ω E

(GPa)
1.3 0.4 214.4 0.182 4.2 0.9 0.15 4.192

Table 2: Mechanical parameter of PVC.

Material Density
(g·cm−3)

Elastic modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s ratio
(μ)

PVC 1.3 3.0 0.38

Table 3: Material parameters of the HJC model.

Parameters Property Value
ρ (g·cm−3) Density 2.18
G (GPa) Shear modulus 14.86
A Normalized cohesive strength 0.79
B Normalized pressure hardening 1.60
C Strain rate coefficient 0.007
Sfmax Normalized maximum strength 7
εfmin Amount of plastic strain before fracture 0.01
N Pressure hardening exponent 0.61
T (MPa) Maximum tensile hydrostatic pressure 4
D1 Damage constant 1 0.04
D2 Damage constant 2 1
K1 (GPa) Pressure constant 1 85
K2 (GPa) Pressure constant 2 −171
K3 (GPa) Pressure constant 3 200
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-e above curves suggested that the peak attenuation rate
of rock equivalent stress is very fast along the center of the blast
hole outward in both the concentrating energy and non-
concentrated energy directions. Especially, the maximum
equivalent stress in the direction of shaped charge is 39.25MPa,
the maximum equivalent stress in the direction of nonshaped
charge is 17.33MPa, and the maximum effective stress in the
direction of concentrating energy is about 2.3 times of that in
the direction of nonconcentrated energy. -e results indicated
that the ability of rock penetration in the direction of con-
centrating energy is much greater than that in the direction of
nonconcentrated energy.

4.2.3. Crack Propagation Analysis. After the initial guide
crack is formed, the explosive detonation product fills the
whole blasting cavity, and the quasi-static load is applied to
the rock on the blast hole wall. Under the quasi-static load
and stress concentration, the tip of the guide crack forms a
long crack and propagates.

Figure 11 shows the crack development of 42mm blast
hole in elliptical bipolar linear shaped charge blasting. At
80 μs, microcracks begin to appear outside the direction of
concentrating energy. At 120 μs, both main cracks and
microcracks keep growing. At 300 μs, the cracks outside the
direction of concentrating energy tend to stop growing. At

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Numerical simulation results of blasting crack development of shaped charge. (a) t� 20 μs, (b) t� 80 μs, (c) t� 120 μs,
(d) t� 600 μs.

2.
0m

Rock

2.0m

Energy-gathering tube

Explosive Blasthole

Air

Figure 6: Schematic of the numerical calculation model.
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Figure 7: -e layout of measuring points.
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Figure 9: Effective stress time history curve in the concentrating energy direction.

Pressure
1.983e – 02
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 8: Initial crack formation. (a) t� 5 μs, (b) t� 8 μs.
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Figure 10: Effective stress time history curve in the nonconcentrated energy direction.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: Crack development with blast hole diameter 42mm. (a) t� 80 μs, (b) t� 120 μs. (c) t� 300 μs, (d) t� 600 μs.
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(f )

Figure 12: Crack development with different blast hole diameters. (a)D� 50mm, (b)D� 60mm, (c)D� 70mm, (d)D� 80mm, (e)D� 90mm,
(f) D� 100mm.

Table 4: Main crack length of different hole diameter blasting.

Blast hole diameter 42mm (cm) 50mm (cm) 60mm (cm) 70mm (cm) 80mm (cm) 90mm (cm) 100mm (cm)
Left main crack length 49.27 54.43 60.17 65.21 67.14 65.54 62.16
Right main crack length 49.27 57.40 62.16 65.32 67.44 65.64 63.16
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600 μs, all cracks tend to stop growing. -e cracks in the
direction of concentrating energy are always much larger
than those in other directions.

4.3. Analysis of Rock Cracks Development with Different Blast
Hole Diameter. Based on the established numerical model,
the crack development of rock with various diameters of
50mm, 60mm, 70mm, 80mm, 90mm, and 100mm is
analyzed. -e results of crack development are shown in
Figure 12.

-e results in Figure 12 indicate that under the blasting
of an elliptical bipolar linear shaped charge with different
blast hole diameters, two main cracks are formed in the left
and right concentrating energy direction, and random
secondary cracks are also formed in other directions. With
the increase in blast hole diameter, the length of the main
crack first increases and then decreases, indicating that there
is an optimal blast hole diameter.

4.4. Analysis of Radial Decoupling Coefficient. -e radial
decoupling coefficient changes with the change of blast hole
diameter. -e main crack length of different blast hole di-
ameter blasting is shown in Table 4.

-e curve fitting between the length of the main crack
and the diameter of the blast hole is shown in Figure 13.
-e correlation coefficients between the blast hole di-
ameter and the length of the left and right main cracks
have reached more than 0.98. -e best blast hole diameter
is 82mm.

Moreover, the equivalent charge diameter of the ellip-
tical bipolar linear shaped charge blasting is 24.4mm based
on the above established numerical simulation model, and
thus the best radial decoupling coefficient calculated is 3.36.

5. Conclusions

(1) Under the elliptical bipolar linear shaped charge
blasting, the damage ability of rock penetrating in the
concentrating energy direction is much greater than
that in the nonconcentrated energy direction. -e
maximum effective stress of rock closed to the po-
sition of shaped charge in the concentrating energy
direction is about 2.3 times of that in the direction of
nonconcentrated energy.

(2) Under the elliptical bipolar linear shaped charge
blasting, the left and right main cracks can be formed
in the concentrating energy direction with different
hole diameters, and the random secondary cracks
can be formed in other directions.

(3) -ere is a certain relationship between the length of
the main crack and the diameter of the blast hole
under elliptical bipolar linear shaped charge blasting.
-e curve fitting shows that the main crack is the
longest when the diameter of the blast hole is 82mm;
that is, the best decoupling coefficient is 3.36.
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Dynamic crushing characteristics of coals are closely related with energy absorption and release of coals under certain strain rate.
Hence, it is necessary to investigate energy dissipation laws of coal crushing under the impact loads with different strain rates.
Based on the dynamic and static mechanical tests, crushing energy, total absorption energy, total releasable elastic latent energy,
and relations between fractal feature of fragments, mean particle diameter and energy during crushing behaviors of outburst coal
and nonoutburst coal were investigated. According to research results, crushing energy, total absorption energy, and releasable
elastic latent energy of outburst coal and nonoutburst coal are related with strain rate, and they present exponential growths with
the increase of the strain rate. However, the energy dissipation rate (ratio of crushing energy and incident energy) was basically
constant at about 10%∼20%, that is, energy dissipation rate is a variable unrelated with strain rate. +ere is a good logarithmic
relationship between the dynamic compressive strength of coals and the absorption energy density and elastic latent energy
density, and dynamic comprehensive strength of coals has important impacts on energy absorption. +e fractal features of coal
fragments were obvious under dynamic impacts.+e higher fractal dimension of fragment and the smaller mean particle diameter
of experimental fragments bring the greater energy needed.

1. Introduction

Coal resources have been occupying the dominant role in the
world energy structure. With the increase of coal mining
depth, the coal seams are exposed to increasingly compli-
cated occurrence conditions. Coals might accumulate more
energy, and coals might bear strong impact loads upon
sudden loading disturbances during uncovering, explosion,
and advancing processes of coals, thus resulting in coal and
rock dynamic disasters represented by coal-gas outburst and
rock burst, etc. [1–4]. To prevent and decrease occurrences
of such dynamic disasters, it is necessary to understand
mechanical properties of coal and rock materials under
dynamic loads. In the past few decades, the mechanism of
coal deformation and failure has been extensively investi-
gated through laboratory tests, such as uniaxial [5], biaxial

[6], and triaxial [7] compression, dynamic tensile [8], and
cyclic impact loading [9]. +e split Hopkinson pressure bar
(SHPB) is considered to be a commonly used experimental
device for the study of rock dynamic fragmentation process
[10, 11].

Recently, many studies focus on the relations of coal
deformation and fractures with energy. +e dynamic
crushing characteristics of materials are closely related to the
energy absorption and release at a certain strain rate. +e
mechanism of coal outburst can be understood by accurately
calculating the crushing energy and surface energy of coal.
+e fractal theory relating the coal particle size was devel-
oped to calculate the crushing energy of coal. +e fractal
model and crushed coal particle size distribution data fitted,
and a kinetic equation was formulated to describe the
particle size distribution for two types of coal [12]. +e effect
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of impact speed on the crushing energy and particle size
distribution was investigated, and we found that the degree
of fragmentation increases exponentially with impact speed
[13]. Luo et al. [14] evaluated the energy for crushing coal to
various size fractions in coal and gas outbursts through
theoretical and experimental investigation of the shape of
fine coal particles and their equivalent diameter. Many
foreign researches has also investigated the relationship
between crushing energy and particle size distribution using
different methods, such as numerical simulation [15, 16] and
vertical impact [17, 18]. +e model and law of crushing ratio
were proposed to evaluate coal crushing efficiency [19, 20].
In the crushing process of materials under external loading,
the surface energy is a component of the crushing energy.
+e surface area of fragment is often used to measure the
surface energy during crushing [21–24].

Coal crushing involves energy release and dissipation,
including energy absorption, transformation, and release.
+e releasable strain energy is the driving force for the failure
of coal or rock mass structure, and the crushing energy is
related to the damage degree of coal or rock mass structure
in the plastic zone [25–27]. +e effects of water contents and
incident energy levels on coal dynamic behavior were
studied. +e results indicate that dynamic strength and
elastic modulus positively correlated with the incident en-
ergy. +e incident energy-dominated and energy-induced
failures were analyzed based on dissipation energy and
stress-strain curve types [28]. Feng et al. [29] proposed the
energy dissipation rate as a novel indicator of coal defor-
mation and failure under static and dynamic compressive
loads. +e relationship between stress-strain, uniaxial
compressive strength, displacement, loading, and energy
dissipation rates and fractal dimension was investigated.+e
results showed that the peak value of energy dissipation rate
is associated with stress drop during coal deformation, as
well as to the uniaxial compressive strength. Hao et al. [30]
analyzed the energy accumulation, energy rate of release,
and failure modes of hard coal under dynamic, static, and
coupled dynamic-static loading. +e results showed that the
degree of destruction and fragmentation of coal samples
increases with the increase of prepeak energy accumulation.
+e first attempt by numerical methods was made in in-
vestigating the energy release during the failure of pillar-
scale coal mass samples with varying cleat densities. +e
results indicate that cleat spacing can have a significant
impact on the compressive strength and energy release, in
which both strength and energy release (magnitude and rate)
decrease as the number of cleats increases [31]. An effective
elastic strain energy release rate index was proposed to
evaluate the coal bursting liability and fully integrate the
energy evolution of coal samples being damaged by loading.
Results show that the propagation and coalescence of cracks
are accompanied by energy release [32]. A simple and novel
analytical solution was developed to calculate the amount of
released energy under varying joint density, and three-di-
mensional numerical simulation was conducted to under-
stand the influence of coal’s joint and cleat characters
(directions and densities) on the possible energy release and/
or dissipation [33]. To determine the relationship between

energy transformation and coal failure, we established the
damage evolution model of the rigidity degeneration of coal
before the peak strength based on the test results. +e results
reveal that failure energy ratio is approximately linearly
related to the fractal dimension of the coal fragments, and a
high failure energy ratio corresponds to a large fractal di-
mension and severe failure [34]. In conclusion, the energy
consumption of dynamic failure and static failure differ
under the same damage or breakage degree.

Previous associated studies mainly emphasize on me-
chanical properties, degree of fragmentation, and total en-
ergy of coals and rocks under different strain rates. Only few
have discussed the energy absorption and releasing mech-
anism of coals and rocks under different strain rates as well
as the relationship between mean particle diameter of
crushing coal and energy density. Based on uniaxial static
compression and SHPB dynamic impact experiment,
crushing energy, total absorption energy, and total releasable
latent energy of different coal samples (different strengths)
under dynamic and static loads were gained. Moreover,
energy characteristics under different strain rates were
compared, and the energy dissipation laws of different
strengths coals with crushing under the impact loads were
gained.

2. Experimental Method

2.1. Sample Preparation. Outburst coal is the low strength
coal formed after the raw coal is crushed and bonded under
the ground stress because it is difficult to core on-site;
therefore, imitating the formation process of outburst coal in
nature, that is, the crushing and bonding method, is used to
reconstruct the outburst coal in the laboratory. Nonoutburst
coal is the raw coal with high strength. In this experiment,
coal samples were collected from the 13-1 coal seam, Zhangji
Coal Mine, HuainanMining Group. Outburst coal specimen
is made by grinding raw coal, sifting 40∼80 mesh coal
powers, and then shaping with 100MPa pressure on a large
rigid press machine with a self-made coal pressure tank. +e
nonoutburst coal specimen is made by drilling on the raw
coal by a rock drill, and then grinding and cutting into the
cylindrical coal mass with a diameter of 50mm.+e cylinder
specimens with a height of 100mm and a diameter of 50mm
were used in the static uniaxial compression experiment, in
which the nonoutburst coal specimens were numbered
S1∼S3 and the outburst coal specimens were numbered S4
and S5.+e cylinder specimens with a height of 30mm and a
diameter of 50mm were chosen in the dynamic impact
experiment, in which the outburst coal specimens were
numbered D1∼D14 and the nonoutburst specimens were
numbered D15∼D20.

2.2. Experimental System. Failure characteristics of coals
under static loads were concluded from the static uniaxial
compression experiment of coal specimens on the RMT-350
rock mechanical testing system in the Mining Engineering
Laboratory of the Anhui University of Science and Tech-
nology. Mechanical properties of coals under dynamic loads
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were gained through a dynamic impact experiment based on
the Φ 75mm SHPB in the Impact Laboratory of the Anhui
University of Science and Technology. Diameters of the trip
rod (bullet), incidence rod, and output rod of the SHPB
system were determined to be 75mm, whereas lengths were
0.4m, 4m and 2.5m, respectively. +ey were all made of
high-strength alloy steel, and the elasticity modulus was
195GPa. Physical picture of experimental system is shown in
Figure 1.

2.3. Experimental Procedures. +e static uniaxial compres-
sion loading rate of outburst coal and nonburst coal spec-
imens was 0.02mm/s. A dynamic impact test was carried out
to test dynamic characteristics of outburst coal and nonburst
coal specimens under different impact loads. In the impact
experiment of nonoutburst coals, the pneumatic control of
driving device was controlled at 0.2∼0.6MPa, and the
corresponding impact speed of the bullet was 4.36∼6.15m/s.
A total of 6 groups of effective data were gained successfully.
In the impact experiments of outburst coals, the pneumatic
control of driving device was controlled at 0.2∼0.7MPa, and
the corresponding impact speed of the bullet was
3.21∼10.81m/s. A total of 14 groups of effective data were
gained.

3. Energy Composition in the SHPB
Compression Experiment

3.1. Energy Carried by the Stress Wave. +e Hopkinson bar
(SHPB) technology is based on the one-dimensional elastic
stress wave theory and the hypothesis of uniformity. +e
energy carried by the stress wave σ(t) is expressed as

W �
AeCe

Ee


t

0
σ2(t)dt �

AeCe

Ee


t

0
Eeσ(t) 

2dt

� AeEeCe 
t

0
ε2(t)dt,

(1)

where Ae is the cross sectional areas of the input and output
bars (m2). Ee is the elasticity modulus of the input and
output bar materials (GPa). Ce is the speed of one-di-
mensional stress wave and speed of stress wave (Ce) in the
elasticity stage can be expressed by the mass density (ρe) and
elasticity modulus (Ee) of the compression bar: Ce �

�����
Ee/ρe


.

For this SHPB test system, Ce � 4984m/s. ε(t) is the strain
corresponding to the stress wave.

+e incident energy (WI), transmitted energy (WT), and
reflected energy (WR) on the compression bar from loading
to unloading could be expressed as the following equations:

WI � AeCeEe 
t

0
ε2I(t)dt, (2)

WR � AeCeEe 
t

0
ε2R(t)dt, (3)

WT � AeCeEe 
t

0
ε2T(t)dt, (4)

where εI(t), εR(t), and εT(t) are strains corresponding to the
incident wave, reflected wave, and transmitted wave on the
compression bar.

3.2. Crushing Energy and Crushing Energy Density.
Because the two end surfaces of specimens were coated with
lubricant, energy consumed by the frictional force between
contact surfaces was ignored in the analysis. As a result, the
energy carried by the incident wave minus the sum of energy
carried by the reflected wave and the transmitted wave is
equal to the energy consumed by failure of specimens under
dynamic impacts. +is is called the crushing energy of
specimens, and it can be calculated as follows [35]:

WD � WI − WR + WT(  � AeCeEe 
t

0
ε2I(t) − ε2T(t) − ε2R(t) dt.

(5)

Dissipated energy in unit volume was used to measure
the energy consumption during impact-induced failure,
which is known as the crushing energy density (wD):

wD �
WD

V
, (6)

where V is the volume of specimens (m3).

3.3. Energy Dissipation Rate. +e ratio of crushing energy
and incident energy was defined as the energy dissipation
rate (N) to measure energy dissipation strength of coals and
rocks under varying strain rates:

N �
WD

WI

× 100%. (7)

3.4. Total Absorption Energy and Releasable Elastic Latent
Energy. According to the theory of rock mechanics, the area
enclosed by the stress-strain curves gained from the static
loading experiment and dynamic experiments was the
failure-induced absorption energy density (u) of specimens
during the loading process:

u �  σdε, (8)

where u is the failure-induced absorption energy density of
specimens (J/m3) and σ is the coal-rock stress (MPa).

+en, the total absorption energy (U) of specimens
during the failure process is

U � uV, (9)

where V is the volume of specimens (m3).
When coal-rock specimens are exposed to external loads,

it is hypothesized that the deformation formation has no
heat exchange with the external world. +e total energy (U)
that is applied by the external force on the specimens can be
expressed as

U � U
d

+ U
e
, (10)
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where Ud is the dissipated energy of specimens during
crushing, which is mainly to form internal damages and
plastic deformation of specimens. Ue is the releasable elastic
latent energy of specimens, and it is directly related with
unloading elasticity modulus and unloading Poisson’s ratio.
Obviously, energy dissipation is one-way and irreversible,
whereas releasable elastic latent energy is reversible. +e
relationship between energy dissipation and releasable
elastic latent energy is reflected on the stress-strain curves
(Figure 2).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Macroscopic Analysis of Impact Failure of Coals.
Failure modes of nonoutburst coal and outburst coal under
different strain rates are shown in Figure 3. According to
comparison, the nonoutburst coal fragments are uniform
when the strain rate is 81 s−1, and there is no significant
block. With the increase of strain rate, the energy carried by
the stress wave is enough to generate longitudinal run-
through cracks on specimens, thus intensifying the degree of
crushing. From the perspective of energy, both crack ini-
tiation and expansion in materials requires energy dissi-
pation, whereas the energy needed for the formation of new
cracks is significantly higher compared with that for crack
expansion. Hence, fractures of coal materials is mainly at-
tributed to expansion and running through of the original
microcracks under a low strain rate. With the increase of
strain rate, the material absorbs a high level of energies
before running through of microcracks, which are ex-
pandable, so that more microcracks can expand and thereby
attend in the crushing process. Furthermore, more new
cracks are generated, which requires higher-energy dissi-
pation and decreases the particle diameter of crushed ma-
terials. Consequently, the critical stress for the material
crushing is the higher. +is interprets that the material
strength increases with the increase of strain rate.

4.2. Relations of Crushing Energy Density, Energy Dissipation
Rate, and Strain Rate. According to the stress-strain ex-
perimental results under varying dynamic loads and
equations (1)–(7), the crushing energy density and energy
dissipation rate of coal samples could be calculated (Table 1).

+e relations of crushing energy density and strain rate are
shown in Figure 4.

Seen from Figure 4, the crushing energy density of two
types of coal specimens shows the relatively consistent
variation laws (exponential growth) with strain rate.
Crushing energy density of nonoutburst coal is the higher
under the same strain rate. When the strain rate is low, the
difference of crushing energy between outburst coal and
nonoutburst coal is not very large, which is related with the
preparation of nonoutburst coal specimens. +e internal
cracks of the drilled nonoutburst coal are kept well and can
influence energy absorption to some extent. +is is basically
consistent with the energy dissipation laws of porous man-
made rocks in the study of Xie [36]. When the strain rate is
high, the difference of crushing energy between outburst and
nonoutburst coal increases. +is is because the nonoutburst
coal has relatively high strength, and they have to consume
more energy to generate the same crack. As seen from
Table 1, the energy dissipation rate of both outburst coal and
nonoutburst coal is basically consistent with the changes of
strain rate. In other words, the energy dissipation rate is kept
constant at about 10%∼20%, and it is a variable unrelated
with strain rate.

4.3. Relations of Total Absorption Energy Density, Elastic
Latent Density, and Strain Rate. In order to compare and

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Physical picture of experimental system. (a) RMT-350; (b) Φ 75mm SHPB.

Ud

Ue

0 ε

σ

Figure 2: Relationship between dissipation energy and releasable
elastic latent energy [36].
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analyze the energy absorption law of coal specimen under
impact loading and quasi-static loading, the elastic latent
energy density and total absorption energy density of two
types of coal specimen are calculated according to the stress-
strain curves under quasi-static loading, as shown in Table 2.
According to stress-strain experimental results under
varying dynamic loads and equations (8)–(10), the total
absorption energy density and elastic latent density are
calculated, as shown in Table 3. +e ratio of absorption
energy (Table 3) is defined as the ratio of absorption energy
of specimens under varying strain rates and absorption

energy under static failure. +e ratio of elastic latent energy
(Table 3) is defined as elastic latent energy of specimens
under varying strain rates and elastic latent energy under
static failure.

+e relations of total absorption energy density and ratio
of absorption energy of two types of coal specimens with
strain rate under different impact loads are shown in Fig-
ure 5.+e total absorption energy density of nonburst coal is
higher compared with that of outburst coal, indicating that
the total absorption energy density of nonburst coal is more
sensitive to strain rate. Because outburst coal is relatively

81s–1 129s–1 193s–1

(a)

81s–1 129s–1 193s–1

(b)

Figure 3: Specimens after impacting. (a) Outburst coal. (b) Nonoutburst coal.

Table 1: Energy of coal specimens under dynamic impact.

Type Specimen
no.

Strain
rate (s−1)

Incident
energy (J)

Reflected
energy (J)

Transmitted
energy (J)

Crushing
energy (J)

Crushing energy
density (J·m−3)

Energy
dissipation rate

Outburst coal

D1 73 32.98 27.04 0.17 5.78 81563 0.175
D2 78 57.21 48.58 0.12 8.51 128991 0.149
D3 81 63.19 56.64 0.10 6.46 90996 0.102
D4 101 166.70 130.64 0.15 35.91 156918 0.215
D5 115 226.65 183.42 0.65 42.59 188245 0.188
D6 129 268.20 218.20 0.52 49.48 219607 0.184
D7 160 424.55 344.91 0.50 79.14 345802 0.186
D8 174 254.14 222.23 0.15 31.76 475742 0.206
D9 193 609.29 494.99 0.79 113.51 499874 0.186
D10 214 349.36 279.52 0.26 69.58 795067 0.149
D11 219 391.21 328.17 0.29 62.75 951140 0.160
D12 221 663.94 520.78 0.94 142.22 853109 0.173
D13 268 497.17 400.90 0.67 95.61 1585950 0.192
D14 279 518.02 430.40 0.55 87.07 1628234 0.187

Nonoutburst
coal

D15 96 85.70 75.15 0.82 9.72 159767 0.113
D16 120 111.73 87.44 0.77 23.52 315228 0.211
D17 125 117.27 90.56 0.80 25.91 435503 0.221
D18 145 152.78 113.10 0.51 39.17 651923 0.256
D19 177 242.73 184.94 0.70 57.09 944028 0.235
D20 186 304.03 232.57 1.23 70.23 1391585 0.231
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Figure 4: Relations of crushing energy density and strain rate.

Table 2: Elastic latent energy density and total absorption energy density of static test.

Type Specimen no. Peak strain (10−4) Elastic latent energy density (J·m−3) Total absorption energy density (J·m−3)

Nonoutburst coal

S1 66.63 53736.92 58314.13
S2 72.88 47401.89 56662.66
S3 65.23 53058.81 61283.68

Average 63.94 51399.21 58753.49

Outburst coal
S4 193.2 14383.48 22659.44
S5 214.4 14104.76 23644.62

Average 203.80 14244.12 23152.03

Table 3: Absorption energy density and elastic latent energy density of coal specimens under impact loads.

Type Specimen
no.

Strain rate
(s−1)

Elastic latent
density (J·m−3)

Total absorption energy
density (J·m−3)

Ratio of elastic
latent energy

Ratio of total
absorption energy

Outburst coal

D1 73 7514.4 15164.3 0.53 0.65
D2 78 10462.4 20737.6 0.73 0.90
D3 81 10924.5 18650.5 0.77 0.81
D4 101 5820.8 15484.3 0.35 0.67
D5 115 28707.9 53413.8 2.02 2.31
D6 129 21715.6 43215.1 1.52 1.87
D7 160 24476.2 45100.0 1.72 1.95
D8 174 36180.2 74123.9 2.54 3.20
D9 193 43826.1 80153.5 3.08 3.46
D10 214 40665.1 76023.1 2.85 3.28
D11 219 51529.5 94275.0 3.62 4.07
D12 221 47259.1 84470.3 3.32 3.65
D13 268 96275.4 175133.1 6.76 7.56
D14 279 107619.6 207698.7 7.56 8.97

Nonoutburst
coal

D15 96 12354.2 30345.0 0.24 0.52
D16 120 22291.0 45932.7 0.43 0.78
D17 125 21409.3 46927.4 0.42 0.66
D18 145 33695.8 59910.0 0.66 1.02
D19 177 47037.3 90295.5 0.92 1.54
D20 186 66647.1 123949.5 1.30 2.11
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soft, they can absorb less energy and experience the hard-
ening effect with the increase of strain rate under static
failure mode. +e outburst coal shows the higher ratio of
absorption energy under impact load-induced failures than
nonburst coal, which explains why soft coals are easier to be
damaged upon energy accumulation under disturbance
loads like rock burst.

As seen from Figure 5(a), the absorption energy density
with crushing of two types of coal specimens achieves an
exponential growth with the increase of strain rate (_ε) in the
experiment. +e fitting relations can be expressed as

nonoutburst coal : u � 7076e
0.015_ε

, (11)

nonoutburst coal : u � 3304e
0.015_ε

. (12)

According to the fitting expressions, two types of coal
specimens show the same growth trend of total absorption
energy density, indicating that the outburst coal and non-
outburst coal show consistent responses to the impact
loading.

Relations of releasable elastic latent energy density and
ratio of elastic latent energy of two types of coal specimens
with strain rate under the impact loads are shown in Fig-
ure 6. Obviously, releasable elastic latent energy density of
two types of coal specimens grows quickly with the increase
of strain rate. +ey both show significant correlations with
strain rate.+e relevant relations can be expressed in the (13)
and (14). +e elastic latent density of nonoutburst coal is
higher compared with that of outburst coal under different
strain rates. In other words, nonoutburst coal can release
more energy for damages. Seen from Figure 6(b), the ratio of
elastic latent energy of outburst coal is higher under the same
strain rate, and the outburst coal can release more times of
energy compared with that under static failure. Moreover,
outburst coal requires less energy to be fractured. As a result,
energy released by the outburst coal is easier to cause failure
damages of coals. +is also explains the easier occurrence of
dynamic phenomenon in the soft seams (there is a layer of
soft seam in hard coals) of coals.

Nonoutburst coal : U
e

� 2644e
0.017_ε

, (13)

outburst coal : U
e

� 3827e
0.012_ε

. (14)

Based on fitting results, the nonoutburst coal can absorb
more energy and contain more releasable elastic latent
energy than outburst coal before failure under the same
intensity of impact loads.

4.4. Relations of Total Absorption Energy Density and Elastic
Latent Density with Dynamic Strength. Relations total ab-
sorption energy density and elastic latent energy density
with dynamic strength of coal is shown in Figures 7 and 8,
respectively. It can be seen from Figures 7(a) and 8(a) that
dynamic strength of coal is the major influencing factor of
absorption energy of different coals. +e energy absorp-
tion of both outburst coal and nonoutburst coal under the
same peak strength is almost the same. However, the

nonoutburst coal has the higher peak strength under the
same strain rate due to the relatively higher hardness, thus
showing the higher energy absorption and storage. Be-
cause ductile materials have a process of transforming
from ductility to brittleness under the high strain rate
(which is known as the strain rate–induced hardening
effect) and the static crushing energy of outburst coal is
relatively low, the outburst coal can absorb and store more
times of energy for crushing than the nonoutburst coal
under statistic test (Figures 7(b) and 8(b)).

4.5. Relations of Energy Density and Fractal Dimension with
Mean Particle Diameter. Generally, the mass-frequency
distribution of fragments observes the following laws
[11, 37]:

M(R)

M
� 1 − exp −

R

R0
 

b

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (15)

where M (R) is the cumulative mass of fragments with di-
ameter smaller than R (kg),M is the total mass of fragments
(kg), and R0 is scale parameter of the fragment distribution
and related to the mean size. According to relevant studies
[37, 38], D � 3 − b, where D is the fractal dimension of
fragments. +e screening statistics and fractal computing
results of fragments of outburst and non-outburst coal are
listed in Table 4.

As seen from Table 4, with the increase of strain rate
(impact loading energy) in the experiment, the proportions
of small fragments of outburst and nonoutburst coal show
an increasing trend after the failure, and the degree of impact
crushing of coal specimen increases, the fractal dimension of
fragments increases. As coal is geologic material, part of the
experimental data in Table 4 is discrete, but the overall trend
is consistent with the above conclusion. +e relations of
crushing energy density, absorption energy density, and
fractal dimension are shown in Figure 9. +e fractal di-
mension (D) of outburst and nonoutburst coal presents an
evident logarithmic growth with the increase of crushing
energy density and absorption energy density, indicating
that the higher degree of crushing requires a larger impact
energy to the specimens. +is is basically consistent with
other studies on fractal behaviors of rock [39], anthracite
[40], and other materials under in impact experiments.
Moreover, the proportion of small fragment of outburst coal
is the higher when the energy absorption and storage are the
same. +is conforms to the previous analyses that the
proportion of energy to damage the outburst coal is the
higher given the same energy condition.

For quantitative description of degree of crushing after
the impact test, the mean particle diameter of the certain coal
specimen all fragments was defined as

d �


diηi


 ηi

, (16)

where d is the mean particle diameter of the certain coal
specimen all fragments (mm), di is the mean particle di-
ameter of fragments retained in sieves with certain pore
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diameter during the screening process (mm), and ηi is the
mass percentage of fragments intercepted by a certain di-
ameter of pores (%).

+e relationship between mean particle diameter of frag-
ments and energy is shown in Figure 10. With the increase of
energy absorption and storage, the mean particle diameter of
fragments decreases exponentially, and such reduction is
quicker in outburst coal. Due to various natural fractures and
defects, the mean particle diameter of fragments of

nonoutburst coal is smaller than that of outburst coal (com-
pacted into internally uniform) when there is less impact
energy under the low strain rate. A lot of new cracks will be
formed before running through of original cracks and defects.
Because nonoutburst coal consume plenty of energy for form
new cracks because of the high strength, the mean particle
diameter of fragments of outburst coal begins to be smaller
than that of nonoutburst coal under the relatively high impact
energy.
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Figure 6: Relations of elastic latent energy density, ratio of elastic latent energy, and strain rate. (a) Elastic latent energy density; (b) ratio of
elastic latent energy.
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Figure 5: Relations of total absorption energy density, ratio of absorption energy, and strain rate. (a) Total absorption energy density;
(b) ratio of absorption energy.
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Figure 8: Relations of elastic latent energy density, ratio of elastic latent, and dynamic strength. (a) Elastic latent energy density; (b) ratio of
elastic latent energy.
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Figure 9: Relations of crushing energy density, absorption energy density and dynamic strength. (a) Crushing energy density;
(b) absorption energy density.

Table 4: +e screening statistics and fractal computing results of fragments of outburst and nonoutburst coal.

Type Specimen
no.

Strain
rate
(s−1)

+e cumulative mass under the sieve/g Total mass of
fragments (g)

Specimen
mass (g) b Fractal

dimension D<0.5mm <1mm <10mm <20mm <30mm

Outburst coal

D1 73 0.2 0.5 2.2 3.5 3.5 77.8 78.6 0.63 2.37
D2 78 0.8 0.9 5.3 6.7 6.7 79.0 79.2 0.59 2.41
D3 81 0.8 1.1 3.8 6.9 8.5 85.3 85.5 0.58 2.42
D4 102 11 14.7 47.5 67.5 78.3 78.3 79.9 0.49 2.51
D5 115 12.2 16.6 49.6 66.8 76.4 76.4 78.8 0.42 2.58
D6 129 13.2 18.2 52.6 68.5 77.2 77.2 79.7 0.70 2.30
D7 160 14.5 19.3 57.4 69.3 75.9 75.9 78.2 0.44 2.56
D8 174 15.6 20.6 59.7 72.2 75.3 75.3 79.8 0.40 2.60
D9 193 17.1 22.1 60.3 70.5 74.8 74.8 76.9 0.46 2.54
D10 214 19.4 25.1 65.5 69.9 69.9 69.9 77.5 0.34 2.66
D11 219 17.4 22.6 58.9 71.6 71.6 71.6 79.3 0.37 2.63
D12 221 17.5 23.4 63.5 68.3 68.3 68.3 73.6 0.52 2.48
D13 268 17.3 22.3 62.9 66.5 66.5 66.5 74.6 0.36 2.64
D14 279 16.6 21.3 58.3 64.2 64.2 64.2 72.7 0.36 2.64

Nonoutburst
coal

D15 96 0.1 1.3 38.5 87.1 87.1 87.1 89.2 1.61 1.39
D16 120 0.3 2.0 39.2 75.4 76.8 76.8 79.4 1.46 1.54
D17 125 0.4 2.5 50.5 71.5 75.6 75.6 83.0 1.27 1.73
D18 145 2.5 5.7 48 80 90.1 90.1 86.9 0.89 2.11
D19 177 2.2 6.3 54.6 75 77 77 82.5 0.80 2.20
D20 186 1.4 5 59.4 76 76 76 83.7 0.69 2.31
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5. Conclusions

(1) Given the impact loads, crushing energy of coal is
closely related with strain rate. Crushing energy
shows an exponential growth with the increase of
strain rate, indicating that more energy is used to
damage the specimens. However, the energy dis-
sipation rate of both outburst coal and non-
outburst coal is basically constant. In other words,
energy dissipation rate is kept constant at about
10%∼20%, and it is a variable unrelated with strain
rate.

(2) With the increase of experimental strain rate, the
absorption energy for the damage of coal and rock
achieves an exponential growth, indicating that more
energy is used to promote crack expansion and
damage of specimens with the increase of loading
strength. Moreover, outburst coal and nonoutburst
coal show consistent responses to loads.

(3) +ere is a good logarithmic relation between the
dynamic compressive strength of coal and absorp-
tion energy density and elastic latent energy density.
Bot nonoutburst coal and outburst coal show almost
the same energy adsorption under the same peak
strength. Due to the higher hardness, the non-
outburst coal has the higher peak strength given the
same strain rate, so they have to absorb and store
more energy. However, the outburst coal can absorb
and store more times of energy for breakage than
nonoutburst coals under the static test.

(4) Fractal features of coal fragments under dynamic
impacts are significantly. Moreover, fractal dimen-
sion and degree of fracture of specimens are posi-
tively related with strain rate, whereas mean particle
diameter of fragment is negatively related. +ere is a

logarithmic growth relationship between the fractal
dimension and strain rate. Moreover, the mean
particle diameter of experimental fragment basically
meets the negative exponential relationship with
strain rate, indicating that coals need more energy to
be broken into smaller pieces.
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)e essence of both rockburst and coal and gas outburst lies in fast energy release. In order to explore the energy actionmechanism
of coal and gas outburst induced by rockburst in rockburst and coal and gas outburst combined mines, the split Hopkinson
pressure bar (SHPB) experimental device was firstly used to conduct uniaxial impact failure test of coal specimens prone to
outburst under different strain rates, and their energy dissipation laws under impact loading were obtained. Next, under the
engineering background of coal and gas dynamic phenomena induced by rockburst with different intensities in Xinyi Coal Mine
and Pingdingshan Coal Group No. 12 Colliery in Henan Province and Dingji Coal Mine of Huainan Mining Group in Anhui
Province, experimental study results were combined with numerical simulation analysis to discuss the energy mechanism of coal
and gas outburst induced by rockburst. )e study results show that the outburst can be divided into two different proc-
esses—critical outburst and outburst—according to the evolution law of outburst energy, and the critical energy conditions for
coal and gas outburst are proposed. )e minimum destructive energy range for the critical outburst of coal mass is obtained as
(5–10)× 104 J/m3. Under some low gas, high stress, or strong disturbance conditions, applied loads can become the main energy
sources causing critical failure and even crushing and throwing of coal mass. )e coal mass will present an interval splitting
structure under dynamic loading, which is obviously different from the failure mode of coal mass under static actions.

1. Introduction

)e coal and gas outburst and rockburst are the most serious
dynamic disasters in the underground coal mining activities
in various countries across the globe [1–6]. In shallow
mining, the dynamic disaster is mostly manifested by the
single appearance of coal and gas outburst or rockburst,
while their interaction is not that prominent, and their
prediction and prevention and control are usually separately
implemented.

Rockburst usually happens in mining operation and civil
engineering. )ere are diversified rockburst mechanisms,
and the main factors are generally related to underground
geometrical shape and geological conditions [7–9]. Rock-
burst in itself is the sudden release of elastic strain energy
stored in the rock mass under the excavation unloading

effect, and it is an energy-driven dynamic instability phe-
nomenon. Many scholars have investigated the dynamic
mechanical behaviors of rockburst based on the energy
theory and achieved prominent results. Cook [10] pointed
out that energy release was one of the most important factors
inducing rockburst and put forward the concept of energy
release rate. Mitri et al. [11] proposed the burst potential
index, expressing that rockburst would probably happen
when the energy storage rate in the rock reached the energy
storage limit. As indicated byWiles [12], local energy release
density (LERD) should be combined with the stress con-
ditions to evaluate rockburst; namely, it could be used to
predict rockburst only when approaching the stress con-
ditions of rock mass strength. In order to understand
rockburst from the angle of energy release, Jiang et al. [13]
developed local energy release rate (LERR), which could be
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used to predict the rockburst intensity very well. Xu et al.
[14] combined LERR and limiting energy storage rate
(LESR) to put forward a new energy index—rockburst en-
ergy release rate (RBERR).

Coal and gas outburst refers to the outburst phenom-
enon of mass coal or gas during the coal mining process. In
recent hundred years, many scholars have explored this
phenomenon, expecting to better understand its formation
mechanism. A current viewpoint is that outburst means the
intense dynamic instability of coal mass when the interac-
tion of coals with abnormal ground stress, high gas pressure,
and “inclination to outburst” reaches the critical conditions.
)e divergence among different theories lies in the different
reasons for reaching the critical conditions of outburst.
Many models such as pocket model, dynamic model, and
multifactor model have been raised to explain the outburst
mechanism [15, 16]. Hodot [17] and Zhao et al. [18] thought
that the outburst could be divided into four phases: prep-
aration, trigger, development, and termination. Dı́az
Aguado and González Nicieza [2] and Guan et al. [19]
pointed out that the outburst conditions could be quantified
through outburst thresholds such as gas pressure, gas
content, and stress. However, it is difficult to estimate the
energy participating in the outburst, not to mention to
quantify it, because of the complexity of coal and gas
outburst.

As the mining depth is increased, the interaction be-
tween two disasters—coal and gas outburst and rock-
burst—has started appearing, and therefore, they tend to
coexist and combine each other. Especially in deep high-
ground-stress zone, their interaction will be aggravated,
which has gradually aroused high attention among domestic
(Chinese) and foreign scholars. In rockburst and coal and
gas outburst combined mine, the rockburst has induced coal
and gas outburst, and the coal and gas outburst induced
under low gas pressure has becomemore andmore frequent.
)e gas concentrations in German Rhein-Westphal Mine,
Ruhr Mine, and Husk Mine are elevated abnormally before
and after the rockburst [20, 21]. )e rockburst and mine
earthquake-induced coal and gas outburst or abnormal gas
emission have occurred in Laohutai Mine and Beipiao Taiji
Mine in Liaoning Province, Hegang Coalfield in Hei-
longjiang, Huainan Dingji Mine, and Pingdingshan Coal
Group No. 12 Colliery, China [22–25].

)e former Soviet scholar Petukhov [26] put forward
studying the two phenomena—rockburst and outburst—as a
whole at the earliest; according to the increasing volume
fraction of gas before and after rockburst, Akruoj [27]
proposed a doubt over whether it was rockburst that induced
the increasing volume fraction of gas or it was the increasing
volume fraction that induced rockburst or the two coexisted;
Ogieglo et al. stated [28] that the gas emission quantity
would be elevated when the working face was under vi-
bration. In China, Zhang et al. [29] took the lead in pro-
posing and establishing the theory of unified instability of
rockburst and coal and gas outburst and deemed that
rockburst was outburst without gas action while outburst
was rockburst with nonnegligible gas action. Pan et al. [30]
proposed the concept of coal and gas outburst and rockburst

combined dynamic disaster, put forward their integrated
prediction and control, revealed the unification mechanism
for the occurrence of this combined dynamic disaster, and
established the judgment criteria for the uniform instability.
Li et al. [31], Li et al.[32] andWang et al. [33] expounded the
internal relation, difference, induction and transformation
mechanism, and transformation conditions of two dis-
asters—rockburst and outburst at coal seam.

Materials usually show different failure modes and
mechanical characteristics under static load and dynamic
load conditions [34–36]. )e quasistatic characteristics of
coal and rock have been widely investigated, but its dynamic
failure characteristics have not been fully recognized. Split
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) system has been generally
used in dynamic tests at high loading rate, in order to de-
termine the dynamic properties of brittle materials like
concrete [37], glass [38] and rock [39, 40] under different
strain rates. Shan et al. [41] and Liu et al. [42] used the SHPB
device to perform impact tests of coal under different strain
rates and obtained the failure deformation characteristics of
coking coal and anthracite, etc. Mu and Gong [43] and Rong
et al. [44] established a dynamic constitutive equation of coal
mass and simulated its two damage forms—fast jumping
type and slow stepping type—under impact load. Kong et al.
[45, 46] studied the dynamic characteristics of gas-con-
taining coal and established the dynamic constitutive
equation of the gas-containing coal under impact load.

Both rockburst and coal and gas outburst refer to the fast
energy release in essence, so they can be studied together
from the aspect of dynamic energy. Under the engineering
background of coal and gas dynamic phenomena induced
by rockburst with different intensities in Xinyi Coal Mine
and Pingdingshan Coal Group No. 12 Colliery in Henan
Province and Dingji Coal Mine of Huainan Mining Group
in Anhui Province, the SHPB experiment was combined to
obtain the coal energy dissipation laws and investigate the
energy mechanism for rockburst-induced coal and gas
outburst. )e judgment criteria for critical energy condi-
tions and critical crushing energy of coal and gas outburst
were proposed, thus providing a reference for recognizing
and controlling the rockburst-induced coal and gas
outburst.

2. Energy Analysis of Coal and Gas Outburst

)e final energy condition for the coal seam to experience
outburst-type crushing is as below [31]:

WG + WC + WΔ ≥WP + WD + WV + WB + ΔK, (1)

where WG is total dilation energy of gas; WC is elastic energy
of coal; WΔ is energy entering the coal mass from sur-
rounding rocks; WP is energy consumed to crush coal mass
into blocks; WD is energy absorbed by surrounding rocks
nearby the occurrence site of dynamic phenomenon; WV is
energy consumed by the coal vibration in the nearby region
(smaller than 10%); WB is energy consumed by the for-
mation of air blast wave; and ΔK is kinetic energy increased
by the blocks.
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)e outburst process is divided into two different
phases—critical outburst and outburst—and the critical
energy condition for the coal and gas outburst is presented as
follows:

WG1 + WC + WΔ ≥WP1, (2)

where WG1 is total dilation energy of free gas; WC is elastic
energy of coal mass;WP1 is energy of coal crushing under the
critical coal and gas outburst.)e conditions for coal and gas
outburst can be satisfied and the outburst will occur only
when the sum of the energies applied by gas, surrounding
rock, or other sudden loads to the coal mass is approximate
to or exceeds the energy of coal crushing under critical
outburst.

3. Energy Analysis of Coal Crushing under
Impact Load

3.1. Impact Test Results. Soft coal extracted from soft layer
was crushed; coal powders were sieved via 40-80-mesh
screen, placed into a self-made coal compression tank, and
finally made into cylindrical coal specimens (draw ratio:
about 0.5) on a large rigid press.

)is experiment was completed on the Φ75mm SHPB
experimental system, and the device diagram is shown in
Figure 1. )e diameters of the impact bar, the incident bar,
and the output bar are all 75mm, and the lengths are 0.4m,
4m, and 2.5m, respectively.)e bar is made of high strength
alloy steel with an elastic modulus of 195GPa.

)e basic parameters and experimental conditions of the
specimen are shown in Table 1.

)e crushing forms of coal specimens after the impact
are shown in Figure 2.

According to the energy theory of stress wave, the size
effect of different specimens was eliminated, and the rela-
tionship between coal crushing energy density and strain
rate was calculated as seen in Figure 3.

It can be seen that the crushing energy density of each
coal specimen presented an exponential increase with the
strain rate, and their fitting relation could be expressed by.

wd � 0.05e
0.012_ε

. (3)

In general, the mass-frequency distribution in crushed
coal follows the following law:

M(R)

M
� 1 − exp −

R

R0
 

b

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, (4)

b �
lg(M(R)/M)

lgR
, (5)

where M(R) is accumulative mass of crushed coal with
diameter of smaller than R, kg; M is total mass of crushed
coal, kg; R0 is average size, mm. According to literature [47],
D � 3 − b, and D is fractal dimension of crushed coal, while
b is the slope of the line drawn by M(R)/M − R.

Standard screen was used to screen the experimental
fragments, and the mesh diameters were 0.5, 1, 10, 20, and

30mm, respectively. According to (4) and (5), the fractal
dimension of experimental fragments is calculated, as shown
in Table 2.

)e relationship between fractal dimension and crushing
energy density of crushed coal specimens is seen in Figure 4.

With the increase in the impact load intensity, the degree
of crushing was elevated after the coal failure, the proportion
occupied by tiny fragments was significantly enlarged, and
the fractal dimension presented a logarithm growth relation
with the crushing energy density, indicating that the higher
the degree of specimen crushing, the higher the intensity of
impact load needed. )is is basically identical with the
conclusions drawn in other literatures with respect to fractal
characteristics of rock and anthracite, etc. under impact
failure.

)e average particle size of crushed specimens can be
expressed by.

d �
 diηi

 ηi

, (6)

where di is average size of crushed blocks retained in a sieve
with some specifications during the sieving process, mm; ηi

is mass percentage of crushed blocks intercepted in the sieve
with the corresponding pore diameter, %.

As the sudden load energy was increased, the average
size of crushed blocks was rapidly reduced, and there was a
turning point. It could be seen from Figure 5 that when the
experimental strain rate exceeded 200 s and the crushing
energy density of sudden load reached 6.5×105 J/m3, the
average particle size of crushed blocks was approximately
unchanged; at the time, the specimen was completely
crushed into powders with extremely uniform distribution,
and the energy required by the further crushing presented an
exponential growth. )is coincides with appearance and
separation of coal powders following the coal and gas
outburst in soft coal.

3.2. Critical Crushing Energy. According to the study of Hu
[48] regarding the crushing energy of coal mass, the fol-
lowing can be obtained:

WP � 46914ρf
1.437

Y
1.679

, (7)

where f is firmness coefficient of coal mass; Y is mass
percentage occupied by coal specimens with particle size of
below 0.2mm after crushing in the total mass of coal
specimens. In consideration that the coal mass will be
further crushed after the outburst, the Y value under critical
outburst should be much smaller than that after the out-
burst. )e relationship between crushing energy of Tolsti
coal seam and particle size of coal specimen is listed in
literature [49]. When the crushing energy is 7×104 J/m3, the
mass percentage occupied by coal specimens with particle
size of below 0.375mm in the total mass of coal specimens is
1.28%, 1.57% under crushing energy of 12×104 J/m3, and
2.2% under crushing energy of 16×104 J/m3. )erefore, Y
value is taken as 2.0 under critical outburst, and WP is
5.6×104 J/m3 when the firmness coefficient f is 0.4.
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As shown in Figure 1, the experimental strain rate
corresponding to the critical state (crushed but not dis-
persed) of coal mass was about 80/s, and its actual crushing
energy was about 9 ×104 J/m3. Based on the fractal results
of impact lumpiness, Y≈ 2, f � 0.6, and ρ� 1.4 kg/m3, which
were substituted into (6) to obtain the critical crushing
energy of coal mass as 1.01× 105 J/m3, which was very
approximate to the experimentally measured crushing
energy. )erefore, the critical crushing energy of coal with
f � 0.6 was about 1× 105 J/m3. However, the coal masses
from different sources with different coal qualities have
different hardness values and f values, so their critical

crushing energies will also be different. Hence, no unified
judgment criteria for critical crushing energy have been
proposed. Nevertheless, outburst coals are generally soft,
their f values will not be that different, so a standard scope
of critical crushing energy can be given as about (5–10) ×

104 J/m3.

4. Numerical Simulation and Field Analysis of
Rockburst-Induced Coal and Gas Outburst

4.1. Modeling. LS-DYNA software was used in this nu-
merical simulation. LS-DYNA software is a general explicit

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f )

(g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 2: Specimens after impact. (a) 78 s. (b) 81 s. (c) 102 s. (d) 115 s. (e) 129 s. (f ) 160 s. (g) 174 s. (h) 193 s. (i) 214 s. (j) 219 s. (k) 268 s. (l)
279 s.

Table 1: )e basic parameters and experimental conditions of the specimen.

Serial number Quality (g) Height (cm) Diameter (cm) Draw ratio Bullet velocity (m·s−1) Strain rate (s−1)
1 85.5 3.61 5 0.72 1.877 73
2 80.4 3.39 5 0.68 4.108 78
3 79.9 3.37 5 0.67 4.032 81
4 79.2 3.36 5 0.67 6.203 101
5 79.6 3.38 5 0.68 6.416 115
6 79.8 3.4 5 0.68 7.175 129
7 79.4 3.34 5 0.67 8.903 160
8 78.9 3.36 5 0.67 7.417 174
9 79.3 3.36 5 0.67 10.36 193
10 77.5 3.24 5 0.65 8.523 214
11 69 2.84 5 0.57 8.602 219
12 80.9 3.49 5 0.70 10.81 221
13 72.7 3.03 5 0.61 9.723 268
14 74.6 3.07 5 0.61 9.79 279

1 2 65 7 8 10

11

93

4

A B

Figure 1: Sketch map of split Hopkinson pressure bar testing system. 1: air cannon; 2: drop bar; 3: laser unit; 4: laser receiver; 5: incident bar;
6: resistance strain gage; 7: test specimen; 8: transmission bar; 9: absorbing bar; 10: bumper; 11: superdynamic strain gauge.
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dynamic analysis program, especially suitable for solving a
variety of two-dimensional and three-dimensional nonlinear
structure of high-speed collision, explosion, and other
nonlinear dynamic impact problems.

)e driving working face was taken as the study object to
investigate the failure characteristics of coal mass under the
action of external sudden load. )e model specification was
15m× 10m, where the thickness of both roof and floor was
3m, the thickness of coal seam was 4m, and the concrete
geometric dimensions are shown in Figure 6.

)e basic physical and mechanical parameters of the
model are listed in Table 3.

According to related studies [50], the stress wave caused
by impact load can be simplified into a triangular pulse load
through the propagation for a certain time as shown in
Figure 7.

)e dynamic constitutive equation of coal mass con-
structed in literature [42] was embedded into the large-scale
finite element analysis software to numerically simulate the
coal damage under sudden loading action with peak in-
tensities of Pmax � 30MPa, 50MPa, and 70MPa. Mean-
while, the cases of coal and gas outburst occurring in
domestic coal mines in recent years are sorted out, and the
three most similar cases are selected (shown in Figure 8).
By comparing the results of SHPB experiment and nu-
merical simulation, the coal body fracture characteristics
and energy dissipation laws in the process of coal and gas
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Figure 3: Relationship between crushing energy density and strain rate.

Table 2: Fractal dimension of fragment after impacting outburst coal.

Serial number Strain rate (s−1) b Fractal dimension D Correlation coefficient R
1 73 0.63 2.37 0.990
2 78 0.59 2.41 0.962
3 81 0.58 2.42 0.992
4 102 0.49 2.51 0.999
5 115 0.44 2.56 0.996
6 129 0.45 2.55 0.995
7 160 0.43 2.57 0.991
8 174 0.40 2.60 0.986
9 193 0.44 2.56 0.996
10 214 0.36 2.64 0.959
11 219 0.37 2.63 0.983
12 221 0.38 2.62 0.992
13 268 0.36 2.64 0.955
14 279 0.36 2.64 0.966
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Figure 4: Relationship between fractal dimension and crushing
energy density.
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outburst caused by impact loads of different intensities
were explored.

4.2. Numerical Simulation and Case Analysis under Suddenly
Applied Load of 30MPa

4.2.1. Numerical Simulation. When the impact load of
30MPa was applied to the coal mass at rate of 4ms, it could
be seen from the numerical simulation results that the first
oblique crack appeared on the coal mass until 3.908ms as
shown in Figure 9(a), because of loading delay caused by the

propagation of stress wave in the coal mass for a certain time.
With the continuous loading of stress wave until 4.887ms,
the second oblique crack appeared and ran through the first
crack, thus providing a channel for gas migration and de-
sorption, and at the time, the coal permeability started in-
creasing as shown in Figure 9(b). With the propagation of
stress wave in coal mass, the compression wave would be
transformed into tensile stress wave when encountering
reflectors like cracks, thus causing further tensile failure of
coal mass; new cracks were continuously formed until the
energy of stress wave was exhausted at 14.66ms; multilay-
ered annular cracks were formed in the coal mass nearby the
loading end, which damaged the remote coal mass to a
certain extent; and microcracks were then formed as shown
in Figure 9(f ).

From the SHPB experiment, the experimental strain
rate was about 80/s when the external load intensity was
30MPa in the simulation, and the crushing energy input
into the coal mass was about 9 ×104 J/m−3. According to
the impact test results, the load intensity was not enough to
cause the specimen failure, and only some crushed blocks
were peeled off as shown in Figure 10. )e coal mass could
still keep intact, broken, but not dispersed, which was

Table 3: Basic parameters of the model.

Parameter Value
Elastic modulus of rock (GPa) 40
Poisson ratio of rock 0.25
Density of rock (kg·m−3) 2300
Cohesion of rock (MPa) 20
Internal frictional angle of rock (°) 27
Elastic modulus of coal (GPa) 20
Poisson ratio of coal 0.4
Density of coal (kg·m−3) 1400
Cohesion of coal (MPa) 2.5
Internal frictional angle of coal (°) 40

0 2 4

t (ms)

P m
ax

Figure 7: Load time-history curves.
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embodied by dynamic phenomena like sound and slagging
from a macroscopic perspective. Meanwhile, cracks were
increased in the coal mass with enhanced gas permeability,
but restricted by the gas desorption rate, and the emission
amount presented a certain time delay and persistence.

4.2.2. Outburst Case Analysis: Outburst Accident on Driving
Working Face 12011 Belt Roadway in Xinyi Mine, Henan
Province. On July 11, 2009, when the blasting driving
construction was implemented at about 21m of 12011 belt
roadway from the crossheading port in Xinyi Mine, Henan
Province, coal blasting with loud sound took place con-
tinuously at 111m of working face of this belt roadway from
the crossheading port after the blasting continued for
130min. After another 10min, the abnormal gas emission
exceeded the limit, the maximum concentrate reached about
11%, and the total gas emission was about 700m3, without
significant coal falling or coal outburst. At 1 h, the gas
concentration declined to below 1%.

It was found through the field reconnaissance that the
head-on coal mass on the working face was shifted outside
for about 50 cm, and a crack with length of about 8m, width
of about 6 cm, and detectable depth of about 1m appeared
on the floor 16m away from the head-on place as shown in
Figures 11 and 12.

)e geodetic survey data of the coal mine showed that
the gas content at this coal seam was 8.38–12.84m3/t (av-
erage content: 9.86m3/t), the gas pressure was
0.57–1.25MPa (average pressure: 0.81MPa), and the coal
was soft with firmness coefficient of f� 0.22–0.65 (average
value: 0.35). Before the coal blasting occurred, the gas
concentrations in both head-on place and return air of the
belt roadway were lower than 0.5%. In addition, no large
rupture and fold structures existed in the scope of the mine,
and no apparent geological structures were seen nearby the
occurrence site of dynamic phenomenon. It could be

inferred that the gas dynamic phenomenon was triggered by
floor fracture-type rockburst.

According to the field microearthquake observation
results, the energy generated by the rockburst triggered by
this floor fracture was about 1× 105 J. )e existing studies
have shown that the energy used to generate vibration and
received by the monitoring equipment in the formation of
primary rockburst accounts for about 5%–10% in the total
energy. If calculated by 10%, here the energy generated by
this rockburst was about 1× 106 J. In addition, the

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f )

Figure 9: Numerical simulation under rockburst of 30MPa. (a) 3.908ms; (b) 4.887ms; (c) 5.865ms; (d) 6.844ms; (e) 7.822ms; (f ) 14.66ms.

(a) (b)

Figure 10: SHPB experimental results at strain rate of about 80 s. (a) 78 s. (b) 81 s.
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Figure 11: Location of coal and gas dynamic phenomenon in Xinyi
Mine, Henan Province.
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Figure 12: Profile map of working face outburst.
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occurrence source of floor fracture was only 16m from the
location of gas dynamic phenomenon, and it could be ap-
proximately deemed that the impact energy generated by the
vibration was totally input into the nearby coal mass without
attenuation.

Furthermore, the outward shift of head-on coal mass
triggered by rockburst was about 0.5m, while the sectional
area of working face was 18.9m2, and then the total volume
of coal mass experiencing outward shift was about 9.5m3.
Hence, the energy density input by rockburst into the coal
mass could be estimated as 1.05×105 J/m−3. By combining
the field gas data, the gas content and gas pressure in the coal
seam were Q� 9.86m3/t and P0 � 0.74MPa, respectively.
According to literature [47], the dilation energy of gas
participating in the coal failure could be calculated as
2.3×104 J/m3.

To sum up, in this dynamic phenomenon, the total
energy of gas and external rockburst acting upon the coal
mass was about 1.28 ×105 J/m−3, which was slightly greater
than the minimum energy intensity criterion needed by the
critical failure of coal mass as given in the previous part.
)erefore, it was just enough to trigger the failure, but the
coal mass was crushed but not dispersed, and internal
cracks were generated, which provided a channel for the
gas migration and desorption. By a comparison between
the two input energies, the dilation energy of gas was only
1/5 of the impact vibration energy, so the main energy
source triggering this dynamic phenomenon was rockburst
caused by the floor fracture. Meanwhile, as the gas pressure
was low at the coal seam, the generated minimum dilation
energy of gas was not enough to trigger the coal outburst,
no coal mass was thrown out, but only abnormal gas
emission took place.

As the desorption of adsorbed gas is a slow process while
the free gas only accounts for about 10% of total gas, the gas
emission on the site showed a certain time delay and
continuity, the gas concentration exceeded the limit after
10min, reaching about 11%, and after about 1-2 h, about
over 90% of the gas inside the coal mass was desorbed and
released, and the field gas concentration was gradually re-
covered to below 1%.

4.3. Numerical Simulation and Case Analysis under Suddenly
Applied Load of 50MPa

4.3.1. Numerical Simulation. When the simulated load
intensity reached 50MPa, the crack propagation was ob-
viously aggravated in the coal mass. Multilayer annular
spalling occurred in the coal mass at near loading end at
5.862ms as shown in Figure 13(c). )e coal mass started
crushing since 6.841ms, and the crushing was continuously
aggravated and extended till the roof of coal seam as shown
in Figure 13(f ). Apparent cracks appeared at the far end of
coal mass.

From the SHPB experiment, the experimental strain rate
was about 160/s when the intensity of external applied load
reached 50MPa, and the crushing energy input into the coal
mass reached about 3.5×105 J/m−3. )e energy input into

the coal mass was enough to trigger the coal failure and
instability, and the coal was crushed into large blocks as
shown in Figure 14. After the coal mass was crushed, the
crushed coal mass was damaged and peeled off the coal wall
and even thrown out for a certain distance under the re-
leasable elastic latent energy accumulated in the coal mass
and internal energy of gas.

4.3.2. Outburst Case Analysis: Outburst Accident during the
Driving Process on the Working Face of 17310 Conveyor Lane
in Pingdingshan Coal Group No. 12 Colliery. At 17:00 on
March 19, 2006, the coal and gas dynamic phenomenon
triggered by the rockburst occurred after the blasting op-
eration on the working face of 17310 conveyor lane in
Pingdingshan Coal Group No. 12 Colliery as shown in
Figure 15.

)rough the field reconnaissance, the coal and gas dy-
namic phenomenon presented the following characteristics:
(1) about 46 t of coal mass was thrown out, without sepa-
ration phenomenon; the throwing angle of coal mass was
close to the natural angle of repose, the stacking length along
the roadway was 5.6m, where the first 4.0m showed
complete-roadway stacking, and the remaining 1.6m pre-
sented half-roadway stacking. (2) Above the stacked coal and
rock was a layer of crushed coal blocks, and there was a small
quantity of crushed coal inside the coal and rock, without
separability. (3) From the thrown crock and rock and
stacking status, there was no gas channel. (4) No floating
dust was stacked on the surface or at rear part of the thrown
surface. (5) )e total gas emission was 1,280m3, which was
converted into gas emission per ton of coal of 28m3/t,
approaching the gas content at the coal seam. (6) )e coal
wall at left of the roadway bulged for 0.9m; obvious de-
formation of trapezoid beam and reinforcing mesh triggered
by outward impact force could be observed at the roadway
roof, the tapered end of anchor rope was loosened, and
obvious nonuniform subsidence took place at the immediate
roof. )e upper-wall trapezoid beam was deformed; the
scraper conveyor on the floor deviated towards the right wall
of roadway for 5°, and the maximum displacement reached
0.9m. )e overall outward shift of coal wall was observed at
the lower wall of the head-on roadway and outward head-on
roadway, the displacement and thickness of the lower wall
were 10m and 0.8m, respectively, the floor bulged for 0.5m,
and the head-on place was shifted out of the wall mass for
3m. )erefore, the power source for this dynamic phe-
nomenon mainly came from the left side of the roadway.

)e elevation of the working face in 17310 conveyor lane
where the coal and gas dynamic phenomenon happened was
−1,100m, and it was located at the lower segment of Likou
large syncline under serious influence of tectonic stress. )e
immediate roof of this coal seam consisted of sandstone and
mudstone with an average thickness of 0.8m, while the
upper roof was composed of sandstone and fine sandstone
with average thickness of 8.0m. )e coal seam was dry and
brittle, the coal failure types were II-III, and the firmness
coefficient of coal was f � 0.4–1.5. Influenced by the mining-
induced stress like roadway blasting excavation and
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tectonic stress, stress concentration could be easily formed
in the coal mass behind the working face, and thus a large
quantity of elastic latent energy was accumulated. When
the coal and rock mass reached or exceeded the ultimate
strength, the coal mass would experience a failure. )e gas
occurring in the coal mass released gas energy with the
fracture of coal mass, and the energy superposition at the
time created conditions for the coal and gas dynamic
phenomenon.

Given this, this was a gas dynamic phenomenon induced
by the rockburst in the zone with high ground stress,
concentrated stress, and gas pressure.

From the gas data, the gas pressure in the coal seam was
0.74MPa (after the antioutburst measures were taken), and
the dilation energy of gas participating in the coal failure

could be calculated as about 4.68×104 J/m3, which was
approximate to the lower limit of the standard scope
((5∼10)× 104 J/m3) of critical crushing energy as given in the
previous part, indicating that this outburst is the product of
joint action of gas and external applied load. Moreover, due
to high gas content in the coal seam, a large quantity of gas
was released after the critical failure, the coal mass was
further crushed and thrown out, and thus a large quantity of
coal mass was extruded out.

4.4. Numerical Simulation and Case Analysis of Rockburst
under Suddenly Applied Load of 70MPa

4.4.1. Numerical Simulation. From the numerical simula-
tion results, the coal crushing speed was significantly

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f )

Figure 13: Numerical simulation of rockburst under load of 50MPa. (a) 3.907ms; (b) 4.884ms; (c) 5.862ms; (d) 6.841ms; (e) 7.819ms; (f )
14.66ms.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: SHPB experimental results under strain rate of about 160 s. (a) 160 s. (b) 174 s.
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Figure 15: Location of dynamic phenomenon in 17310 conveyor lane of Pingdingshan Coal Group No. 12 Colliery.
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accelerated when the intensity of applied load reached
70MPa in comparison with the previous two circumstances.
)e coal mass at loading end presented multiple layered
cracks at 3.906ms, the cracks basically ran through each
other at 5.863ms, and multilayer annular spalling was
generated as shown in Figures 16(a)–16(c) With the con-
tinuous and reciprocal propagation of stress wave, the
original cracks were further stretched, and meanwhile, the
surrounding coal mass experienced continuous tensile
failure, and the cracks were extended to deep parts. Since
6.842ms, as a large quantity of elastic latent energy was
stored in the coal mass within the stress concentration zone
in front of the working face, the coal mass was crushed when
the energy storage limit (namely, ultimate strength) of the
coal mass was exceeded. Moreover, the elastic latent energy
was continuously released outward, thus damaging the
surrounding coal mass as shown in Figures 16(d) and 16(e).
)e surplus elastic latent energy and released internal energy
of gas further acted upon the crushed coal mass, so the
crushed coal mass in the pressure relief zone was contin-
uously peeled off the coal wall and even thrown towards the
exterior space. Moreover, a wedge-shaped hole with large
mouth and small cavity might be formed on the coal mass. In
the later loading phase as shown in Figure 16(f ), the coal
failure was aggravated with the continuous energy release,
the supporting stress was reduced and the roof and floor
nearby the coal mass started experiencing failures, along
with dynamic phenomena like roof caving or floor bulging
deformation. As the releasable elastic latent energy stored in
the coal mass was gradually released and exhausted, the coal
and rock continuously stacked in the hole formed greater
and greater supporting force on the hole wall, so the coal
mass around the hole wall was not further fractured, and the
outburst process became unsustainable and was even
terminated.

From the SHPB experimental results, the strain rate was
about 200/s and the crushing energy input into the coal mass
reached about 6.5×105 J/m−3 when the intensity of external
applied load reached 70MPa. At the time, the energy input
could trigger the intense coal failure, and the coal might be
even crushed into powders as shown in Figure 17.

4.4.2. Outburst Case Analysis: Outburst Accident on the
Working Face of 1331 (1) Conveyor Lane in Dingji Mine.
)e working face of 1331 (1) conveyor lane where the ac-
cident occurred was located in east No. 2 mining area of
Dingji Mine, and the burial depth and coal thickness were
870m and 2.1-2.2m, respectively. At the roof was sandy
mudstone with a thickness of 6.0m, and at the immediate
floor was mudstone with thickness of 3.6m. )e excavation
teamwas on the scene of this accident, and the pattern of two
rows per cycle was adopted. )e one-cycle construction and
anchor bolt supporting were already completed at about 18:
40, and the second-cycle drivage was started. At 19:40, the
coal mass was thrown out in right front of the working face.
)e roof wall zone at right of the roadway presented ir-
regular hemiellipsoidal collapse, the top steel belts in the first
row at the left wall of the driving working face were exposed

forward on the roof for 1.6m (there were cutting nicks of
roadheader at the roof of the working face), the right wall
caved forward for 4.6m, and the maximum caving height
was 1.7m. An irregular hole appeared above the coal mass at
the interface between right wall and working face on the
field, with diameter of 0.65m and depth of about 3m, and
the horizontal distance from the center line of hole to the
extension cord of the right wall of the roadway was 1.5m as
shown in Figure 18. )e gas concentration in the hole was
about 0.8%.

)e disaster triggered by gas dynamic phenomenon
showed the following characteristics.

)e maximum value of gas concentration sensor T2 on
the working face was 2.02% after the dynamic phenomenon.
)rough the calculation, the total gas emission and coal
quantity were 235.4m3 and 35 t, respectively; due to this
dynamic phenomenon, the average gas emission per ton of
coal was 6.7m3/t, which was smaller than the standard;
namely, the gas emission per ton of coal in the coal and gas
outburst was greater than 30m3/t or twice the gas content in
the coal seam. Moreover, except for the deaths caused by
coal burying, other deaths on the accident scene had no sign
of asphyxia, and the gas concentration at the bottom of
cavity formed by the dynamic phenomenon was about 0.8%
after the accident took place for 135 h.

Before the accident took place, there was no coal blasting
sound during the working shift, and the gas concentration in
the return air did not experience any abnormal change. )e
right wall of the roadway and the coal wall on the working
face were caving, where the right wall caving width of the
roadway was about 1.6m, and the maximum depth was 0.5-
0.6m. )e coal wall caving width and depth in right front of
the working face were about 2m and 0.9m, respectively.

)e driver of roadheader heard a sound of “bang,” just
like blasting sound when the accident occurred. )e field
staffs felt vibration and blast, the air duct was obviously
agitated, the well-connected metal net was not torn open,
and the air duct and existing supporting facilities were not
obviously damaged.

Partial coal mass was thrown out, and the distance from
stacked coal to the working face was 4–6m. )e cavity
formed after the coal mass was thrown out was located the
interfacial zone (wedge shape) between right wall and coal
wall of the working face, with width of about 3-4m and
depth of 6-7m, and it presented pinching-out towards the
deep part. After the coal and gangues were cleared away
from the field, the residual cavity was about 0.65m in width
and 3m in depth, and there was a split fissure surface at the
coal seam inside the cavity with clear stratification as shown
in Figure 19. )e coal stacked on the field had no obvious
separation phenomenon, which was obviously different
from the traditional coal fracture form induced by coal and
gas outburst.

By comparing Figures 16 and 19, it could be found that
the coal mass generated vertical split cracks under the impact
load, and the cracks were under interbed interval distri-
bution. With the increase in the impact load, the through
cracks (red region in the figure) were wedge-shaped, seri-
ously damaged wedge-shaped through cracks were
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generated at 2-3m from the free face of the coal mass, and
these cracks were basically identical with the shape and
location of wedge-shaped holes found on the field. )e coal
and rock crushing under the impact load generated larger
particle size than the traditional gas-dominated outburst
coal and rock crushing did, and the outburst holes were not
traditional “pyriform” holes with small mouth and large
belly, but instead, they were wedge-shaped.

)ere was a normal fault with drop height of 0.9m at
16.7m away behind the working face, and the working face
was located at its footwall but still in the tectonically affected
zone. As predicted by the geodetic survey department, the
coal seam was thinned at 3-4m in front of the working face
where the accident took place, and minor structures were
quite developed.

To sum up, this was a dynamic disaster of coal outburst
caused by local rockburst during the excavation process of

the working face under large burial depth and high ground
stress of coal seam in the tectonically affected zone.
According to the field gas data, the gas content and gas
pressure in the coal seam were Q� 5.2m3/t and
P0 � 0.74MPa, respectively, and the dilation energy of gas
participating in the coal failure was only 1.13×104 J/m3,
which was different from the previously given critical coal
crushing energy of (5–10)× 104 J/m3 by orders of magnitude.
Hence, the main energy leading to the critical coal failure in
the coal and gas outburst was not dilation energy of gas but
the energy applied by the intense external load on the coal
mass. By combining the above numerical simulation, it
could be known that when the impact load was large (like
70MPa), the coal mass would not only present stratiform
splitting until being extruded out. Moreover, the surplus
elastic latent energy could also cause the roof and floor
failure, so the dynamic phenomena like roof caving or floor

(a) (b)

Figure 17: SHPB experimental results under strain rate of about 210 s. (a) 214 s. (b) 219 s.
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Figure 18: Profile map of outburst accident scene.
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Figure 16: Numerical simulation of rockburst under load of 70MPa. (a) 3.906ms; (b) 4.884ms; (c) 5.863ms; (d) 6.842ms; (e) 7.82ms; (f )
15ms.
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bulging deformation would take place, which was very
identical with this case.

Based on the above numerical simulation of coal damage
under the loading action with intensities of 30MPa, 50MPa,
and 70MPa and combining the corresponding field cases
and energy calculation, it can be found that the coal and gas
outburst is caused by the coaction of dilation energy of gas
and external applied load (like excavation, blasting, tec-
tonic stress, surrounding rock stress, etc.). Under low gas
content, high stress, or strong disturbance, the external
applied load can become the main energy source for the
critical coal failure, and even crushing and throwing.
Meanwhile, it is verified through the field measured data
that the proposed standard scope ((5–10) × 104 J/m3) of the
minimum coal crushing energy needed by the critical
outburst is reasonable.

It can be seen that, in different geological conditions and
mining conditions, the risk of coal mine disaster is very
different. )e influence of geological conditions on rock-
burst and gas outburst is mainly shown in the following. (1)
Normal fault is formed by tensile stress, there is no energy
accumulation in the layer, and it has little influence on
rockburst and gas outburst. )e mechanism of rockburst
and gas outburst induced by normal faults is mainly stress
superposition. (2) Since the reverse fault is formed by
compression, the rock layer accumulates a lot of elastic
energy in the process of compression. )erefore, the release
of elastic energy is easy to induce rockburst and gas outburst.
(3) Because the fold is formed by horizontal stress extrusion,
there will be residual stress and elastic energy in the rock
mass in the fold area. )e further release of elastic energy is
an important factor causing rockburst and gas outburst. (4)
When the hardness, thickness, and dip angle of the coal seam
changed, the stress concentration of the surrounding rock
mass is easy to appear.When the mining face is close to these
areas, it is prone to cause stress superposition, which may
lead to the occurrence of rockburst and gas outburst.

In order to ensure mining safety, commonly used goaf
gas extraction methods include (1) buried tube extraction;
(2) high drilling extraction; (3) high lane extraction; (4)
surface borehole extraction.

When the sealing of the roof and floor is good, and in the
stress concentration area, it is more likely to lead to the

occurrence of rockburst and gas outburst. With the increase
of mining depth, the coupled disaster of stress and gas will
increase, which is the focus of the next research.

5. Conclusions

(1) )rough the energy analysis of outburst process, the
outburst process can be divided into two different
processes: critical outburst and outburst, and the
critical energy condition for the coal and gas out-
burst is proposed as WG1 + WC + WΔ ≥WP1. In
other words, the initiating conditions for the coal
and gas outburst can be met and the outburst can
occur only when the sum of energies applied by gas,
surrounding rock, or other suddenly applied loads to
the coal mass is approximate to or exceeds the coal
crushing energy in the critical outburst. By combining
the experimental results of coalmass under the impact
load and predecessors’ study results, the scope of
minimum coal crushing energy for the critical out-
burst is proposed, namely, (5–10)× 104 J/m3.

(2) Based on a comparative analysis of numerical sim-
ulation and field cases, the coal and gas outburst is
caused jointly by the dilation energy of gas and
external applied load (such as excavation, blasting,
tectonic stress, and surrounding rock stress). Under
low gas content, high stress, or strong disturbance,
the external applied loads can become the main
energy source for the critical coal failure and even
crushing and throwing.

(3) )e evolution process of split cracks under different
impact loads is effectively investigated through the
numerical analysis of coal impact failure caused by
the stress waves with different peak intensities. )e
study results show that an interval split structure
appears in the coal mass under the dynamic loading
action, which is evidently different from the failure
form of coal mass under static action. With the
increase in the peak intensity of stress wave, all the
interval splitting damage in different zones presents
an enhancement trend, but the enhancement am-
plitude is varied.

(a) (b)

Figure 19: Coal fracture form under impact load. (a) Roadway; (b) coal body.
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Blasting is currently the most important method for rock fragmentation in metal mines. However, blast-induced ground vibration
causes many negative effects, including great damage to surrounding rock masses and projects and even casualties in severe cases.
+erefore, prediction of the peak particle velocity (PPV) caused by blasting plays an important role in reducing safety threats. In
this paper, a genetic algorithm (GA) and an artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm were jointly used to construct a neural
network model with a 4-5-1 topology to predict the PPV. For this model, the ANN parameters were optimized using the GA, and
the deviating direction, horizontal distance, vertical distance, Euclidean distance, explosive type, burden, hole spacing, and
maximum charge per delay were used as input information. Moreover, principal component analysis (PCA) was used to extract
the first four principal components from the eight input factors as the four inputs of the ANNmodel. +e model was successfully
applied to protect an underground crushing cave from blasting vibration damage by adjusting the blasting parameters. Compared
with several widely used empirical equations, the GA-ANN PPV prediction model produced significantly better results, while the
Ambraseys–Hedron method was the best of the empirical methods. +erefore, the improved GA-ANN model can be used to
predict the PPV on site and provide a reference for the control of blasting vibration in field production.

1. Introduction

Blasting is currently the most economical and widely used
method for artificial caving in underground mines. How-
ever, the utilization efficiency of the energy released by
explosive charges is very low. According to statistics, only
20–30% of the explosive energy is used for rock fragmen-
tation, and the rest of the energy is lost in other forms,
resulting in some negative effects, such as surrounding rock
vibration, flyrock, shock waves, tremendous noise, and a
large amount of released heat [1–4]. +e negative effects
result in a large amount of energy loss and cause severe
damage to the surrounding rock masses, which easily leads
to rock bursts, large-scale collapses, and other disasters,
further threatening the safety of underground personnel and
equipment [5–8]. In particular, as the mining depth in-
creases, the geostatic stress also gradually increases, and the
issue of blast-induced rock bursts becomes increasingly

prominent. According to statistics, approximately two-
thirds of rock bursts in mines occur as a result of blast-
induced disturbances [9].+e roadway of the −647mmiddle
section of the Hongtoushan copper mine experienced severe
damage over a distance of tens of meters. According to the
literature, the peak particle velocity (PPV) is the most
commonly used predictor to evaluate blasting vibration [10].
+erefore, conducting studies on PPV prediction would help
control the blasting vibration and reduce the corresponding
hazards.

According to the literature, the PPV is influenced by
many factors, including the maximum charge per delay,
burden, hole spacing, total charge, number of delays, rock
mass quality, and stress [11, 12]. Many scholars have studied
the relationship between these influencing factors and the
PPV. Based on these relationships, empirical methods,
numerical simulation methods, linear regression methods,
and other methods have been used to predict the PPV, and
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many meaningful achievements have been obtained [4]. To
date, there is still no widely accepted method. In recent
decades, with the development of computer technology,
neural networks have been increasingly applied in PPV
prediction due to the advantages of self-adaptivity and
nonlinearity [13, 14].

In a study on the blasting parameter-based prediction of
blasting vibration using a neural network approach, Singh
and Singh [15] found that the neural network approach
accurately predicted ground vibration, and the error did not
increase as the number of inputs and nonlinearity increased.
Khandelwal and Singh [16] used an artificial neural network
(ANN) approach to predict the blast-induced ground vi-
bration of a surface coal mine and compared it with the
conventional statistical analysis method. Khandelwal and
Singh [17] established an ANN model to predict blast-in-
duced ground vibration. +e model contained 10 input
parameters, 15 hidden neurons, and two output parameters.
A comparative analysis demonstrated that the model has a
higher prediction accuracy than conventional predictors and
multivariate regression analysis. Monjezi et al. [18] estab-
lished a four-layer neural network model with a 4-1085-1
topology to predict the PPV and determined the distance
from the blasting face to be the parameter that had the
greatest impact on the PPV by sensitivity analysis. Amnieh
et al. [19] used an ANN to establish the relationship between
the PPV, block volume, explosive types, and blasting pa-
rameters and used this relationship to determine the ap-
propriate burden, hole spacing, and maximum charge
corresponding to the PPV values for a safe blasting pattern.
Álvarez-Vigil et al. [20] divided the influencing factors into
two categories, viz., environmental conditions and wave-
form parameters, proposed an ANN model for the pre-
diction of ground vibration caused by blasting in an open-pit
mine, and verified the effectiveness of this method by
comparing it with multiple linear regression. Jayawardana
et al. [21] used a neural network to study the relationship
between the vibration mitigation effects of dual in-filled
trenches under different conditions and the control pa-
rameters and established a vibration prediction model based
on the relationship.

Some scholars combined the neural network method
with other methods for the prediction of blasting vibration.
Verma and Singh [22] established a PPV predictor using a
genetic algorithm (GA) based on 127 data sets. +ey
compared its predictors with traditional vibration predic-
tors, multivariate regression analysis, and ANNs and dis-
cussed the superiority of the GA network. Mohamed [23]
separately used an ANN and fuzzy logic analysis to predict
the PPV and found that the fuzzy model had a slightly higher
prediction accuracy than the ANN model. Armaghani et al.
[24] proposed a flyrock and PPV prediction model based on
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and an
ANN and input the top 10 influential blasting parameters to
estimate the flyrock and PPV.+ey found that the maximum
charge per delay was the blasting parameter that influenced
the flyrock distance and PPV themost. Hajihassani et al. [25]
used a hybrid ANN and PSO algorithm to predict the air
blast overpressure and obtained a training correlation

coefficient of 0.94, indicating that the PSO-based ANN
model has a high prediction accuracy. Hajihassani et al. [26]
established a hybrid algorithmmodel for PPV prediction (an
ANN algorithm and an imperialist competitive algorithm
(ICA)), the ICA-ANNmodel, based on the blasting data of a
granite quarry in Malaya, and the application results showed
that the ICA-ANN model has a high prediction accuracy.
Azimi et al. [27] used the monitoring data of blast-induced
ground vibration from the Sungun copper mine to establish
a GA-ANN prediction model and found that the prediction
accuracy was higher when the horizontal and radial dis-
tances were replaced with the modified radial distance.
Nguyen et al. [28] analyzed and affirmed the prediction
accuracy of blast-induced PPV using a hybrid model based
on the hierarchical k-means (HKM) clustering algorithm
and an ANN (an HKM-ANN model) and a hybrid model
based on fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM) and support
vector regression (SVR) and concluded that the HKM al-
gorithm could effectively improve the prediction accuracy of
ANN models.

Based on the monitoring data of ground vibration
caused by underground blasting in the Ashele copper mine,
the present study established a PPV prediction model by
combining the GA with the ANN. In this model, the ANN
parameters were optimized by the GA, and the optimal
number of nodes and connection weights of the hidden
layers in the neural network were obtained. +e model was
applied to provide guidance for optimizing the blasting
parameters and controlling blasting vibration.

2. Combined Method Based on a Neural
Network and GA

+e backpropagation (BP) network is currently one of the
most widely used neural network models. +e BP network
generally consists of an input layer, hidden layers, and an
output layer. +e learning algorithm of the BP network can
be summarized as the process of iteratively performing
forward computation, reverse computation, and weight and
threshold updating according to a given sample set. +e
training weight coefficient is reversed. +e error of the
middle layer is obtained based on the error of the output,
and then the weight coefficient of the input is obtained. +is
process is repeated until the correct output is obtained. +e
BP network is essentially the input-output mapping and
does not require any precise mathematical expression be-
tween the input and the output. As long as a knownmodel is
used to train the BP network, the network has the capability
of mapping between input and output pairs. It actually
transforms the input/output problems of a sample set into a
nonlinear optimization problem and uses the most common
gradient descent optimization method and iterative opera-
tion to solve for the weights.

+e neural network uses a gradient descent-based BP
algorithm and its variants, and its dependence on the initial
weight selection inevitably leads to the problem of a local
optimum, resulting in a decrease in the reliability of the
neural network approach. In view of the shortcomings of the
BP neural network, this paper adopts an improved GA-BP
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neural network to overcome the shortcomings of the BP
neural network. +e GA simulates the evolutionary phe-
nomena of biological inheritance, genetic variation to adapt
to the environment, and survival of the fittest in nature [29].
It treats each solution as a chromosome, each element of the
solution as a gene, and all chromosomes as a population.+e
chromosomes are evaluated using a predetermined objective
function to calculate the fitness. +e algorithm initially
randomly generates some chromosomes, performs genetic
operations such as genetic inheritance and variation on the
chromosomes based on the fitness, selects chromosomes
with a high fitness, and conducts the next generation of
genetic operations to obtain new populations. Because each
iteration selects the elites from the population of the pre-
vious generation, the new generation inherits the superior
genes of the previous generation and reorganizes in time to
produce better chromosomes and eliminate defective new
individuals. +erefore, through repeated iterations, the so-
lution evolves toward the optimal solution until the ter-
mination condition is met. Due to the high level of
parallelism, the GA has been widely applied in neural
networks.

3. Background of the Ashele Copper Mine

3.1. Production and Monitoring of the Ashele Copper Mine.
+e Ashele copper mine, located in Xinjiang Province in
China, has a copper reserve of 920,000 tons, with an average
grade of 2.4%. +e main ore body has a strike length of
700m, an average thickness of 20m to 45m, and an incli-
nation of 55° to 85°.+e deposit is mainly formed by volcanic
ejection and deposition and is then remolded by hydrotherm
fluids. +e average rock quality designation (RQD) of the
surrounding rock in the hanging wall is 81.2%, with 41.5% of
the surrounding rock in the footwall and 70.9% of the ore
body. +e current mining depth exceeds 1000m, with
1243m of the shaft length. +e hanging wall of the ore body
is mainly composed of dacite porphyry, and the footwall of
the ore body is mainly basalt, with chalcopyrite as the main
mineral. +e results of an in situ stress test showed that the
maximum horizontal principal stress at the maximum
mining depth was close to 45MPa, with an inclination of 18°,
which was almost perpendicular to the strike of the ore body,
and the minimum principal stress was approximately
20MPa, with an inclination of 64°. +e Ashele copper mine
mainly employs the large-diameter deep-hole mining
method, which allows a high production capacity. Ores were
gathered from the bottom using trenches. After the for-
mation of the trenches, the vertical crater retreat (VCR)
method was adopted to form cutting grooves at the mining
face, and then large-hole lateral caving was used for mining.
+e Ashele copper mine produces 6,000 tons of ore daily; the
charge for a single blast is as high as 4 tons, and the
maximum charge per delay reaches 400 kg. Frequent blast
and stress transfers due to excavation disturb the sur-
rounding rock mass of roadways, in some cases causing
severe damage and requiring significant effort to maintain
and rehabilitate the secondary support. Stope collapses have
occurred at two different levels of the Ashele copper mine,

which were attributed to the blasting disturbance of adjacent
stopes after microseismic activity analysis [30].

+e NUBOX-6016 intelligent vibration monitor and the
NUBOX-6016 portable data acquisition device used in this
study were designed based on optimization tests for blasting,
vibration, shock, and noise on site (see Figure 1). +e in-
struments can digitally convert and store the dynamic and
static analog signals generated by sensors (including the
acceleration, pressure, strain, and temperature) and have a
triggering mechanism to ensure the correct recording of
signals only for the features concerned. +ey allow data
acquisition for up to 2048 segments to achieve continuous
automatic recording of multisegment vibration signals. +e
maximum sampling frequency is 200 kHz. +e signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) is ≥62 dB. +e minimum sampling fre-
quency is 5Hz.+is equipment is equipped with a TP3V-4.5
sensor, which has the advantages of easy installation, high
robustness, reliability, compactness, high measurement
precision, and strong anti-interference. +e stope of the
Ashele copper mine adopted retreats mining from the
hanging wall to the footwall, and during the blasting vi-
bration field test, the monitoring points were placed in the
footwall of the ore body to avoid measuring the blasting
vibration waves that propagated through the goaf.

Every two or three levels are used as a mining combi-
nation in the Ashele copper mine. +e mining sequence is
from bottom to top in the mining combination. At present,
the first stope at a depth of 1012m is to be mined according
to the production plan. Unfortunately, a crushing chamber
is located near the stope, which is used to crush the ore
produced below 600m depth. Apparently, it has a long
service cycle. +erefore, it is necessary to control the PPV of
the stope blast to protect the crushing chamber.

3.2. Factors Controlling the PPV. Samples of the inputs and
outputs should be offered to train and test the blasting vi-
bration prediction model based on the neural network. +e
related factors concerning the blasting vibration should be
selected carefully. +en, the inputs of the ANN model, in-
cluding blasting parameters and field conditions, were de-
termined after investigation. Field conditions mainly include
the buried depth, maximum principal stress, deviating di-
rection, horizontal distance, vertical distance, and Euclidean
distance. +e blasting parameter mainly contains the ex-
plosive type, burden, hole spacing, delay number, total
charge, and maximum charge per delay.

3.2.1. Weak Effect of Burial Depth and Maximum Stress.
+ere are few studies considering the impact of the buried
depth and the maximum stress on blasting vibration. Little
correlation between the buried depth, the maximum stress,
and the PPV was found before. In this paper, the blasting
vibration at a deeper level was studied based on the shallow
level, so the two impactors were taken to analyze the impact
on the PPV. +e blasting vibration data were all collected at
562m depth, 762m depth, and 912m depth, which were the
main mining levels in the Ashele copper mine. +e PPV
values of different depths and maximum principal stresses
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are shown in Figure 2. +e PPV tends to increase with
increasing burial depth. It can be predicted that the influence
of burial depth on PPV will become increasingly prominent
with increasing mining depth. According to the results of the
in situ stress test of the Ashele copper mine, the maximum
principal stress of the in situ stress is near horizontal and
approximately perpendicular to the ore body. In addition,
there is little change in the direction of the maximum
principal stress. Hence, only the value of maximum principal
stress is considered for the model. +e PPV grows with
increasing maximum horizontal principal stress. However,
the correlation coefficients between the buried depth,
maximum stress, and PPV are small. It can be concluded
that there is no significant correlation between them.
+erefore, the buried depth and the maximum stress are not
taken as the inputs of the PPV prediction. At the same time,
the correlation coefficients between the delay number, total
charge, and PPV are small, illustrating that the two factors
have little impact on the PPV. +erefore, the delay number
and the maximum stress are eliminated.

3.2.2. Deviating Direction. +e scatterplot matrix of the PPV
database with correlation is shown in Figure 3.+e deviating
direction is the angle between the stope centerline and the
line linking the blasting center and the monitoring point.
+e deviating direction is a positive number when the stope
centerline rotates clockwise. Otherwise, the deviating di-
rection is a negative number. Apparently, the PPV is the
smallest when the deviating direction is 0. With the increase
in the absolute value of the deviating direction, the PPV rises
gradually. +e correlation coefficient between the deviating
direction and PPV is 0.307, and a significance test finds
significance at the level of 0.05. It can be concluded that the
deviating direction has some influence on the blasting
vibration.

3.2.3. Horizontal Distance, Vertical Distance, and Euclidean
Distance between the Blasting Source and Monitoring Point.
Most empirical formulas incorporate the influence of
propagation distance on blasting vibration. +e horizontal
distance is the horizontal projection of the distance between
the blasting center and the monitoring point. Clearly, there
is a high correlation between the horizontal distance and
PPV. As we thought, the PPV decreases as the horizontal
distance increases. Similar to the horizontal distance, the

vertical distance, which is the vertical projection of the
distance between the blasting center and the monitoring
point, has an obvious influence on blasting vibration.
However, there are some differences between the influences
of horizontal distance and vertical distance on blasting vi-
bration. +e vertical propagation distance should be con-
sidered when studying the propagation of blasting vibration
at different levels. With the increase in the Euclidean dis-
tance between the blasting center and monitoring point, the
PPV decays gradually. In other words, with increasing
horizontal distance, vertical distance, and Euclidean dis-
tance, the PPV decreases gradually. +e correlation coeffi-
cients of the horizontal distance, vertical distance, and
Euclidean distance are 0.607, −0.587, and −0.73, respectively.
+ey are significantly correlated with the PPV at the 99%
confidence level.+erefore, they are all incorporated into the
PPV prediction model.

3.2.4. Factor of Explosive Type. +e blasting speed, power
and other parameters vary greatly for different explosive
types. In this paper, two types of explosives are mainly used
to break the rock. +ey are emulsion explosive and am-
monium oil explosive, which are represented by 1 and 2,
respectively. +e blasting vibration generated by blasting
with emulsion explosive is significantly greater than that of
blasting with ammonium oil explosive. +e correlation
coefficient between the explosive type and PPV is −0.392,
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which is significant at the 0.01 level. According to the theory
proposed by Cohen [31], an absolute value of coefficient
greater than 0.3 can be regarded as moderate correlation.
Consequently, the explosive type is taken as one of the inputs
of the model.

3.2.5. Burden. +e burden is the distance from the explosive
cartridges to the free surface. When the burden is less than
2.5m, the PPV increases with decreasing burden. Moreover,
the PPV increases with the growth of the burden when the
burden is more than 2.5m. +e correlation coefficient be-
tween the burden and PPV is 0.324, which is relatively small.
However, a significance test identifies significance at the level
of 0.05. +erefore, the burden can be considered to have an
impact on the PPV and can be used to predict PPV.

3.2.6. Hole Spacing. With increasing hole spacing, the mean
values and the minimum values of the PPV present an
increasing trend. When the hole spacing is 2.0m, the PPV
values were relatively concentrated. +e value range of the
PPV is large at most hole spacings. +e correlation coeffi-
cient between the hole spacing and PPV is 0.350, which is
significant at the 0.05 level. As a result, the hole spacing is
selected as the input of the model.

3.2.7. Maximum Charge per Delay. Similar to the distance,
the maximum charge per delay often appears in empirical
formulas. When the maximum charge per delay equals
220 kg, the PPV is the smallest according to the fitting curve.
+e PPV increases gradually with the increase in the
maximum charge per delay after exceeding 220 kg. +e PPV
also increases with the decrease in the maximum charge per
delay when it is less than 220 kg. +e correlation coefficient
between the maximum charge per delay is 0.381, which is
significant at the level of 0.01 (see Figure 4). Hence, the
maximum charge per delay is selected for model input.

As a result, the deviating direction, horizontal distance,
vertical distance, Euclidean distance, explosive type, burden,
hole spacing, and maximum charge per delay are selected to
predict the PPV.

3.3. Standardization of the Data. +e values of all kinds of
information vary greatly. +e ratio of the largest to the
smallest is more than 1000. It is necessary to standardize the
input data to eliminate the influence of dimension and
variation size. In this paper, the Z-score method, which is the
most widely used standardized method at present, is used to
standardize the input data of the model.+e Z-score method
is shown in equation (1). After establishment of the stan-
dardized model, all the prediction sample data need to be
standardized according to the same model of the training
samples.

x
∗
ij �

xij − xj 

σj

. (1)

4. Prediction and Control of the PPV

4.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of Input
Information. +e input data of the ANN model contain
eight kinds of variables according to Section 3.1. +e input
data contain considerable repetitive and redundant infor-
mation, and an obvious correlation is found between each
factor and PPV. For example, the layout characteristics of
PPVs with different horizontal distances and Euclidean
distances are similar.+e reason for this phenomenon is that
the horizontal distance has a high correlation with the
Euclidean distance in the Ashele copper mine. +e corre-
lation coefficient between them is 0.930. In other words,
some information overlap exists. +ere are no apparent
direct connections between the blasting parameters, such as
the hole spacing and burden. If the explosive consumption is
constant, the hole spacing is restricted by the burden. +e
hole spacing and burden are not completely independent.
+e existence of this repetitive and redundant information
directly affects the prediction accuracy of PPV, which re-
quires some data processing before use for the ANN model.
+emethod of PCA extracts the key information to establish
new variables that are unrelated to each other. At the same
time, it deletes redundant information while making the best
effort to preserve the original information. In this paper,
PCA is used to eliminate the influence of the repetitive and
redundant information included in the data of eight factors
after standardization.

+e error contribution of PCA is shown in Figure 5. +e
larger the variance percentage is, the greater the contribution
of the principal component to the output. +e variance
contributions of the first four principal components are
39.20%, 31.75%, 14.43%, and 7.78%. +e cumulative variance
contribution of the first four principal components accounts
for 93.16%. In this paper, the first four principal components
are selected to predict PPV. +e eigenvalues of the four
principal components are 3.136, 2.540, 1.154, and 0.622.

4.2. Establishment of the PPV Prediction Model.
Generally, the training error decreases rapidly in the training
process, while the testing error sometimes decreases with
relatively narrow fluctuations. Referring to the early stop-
pingmethod, themaximum number of learning sessions was
200,000. +en, the best number of learning steps was de-
termined to reduce the overfitting problem according to the
error of learning and testing. In addition, a simple structure
of the neural network model is helpful to avoid overfitting
problems. Consequently, a topology with one hidden layer
was used. +e hidden layer had a node search range of 5–15.
+e neural network model had four inputs and one output.
+e population size was 200, the total number of generations
was 30, the code string length was 15, the crossover prob-
ability was 0.8, the mutation probability was 0.2, the in-
version operator was 0.3, and the initial weight was from
−0.5 to 0.5. +e individual error and test target error were
controlled at 10−6 and 10−5, respectively. +e inertia coef-
ficient was set to 0.5, and the generation with a stable fitness
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value was set to 5. In this paper, the mean squared error of
the outputs from the measured results was chosen to cal-
culate the fitness value.

+e above parameter setting was used for the nine
generations of genetic evolution. +e best fitness value for
each generation is shown in Figure 6. +e optimal fitness
value of the initial population was 1.711. +e best fitness
value of the first-generation population was 1.700, indicating
a significant decrease. +en, a slight decrease in the best
fitness value was found in the second generation. +ere was
no significant change in the third and fourth generations,
indicating that in the current genetic operation process, no
chromosomes were better than those of the second gener-
ation. Afterwards, the best fitness value of the fifth gener-
ation was 1.207, showing a significant decrease and

indicating that during the evolution from the fourth gen-
eration to the fifth generation, a better chromosome was
generated, so the best fitness value was greatly reduced. Until
the ninth generation, none of the individuals were better
than those of the fifth generation. At this point, the gen-
eration with the stable best fitness value was set to 5, and the
genetic evolution was terminated. In this case, the best
fitness values for the second to fourth generations were the
same, as were the corresponding weights and topological
parameters of the neural network. +erefore, the best fitness
value and the corresponding weights and topological pa-
rameters of the neural network of any generation from the
fifth generation to the ninth generation can be applied to the
PPV neural network. +e fitness values of each individual in
the ninth generation and their corresponding topological
parameters in the neural network are shown in Figure 7.
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+ere were 50 individuals in the population. +e best fitness
value of the ninth generation corresponded to individual no.
31, and the topological parameter of its neural network was
5. Finally, the number of nodes in the hidden layer of the
neural network was 5. Based on this, a PPV predictionmodel
with a 4-5-1 topology was established. +is model had one
input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. +e
input layer contained four inputs, the hidden layer contained
5 nodes, and the output layer contained one output. In
addition, there were 31 initial weights. +e frame diagram of
the three-layer neural network is shown in Figure 8.

+e outputs of this model during learning and testing are
shown in Figure 9. During learning and testing, the output
values of the GA-ANN model were very close to the mea-
sured values.+e errors of all learning and testing cases were
within an acceptable range.

4.3. Blasting Vibration Control for Crushing Cave Protection.
+ere is a crushing cave near the blasting stope at the 1012m
mining depth of the Ashele copper mine, which is shown in
Figure 10. Two blasting vibration monitoring points were
arranged near the stope to collect the PPV generated by the
blasts. +e blasting parameters and field conditions are
shown in Table 1. +e PPV values at points 1 and 2 induced
by large-hole blast were 116.1mm/s and 166.2mm/s
according to the PPV prediction model and blasting design,
respectively. +e PPV at monitoring point 2 caused by a
large-hole blast is close to the minimum safety value rec-
ommended in the blasting safety regulation. +e blasting
parameters were adjusted to control the blasting vibration to
avoid damage to the crushing cave caused by blasts near the
stope. +e burden and hole spacing were changed to 3.5m
and 2.5m from 3.3m and 3.4m, respectively. Moreover, the
maximum charge per delay was reduced from 400 kg to
300 kg, while the delay number increased from 10 to 13. +e
corresponding delay times were 0, 50ms, 110ms, 150ms,
200ms, 250ms, 310ms, 380ms, 460ms, 550ms, 650ms,
760ms, and 880ms. After the adjustment of the blasting
parameters, the predicted PPVs at monitoring points 1 and 2
were 55.60mm/s and 87.80mm/s, respectively. Finally, the
blast of the near stope did not cause apparent damage to the

crushing cave. +e measured PPVs at points 1 and 2 caused
by the large-hole blast and medium-deep hole blast were
56.28mm/s and 96.99mm/s, respectively.

5. Discussion

According to previous studies, the PPV is influenced by
many factors, including environmental parameters such as
the stress and rock mass quality and blasting parameters
such as the maximum charge per delay, total charge, Eu-
clidean distance, and number of delays. Most previous
studies have considered the maximum charge per delay and
the Euclidean distance to be the two most important pa-
rameters affecting the PPV. For example, empirical PPV
predictors, such as those of the United States Bureau of
Mines [32], Langefors and Kihlstrom [33], the Bureau of
Indian Standards criteria [34], Ambraseys and Hendron
[35], and the Central Mining Research Institute (CMRI)
predictors [36], consider only the influences of the maxi-
mum charge per delay and the Euclidean distance on the
PPV. +ese empirical formulas are shown in Table 2.

Using the learning and testing samples, the above five
empirical models were used to establish the PPV prediction
equations to predict the PPV values at different sites during
the two blasts. +e results predicted by the empirical
equations were relatively poor (see Table 3). +ere is no
significant difference between the PPV values predicted by
the five empirical equations. +is is because the same factors
are taken into account by the five empirical equations with
different expressions. +e Ambraseys–Hendron equation
was the best among these empirical equations for PPV
prediction, and its prediction errors were approximately
13.36% and 87.81%. As a result, the PPV values predicted by
the GA-ANN algorithm were the closest to the measured
values, and the prediction errors were less than 10%, in-
dicating that the prediction accuracy of the GA-ANN al-
gorithmwas the highest (see Figure 11). It is believed that the
PPV prediction accuracy will be further improved with the
accumulation of data. In general, the PPV should be pre-
dicted according to the actual factors rather than simply
using empirical equations.
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+e traditional empirical formula considers only the
blasting vibration Euclidean distance and the maximum
charge per delay. In this paper, the Euclidean distances

between the monitoring points and blasting source are close,
while the maximum charges per delay are the same.
+erefore, the predicted PPVs based on empirical formulas

Horizontal distance
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Figure 8: Frame diagram of the three-layer neural network.
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Figure 10: Location of the blasting source and crushing cave at a depth of 1012m in the Ashele copper mine.
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at two different monitoring points are very similar. In ad-
dition, the maximum charge per delay and Euclidean dis-
tance are found to significantly influence the PPV through

correlation analysis. In fact, the influence of deviating di-
rection, hole spacing, burden, and explosive type on the PPV
cannot be ignored according to the data in this paper.
Coupled with the advantages of neural networks in solving
nonlinear problems, these reasons make the predicted PPV
using the model in this paper more accurate than the em-
pirical formulas. +is can also be seen from the PPV pre-
diction results of the two monitoring points. Compared with
the traditional empirical formula, the predicted PPV values
of the neural network at the two monitoring points with
different deviating directions have marked differences.

6. Conclusion

+is paper proposed a GA-ANN PPV prediction method.
+e input information of the PPV prediction method
contains field conditions and blasting parameters, such as
the deviating direction, horizontal distance, vertical dis-
tance, Euclidean distance, explosive type, burden, hole
spacing, and maximum charge per delay. PCA was used to
eliminate redundant and repetitive information of the
field conditions and blasting parameters. +e mean
squared error of the outputs from the measured results
was chosen as the fitting function to search for the best
node number of the hidden layer. In this way, the GA-
ANN PPV prediction model with a 4-5-1 topology was
established for the Ashele copper mine. In the learning
and testing data, the predicted results were in good
agreement with the measured values. +is model was used
to predict and control the blasting vibration of a deep
stope located at a 1012m buried depth in the Ashele
copper mine. +rough the adjustment of blasting pa-
rameters, such as the maximum charge per delay, delay
number, burden, and hole spacing, the blasting vibration
was successfully reduced, and the crushing cave was
protected from damage. By comparing the prediction
results of the GA-ANN PPV prediction model with those
of traditional empirical PPV prediction models, the su-
periority of the GA-ANN PPV prediction model was
verified. Among the traditional PPV prediction methods,
the Ambraseys–Hendron method was the best. +e pro-
posed GA-ANN PPV model can be used to guide the
design of blasting parameters for field production.

Data Availability

+e datasets used in the present study are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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Table 1: Parameters used to predict the PPV.

Explosive
type

Burden
(m)

Hole spacing
(m)

Deviating
direction (°)

Horizontal
distance (m)

Vertical
distance (m)

Euclidean
distance (m)

Maximum charge per
delay (kg)

1 3.3 3.4 −2 46.02 17.5 49.24 400
1 3.3 3.4 −20 47.85 17.5 50.95 400
1 3.5 2.5 −2 46.02 17.5 49.24 300
1 3.5 2.5 −20 47.85 17.5 50.95 300

Table 2: Different conventional predictors.

Name Equation
USBM v � K[R/

����
Qmax


]−B

Langefors–Kihlstrom v � K[
��������
Qmax/R2/3


]B

Ambraseys–Hendron v � K[R/(Qmax)
1/3]−B

Bureau of Indian Standards v � K[Qmax/R2/3]B

CMRI predictor v � n + K[R/Qmax]
−1

Table 3: Measured and predicted PPV values for different models.

Predictor
Site constant PPV (mm/s)
K B n 1 2

USBM 345.38 1.02 119.37 115.30
Langefors–Kihlstrom 13.31 1.54 146.94 144.37
Bureau of Indian
Standards 13.31 0.77 146.94 144.37

Ambraseys–Hendron 1100.46 1.15 109.95 105.70
CMRI predictor 13.86 46.29 130.71 127.88
GA-ANN 55.60 87.80
Measured 56.28 96.99
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In engineering blasting, the determination of the range of rock blasting fracture zone has important guiding significance for
blasting construction. +is paper proposes a method that can accurately and directly obtain the range of rock blasting fracture
zone. Based on the theory of elastic wave propagation, test rods which are made of appropriate material are selected and prepared.
A certain number of boreholes are drilled for subsequent insertion of the test rods along the direction perpendicular to the free
surface of the excavation at a certain distance from the blast hole. Based on the field blasting test results, the deepest fracture
position of the test rod is used as the boundary of the blasting fracture zone, and the range of the rock blasting fracture zone is
obtained. A numerical analysis model is established according to the Mohr–Coulomb constitutive relationship and the VonMises
yield criterion. +en, the range of the fracture zone and the maximum horizontal radius of the fracture zone are analyzed and
obtained. +e numerical analysis results are compared with the field measured data. It is demonstrated that the range of the
fracture zone obtained by the numerical simulation is in good agreement with the blasting test results of the pre-embedded test
rods. +e research results can provide references for the safety control of blasting and excavation of rock slopes.

1. Introduction

Because blasting has the merits of fast excavation speed, high
efficiency, and low cost, it has been widely used in the
process of rock slope excavation and open-air pit mining.
However, blasting inevitably affects and damages the slope.
+e study of the maximum horizontal radius and range of
the slope fracture zone can guide on-site blasting excavation
and is of great significance to retain the integrity of the
bedrock and ensure the engineering safety. It is also a
problem that the engineering community is generally
concerned about. When the explosive is buried adjacent to
the ground free surface, the phenomenon of rupture,
bulging, and throwing will occur according to the distance
between the explosion center and the free surface. Livingston
[1] divided the explosive depth into four zones. When the

explosive depth is in the impact damage zone, the surface
rocks exhibit bulging and throwing, forming a blasting
funnel. According to different blasting action indexes, the
blasting funnel can be divided into four forms, i.e., standard
throwing blasting funnel, strengthened throwing blasting
funnel, weakened throwing blasting funnel, and loosened
blasting funnel. When the explosive explodes in the blast
hole, a high-strength dynamic stress wave will be formed on
the surface of the rock outside the blast hole, and then the
stress wave will propagate as an elastic wave in the sur-
rounding rocks, producing crushing zones, fracture zones,
and vibration zones [2]. Research [3, 4] showed that the
radius of the crushed circle is about 2∼3 times the charging
radius, but the results of the research on the relationship
between the radius of the fracture zone and the charging
radius are controversial.
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Regarding the theoretical description of the damage
caused by explosive loads to rock masses, it is currently
mainly quantified by damage variables. Researchers have
made certain progress in this regard. For example, Taylor
et al. [5, 6] have defined damage variables of rock by de-
scribing the statistical distribution characteristics of frac-
tures and established the corresponding damage model.
Chen et al. [7–10] further customized the damage variables,
established a damage model that considers the integrity of
the rock mass, and conducted a research on the range of
blasting damage. At present, the widely used damage models
include Taylor–Chen–Kuszmaul (TCK) model and YANG
model [11, 12].+e research on the range of blasting damage
is often carried out by a combination of field test and nu-
merical analysis [13]. In the aspect of field testing, testing
methods such as rock drilling acoustic wave testing and
borehole television are widely used to determine the range of
damage and tend to be convenient and efficient [14–18].
However, the acoustic wave test method requires water as a
coupling agent, while the accuracy of the borehole television
method needs to be further improved. Both methods need to
reserve holes in advance, which is not necessarily required in
actual blasting shock wave propagation. In terms of nu-
merical analysis, numerical software such as ANSYS/LS-
DYNA and FLAC3D is generally used. Based on the Von
Mises yield criterion, tensile stress failure criterion, or
compressive stress failure criterion in the rock, the range of
blasting damage is determined by adopting equivalent ex-
plosion load, appropriate blasting geometric model, and
constitutive model, combined with actual boundary con-
ditions and initial conditions [19, 20]. Pan et al. [21] believed
that there is a free-surface blasting, and the failure mode of
the rock is mainly tensile failure. +e Von Mises yield
criterion is used as the basis for rock failure under blasting
load, and the optimal hole bottom distance and minimum
resistance line are obtained. Li et al. [19] determined the
range of blasting damage according to the effective stress in
the rock, which turns out relatively accurate. Although the
related research is much, due to the complicated generation
mechanism and evolution law of the blasting fracture zone,
there are visible differences in the range of the fracture zone
obtained. Moreover, there are relatively few studies on the
practical application of the theory that describes stress wave
propagation through the interface between different media.

On the basis of previous research results, this paper
attempts to propose a more accurate and intuitive test
method to determine the range of rock blasting fracture
zone. In the area near the blast hole, the pre-embedded test
rod was drilled along the direction perpendicular to the free
surface of the excavation. +e rupture depth of each test rod
at different positions from the blast hole was obtained
through the field blasting test, and the range of the rock
fracture zone under the blasting load was obtained. +e
results will provide construction references for safe blasting
excavation of rock slopes.

2. Test Method and Principle

2.1. Test Method. According to the wave impedance, com-
pressive strength, and dynamic compressive strength of the
rock at the test site, the appropriate test rod material is
selected and test rods with similar materials are prepared in
the laboratory. +e ratio of the dynamic compressive
strength of the test rod to the dynamic tensile strength of the
rock is required to be close to the transmission coefficient of
the stress wave at the interface between the test rod and rock.
+e transmission coefficient is determined by the ratio of the
wave impedance of the test rod material to the rock.

At a certain distance from the blast hole, each test hole is
drilled along the direction perpendicular to the free surface
of the excavation. +e test holes have the same depth as that
of the blast hole and are numbered in an increasing order
with the distance from the blast hole. +e prepared test rods
are numbered accordingly based on their respective test
holes. +e diameter of the test hole and blast hole drilled by
the field drill is slightly larger than the diameter of the test
rod. After each test rod is placed into the test hole separately,
the gap between them is filled with gravel so that the test rod
is in close contact with the original rock. After blasting, the
maximum rupture range of the test rod is taken as the range
of blasting fracture zone of the rock.

2.2. Test Principle. +e rock is in a three-dimensional stress
state of tension and compression. Due to the impact load, the
surrounding rock is in a strongly compressed state. +e
explosive stress is much greater than the dynamic com-
pressive strength of the rock. Subjected to the great explosive
stress and the action of the high temperature and high
pressure produced by the explosive gas, the rock is crushed.
Outside the crushing zone, the explosive stress in the rock is
less than the dynamic compressive strength of the rock and
the tensile stress generated in the rock is greater than the
dynamic tensile strength of the rock. As a result, the rock is
subjected to tensile failure [4]. +e VonMises yield criterion
is used to approximately judge whether the rock is damaged
[21]. Radial stress σr and tangential stress σθ at any point in
the rock are as shown in Figure 1 [22]. +e sign rule is
according to the convention which considers the tension
positive. +e stress at any point in the rock can be expressed
as follows:

|σi| �

�����������������������������

σr − σθ( 
2

+ σθ − σz( 
2

+ σz − σr( 
2

2



, (1)

where σi is Von Mises stress (MPa); σr is the radial stress in
the rock (MPa); σθ is the tangential stress in the rock (MPa);
and σz is the normal stress along the longitudinal axis of the
blast hole (MPa).

According to the Von Mises criterion, there are in-
equalities expressed by equation (2). When the stress at any
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point in the rock satisfies equation (2), the rock will be
damaged [4].

|σi|≥
σtd(fractured circle),

σcd(crushed circle),
 (2)

where σtd is the dynamic tensile strength of the rock (MPa)
and σcd is the dynamic compressive strength of the rock
(MPa). +e dynamic tensile strength of the rock is generally
determined by σtd � (4 ∼ 8)σt, where σt is the static tensile
strength of the rock. +e dynamic compressive strength of
rock increases with the increase in the loading strain rate [4]:

σcd � σc _ε(1/3)
, (3)

where σc is the static compressive strength of the rock (MPa)
and _ε is the loading strain rate of the rock (s− 1).

As shown in Figure 2, when the explosive stress wave
passes through the interface between the test rod and the
rock, reflection and transmission occur. When an elastic
stress wave is transmitted from one medium to another
medium, the reflection and transmission of the stress wave
will occur at the interface of the two media. According to
Newton’s third law [4],

σR � FσI,

σT � TσI,
 (4)

where σR and σT are the reflected wave stress and the
transmitted wave stress of the particles on both sides of the
interface, respectively, and σI is the incident wave stress of
the particle (MPa).

n �
ρ1c1
ρ2c2

,

F �
1 − n

1 + n
,

T �
2

1 + n
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where F andT are the reflection coefficient and transmission
coefficient, respectively; ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities of the
original medium and the other medium (kg/m3), respec-
tively; c1 and c2 are the longitudinal wave velocities of the

original medium and the other medium (m/s), respectively;
and n is the ratio of the wave impedance of the two media.

Since the compressive strength of the test rod is much
smaller than that of the rock on-site, the intensity of the
transmitted stress wave after the explosion stress wave passes
through the interface between the test rod and the rock is
much greater than the dynamic compressive strength of the
test rod. +erefore, the test rod will be mainly subjected to
compressive failure. When the original on-site rock is at the
position of the test rod, the intensity of the stress wave
passed is smaller than the dynamic compressive strength of
the rock. It thus cannot directly crush the rock. However, it
can still damage the rock. +e relatively large radial com-
pression results in radial compressive strains and tangential
tensile strains in the rock layer surrounding the crushing
zone. Once the generated tangential tensile stress is greater
than the dynamic tensile strength of the rock, radial cracks
will be generated, which form the fracture zone. +erefore,
the original rock corresponding to the rod position is mainly
subjected to tensile failure.

When the ratio of the dynamic compressive strength of
the test rod to the dynamic tensile strength of the rock and
the ratio of the transmitted wave stress to the incident wave
stress (i.e., transmission coefficient) are close, it can be
considered that the fracture position of the test rod under the
blasting load and its corresponding field rock is the same, so
the fracture position and fracture range of the test rod can be
used to judge the fracture range of the rock on-site.

3. Field Blasting Test

3.1. Project Overview. A limestone mine in Bazhong,
Sichuan, is a hillside open-pit mine. +e mine mainly yields
limestone and flint limestone. +e rock mass in the mining
area has a steeply dipping layered structure.+e fractures are
generally developed, but the connectivity is poor, and no
secondary folds and faults are seen. +e integrity of the rock
formation is good, and the geological structure is relatively
simple. +e blasting scheme adopts a top-down open-pit
mining method with horizontal steps, following the prin-
ciple of simultaneous mining and stripping with stripping
first.+e on-site blasting test was selected on a platform with
an elevation of 1278m, and the test location is shown in
Figure 3. +ere was a certain thickness (around 5 cm) of fine
gravel muck on the surface (see Figure 4), but the thickness
of the top soil of the platform is negligible relative to the hole
depth.

3.2. Drilling and Blasting Parameters. +e field blasting test
uses 2# rock emulsion explosive, and the drilling and
blasting parameters are shown in Table 1. +e physical and
mechanical parameters of the limestone rock obtained by
laboratory tests are shown in Table 2. +e values of c1 and φ1
listed in Table 2 were obtained by triaxial compression tests
on the limestone rock in natural state. +e natural rock
samples were tested at five confining pressures (i.e., 2MPa,
4MPa, 6MPa, 8MPa, and 10MPa). Mohr’s circles and
obtained strength parameters are shown in Figure 5.

σr

σr

σθ σθ

Figure 1: Stress state at any point in the rock mass.
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3.3. Parameter Determination of Test Rod. In the field
blasting test, the gypsum rod was used as the test rod. +e
gypsum rods are prepared by mixing gypsum and water with
a certain gravimetric ratio. +ree kinds of gypsum rods are
made by adopting water-gypsum ratios of 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3,
respectively. +e physical parameters of the gypsum rods
with the three water-gypsum ratios are shown in Table 3.

+e longitudinal wave velocity of the stress wave in the
elastic medium is as follows:

c0 �

��
E

ρ0



, (6)

where c0 is the longitudinal wave velocity in the medium
(m/s); E is the elastic modulus of the medium (Pa); and ρ0 is
the density of the medium (kg/m3).

In engineering blasting, the loading rate in crushed zone
is high, which is taken as _ε � 100 ∼ 104 s− 1. When the
gypsum rod is located outside the crushed zone, the loading
rate decreases further. According to the condition of the field
testing, the load rate is taken as _ε � 102 s− 1. +e dynamic
compressive strength of the gypsum rod can be obtained by
equation (3). From equation (6), it can be derived that the
longitudinal wave velocities of the gypsum rods with water-
gypsum ratios of 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3 are cp0.7 � 1277.7m/s,
cp1.0 � 1149.8m/s, and cp1.3 � 1100.6m/s, respectively.

+e longitudinal wave velocity in the rock measured by
sonic tester on-site is cp � 3430m/s. +e dynamic tensile
strength of the on-site rock is determined as
σtd1 � 6σt � 33.42MPa, in which the value of the static
tensile strength σt is from the laboratory tensile strength test
result listed in Table 2. Using equation (5), the wave im-
pedance ratio, n, and the transmission coefficient, T, of
gypsum rods with different water-gypsum ratios and the

Test platform

(a)

Test position

(b)

Figure 3: Mine test site: (a) test platform; (b) test position.

XInterface

I

R

T

t

(a)

X

I

R

T

t

Interface

(b)

Figure 2: Reflection and transmission of elastic waves: (a) ρ1c1 < ρ2c2; (b) ρ1c1 > ρ2c2.

Top soil

Limestone

Figure 4: Photograph of the blast hole taken upward from the
inside.
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original rock at the contact surface can be obtained.+e ratio
of the dynamic compressive strength of the gypsum rod to
the dynamic tensile strength of the rock can be then cal-
culated. +e calculation results are tabulated in Table 4.

It can be seen from Table 4 that when the ratio of water to
gypsum is 1.0, the transmission coefficient T is 0.247, which
is close to the ratio of the dynamic compressive strength of
the gypsum rod to the dynamic tensile strength of the rock
σcd2/σtd1 � 0.229. +erefore, the gypsum rod with a water-
gypsum ratio of 1.0 is selected for field testing.

+e preparation procedure of the test rod is as follows.
(1) A PVC pipe with a length of 1.0m and an inner diameter
of 0.14m was cut and split into two halves along the center
line. After brushing a layer of oil on the inner side of the
pipe, it was then wounded with adhesive tape for bonding.
(2) One end of the PVC pipe was sealed, and an iron wire
was fastened at the center of sealed end. (3) Gypsum slurry
was then poured into the PVC pipe. When grouting, the iron
wire was kept in a centered and tensed state, while vibrating
and stirring until the gypsum was uniformly formed. (4)+e
gypsum rods were taken out and cured naturally for 7 days.
Two 1.0m length gypsum rods are connected to a 2.0m long
gypsum rod through the embedded iron wire.

3.4. Blasting Test. At a distance of 1.0m from the blast hole,
test holes were drilled along the direction perpendicular to
the free surface near the excavation. In the field blasting test,
the orientation angle of the connection line between the blast
hole and the nearest test hole is 60°. +e test hole spacing is
0.6m. Before the test, the prepared gypsum rods were
numbered 1∼4 according to their distances from blast hole

from the near to the distant.+e diameter of the gypsum rod
was 0.14m, and the test holes and blast hole were all 2.0m
deep. +e layout of the on-site shallow hole blasting test is
shown in Figure 6, and the gypsum rods before the blasting
test are shown in Figure 7.

3.5. Result Analysis. After the field blasting test, the free-
surface fracture zone on the top of the blast hole is shown in
Figure 8, and the rupture range of the gypsum rod is shown
in Figure 9.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the explosive center
with a burial depth of 1.2m is in the impact damage zone,
forming a loose blasting funnel [1], and bulging occurs on
the slope surface. +e longest radial fracture length mea-
sured on-site is 3.16m, which is about 20 times the radius of
the blast hole.+e distance from the circumferential fracture
closest to the blast hole to the circumference of the blast hole
measured on-site is 0.224m, which is about 3 times the
radius of the blast hole. +erefore, the field test results
conform to the general blasting law.

In Figure 9(a), the gypsum rods are No. 1∼4 in order
from right to left. Since the No. 1 and No. 2 gypsum rods are
very close to the blast hole and most affected by the blasting,
the lower half parts stuck in the test hole and were not
extracted. +e measurements of rupture position are shown
in Figure 9(b). It can be seen from Figure 9 that the fracture
depth of No. 3 gypsum rod is 1.445m, and the upper part is
broken; the fracture depth of No. 4 gypsum rod is 0.3m.
Because there is a fracture in the lower part of No. 3 gypsum
rod and the No. 1 and No. 2 gypsum rods are closer to the
blast hole, it can be inferred that there are fractures in both
upper and lower parts for No. 1 and No. 2 gypsum rods.
According to the fracture depth of each gypsum rod, it can
be concluded that the fracture depth of the gypsum rod
decreases with the increase in the distance from the ex-
plosion center during the blasting process, and the rock
fracture range is funnel-shaped.

4. Numerical Simulation

+e combination of field test and numerical analysis can
more accurately reproduce the damage range of the rock
under the blasting load. +erefore, the numerical analysis is
conducted to further validate the accuracy of using test rod
to obtain the fracture range of the original rock on-site under
the blasting load.

Table 2: Physical and mechanical parameters of the limestone rock.

Elastic modulus
E1 (GPa)

Poisson’s ration
μ1

Density
ρ1(kg · m− 3)

Internal friction angle
φ1(

°)

Cohesion
c1(MPa)

Tensile strength
σt(MPa)

38.5 0.296 2680 55 16.25 5.57

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220
0
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100 c = 16.25 (MPa)
ϕ = 55°
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ss
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Pa
)

Normal stress (MPa)

Figure 5: Compressive strength parameters of limestone rock
samples in natural state.

Table 1: Drilling and blasting parameters of the field blasting test.

Blast hole diameter (cm) Blast hole depth (m) Dose (kg) Blockage length (cm)
14 2 10 40
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4.1. Blasting Load. +e Chapmam–Jouguet (C-J) theory can
qualitatively explain the physical phenomenon of explosive
detonation. +e C-J model of detonation regards the det-
onation surface as a sudden interface [4] between the ex-
plosive without thickness and the reactant. Under C-J
conditions, the average instantaneous detonation pressure of
condensed explosive, P0, is expressed as follows:

P0 �
ρ0D

2
0

c + 1
, (7)

where ρ0 is the explosive density; D0 is the explosive velocity;
c is a constant related to the properties of condensed ex-
plosives and charge density, and the value is 2∼3. For 2# rock
emulsion explosive, take ρ0 � 1200 kg/m3, D0 � 3600m/s,
and c � 3.

+e peak shock pressure, Pb, is expressed as follows:

Pb �
2ρcp

ρcp + ρ0D0
P0, (8)

where ρ is the rock density (kg/m3) and cp is the measured
longitudinal wave velocity in the rock, cp � 3430m/s.

+e field blasting test adopts a coupled charge structure
and uses a triangular load to approximate the blasting load.
+e impact pressure loading curve on the blast hole wall can
be simplified to a triangular loading curve, as shown in
Figure 10.

+e explosion load increases rapidly at the moment of
blasting, assuming the rise time of the explosion load tr

equals to the propagation time of the detonation wave [23],
namely:

tr �
L1

D0
, (9)

where L1 is the length of the charge.

Table 3: +e physical parameters of the gypsum rods with different water-gypsum ratios.

Water-gypsum ratio Elastic modulus E2 (GPa) Poisson’s ratio μ2 Density ρ2 (kg · m− 3) Compressive strength σc (MPa)

0.7 2.31 0.250 1408.8 4.08
1.0 1.49 0.198 1127.1 1.65
1.3 1.23 0.169 1015.4 1.25

Table 4: Calculated parameters of the original rock and test rods with different water-gypsum ratios.

Water-gypsum ratio Wave impedance ratio n Transmission coefficient T Dynamic compressive strength σcd2 (MPa) σcd2/σtd1

0.7 5.10 0.327 18.930 0.566
1.0 7.09 0.247 7.656 0.229
1.3 8.20 0.217 5.800 0.173

0.6m 0.6m 0.6m

1.0m
Testing hole Testing hole

Blast hole

60°

(a)

Gypsum rod

2 13
2.

0m

Blast hole

4

Gypsum rod

(b)

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the field blasting test: (a) plan view; (b) sectional view.

Figure 7: Gypsum rod before the blasting test.
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+e ratio of the rise time to the total action time of the
commonly used triangular explosion load [23] is 1: 7Q0.15

(Q is the charge dosage; see Table 1). +e total action time of
the explosion load ts can be obtained by the following
equation:

ts � 7Q
0.15

tr. (10)

Calculated by equations (9) and (10), the rise time of the
on-site gypsum rod test load is tr � 0.5ms. +e total load
time is ts � 5.0ms.

Rupture
position

(a)

1

30
cm

14
4.

5c
m

2

Gypsum rod

4 3

(b)

Figure 9: Gypsum rod after the blasting test: (a) field observation; (b) measured data.

0 t

P

Pb

tstr

Figure 10: Equivalent diagram of blasting load.

Radial crack

(a)

Blast hole

Circumferential
crack

(b)

Figure 8: Fracture diagram after the blasting test: (a) radial crack; (b) circumferential crack.
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4.2. Calculation Model

4.2.1. Constitutive Model. Assuming that the rock is an
isotropic material, the Mohr–Coulomb constitutive model is
adopted in this work to analyze the constitutive stress-strain
relationship of rock materials.

4.2.2. Model Size and Boundary Conditions. In order to
simplify the calculation, a 1/4 cylinder is taken as the cal-
culation model based on the symmetry. In order to reduce
the influence of the model boundary, based on the size of the
crushing zone and the fracture zone produced by rock
blasting, the 1/4 cylinder with the radius of 8.0m and the
height of 8.0m is used as the model for simulating the field
blasting.+e blast hole radius is set to be 0.07m according to
the actual on-site geometry. +e vertical boundary of the
model restricts the horizontal displacement. +e lower
boundary restricts the vertical displacement. +e circum-
ferential boundary adopts a static viscous boundary to re-
duce the influence of boundary reflection waves on the
calculation results. +e top horizontal plane is set as the free
surface, and the particle velocity on each boundary in the
initial state is set to be 0.

4.2.3. Damping. In the dynamic analysis with large strain,
simply setting a very small damping ratio can meet the
requirements. Rayleigh damping [3] is selected in this work,
and its value is set to be 0.005.

4.2.4. Meshing. +e size of the grid element has a great effect
on the numerical simulation results. To reach decent ac-
curacy, the following relationship [3] must be satisfied:

Δl≤
1
8
∼

1
10

 λ, (11)

where Δl is the grid size and λ is the wavelength corre-
sponding to the highest frequency f that signifies appre-
ciable energy, λ � c/f, where c is the corresponding wave
velocity.

Blasting vibration velocity waveforms and dominant
frequencies were obtained by employing the blasting vi-
bration tester (UBOX-5016; see Figure 11). +e on-site
blasting vibration velocity waveforms in horizontal radial,
horizontal tangential, and vertical directions are shown in
Figure 12.

It can be seen from Figure 12 that the maximum
dominant frequency in three directions is fm � 29.907Hz,
which approximately represents the highest frequency f.
+e corresponding wave velocity c is approximately rep-
resented by the longitudinal wave velocity cp of the rock,
which is cp � 3430m/s as measured. +e wavelength is then
obtained, λ ≈ cp/fm � 114.7m. According to equation (11),
∆l≤ (1/8∼1/10) and λ� (11∼14m).

+e cylindrical shell modeling method is adopted. +e
inner and outer radii of the shell are 0.07m and 8.0m,
respectively. +e number of grid elements in the radial
direction is 20, and the size of the individual grid is increased

by a ratio of 1.1 from center outward. +e vertical plane is
evenly divided into 10 grid elements within a depth of 2m.
In the depth range below 2m, the size of the individual grid
is increased downward by the ratio of 1.05. +e centripetal
part of the shell below the depth of 2m is filled. +e
counterpart within the depth of 2m is not filled to reserve
the blast hole. +e radius of the filling part is 0.07m. +e
number of grids in the radial direction is 2, and the mesh
division method is the same as that of the shell below the
depth of 2m. At the same time, the annulus sector is equally
divided into 30 parts.+e portions closer to the blast hole are
divided more densely so as to ensure the accuracy of the
calculation results and reduce the calculation convergence
time. +e minimum size of the model mesh is 0.03m, and
the maximum mesh size is 0.85m. +e numerical analysis
model is shown in Figure 13. +e red part is the blast hole.

4.3. Result Analysis. +e Von Mises yield criterion is used as
the rock failure criterion to depict the rock fracture zone in
the numerical analysis. Figures 14 and 15 show the evolution
process with time of the rock fracture zone in the horizontal
and vertical planes, respectively.

It can be seen from Figures 14 and 15 that the fracture
range of the rock under the blasting load increases with time.
After 3.0ms, the fracture range is basically unchanged, and
the stress generated by blasting gradually attenuates.
+erefore, the numerical analysis result at 3.0ms is taken as
the range of the rock fracture zone. +e comparison of the
numerical analysis and the measured results is shown in
Figure 16.

It can be seen from Figure 16 that the fracture depths of
No. 1∼4 gypsum rods are 2.353m, 2.161m, 1.572m, and
0.354m, respectively. +e measured fracture depths of No. 3
and No. 4 gypsum rods are close to the numerical analysis
results, and the relative error between the numerical analysis
results and the measured results of the gypsum rods is not
more than 18%, which meets the requirements of engi-
neering accuracy. At the same time, the fracture depths
corresponding to No. 1 and No. 2 gypsum rods from the
numerical analysis are both greater than 2.0m, indicating

Vertical sensor
Horizontal radial sensor

Horizontal tangential sensor

Arrangement of blasting vibration tester

Figure 11: +e arrangement of on-site blasting vibration tester.
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Figure 12: Field blasting vibration test results: (a) horizontal radial vibration of the particle; (b) horizontal tangential vibration of the
particle; (c) vertical vibration of the particle.

Figure 13: +e meshing diagram of the numerical model.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 14:+e development of rock mass fracture zone in bird’s-eye view: (a) 0.5ms; (b) 0.8ms; (c) 1.5ms; (d) 2.0ms; (e) 2.5ms; (f ) 3.0ms.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 15: +e development of rock mass fracture zone in head-up view: (a) 0.5ms; (b) 0.8ms; (c) 1.5ms; (d) 2.0ms; (e) 2.5ms; (f ) 3.0ms.
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that both the upper and lower parts of the No. 1 and No. 2
gypsum rods are broken, and the measured fracture depths
of the lower parts of the gypsum rods are both greater than
2.0m. +erefore, the borehole pre-embedded gypsum rod
test can relatively accurately and intuitively reflect the
critical fracture depth of the rock under the blasting load and
thus obtain the range of the rock fracture zone.

5. Conclusions

+is paper proposes a method that can accurately and di-
rectly obtain the range of the fracture zone of the rock slope
under the blasting load. +e basic principle of the method in
which embedded test rods are drilled around the blast hole
and subjected to blasting load is based on the reflection and
transmission theory of the stress wave of different media
interface. Based on the field blasting test and the numerical
simulation presented in this study, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

(1) Based on the closeness between the transmission
coefficient of the stress wave through the test rod-
rock interface and the ratio of the dynamic com-
pressive strength of the test rod to the dynamic
tensile strength of the rock, the fracture range of the
test rod after blasting can be used as the range of the
surrounding rock fracture zone after the slope
blasting.

(2) In the field blasting test, the range of the surrounding
rock blasting fracture zone conforms to the general
distribution pattern of the surrounding rock fracture
zone under blasting load.

(3) +e relative error between the field blasting test
results and the numerical analysis results in this
paper is less than 18%, indicating that the proposed
test method has a good accuracy. +e test method

described in this paper adopts shallow hole blasting,
and this method is also applicable to deep hole
blasting.
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+e deep high prestatically loaded rock is often subjected to low-frequency dynamic disturbance and exhibits unusual strength
characteristics, and thus, it is important to investigate the strength characteristics under the coupling effect of prestatic load and
low-frequency dynamic disturbance loading conditions. In this study, a series of point load tests were conducted on the high
prestatically loaded marble subjected to low-frequency disturbance by the MTS system, focusing on exploring the role of prestatic
load level and low-frequency disturbance frequency in the process of rock strength change. Based on the average static failure load
(Fmax) of samples under the static point loading, the high prestatic load levels (Fp) were selected as 70%, 80%, and 90% of Fmax, the
corresponding low-frequency dynamic disturbance was loaded by sinusoidal waves with amplitudes of 60%, 40%, and 20% of
Fmax, and the low-frequency dynamic disturbance frequencies (f ) are 1, 2, 5, and 10Hz. +e change curve of the point load
strength with the prestatic load level or the disturbance frequency was analyzed, which indicates that the point load strength under
the coupled high prestatic load and low-frequency dynamic disturbance load was significantly lower than that under the pure
static loading, presenting a significant point load strength weakening effect. Only when Fp or f reaches a certain level, the point
load strength decreases significantly as f or Fp increases. Moreover, the point load strength weakening rate was proposed to
characterize the degree of strength weakening. +e comprehensive analysis demonstrates that Fp has a greater effect on the point
load strength weakening effect than f, which is mainly reflected in the point load strength weakening level dominated by the Fp,
and the weakening degree is affected by f.

1. Introduction

With the decrease of shallow mineral resources and the
increasing demand for underground space, more and more
underground projects extend to great depth. +e deep
surrounding rock has been subjected to high static stress
before excavation [1–3] and then undergoes various forms of
dynamic disturbance during the excavation process [4, 5],
resulting in the high static load surrounding rock in a stress
state coupled with high static load and dynamic disturbance
load. For instance, Li et al. [2, 6] pointed out the deep high
prestatically loaded rock often affected by the dynamic

disturbance and developed the split Hopkinson pressure bar
(SHPB) test device to deeply study the mechanical char-
acteristics and failure mechanism of rock under static and
dynamic combined loading. Zhang and Zhao [7] summa-
rized the research of rock dynamic mechanics in detail and
reported that the high prestatic rocks are often affected by
dynamic disturbances during, before, and after the exaction
process. Liu et al. [8] pointed out in detail that the high
prestressed rock is in the coupled static-dynamic stress state
during deep rock engineering excavation. Ernesto et al. [9]
analyzed the deep high prestatic rock failure under deep
engineering excavation and estimated the probability of
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static and dynamic demand for rock mass stable in un-
derground excavation.+ese studies have clearly pointed out
that the deep high prestatically loaded surrounding rock is
often subjected to dynamic disturbance, under the coupling
stress state of the high prestatic load and dynamic distur-
bance. Moreover, compared with pure static or pure dy-
namic stress state, the failure characteristics of the deep high
prestatically loaded surrounding rock under the dynamic
disturbance are obviously different, which cannot be
explained reasonably by traditional rock mechanics theory
[2, 6]. +erefore, knowledge of the high prestatically loaded
rock subjected to dynamic disturbance on deep rock fracture
characteristics andmechanical behaviors has significance for
the construction of deep underground rock engineering.

To date, researchers have conducted a lot of experi-
mental and theoretical studies to understand the fracture
behavior and mechanism of high prestatically loaded rock.
Gao et al. [10] studied the effect of dynamic loading rate on
the development of cracks in the process of deep rock failure
and obtained the fractal dimension change characteristics of
the dynamic fracture of the sample under impact load with
different loading rates. Vaneghi et al. [11, 12] carried out a
large number of uniaxial cyclic loading-unloading tests on
deep rocks and investigated the influence of different loading
and unloading conditions on the failure characteristics of
deep rocks. Moreover, in order to better fit the stress state of
deep rock failure, a large number of impact tests under high
prestatic rock were also carried out. Li et al. [2] concluded
that the dynamic compressive strength of siltstone firstly
increased and reached a maximum constant value under the
constant axial precompression stress and increased impact
load. Gong et al. [13] conducted a one-dimensional coupled
static-dynamic loading test on red sandstone and obtained
that the impact compression strength of the rock reached the
maximum value if the axial precompressive stress ratio was
0.6 to 0.7. Zhou et al. [14] used the modified SHPB to carry
out impact tests of sandstone with the axial static prestresses
of 0∼75MPa, and the results showed that the dynamic
compressive strength increases with the prestress until it
reaches 75MPa. Zhu et al. [15] used the numerical simu-
lation methods to discuss in detail the effect of the coupled
static-dynamic loads on the compression failure charac-
teristics of rocks. +ese results enrich the failure charac-
teristics of the one-dimensional high prestatic rock subjected
to the strong impact dynamic disturbance. Additionally, the
deep rock subjected to the impact dynamic disturbance
under different confining pressures on deep rock com-
pressive failure was also carried out. Peng et al. [16] used the
SHPB to carry out dynamic impact tests under different
confining pressures and reported that the rock only shows
shear failure as the confining pressure limits the lateral
deformation. Yin et al. [17] and Ma et al. [18] investigated
the failure characteristic under the rock was in a state of
confining pressure after excavation and conducted a dy-
namic compressive test of the rock under confining pressure
by the SHPB. Liu et al. [19] used the triaxial Hopkinson bar
and investigated the dynamic compressive characteristics of
sandstone under biaxial compression. Yuan et al. [20]
conducted a numerical simulation to study the dynamic

failure characteristics of rock under confining pressure. Hu
et al. [21] used the finite element to simulate dynamic impact
tests under different multiaxial static loads on rocks and
explored the influence of prestatic load and dynamic impact
on rock failure. With the improvement of the understanding
of rock failure, people not only carry out the above com-
pression tests but also deeply explore the characteristics of
rock failure such as tension and fracture. Zhu and Tang [22]
and Wu et al. [23] explored the tensile failure characteristics
of rocks subjected to the coupled high prestatic load and
impact dynamic loads. Moreover, Yao et al. [24], Chen et al.
[25], and Shi and Chen [26] investigated the fracture failure
characteristics of the prestatically loaded rock subjected to
dynamic loads.

However, the above research on rock fracture failure
subjected to coupled high prestatic load and dynamic load is
mainly based on strong impact dynamic disturbance load,
rarely involving low-frequency dynamic disturbance. Su
et al. [27] reported that, in the process of deep rock engi-
neering excavation, the surrounding rock was often affected
by low-frequency dynamic disturbance, which poses a threat
to underground engineering construction. However, these
studies have not focused on the rock strength variation
characteristics under the low-frequency disturbance, espe-
cially the strength characteristics of high prestatically loaded
rock under low-frequency disturbance. +erefore, it is
necessary to research the prestatically loaded rock subjected
to the low-frequency dynamic disturbance, especially for
point load on the deep rock fracture subjected to coupled
high prestatic load and low-frequency dynamic load. In
essence, the deep rock is always under high prestatic load,
and then it is affected by various dynamic disturbances,
which induces the deep rock failure. From this point of view,
this paper carried out a point load test in which the high
prestatic rock was subjected to low-frequency dynamic
disturbance to study the strength characteristics of the rock
under this stress state, that is, the corresponding prestatic
load is applied to the rock first, and then the low-frequency
dynamic disturbance is applied until failure.

To further study the rock fracture characteristics of high
preloaded rock subjected to low-frequency dynamic dis-
turbance, a series of point load tests under these coupled
load conditions were designed. In our study, the sum of all
prestatic load levels and the corresponding one-half of the
dynamic disturbance amplitude is equal to the average
failure load (Fmax) under the static point load tests (i.e., the
Fp+ 0.5Fd � Fmax). +erefore, the prestatic load levels (Fp)
were set to 70%, 80%, and 90% of Fmax, while the corre-
sponding low-frequency dynamic disturbance amplitudes
(Fd) were set as 60%, 40%, and 20% of Fmax. Moreover, a
sinusoidal disturbance wave at low-frequency dynamic
disturbance frequencies (f) of 1, 2, 5, and 10Hz was selected.
It is hoped that these coupled static and dynamic loading
tests can be designed to study the failure characteristics of
rock under low-frequency dynamic disturbance rather than
the existing strong impact disturbance. +e resulting vari-
ations in point load strength were obtained, and the obvious
weakening effect of point load strength was found. Fur-
thermore, through the load-deformation curve, the variation
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of the point load strength with Fp and f, the rock failure
mechanism in the point load test under coupled static-dy-
namic loading was obtained.

2. Experimental Plans

2.1. Sample Preparation. +e rock samples selected in the all
point load tests were obtained from the marble blocks in
Hezhou City (Guangxi Province, China) as it has good
homogeneity. Petrographic thin section analysis indicates
that the marble is fine-grained and well sorted, which is
mainly composed of quartz (99%), and the matrix material
composed of clay is about 1% of the sample [28]. +e mi-
crograph from the marble samples and the composition
content are illustrated in Figure 1.

For the marble preparation for the point load tests, the
whole marble rock block was made into cylindrical samples
of 50× 50mm2 (i.e., the ratio of the diameter (D) to the
length (L) of the sample is 1). A series of screening and
polishing procedures (such as measuring scale, weighing,
measuring wave velocity, and sandpaper grinding) were
conducted on cylindrical samples to make the sample size
accuracy meet the requirements suggested by ISRM (In-
ternational Society of Rock Mechanics) [29], thereby re-
ducing the test errors (as shown in Figure 2). +e prepared
marble samples have the following physical and mechanical
properties: density was 4272 kg/m3, P-wave velocity was
2.69 km/s, and the UCS (average uniaxial compressive
strength) was 54.84MPa [28].

2.2. Test Equipment. +e axial point load tests of the pre-
statically loaded marble subjected to low-frequency dynamic
disturbance were conducted on the MTS Landmark ser-
vocontrolled testing system, as illustrated in Figure 3. +is
MTS Landmark test system is mainly composed of hydraulic
test equipment and control software, which can perform
static, dynamic, or coupled static-dynamic loading tests. +e
equipment can withstand the maximum dynamic load of
±100 kN and provide sine waves, triangle waves, and ramp
waves with the disturbance frequency between 0 and 100Hz
as dynamic disturbance loads. +e control software auto-
matically collects the axial load and displacement changes
during the whole process of loading the sample. Moreover,
two special loading cones were machined according to the
ISRM recommendations on the point load strength mea-
surement method [29].

2.3. Experimental Procedures

2.3.1. Point Load Test under Static Loading. To obtain the
relevant parameters of the point load test under the pre-
statically loaded marble subjected to low-frequency dynamic
disturbance, the point load test under the static load was first
carried out. +e specific test process is as follows: (1) the
cylindrical end of the loading cone was put into the clamping
groove of MTS Landmark and the clamping force was ad-
justed to fix it; (2) the test piece was placed between the two
pressure cones, and the loading cone was aligned at the

center of the sample section; (3) after the sample was placed,
a load of 0.5 kN was preapplied to fix it. In the static loading
process, the sample was loaded at 5 kN/min until the sample
was damaged. +e calculation formula of the point load
strength is given by [29]

Is �
F

D
2
e

, (1)

where Is is the point load strength (MPa), F is the failure load
(N), andDe is the “equivalent core diameter” (mm) [29]. For
the axial point load test, D2

e � (4A/π), and
A � WD �minimum cross-sectional area of a plane through
the platen contact points [29].

Table 1 shows the static point load test results.+e failure
load under static loading of the sample is 6.44, 6.48, and
6.61 kN, the average failure load is 6.51 kN (i.e.,
Fmax � 6.51 kN, Fmax represents the maximum failure load),
and the standard deviation is 2%, indicating that the sample
has good homogeneity. Based on equation (1), the point load
strength of the marble sample is 2.03MPa (i.e.,
Is

s � 2.03MPa represents the average point load strength
under static loading). Figure 4 represents the load-dis-
placement curves and the typical point load failure mode of
the samples under the static point load. +e variation
characteristics of the load-displacement curves of the three
marble samples are basically the same, and the curve S-3 may
be deviated due to the difference in the homogeneity of the
sample. Moreover, the sample fractures into two approxi-
mately symmetrical halves at the axial centerline under the
static point load loading.

2.3.2. Point Load Test on Prestatically Loaded Marble Sub-
jected to Low-Frequency Dynamic Disturbance. In the
prestatically loaded marble subjected to dynamic distur-
bance test, the marble samples were first loaded to the
prestatic load level (FP) at the loading speed of 5 kN/min
under the static loading, and then the sine-wave load with a
specific low-frequency disturbance frequency (f ) and dis-
turbance amplitude (Fd) was applied, as represented in
Figure 5. Based on the static point load test, the corre-
sponding dynamic disturbance parameters are determined.
+e prestatic load levels are set to 70%, 80%, and 90% of Fmax
(i.e., 4.65, 5.21, and 5.86 kN), the corresponding low-fre-
quency dynamic disturbance amplitudes are 60%, 40%, and
20% of Fmax (Fd � Fmax − Fmin, where Fmax and Fmin are the
maximum and minimum disturbance loads), and the low-
frequency dynamic disturbance frequency is 1, 2, 5, and
10Hz.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Overall Load-Deformation Behavior. After processing
the load and displacement data of all prestatically loaded
marbles subjected to low-frequency dynamic disturbance,
some typical load-displacement curves are obtained as il-
lustrated in Figure 6. Compared with the static point load
tests, the load-displacement curve of the prestatically loaded
sample subjected to the low-frequency dynamic disturbance
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presents an obvious hysteretic loop and even an obvious
sparse density-sparse evolution law. Additionally, when the
sample was subjected to disturbance loading to the maxi-
mum failure load for the first time from the prestatic load
level, the axial deformation develops faster, indicating that

the rock has large deformation and generated initial cracks.
Subsequently, the deformation curve develops as a dense
hysteretic loop with the development of the dynamic dis-
turbance process, indicating that the internal cracks con-
tinued to develop and penetrate until the rock failure. Table 2

(a)

1%

99%
Calcite
Clay

(b)

Figure 1: Photomicrographs of marble samples. (a) Single polarization (Cal� calcite) [28]. (b) Composition content.
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Figure 2: Marble sample processing process.
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and Figure 7 summarize the failure loads of all prestatically
loaded marble samples subjected to low-frequency dynamic
disturbance. Obviously, the failure loads of all marble under
the prestatic load and low-frequency dynamic coupling are
significantly lower than that under static point load tests. For
instance, if FP is 80% of Fmax, the maximum failure load that
the sample can withstand at f� 5Hz is 6.21 kN, which is
lower than the maximum failure load of 6.51 kN under the
static loading, and similar trends can be found in other load
conditions. Furthermore, the failure load continuously de-
creases with the increase of f, indicating a significant strength
weakening trend (Figure 7). As a result, the corresponding
point load strength will inevitably gradually decrease as the
failure load decreases. +erefore, the influences of FP and f
on the point load strength weakening are discussed
hereafter.

3.2.5e Influence of FP on the Point Load StrengthWeakening
Effect. +e failure loads in the point load test of the pre-
statically loaded marble subjected to low-frequency dynamic
disturbance are significantly lower than that under the static
point load test (Figure 7), and the corresponding point load
strength will also change.+erefore, the corresponding point
load strength is calculated based on equation (1), as

presented in Table 3. Clearly, the point load strength of the
prestatically loaded marble under low-frequency dynamic
disturbance is lower than that under static loading, and it
also shows obvious strength weakening. For instance, if FP is
70% of Fmax, the point load strength of the sample at
f� 10Hz is 1.91MPa, which is lower than 2.03MPa under
the static loading. Similarly, when FP is 90% of Fmax, the
point load strength of the sample is 1.87MPa at f� 10Hz,
which is also significantly lower than Is

s, and similar trends
can be found in other load conditions. +is comparison
suggests that the prestatically loaded marble subjected to
low-frequency dynamic disturbance significantly weakens
the point load strength, showing obvious strength weak-
ening effect.

+erefore, to quantitatively analyze the point load
strength weakening effect, the point load strength weakening
rate (PSWR) is proposed as follows:

PSWR �
I

s
s − I

d
s

I
s
s

× 100%, (2)

where Is
s is the average static point load strength under the

static loading test and Id
s is the point load strength of

prestatically loaded marble samples subjected to low-fre-
quency dynamic disturbances.

Figure 8 presents the change in point load strength and
the PSWR of the prestatically loaded marble samples as the
disturbance frequency increases. Clearly, no matter what FP
and f are, the point load strength of the prestatically loaded
marble subjected to low-frequency dynamic disturbance is
obviously lower than that under the static loading. More-
over, the point load strength gradually decreases with the
increase of f under the same FP, which indicates that the
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Figure 3: Test equipment.

Table 1: Point load test results under static load.

Sample F (kN) Is (MPa)
S-1 6.44 2.01
S-2 6.48 2.03
S-3 6.61 2.07
Average 6.51 2.03
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point load strength has obvious strength weakening effect.
As shown, if FP is 70% of Fmax, the point load strength
gradually decreases from 2.03MPa under static loading to
1.99MPa at f� 1Hz, and the lowest is as low as 1.91MPa
under f� 10Hz, with a maximum reduction of 6.20%.
Similar trends can also be found at other prestatic load levels,
for example, the reduction range of point load strength is
1.96∼1.90MPa at 80% of Fmax and 1.95∼1.87MPa at 90% of
Fmax. +ese results imply that increasing f can promote the
point load strength weakening and affect the strength
weakening degree. Furthermore, the higher the FP, the point
load strength weakening effect is more significant at the high
frequencies. For instance, when FP is 80% of Fmax, the PSWR
is between 3.57% and 6.51%, while if FP is 90% of Fmax, the
PSWR is between 4.32% and 8.00%, which is much larger
than that of other prestatic load levels. +ese results strongly

demonstrate that FP is dominant in the point load strength
weakening process, that is, the FP determines its strength
weakening level.

3.3. 5e Influence of f on Weakening Point Load Strength.
Figure 9 presents the change in point load strength and the
PSWR of prestatically loaded marble samples as the prestatic
load level increases. Clearly, the point load strength grad-
ually decreases due to the increase in FP under the same f.
Obviously, if f� 1Hz, the point load strength decreases from
1.99MPa at the 70% of Fmax to 1.96MPa at the 80% of Fmax
as the FP increases, until the maximum decreases to
1.95MPa at 90% of Fmax, and similar trends can also be
observed at other disturbance frequencies. Moreover, FP
promotes the point load strength weakening more signifi-
cantly at high disturbance frequencies. As shown, when
f� 2Hz, the point load strength decreases from 2.03MPa
under the static load to 1.94MPa at 90% of Fmax, and the
PSWR can reach up to 4.71%. However, if f increases to
10Hz, the point load strength maximum decreases to
1.87MPa with the increase of the FP, and the PSWR is as
high as 8.00%, which is much higher than the decrease at
other disturbance frequencies. Furthermore, the interval
between the disturbance frequency between 5Hz and 10Hz
is much larger than the interval between other disturbance
frequencies, which implies that increasing FP can obviously
promote the point load strength weakening if f reaches a
value.

3.4. Point Load Strength Weakening Mechanism Analysis.
+ese experiments indicated that, in the point load tests of
the kind of high preloaded rock subjected to low-frequency
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dynamic disturbance load, the point load strength has a
significant strength weakening effect, which is attributed to
the corresponding FP and f (as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9).
Moreover, this point load strength is obviously different
from the mechanical properties of pure static point load
strength. Obviously, the point load strength weakening
degree depends on FP and f. Furthermore, within the same f,
the greater the FP, the more significant the point load
strength weakening effect (as illustrated in Figure 8). Sim-
ilarly, the test results further prove that, in the process of
strength weakening, FP is dominant and determines its
weakening level. At the same time, the test results also
demonstrate that f can promote the strength weakening
process based on FP, and f also affects the weakening degree.
In summary, the point load strength weakening process
occurs under the combined action of FP and f. Only when FP
reaches a certain degree, f can induce obvious strength
weakening (Figure 8). Similarly, only when f reaches a
certain degree, FP can promote the weakening process
(Figure 9). However, in the whole strength weakening
mechanism, the FP dominates and determines the weak-
ening level, while the dynamic disturbance further induces
the weakening process and f affects the degree of weakening.

In this paper, the influence of the unloading process on
rock strength is not considered. Our previous research
shows that unloading can also weaken the rock strength
[30, 31]. In the future, we will study the failure characteristics
of rock subjected to dynamic disturbance after unloading,
and we have started to study the rock subjected to low-
frequency or impact dynamic disturbance after unloading.

3.5. Discussion on the Strength Weakening Mechanism under
TensionFailure. After the deep rock engineering excavation,
the surrounding rock has obvious strength weakening effects
[30, 31]. Moreover, the sidewall of the tunnel often has
obvious tensile failure [32], and the point load test is a typical
tensile failure process. +e point load failure mode of the
sample subjected to the coupled static-dynamic loading
conditions is basically similar to the static load, and both are
obvious tensile failure modes (as shown in Figure 10).
Comparison of the point load strength under the traditional
static loading and the point load test under the coupled
static-dynamic loading shows that the point load strength
has obvious strength weakening effect.+e existing literature
has also confirmed that the tensile strength of rock shows
obvious strength weakening effect under the coupled static-
dynamic loading [32]. Gong et al. [32] carried out a Brazilian
disk (BD) test on prestatically loaded BD samples subjected
to low-frequency dynamic disturbance, and systematically
analyzed the characteristics and mechanism of tensile
strength changes, and the main conclusions are shown in
Figure 11. +e tensile strength of the BD sample under the
pure static state is 4.89MPa, but when FP is 90% under the
coupled static-dynamic loading, the tensile strength de-
creases with f until it reaches 4.32MPa at f� 50Hz, showing
obvious strength weakening effect. A similar trend can also
be observed when FP is 80%. In the process of tensile
strength weakening, FP still dominates the weakening level,

Table 2: +e results under different prestatic loads and dynamic
disturbances.

Sample Fp (kN)
(Fp/Fmax)

Fmin
(kN)

Fmax
(kN) f (Hz) F

(kN)
70%-1Hz

4.56 (70%) 2.60 6.51

1 6.38
70%-2Hz 2 6.30
70%-5Hz 5 6.23
70%-
10Hz 10 6.14

80%-1Hz

5.21 (80%) 3.91 6.51

1 6.29
80%-2Hz 2 6.27
80%-5Hz 5 6.21
80%-
10Hz 10 6.11

90%-1Hz

5.86 (90%) 5.21 6.51

1 6.26
90%-2Hz 2 6.23
90%-5Hz 5 6.18
90%-
10Hz 10 6.03

6.6

Lo
ad

 (k
N

)

f (Hz)

6.5

6.4

6.3

6.2

6.1

6.0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Fmax
70%
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90%

Figure 7: Failure load under the point load test.

Table 3: +e point load strength of prestatically loaded marble
subjected to dynamic disturbance.

Sample F (kN) Id
s (MPa) PSWR (%)

70%-1Hz 6.38 1.99 2.39
70%-2Hz 6.30 1.96 3.65
70%-5Hz 6.23 1.95 4.30
70%-10Hz 6.14 1.91 6.20
80%-1Hz 6.29 1.96 3.57
80%-2Hz 6.27 1.95 4.07
80%-5Hz 6.21 1.93 4.98
80%-10Hz 6.11 1.90 6.51
90%-1Hz 6.26 1.95 4.32
90%-2Hz 6.23 1.94 4.71
90%-5Hz 6.18 1.92 5.71
90%-10Hz 6.03 1.87 8.00
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while the dynamic disturbance induces strength weakening
and f determines the weakening degree. +is is consistent
with the point load strength weakening mechanism.

In light of the comparison indicated above, the prestatic
load rock subjected to low-frequency dynamic disturbance
under the point load test or Brazilian disc test shows that the

rock strength (point load strength and tensile strength)
shows obvious strength weakening effect during the rock
failure process. Moreover, in the process of rock strength
weakening, FP dominates the strength weakening level and f
affects the degree of weakening. +is conclusion also shows
that the strength weakening mechanism is the same whether
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Figure 8: +e point load strength and the corresponding weakening rate change trend with the disturbance frequency. (a) Point load
strength. (b) PSWR.
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Figure 9: +e point load strength and the corresponding weakening rate change trend with the prestatic load level. (a) Point load strength.
(b) PSWR.
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Figure 10: Failure mode of prestatically loaded marble subjected to dynamic disturbance.
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Figure 11: Test results of BD samples. (a) Sample size. (b) Typical load-displacement curve [32]. (c) Variation characteristics of tensile
strength with disturbance frequency. (d) Variation characteristics of tensile strength weakening rate with disturbance frequency.
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the loading mode is the point load test or the Brazilian disc
test during the tensile failure process, that is, the strength
weakening process is not necessarily related to the loading
mode, only related to FP and f.

4. Conclusions

A series of point load tests were conducted on the pre-
statically loaded marble sample subjected to low-frequency
dynamic disturbance, and several important conclusions
were obtained as follows:

(1) +e point strength of the point load test under the
prestatically loaded marble sample subjected to low-
frequency dynamic disturbance loading tests is sig-
nificantly lower than that under pure static loading,
showing a significant strength weakening effect.

(2) As long as FP and f exceed a certain value, the
strength weakening effect decreases significantly
with the increase of f and FP.

(3) During the whole point load strength weakening
process, FP dominates and determines the weakening
level, while f affects the weakening degree.

(4) Both the point load test and the Brazilian disc test of
the deep high prestatically loaded rock subjected to
low-frequency dynamic disturbance show obvious
strength weakening effects, and it is strongly proved
that the strength weakening process is only related to
FP and f, while the loadingmode is basically irrelevant.
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,e harmful effects (water hammer wave, flying stone, and broken quality of concrete) produced in the process of underwater
drilling and blasting are the key factors affecting the safety of underwater drilling and blasting. In fact, the harm caused by the
water hammer wave is the most significant. As a consequence, it is of great significance to study the propagation law of water
hammer waves. Based on the background of the cofferdam demolition project at the inlet section of Shibishan Central Canal in
Ningguo City, China, a three-dimensional numerical model was established based on Coupled Eulerian–Lagrangian (CEL)
method. Besides, the propagation law of water hammer waves at different water depths with different millisecond times was
studied. Meanwhile, the reduction effect of the water hammer wave at different positions of the bubble curtain was analyzed. ,e
results showed that, in the direction of the minimum resistance line of the charge, the attenuation law of the water hammer wave is
accorded with the Cole formula and attenuated exponentially. ,e attenuation speed of the water hammer wave increased at first
and then decreased with the increase of the millisecond time. In addition, the attenuation rate of the peak pressure was the fastest
when the millisecond interval 30ms was used. ,e attenuation of the water hammer wave at different water depths decreased at
first and then decreased with the increase of water depth. ,e attenuation law of the water hammer wave decreased linearly with
the increase of the distance between the bubble curtain and the charge. ,e research results can provide particular guiding
significance for similar on-site construction.

1. Introduction

,e tunnel intake cofferdam needs to be demolished after the
tunnel inlet construction is completed to generate electricity
from the tunnel inlet as scheduled. One-time demolition of the
cofferdam by underwater millisecond blasting is the most
commonly used method at present. Underwater millisecond
blasting technology has been used in major civil projects in
recent years, such as the blasting of the cofferdam of the ,ree
Gorges Dam, the underwater blasting of the impenetrable wall
of the upstream cofferdam of Gezhouba Hydropower Station,
and the demolition of the intake cofferdam of the Qiandao Lake

WaterDistribution Project. A series of harmful effects caused by
underwater blasting technology (concrete crushing quality,
water hammer wave and flying stone, etc.) have attracted the
attention of many scholars with the popularization of under-
water blasting technology. Water hammer wave is the most
harmful.

In the past, many researchers have focused on the blasting
parameters and initiation mode [1, 2], and the influence of
porous fixed interval time and blockage length on adjacent
structures in blasting aiming at the research on the propagation
law of water hammer wave [3, 4]. It mainly focuses on reducing
regular air curtain layer position on water hammer wave in the
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aspect of air curtain [5, 6]. However, the interval time of
millisecond blasting affects the peak pressure of the water
hammer wave in the process of underwater drilling millisecond
blasting [7]. On the other hand, the reduction effect of bubble
curtain is different at different distances from the charge [8]. It is
of obvious practical significance to study the propagation law of
water hammer waves according to the interval time of milli-
second blasting and the different positions of the air curtain
wall.

2. State of the Art

Many scholars have carried out numerical simulation and
fieldmeasurement in order to explore the propagation law of
underwater blasting water hammer waves and the influence
of bubble curtain on the reduction effect of water hammer
waves. ,e types of explosives and blasting parameters are
studied by using different numerical simulation software,
such as AUTODYN and ANSYS/LS-DYNA. It is concluded
that the magnitude of the water hammer wave is related to
the type of explosive in the case of the same amount of
charge, TNT explosive> high energy emulsion explosi-
ve> ordinary emulsion explosive [9]. However, there are few
research studies on the interval time of underwater milli-
second blasting and the shape of air wall curtain. On the
other hand, the attenuation effect of the air curtain on the
peak value and impulse of the shock wave increases with the
increase of the number of bubbles in the fixed air curtain
area. However, when the number of bubbles in the air
curtain area reaches a specific number, the attenuation rate
tends to be stable [10]. It can be seen that the influence of the
shape of the bubble curtain on the subsequent structure is
also apparent. Consequently, based on the actual engi-
neering background and the three-dimensional millisecond
blasting model, which is more in line with the actual state,
the influence of millisecond blasting interval on the prop-
agation law of water hammer wave is studied. In addition,
the reduction effect of bubble curtain on the water hammer
wave in different positions is analyzed.,is will help to solve
the harmful effects of water hammer waves in practical
engineering.

In the aspect of the propagation law of water hammer
wave, Peng [11] derives the vibration frequency prediction
formula considering the altitude effect. In addition, Ma et al.
[12] analyze the peak velocity (PPV) of surface blasting of the
same structure and predict the peak velocity of underwater
blasting (PPV). Besides, Huang [13] establishes the nu-
merical model of multimaterial arbitrary Lagran-
gian–Eulerian (MMALE) technique and studies the peak
pressure of the explosive underwater explosion. Moreover,
using the multiphase interface captured by the fluid volume
(VOF) method, Liu [14] establishes the Eulerian finite ele-
ment method (EFEM) for an underwater explosion. ,e
underwater explosion at different depths is simulated, and
the characteristics of near-field pressure are analyzed. Based
on the finite element dynamic program LS-DYNA,
according to the explosive rupture principle, Zhai [15] de-
signs different explosive experimental conditions, the re-
served hole parameters such as blasting parameters are

designed, and the influence of stress wave is analyzed. Based
on the blasting vibration data of underwater lighthouse from
Ningbo to Shipu Port of Zhoushan Port, Gu [16] establishes
a linear fitting model, and the vibration correction formula
based on water depth is derived. Besides, Xin [17] monitors
the underwater hammer wave through the first phase of the
main channel project of Ningbo-Zhoushan Port Shipu Port.
,e characteristics of underwater hammer wave are ob-
tained through the analysis of a typical measured pressure-
time history curve. Gu [18] develops an underwater vibra-
tion monitor. ,e actual underwater vibration caused by
underwater drilling blasting is measured and the vibration
frequency band is analyzed with the help of this equipment.
,e above scholars have deduced the vibration prediction
formula of water hammer wave, predicted the peak velocity,
and studied the peak pressure of water hammer wave, the
propagation characteristics of shock wave, and so on.
However, there is no research on the propagation charac-
teristics of water hammer waves based on different milli-
second times.

In the aspect of the air curtain, Liu et al. [8] realize that a
certain number of bubbles of different diameters were
randomly placed in the set air curtain area to simulate the
distribution of bubbles in the natural air curtain by pro-
gramming with the APDL language of LS-DYNA finite
element software during single-hole blasting. In addition,
the air curtain effect under different pressure conditions was
simulated by changing the number of air bubbles in the fixed
area. Zhao et al. [9] carry out numerical simulation of
underwater drilling and blasting with LS-DYNA software.
Moreover, they study the propagation law of water hammer
waves and the reduction effect of regular bubble curtain on
water hammer waves. At present, many scholars mainly
focus on the regular bubble wall and a small number of
bubble combinations, but few on the real bubble wall.

,e above researchers focused on single-hole blasting or
fixed interval millisecond blasting. However, they did not
systematically analyze the influence of millisecond blasting
at a different time and using a real bubble curtain wall on the
propagation law of water hammer wave. Combined with the
specific engineering practice, how to determine the rea-
sonable millisecond blasting time and the design of the
actual bubble curtain wall, so that the adjacent structures
behind the bubble curtain can be better protected, and
ensure the safe operation of the project and improve the
economic benefits of the project still needs to carry out in-
depth research work. As a consequence, this paper used the
large-scale finite element simulation software ABAQUS to
establish the three-dimensional model of underwater mil-
lisecond blasting based on the engineering background of
cofferdam blasting at the inlet of Shibishan main canal
tunnel in Ningguo City, Anhui Province, in view of the
deficiency of the existing research. ,e concrete cutoff wall
of cofferdam was simulated by ABAQUS built-in subroutine
JH-2 (dynamic constitutive model with damage), and the
blasting process is simulated by CEL, which is a coupling
method of Eulerian and Lagrangian. Based on Python, a
script was written to generate a three-dimensional real
bubble curtain wall from large to small in the water depth
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direction by setting the maximum and minimum radius of
bubbles and the difference interval between the minimum
particle sizes. ,e study of millisecond time on the propa-
gation law of water hammer wave caused by different water
depths and bubble curtain was carried out to provide some
reference for controlling the harmful effect of underwater
blasting.

3. Methodology

3.1. Project Overview. ,e entrance of the Shibishan trunk
canal diversion tunnel is located on the left bank upstream of
Gangkouwan Reservoir in Ningguo City, Anhui Province,
China, under the highway from Qinglong Township to
Fangtang Town, X061 County Road. ,e surface below the
highway is mainly abandoned residue during highway
construction, and the topographic slope is about 35°–40°.
,e excavation area and geological conditions of the project
are shown in Figure 1.,e side of the cofferdam cutoff wall is
covered with slag filling and steel plate supporting structure.
Besides, the blasting holes are arranged in a single row in the
middle line of the concrete cutoff wall and detonated hole by
hole. ,e excavated part and the gate chamber are all filled
with water, so that the same water pressure is maintained
inside and outside the cofferdam before blasting. ,e depth
of the water level is about 20m, and the nearest distance
between the intake building and the cofferdam is 20m, as
shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Numerical Simulation Model. ,e underwater drilling
and blasting model was established by coupling the
Euler–Lagrangemethod aiming at the cofferdam structure of
the entrance section of the Shibishan main canal tunnel. ,e
numerical methods based on grid Eulerian body and the
Lagrangian body cannot simulate the blasting process very
well, so it is difficult to use these two methods. Coupled
Lagrangian method (CEL) can separate the structure from
the fluid, calculate the coupling on the contact surface, and
solve the problems of mesh distortion. In the Lagrangian
algorithm, thematerial is attached to the mesh, and the mesh
will move and deform with the flow of the material. In the
Eulerian algorithm, the mesh is fixed and does not move,
while the material transfers between the meshes. Eulerian
elements contain different substances, and the Eulerian
volume fraction is used to describe the initial state and
position of materials. ,e coupling algorithm completely
separates the two kinds of calculation and transforms the
material mesh into a fixed space mesh through the state
variables of the Lagrange element, and the Lagrange body
and Euler body are boundary conditions at the interface. In
this numerical simulation, the Lagrange method solved the
structure, and the fluid was solved by the Euler method. Two
kinds of elements (Eulerian body and Lagrangian body) were
included in the model. Water, air, and charge were modeled
by the Eulerian body and the cofferdam and lock chamber
were modeled by the Lagrangian body, both of which were
divided by hexahedron mesh, and the contact was set as
general contact. ,e calculation model is shown in Figure 2.

,e calculation domain of the model was
30m∗ 10m∗ 30m, the water depth was 20m, the wall
thickness was 0.8m, the pore diameter was 0.09m, the hole
depth was 2m according to the wall height removed, the
minimum resistance line W was 0.4m, the distance between
the holes was 0.8m, the plugging length was 0.8m, and the
charge quantity per hole was 14 kg. ,e nonreflection
boundary condition was established to simulate the water
boundary. ,e propagation laws of water hammer waves at
different depths during prompt blasting and millisecond
interval 10ms, 20ms, 30ms, and 40ms blasting were
studied, and the above five working conditions were studied
under the condition that the charge was uncoupled and the
total charge was constant.

,e study of cylindrical charge by Hammond [19] shows
that the shape of the charge has a significant influence on the
shock wave performance of underwater explosion in a close
range. ,e shock wave produced by the cylindrical charge
can be approximated by a spherical charge with the same
mass when the distance between the center of the explosion
is more than half of the length of the charge. As a conse-
quence, the cylindrical charge was equivalent to a regular
spherical charge to simplify the calculation process.

3.3. Material Parameters. ,e equation of the state of the
detonation products of the charge is based on the parameters
of the JWL equation [20]. ,e equation of state is as follows:

P � A 1 −
ωη
R1

 e
− R1/η( ) + B 1 −

ωη
R2

 e
− R2/η( ) + ωηρ0e.

(1)

In the formula, η is the ratio of the detonation product
density to the initial explosive density, that is, η� ρ/ρ0, A, B,
R1, R2, and ω are the constants related to the explosive state,
and e is the internal energy per unit mass of high explosives.
,e parameters are shown in Table 1.

By using ABAQUS built-in subroutine JH2 concrete
material [21], the parameters are shown in Table 2.

,e Us −Up equation of state is used to simulate the
water area, as shown in Table 3, and the equation of state is
presented as follows:

P + P0 � (c − 1)ρEm,

Em � cv θ − θZ
 .

(2)

In the formula, P0 is the external pressure, c is the
adiabatic index, Em is the internal energy per unit mass, ρ is
the density of air, θ is the current temperature, θz is absolute
zero, and cy is the specific heat capacity.

,e ideal gas (Ideal Gas) equation of state is used for air.
,e equation of state is as follows (Table 4):

P � PH 1 −
Γ0η
2

  + Γ0ρ0Em. (3)

In the formula, Em is the unit mass internal energy, Γ0 is
the material constant, ρ0 is the reference density, Grü neisen
ratio Γ can be expressed as Γ� Γ0 (ρ0/ρ), η is the nominal
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volume compression strain, its expression is η� 1− ρ0/ρ, and
PH is the Hugoniot pressure. By using the commonly used
Hugoniot data, the expression is as follows:

PH �
ρ0c

2
0η

(1 − sη)
2. (4)

,e linear equation of state in Us-Up Hugoniot can be
obtained as follows:

P �
ρ0c

2
0η

(1 − sη)
2 1 −
Γ0η
2

  + Γ0ρ0Em. (5)

In addition, c0 and s define linear impact velocity Us and
particle velocity Up as follows:

US � c0 + sUP. (6)

,e lock chamber adopts the ductile-damage failure
criterion, and the parameters are shown in Table 5.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

,e propagation law of water hammer waves under different
water depths with different millisecond times and the re-
duction effect of bubble curtain on water hammer wave at

different positions were studied. ,e pressure cloud images
of the water hammer wave in the explosion process are
intercepted and analyzed. In addition, the typical unit was
selected to extract the curve in the direction of the charge
axis. Besides, the propagation law of the water hammer wave
was analyzed at different water depths. In the meanwhile, the
pressure-time history curve of the left and right measuring
points of the bubble curtain was analyzed to quantify the
reduction effect of the water hammer wave in different
positions of the bubble curtain.

4.1. Pressure Nephogram. ,e charge adopts the uncoupled
charge mode, which is equivalent to a regular sphere and is
placed in the center of the borehole. ,e total time of wave
propagation to the right boundary of a single charge ex-
plosion is 0.014 s, the empirical propagation velocity of the
wave in the solid is 6930m shock s, and the propagation
velocity in water is 1435m/s. ,e explosion delay time of
charge is 10ms, 20ms, 30ms, and 40ms in order to study the
propagation law of water hammer wave in different milli-
second times. ,e total time of millisecond blasting is 0.04 s,
0.06 s, 0.08 s, and 0.1 s in order to ensure the integrity of
wave propagation. Figure 3 shows the stress cloud diagram
of water hammer waves at different times when delaying
10ms.

As shown in Figure 3(a), the first charge explodes first,
and the water hammer wave caused by the explosion spreads
in a spherical direction. As shown in Figure 3(b), the second
charge explodes immediately after the first one in 12ms. As
shown in Figure 3(c), the third charge explodes after the
second one in 22ms. However, the water hammer wave
pressure caused by the explosion of the first two charges
reaches the third charge, and the water hammer waves
caused by the explosion of the three charges influence each
other. In addition, the pressure cloud diagram shows a
“gourd” shape. As shown in Figure 3(d), the water hammer
waves produced by the explosion of the three charges
continue to spread outward in strips, and the stratification is
evident after the water hammer waves are superimposed on
each other.

4.2. Propagation Law of Water Hammer Wave in Different
Millisecond Times. ,e pressure-time history curves of typical
units at the distance of 3 m from prompt blasting and milli-
second blasting (10ms–40ms) (unit number 54013) in the
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Figure 1: Project site map.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the calculation model.
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direction of the minimum resistance line of charge were
extracted under the condition that the total charge quantity was
constant in order to quantitatively study the pressure attenu-
ation law of water hammer wave with different millisecond
times, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the pressure-time history curve at 3m in the
direction of the axis of the blasting charge with different mil-
lisecond times. It can be seen that the attenuation trend of the
curve of different millisecond times is similar. It will produce
enormous energy in a concise when the charge begins to
detonate. It is characterized by the rapid rise of the water
hammer wave curve. Because the propagation velocity of the
seismic wave is more significant than that of the water hammer
wave, there is a precursor wave in the pressure-time history
curve [8].,ere aremultiple peaks in the peak pressure curve of
the water hammer wave at the typical unit in the case of dif-
ferent millisecond times, which was caused by the successive
explosion of the charge. ,e stress waves of the three charge
delay explosions cancel each other.,e vibration waves and the
central frequency generated by each blast hole are staggered
with each other. Each segment reaches the peak value inde-
pendently and then decays. ,e second peak pressure is higher
and the third peak pressure is significantly lower in the image.

A typical unit with a distance of one meter from r was
taken in the direction of the minimum resistance line of the
intermediate charge in order to further study the attenuation
law of the water hammer wave, and the monitoring point is
shown in Figure 2. ,e variation of the peak pressure of the
typical unit with the explosion center distance is extracted in
the case of each millisecond time, as shown in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 5, the peak pressure of the water
hammer wave shows an exponential attenuation trend with the

increase of the explosion center distance in the direction of the
minimum line of resistance. In the range of explosion center
distance from 1m to 5m, the attenuation of the water hammer
wave is themost obvious. Besides, the attenuation velocity of the
water hammer wave is different in different millisecond times.

At the same distance from the charge, the peak pressure
of the water hammer wave is different in different milli-
second times in the direction of the center of the charge. ,e
peak pressure of the water hammer wave is 86MPa at
millisecond interval 10ms, 85MPa at millisecond interval
20ms, 74MPa at millisecond interval 30ms, and 80MPa at
millisecond interval 40ms. It can be concluded that the peak
pressure of the water hammer wave is the lowest at milli-
second interval 30ms.

Cole proposed that the attenuation formula of the water
hammer wave is presented as follows:

p � a

��
Q3

√

r
 

b

. (7)

In the formula, p is the pressure of the water hammer
wave, Q is the amount of charge in a single hole, Q� 14 kg,
and r is the distance between the explosion source and the
measuring point.

Based on equation (7), the peak pressure of the water
hammer wave is fitted by nonlinear exponential fitting, and
the fitting curve is shown in Figure 6.

,e fitting parameter a� 16.43, b� 1.09, and s� 0.98. s is
the relevant parameter of fitting, the nearer s is, the better the
fitting effect is in the case of prompt blasting. ,e attenu-
ation formula of water hammer wave in prompt blasting is as
follows:

p � 16.43
��
Q3

√

r
 

1.09

. (8)

,e a, b, and s parameters of delay 10ms, 20ms, 30ms,
and 40ms are shown in Table 6.

It can be obtained from Table 6 that the fitting parameter a
fluctuates slightly, the b value changes little, and the fitting effect
is better when blasting with different millisecond times. ,e
relevant results can provide a reference for predicting the peak
attenuation of water hammer pressure under similar working
conditions. At the millisecond interval of 0ms, the peak

Table 1: JWL parameters for TNT charge.

ρ (kg/m3) D (m/s) G1 (GPa) G2 (GPa) R1 R2 ω e0
1630 6930 373.8 3.747 4.15 0.9 0.35 6.0e6

Table 2: JH2 parameters (Holmquist and Johnson 1993).

Variable Numerical value Variable Numerical value Variable Numerical value
ρ (kg/m3) 2440 A 0.79 c 0.007
G (GPa) 14.86 B 1.6 m 0.61
ε0 1 T (GPa) 0.00354 εfmax 1
Smax 7 εfmin 0.001 Phel (MPa) 48
D1 0.04 K1 (GPa) 85 K3 (GPa) 208
D2 1 K2 (GPa) −171 HEL 80

Table 3: Water model and state equation parameters.

ρ (kg/m3) c0 s Γ Viscosity
983 1435 1.75 0.28 0.00094

Table 4: Air model and state equation parameters.

ρ (kg/
m3)

Gas
constant

Ambient pressure
(Pa)

Specific
heat Viscosity

1.2 287 101325 717.7 8.25e− 5
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pressure of the water hammer wave attenuates from 90MPa to
4.5MPa, by 95.0%. At the millisecond interval 10ms, the peak
pressure attenuates from 86MPa to 2.1MPa, which is 95.2%
lower. At millisecond interval 20ms, the peak pressure atten-
uates from 85MPa to 2.5MPa, decreasing by 97.1%. At the
millisecond interval of 30ms, the peak pressure attenuates from
74MPa to 1.8MPa, which decreases by 97.6%. At the milli-
second interval of 40ms, the peak pressure attenuates from

80MPa to 2.2MPa, an attenuation of 97.2%. Peak pressure
attenuation is shown in Figure 7.

With the increase of millisecond time, the attenuation
velocity of peak pressure of water hammer wave increases
first and then decreases. It can be concluded that the at-
tenuation rate of peak pressure of water hammer wave was
the fastest and the peak pressure of water hammer wave was
the smallest in the case of millisecond interval 30ms through

Table 5: Steel parameters.

ρ (kg/m3) Young’smodulus (GPa) Poissonby
Ductile damage

Fracture strain Stress triaxiality

7800 206 0.2 2.193828 0
0.314962024 0.7
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Figure 3: Stress nephogram of 10ms delayed SVAG pressure. (a) 8ms. (b) 12ms. (c) 22ms. (d) 25ms.
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Figure 4: Typical unit pressure-time history curve. (a) Delay 0ms. (b) Delay 10ms. (c) Delay 20ms. (d) Delay 30ms. (e) Delay 40ms.
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the analysis of the propagation law of water hammer wave
with different millisecond times.

4.3. Influence ofDifferentMillisecondTimes andWaterDepths
on Propagation Law of Water Hammer Wave. ,e attenu-
ation velocity of water hammer waves in different water
depths is different. ,e curve of the peak pressure along the
direction of the minimum line of resistance with the center
of the explosion at the water depth of 5m and 20m was
extracted in order to study the influence of different mil-
lisecond times on the pressure propagation law of the water
hammer wave at different water depths, as shown in
Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, the peak pressure attenuation with
the explosion center distance also attenuates exponentially
in different water depths. In addition, the peak pressure of
the water hammer wave is the highest when the 0ms is
delayed. ,e peak pressure of the water hammer wave is
12.0MPa at the depth of 5m and 4.9MPa at the depth of
20 m.

As shown in Figure 8(a), the peak pressure of the water
hammer wave attenuates from 12.0MPa to 2.7MPa, at-
tenuating by 77.5%, and the peak pressure of the water
hammer attenuates from 8.12MPa to 1.8MPa, attenuating
by 77.8% when millisecond blasting is 0ms and millisecond
blasting is 10ms. When millisecond blasting is 20ms, the
peak pressure of water hammer attenuates from 8.02MPa to
1.7MPa, by 78.9%. When millisecond blasting is 30ms, the
peak pressure of water hammer attenuates from 7.56MPa to
1.4MPa, by 81.4%. When millisecond blasting is 40ms, the
peak pressure of water hammer attenuates from 7.78MPa to
1.7MPa, attenuating by 78.1%.

As shown in Figure 8(b), when millisecond blasting is
0ms, the peak pressure of water hammer wave decays from
4.9MPa to 1.2MPa, and the attenuation rate is 75.5%. ,e
peak pressure of the water hammer decreases from 3.96MPa
to 0.95MPa, which is 76.0% when the millisecond blasting is

10ms. ,e peak pressure of the water hammer decreased
from 3.63MPa to 0.82MPa, 77.4%, when millisecond
blasting was 20ms. ,e peak pressure of the water hammer
decreased from 3.38MPa to 0.8MPa, which decreased by
79.1%, when the millisecond blasting time was 30ms. When
the millisecond blasting time is 40ms, the peak pressure of
the water hammer decreases from 3.49MPa to 0.9MPa,
which is 74.2%. It can be seen that the peak pressure of the
water hammer wave in millisecond blasting 30ms was the
smallest and the attenuation was the fastest. In addition,
when the water depth was changed, this conclusion was still
valid. ,e attenuation velocity of the water hammer wave
was different in different water depths. ,e attenuation
velocity of the water hammer wave increased at first and then
decreased with the increase of water depth. ,e peak
pressure of the water hammer wave was the highest and the
attenuation speed was the fastest at the water depth of 10m.

4.4.ReducingEffect ofBubbleCurtainWall onWaterHammer
Wave. Measures need to be taken to buffer the water
hammer wave to ensure the safety of the lock chamber and
further reduce the impact of the water hammer wave. ,e
bubble curtain wall is a new method to reduce the shock
wave of underwater blasting, which has been widely used
because of its good effect of blocking water hammer wave
[1].

Python generated the bubble curtain generated by random
bubbles based on the maximum and minimum radius and the
minimum interparticle radius to simulate the real bubble
curtain wall. In addition, the peak value of the water hammer
wave before and after the bubble curtain was studied, which
provides a sure basis for protecting the safety of adjacent
structures. ,e schematic diagram of the model is shown in
Figure 9. ,e stress nephogram is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of the stress of water
hammer wave weakened by bubble curtain during 30ms
millisecond blasting. It can be seen that the bubble curtain
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Figure 5: ,e change of the peak pressure in the direction of the minimum resistance line with the burst center distance.
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Figure 6: ,e attenuation curve of water hammer wave on the minimum resistance line. (a) Delay 0ms fitting curve. (b) Delay 10ms hole
blasting fitting curve. (c) Delay 20ms fitting curve. (d) Delay 30ms hole blasting fitting curve. (e) Delay 40ms hole blasting fitting curve.
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wall has a good effect on reducing the water hammer wave.
When the water hammer wave passes through the bubble
curtain wall, the peak pressure of the water hammer wave is
significantly weakened behind the wall due to the refraction
and reflection of the air in the bubble and the diffuse re-
flection of the bubble surface. As shown in Figure 10(a), the
charge explodes in the concrete wall quickly, forming a
circular water hammer wave. ,e water hammer wave
continues to propagate to the bubble curtain. As shown in
Figure 10(b), the water hammer wave is flattened near one
end of the bubble curtain, which is due to the difference
between the left and correct medium impedance of the
bubble curtain. In 8ms, when the water hammer wave is
transferred to the bubble curtain wall, cavitation will occur
near the free surface where the air and water contact, which
shows that the pressure of water hammer wave in the
cavitation area behind the wall decreases, the difference
between the water hammer pressure and the far away from
water hammer pressure in cavitation area is not significant,
as shown in Figure 10(c), most of the incident waves are
reflected by the bubble curtain, and the reflected water
hammer waves propagate to the concrete impervious wall.
,e secondary reflected incident waves continue to prop-
agate along the direction of the bubble curtain. ,e
superimposed coincidence of the light waves reflects several
times propagates to the bubble curtain. In addition, the
sparse incident waves continue to diverge outward through
the gap between the bubble curtains, as shown in
Figure 10(d).

,e measuring points were set up on the explosion
face and back explosion surface of the bubble curtain in
order to quantitatively study the reduction effect of the
water hammer wave, centering on the position elevation
of the charge (the face mark of the forward explosion is 1
and that of the back explosion is 2). ,e pressure-time
history curves of the measuring points on the left and
right sides of the bubble curtain at the distance of 3 m,
5 m, 8 m, 10m, and 15m from the charge are extracted,
respectively, the pressure-time history curves of each
measuring point are shown in Figure 11, and the peak
pressure of each point is shown in Table 7.

As shown in Figure 11, with the increase of the dis-
tance between the bubble curtain and the charge, the
effect of water hammer wave reduction becomes worse
and worse. ,e percentage reduction is shown in Table 7.

Figure 12 shows the attenuation effect of bubble
curtain at different distances from the charge.

As shown in Figure 12 and Table 7, the pressure-time
history curves are 15 m, 10m, 8m, 5 m, and 3m away
from the center of the charge, respectively. Figure 11
shows the attenuation percentage curve at different
distances from the bubble curtain to the charge. It can be
seen from Table 7 that when the bubble curtain is 15 m
away from the center of the charge, the peak pressure
attenuates by 75.0%. When the distance is 10 m, the peak
pressure attenuates by 80.0%, when the distance is 8 m
from the center of the charge, the attenuation of the peak
pressure is 82.3%, when the distance is 5 m, the peak

Table 6: Fitting parameters.

Delay time (ms) a b s
0 16.43 1.09 0.98
10 18.55 1.02 0.90
20 17.76 1.03 0.95
30 17.76 1.00 0.97
40 16.38 1.05 0.98
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Figure 7: Attenuation ratio of peak pressure at 10m water depth.
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Figure 9: Schematic diagram of numerical simulation.
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Figure 8: ,e attenuation curve of water hammer wave on the minimum resistance line. (a) 5m. (b) 20m.
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(b)

Figure 10: Continued.
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SVAVG, pressure
(Avg: 100%)
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+1.501e + 06
+1.569e + 06
+1.638e + 06
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(c)

SVAVG, pressure
(Avg: 100%)
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+5.168e + 05
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(d)

Figure 10: Stress nephogram of bubble wall weakening water hammer wave. (a) 0.05ms. (b) 4ms. (c) 8ms. (d) 20ms.
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Figure 11: Continued.
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pressure attenuates by 86.1%, and when the distance is
3 m from the center of the charge, the peak pressure
attenuates by 88.3%. As a consequence, it can be seen that

the closer the bubble curtain was to the charge, the better
the attenuation effect was, and it showed a linear at-
tenuation trend.

5. Conclusion

A three-dimensional model was established based on CEL, a
coupling method of Eulerian and Lagrangian, and a script was
written based on Python to generate natural bubble curtain in
order to study the influence of millisecond blasting with dif-
ferent millisecond times and bubble curtain on the propagation
law of water hammerwave. In the process of postprocessing, the
pressure-time history curve of the typical unit at the distance of
3 m in the direction of the minimum resistance line of charge
was extracted.,e peak pressure curves of water hammerwaves
with different millisecond times in different water depths were
extracted. In addition, the reduction effect of bubble curtain at
different positions was analyzed, and the following conclusions
were obtained:

(1) ,e peak pressure of the water hammer wave
attenuates exponentially with the increase of ex-
plosion center distance under different millisec-
ond times. When the millisecond interval was
0 ms, 10 ms, 20 ms, 30ms, and 40ms, the peak
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Figure 11: Pressure-time curve at different distance from charge. (a) 3m. (b) 5m. (c) 8m. (d) 10m. (e) 15m.

Table 7: Statistical table of peak values of measuring points.

Distance from bomb (m) Direction of explosion Peak pressure (MPa) Attenuation ratio (%)

15 1 1.20 75.02 0.30

10 1 2.00 80.02 0.40

8 1 3.10 82.32 0.55

5 1 5.90 86.12 0.82

3 1 9.43 88.32 1.10
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Figure 12: Attenuation percentage diagram of different distance
between bubble curtain and charge.
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pressure of the water hammer wave was 4.5MPa,
2.1MPa, 2.5 MPa, 1.8MPa, and 2.2MPa, respec-
tively, in the direction of the minimum resistance
line (water depth 10m) and 20m away from the
charge. With the increase of millisecond time, the
attenuation velocity of the water hammer wave
increased at first and then decreased, the peak
pressure of the water hammer wave in 30ms was
the smallest, and the attenuation was the fastest.

(2) ,e peak pressure of water hammer wave in dif-
ferent water depths also showed an exponential
attenuation law with the increase of explosion
center distance, but the attenuation rate was
different. Besides, with the increase of water
depth, the attenuation velocity increased at first
and then decreased. Taking millisecond blasting
30ms as an example, the peak pressure of water
hammer wave at the depth of 5 m, 10 m, and 20m
was 1.4 MPa, 1.8MPa, and 0.8MPa, respectively.
,e peak pressure of the water hammer wave was
the highest and the attenuation speed was the
fastest at the water depth of 10 m.

(3) ,e closer the bubble curtain was to the center of
the charge, the better the peak pressure attenua-
tion of the water hammer wave behind the bubble
curtain was. In addition, it showed a linear at-
tenuation trend. At the distance of 15 m, 10 m,
8 m, 5 m, and 3 m from the bubble wall, the peak
pressure attenuation rate behind the bubble
curtain was 75.0%, 80.0%, 82.3%, 86.1%, and
88.3%, respectively.

,e nonreflection boundary condition was estab-
lished, but in practice, the amount of concrete impervious
wall is located on the bank, and the site is affected by river
banks and dams. As a consequence, its boundary con-
ditions may need to be further optimized. Consequently,
it is necessary to further study the influence of boundary
conditions closer to the field on the attenuation of water
hammer pressure, which will contribute to understanding
the propagation characteristics of underwater drilling
millisecond blasting in more detail.
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(e sabot discard asymmetry caused by spinning affects the exterior ballistic characteristics and shooting accuracy of a gun with
the rifled barrel. To gain a deeper understanding of the complex sabot discard performance for the armor-piercing, fin-stabilized
discarding sabot (APFSDS), a numerical investigation is performed to assess the effects of the spin rate on the sabot discard
characteristics. We obtain the calculation boundary by the interior ballistics and the firing conditions and carry out a numerical
simulation under different spin rates using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and a dynamic mesh technique. We analyze four
aspects of sabot discard characteristics, namely, sabot separation, rod surface pressure, rod aerodynamic parameters, and
discarding quantization parameters. Computational results show that the sabot separation nearly presents perfect symmetry at
0 rad/s, and when the initial rate of the sabot increases, there is more obvious separation asymmetry, and it contributes to the
relative position variation among the sabots and the rod. (e distinction of rod surface pressure indicates that the choked flow is
the strongest flow source, and the spin rate has almost no effect on the pressure of the rod front part. When the monitoring point
moves towards the fins, the pressure distribution and intensity change more dramatically. (e initial spin rate and separation
asymmetry produce a variation in the surface pressure, which further influences the rod aerodynamic characteristics. (e
discarding quantization parameters exhibit a certain variation rule with its spin rate. 2,000 rad/s has a significant influence on the
rod aerodynamic coefficients during the weak coupling phase. When the spin rate is in the range of 0–900 rad/s, the discarding
characteristics remain the same. However, when the spin rate exceeds 900 rad/s, the separation time and aerodynamic impulse
have a quadratic polynomial relationship with the rate. Additionally, a spin rate of 1,000 rad/s is the optimal value for a rifled
barrel gun.

1. Introduction

(e ultimate challenge of conventional weapons is the
achievement of a longer firing range, higher muzzle velocity,
and higher firing accuracy; therefore, the armor-piercing
projectile comes into being and has a broad array of ap-
plications in tube-launched weapons [1]. An APFSDS is a
kinetic energy projectile with high velocity, excellent ballistic
performance, high energy density, and other advantages.
Generally, APFSDS comprises several sabots, a slim long
rod, an obturator, and other parts. (e function of sabots is
to transfer the axial load and support the projectile. As a kind
of low-density and high-strength metal material, aluminum

alloy is widely used in automobile, aerospace, machinery
manufacturing, shipbuilding, and other industries [2, 3].
(us, aluminum alloy is the preferred material for sabots to
meet the high overload requirements of launching. A slip-
ping obturator is essential to provide the rifled barrel of
Gatling gun, and it can seal gunpowder gas and give the rod a
low spin rate [4]. When the APFSDS is ejected from the gun
tube, the separation of sabots from the rod is called as the
sabot discarding process (SDP), and it is accompanied by
mechanical and aerodynamic interference [5]. In particular,
the sabot spin rate and tangential velocity of the APFSDS
affect the aerodynamic interference of the SDP, which results
in the loss of stability and a sacrifice of accuracy [6, 7].
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We use high-speed photography to capture the APFSDS
projectile attitude and provide a photo of the launching
phenomenon in Figure 1, which is a millisecond-level
process.(e schematics in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the
aerodynamic interaction of the SDP. When the APFSDS is
out of the barrel constraint, the gunpowder gas quickly coats
the projectile. (en, it escapes from the muzzle flow field,
and the high-velocity airstream impinges on the front scoop
of the sabots, and the back of the sabot is hardly affected by
the gunpowder gas. Aerodynamic forces and moments cut a
nylon ring into small pieces, and the APFSDS begins to
separate dynamically without the obturator restriction.
Generally, as shown in Figure 2(a), the incoming flow is
divided into three parts: one flows from the surface of the
rod and sabots, another passes through the gaps among the
sabots or between the sabots and the rod, and the rest mostly
hit the sabot scoop. A series of shocks, including attached
waves, detached shock waves, choked flows, reflected waves,
and expansion waves, as shown in Figure 2(b), accompany
the SDP.(erefore, this separation is a complex process that
involves various shock wave interactions [6].

Previous investigations have demonstrated that multi-
plex interference factors can result in a ballistic disturbance
during the SDP [7], and the aerodynamic interference re-
mains a major disturbance that affects the projectile flight
stability, and it ultimately influences the exterior ballistic and
shooting accuracy [7, 8]. Hence, some scholars have
achieved initial results with the APFSDS SDP. Original
studies involved shooting tests and engineering practices to
study the basic phenomena [7–9]. Scholars have analyzed
several sticking points of the SDP at different periods. In the
1980s, Schmidt and Shear [6, 7] conducted several important
and fundamental investigations in shooting tests and
measurement. Consequently, Schmidt and Shear [6] showed
that aerodynamic interference affected the rod character-
istics, and Schmidt [7] revealed the effects of multiple shock
and boundary layer interactions. In the 1990s, Dick and
Dolling [9] conducted tests at 5Ma for two fixed SDP stages,
and the results showed that the interference of splitter plates
mainly affected the bow shock generated by the projectile.
However, shooting tests and wind tunnels have disadvan-
tages, including time consumption, high risk, motion un-
certainty, and testing difficulty. Nonetheless, the above
critical results provide a foundation for sabot design.

Advances in computer technology and numerical al-
gorithms have promoted the rapid development of CFD,
which can be used to solve complex flow problems with
supersonic characteristics [10]. (e implantation of multi-
body dynamics, dynamic mesh, and even turbulence models
has led to many improvements to aerodynamic calculations
[11] and dynamic separation results [12–14]. Lee and Wu
[12, 13] used CFD to research the SDP in a fixed attitude
case, concluding that the pressure distribution of the spring
was more consistent with the test results [14, 15]. Snyder
et al. [16] adopted unstructured dynamic grids to settle store
separation simulations, which are built upon a foundation
for unsteady SDP. Cayzac et al. [17, 18] applied the two-
dimensional Euler algorithm to predict the sabot trajectory,

and the computational result was in good agreement with
experimental data. Huang et al. [19] claimed a combination of
the unstructured dynamic mesh technology to solve the
unsteady SDP problem, revealing the basic phenomenon of
the SDP and the symmetrical separation. Li et al. [20]
established a coupled model to explore the SDP under dif-
ferent angles of attack (AOA) and induced that the greater the
AOA, the more intense the disturbance for the SDP. Reck
et al. [21] confirmed the conclusion that the asymmetric
disturbance, acting by an angular rate of the armature, affects
the sabot separation process to a minor extent using the wind
tunnel and numerical calculations. Additionally, Li [5] pro-
posed a basic standard that the weaker aerodynamic inter-
ference and shorter separation time of the SDPwould bemore
logical for sabot design.

Numerous scholars have conducted detailed studies on
the SDP, but the impact of the sabot spin rate is a factor that
cannot be ignored. (e spin rate can affect the variation in
sabot motion and rod aerodynamic, which further result in
the difference of sabot discard characteristics. Against this
background, a small-caliber APFSDS was chosen as a sub-
caliber representative configuration with three sabots in the
simulation of a rifled barrel gun. We consider the Gatling
gun launching peculiarity and the interior ballistic model to
establish a simulation model under different spin rate cases.
We then adopt the dynamic unstructured grid technology to
solve the APFSDS separation and flow field. Subsequently,
these analyses of sabot discard characteristics are conducted
by sabot separation, rod surface pressure, rod aerodynamic
forces, and discarding quantization parameters.

2. Simulation Model

2.1. Model Assumption. For the spin rate effect on the SDP,
we make the following assumptions:

(1) (e influence of the propellant gas on the projectile is
so small that the propellant gas action is not con-
sidered [19].

(2) (e total separation time of the SDP is in the mil-
lisecond scale; thus, we can neglect the velocity at-
tenuation of the APFSDS.

(3) (e rod spin rate is very low; thus, its rotational
motion is not considered.

(4) (ere are several positioning grooves between the
sabots and the rod, and the relative displacement
between them is extremely small during cutting an
obturator. (us, we set the initial axial clearance as
1mm between the rod and sabots.

(5) We assumed that the inlet flow is a perfect gas.

2.2. Interior Ballistic Model. (e propellant type of the
APFSDS is a single charge used to solve the simulation initial
boundary, and the interior ballistic model can be written as
follows [22].

State equation of the propellant gas:
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Sppp l + lA(  � mgART. (1)

Equation of energy conservation:

mgART � fmgA − 0.5(k − 1)Bmpv
2
p. (2)

Kinetic equation of the projectile:

Bmp

dvp

dt
� Sppp,

vp �
dl

dt
,

ap �
dvp

dt
,

vτ � ωbrb.

(3)

(e numerical parameters (i.e., distance, time, velocity,
and average pressure) are processed as dimensionless, and
the fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme is adopted to solve
the internal ballistic equations.

2.3. SolutionMethod. For dynamic grids of cases, the general
form of the control equation is obtained as follows:

z(ρϕ)

zt
+ div ρϕ u − uD( (  � div(Γgardϕ) + S. (4)

Regarding equation (4), the first item on the left side is
the transient term, and the second is the convection term.

Moreover, the first on the right is the diffusion term, and the
second is the source term.

Finite volume method [15, 16] implicit time integration
scheme [18–20], and advection upstream splitting method
(AUSM) form were adopted to discretize the governing
equation. (e implicit time scheme has an absolute ad-
vantage in terms of simulation stability and time con-
sumption reduction. (e discretization in the convective
fluxes can be written by the three-point scheme in the
conservation form as in [23]:

ρϕ1( 
n+1
j � ρϕ1( 

n
j −
Δt
Δx

  · fn
(j+1/2) − fn

(j−1/2) . (5)

For the interface j+1/2 straddling the jth and (j+1)th cells,
the numerical flux is the sum of the numerical convective flux
and numerical pressure flux and the subscripts, and “L” and
“R” are the left-side and right-side states of the cell interface.

(e turbulence model plays a key role in supersonic
behavior, especially in dynamic separation with complex
shock interactions. Chen et al. [24] concluded that the two-
equation turbulence model performed much better than the
one-equation version with up to 20% discrepancy, and the k-
ω model had approximately 5% accuracy relative to the k-ε
model for the wind tunnel [25]. Not only is the influence of
turbulent fluctuations in the projectile boundary layer
considered but the effect of the far field is also not ignored.
(e SST k-ω model can effectively ameliorate the reverse
pressure gradient flow compared with the standard k-ε
model. (erefore, the SST k-ω model is an ideal turbulence
model for SDP simulation.

Rod

Sabots

Figure 1: Launching phenomenon of a rifled barrel APFSDS.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the SDP. (a) Initial status of sabot separation. (b) Aerodynamic interference model.
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(e dynamic equations and kinematics can describe the
sabot separation motion and are derived using a Newtonian
approach with inertial and flat earth assumptions.(erefore,
the center of gravity (CG) translational motion and the
rotational motion of CG are associated with the resulting
forces and moments as follows:

mi
_Vi + miωi × Vi � Fi,

Ii · _ωi + ωi × Ii · ωi(  � Mi

⎧⎨

⎩ , i � 1, 2, 3, (6)

where V � (u, v, w), ω � (p, q, r), F� (Fx, Fy, Fz), M� (Mx,
My, Mz), and I� (Ixx, Iyy, Izz).

(e inertial position kinematics and Euler angle kine-
matics are then determined:

_Pi � CVi,

_Si � Eωi,

C �

CθCψ CθSψ −Sθ

SθCψSφ − SψCφ SθSψSφ + CψCφ CθSφ

SθCψCφ + SψSφ SθSψCφ − CψSφ CθCφ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

E �

1
SφSθ

Cθ

CφSθ

Cθ

0 Cφ −Sφ

0
Sφ

Cθ

Cφ

Cθ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

(7)

where φ, θ, and ψ are the roll, yaw, and pitch Euler angles
representing rotation on X, Y, and Z, respectively. For the
shorthand notation, Sχ � sin (χ) and Cχ � cos (χ) were used in
the transformation matrices of C and E.

Figure 3 presents the numerical process of the unsteady
APFSDS SDP using ANSYS Corp.’s FLUENT system. Based
on the interior ballistics, firing conditions, and projectile
structure, we obtained the initial conditions and established
a numerical grid to implement discretization in space. User-
defined functions (UDFs) were used to endow these sabot
parameters and the APFSDS initial state, and the diameter
and length of the rod were set to initial reference parameters.
After initializing the simulation condition, we adopted the
AUSM+ scheme and the SST k-ω turbulence model to solve
the fluid parameters and to check their convergence. (en,
by combining the initial state of the APFSDS, the rigid body
equations were used to account for every sabot motion and
to update the mesh. (e following step repeats this process
until it reaches the set of calculation steps. (en, we
monitored the specific point pressures, the APFSDS aero-
dynamic parameter, and the sabot motion history. Finally,
we processed the flow field characteristics using post-
processing software.

3. Numerical Verification

(e Army-Navy Basic Finned Missile (ANF) model dis-
cussed in Army Ballistic Research Lab Report 539 is usually
utilized to verify the projectile aerodynamic, and we created
its physical model with a 20mm diameter [26]. As shown in
Figure 4(a), the ANF model is configured with a cylinder
body, a cone, and four fins, and we provided these values as
200mm full length, 20° cone angle, 1.6mm maximum
thickness, 20mm length, and the width of the fins. Addi-
tionally, the refined zone had a nine-caliber diameter and
length, and the boundary layer had a prism mesh of
Hfirst � 0.001mm and NL � 10. (e computed grid is shown
in Figure 4(b). Free-stream conditions and properties from
[26] were used to obtain the aerodynamic parameters, and
Figure 5 presents a comparison of the ANF drag coefficient
(DC) between the calculated (Cal.) and experimental (Exp.)
conditions. (e Cal. results are very close to the measured
data in [26], and the maximum error is 3.4% for the 1.5Ma
case, and the average error is 1.39% at others. (e fitted
curve of the simulation is in good agreement with [27].

4. Physical Model

Based on the SDP mechanism, APFSDS structure, and as-
sumptions (1)–(4), we simplified the projectile as a model
having a five-fin rod and three sabots [19], and we describe
its parameters using D in Figure 6(a). As shown in
Figure 6(b), these sabots are marked as S1, S2, and S3 in the
counterclockwise rotation. (e nose points forward on the
X-axis to coincide with the rod axis, the Y-axis extends in the
negative direction of gravity, and the Z-axis is determined by
the right-hand rule. (e coordinates of the sabots are set as
0mm on the X-axis so that the origin of the coordinates is
the intersection of the plane created by the sabot CG point
and the rod axis.

Based on the APFSDS parameters and the estimated
sabot motions, we established the outer flow zone with a
hemisphere in the front and a cylinder in the back, and we
optimized the outer field with DO � 46.3D and LO � 88.7D.
(e origin point of the zone is the hemisphere center.
Subsequently, we performed a subtraction operation be-
tween the outer flow zone and the APFSDS to produce the
simulation model, and we adopted the T-grid method to
generate the unstructured tetrahedral mesh with ANSYS
Corp.’s ICEM-CFD software. First, the shell grid was gen-
erated on the APFSDS surface and far field. (en, the prism
grid was generated on the shell grid of sabots and rod, and
the volumemesh finally grew from the prism grid to the shell
grid as shown in Figure 7(a). (e refined zone with LR � 39D
and DR � 22D covers the APFSDS in Figure 7(b). To ensure
simulation accuracy, we created the Hfirst � 0.015mm and
NL � 10 boundary layers, as shown in Figure 7(c).

After fulfilling the model discretization in space, we set
the far field as the inlet pressure. Moreover, the wall of the
APFSDS is assumed to be an adiabatic boundary. Consid-
ering the gravity effect and assumption (5), the incoming
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flow was a perfect gas with its parameter from state equa-
tions. (us, the ambient conditions were 101325 Pa and
300K. Combining assumptions (2) and (3) and the results
from Section 2.2, the incoming Mach number was
3.6035Ma, the attack angle was 0.64°, and the rod spin rate
was 0 rad/s. For the given firing parameters of the rifled gun,
this maximum value can reach approximately 2,000 rad/s.
Hence, we determined the sabot spin rate for different cases
as shown in Table 1. Next, we utilized the UDF code to
endure the physical characteristics of all sabots’ internal
statuses, as shown in Table 2. We also performed the

optimization operation in the grid number and step time to
content simulation requirements [28, 29]. (us, the opti-
mized parameters were 20.53 million and 2.5×10−4ms,
respectively. For the initialization of parameters to solve
aerodynamic coefficient, the reference in area and length was
91.61mm2 and 170mm, respectively. After solution ini-
tialization using the above model and various parameters for
different spin rate cases, wemonitored the pressure variation
with separation time at the rod surface points and obtained
the aerodynamic parameters of the rod and sabots and the
motion history of the three-sabot system.
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Figure 4: ANF verification model: (a) ANF parameters (mm) and (b) computed grid.
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5. Result Analysis

As described in [5], SDP is a complex interaction process
between sabots and rods, namely, aerodynamic interference
and mechanical interference. For the case of 0 rad/s, the
APFSDS separation of the Gatling gun is consistent with that
of a tank gun [19]. However, the intensity and interaction
position of the rod change with an increase in the spin rate,
and the shift in the aerodynamic characteristics is affected by
the rod surface pressure. (erefore, we conducted an analysis
in four aspects of discarding characteristics described below.

5.1. Sabot Asymmetry Separation. (e dynamic character-
istics of sabots are affected by the interaction of their initial
states, the aerodynamic parameters, and gravity. (erefore,
we investigated the boundary condition, aerodynamic char-
acteristics, and kinematic parameters of the SDP under dif-
ferent spin rates. First, the initial state of the sabots is shown in
Figure 6(b), and the three sabots are evenly distributed on the
YOZ-plane. S2 and S3 are symmetrical about the XOY-plane.
Each sabot has a gravity effect in the negative direction of the
Y-axis. Concerning lift, the direction of S1 is positive, whereas
that of S2 and S3 is negative.(e lateral forces of S2 and S3 are
in opposite directions. Furthermore, the 14m/s inflow sim-
ulates the APFSDS tangential velocity in the positive direction
of the Z-axis.(e incoming flow in the Z-axis and the external
force in the Y-axis express asymmetry.

Different spin rates can produce a difference in the
movement and attitudes of sabots. Hence, we provide the
sabots’ separation on the YOZ-plane at different rates. As
shown in Figure 8 (a1–d1), the initial rate of the sabots has
little effect on the movement state at 0.025ms, and the
pressure distribution at the sabot front scoop is the same.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 8 (a2–d2), regarding the
separation time of 0.1ms, the pressure distribution of S1 and
S2 is obviously different on the sabots’ front scoop, and the
rate existence causes the sabots’ sides to remain close to the
rod. Still, the movement position slightly changes. (en,
Figure 8 (a3–d3) shows the sabots’ movement at 1.5ms. For
the 1,500 rad/s case, the sabots’ rolling motion is on the Z-
axis, and there is a different pressure distribution simulta-
neously at the outer surface. A similar phenomenon occurs
at 2,000 rad/s. As shown in Figure 8 (a4–d4), when the
separation time arrives at 1.95ms, the sabot status has
completely changed with the pressure distribution and
strength. Overall, the 1,500 rad/s rate is the demarcation
point, resulting in the interaction of the aerodynamic forces
and CG motion.

We plotted the aerodynamic coefficient curve for dif-
ferent spin rates. Figures 9(a)–9(f) show the time history of
the aerodynamic coefficients of the sabots in cases 1–6.
When a sabot’s windward side reaches the largest area in the
YOZ-plane, the DC presents its maximum value. Like the
DC, the lift coefficient (LIC) and lateral force coefficient
(LAC) conform to this trend along the responding plane.

Table 1: Spin rate of the sabot.

Case Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6
Spin rate (rad/s) 0 750 900 1,050 1,500 2,000

Table 2: Main properties of sabots.

Parameters Expression S1 S2 S3
CG coordinate (mm) (x, y, z) (0, 8.6, 0) (0, −4.3, −7.7) (0, −4.3, 7.7)
Euler angle (degree) (x, y, z) (0, 0, 0) (0, −120, 0) (0, 120, 0)
Inertia moment (g·mm2) (Ixx, Iyy, Izz) (2305, 6852, 6359) (2305, 6852, 6359) (2305, 6852, 6359)
Inertia product (g·mm2) (Ixy, Ixz, Iyz) (60, 0, 0) (−30, −51.9, 42.8) (−30, 51.9, −42.8)
Mass (g) 20.3 20.3 20.3

Y

XZ

(c)

Figure 7: Computed grid. (a) Computational domain grid. (b) Refined zone grid. (c) Boundary layer grid.
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(e increase in the initial spin rate and the sabot rolling
movement can be observed by comparing LIC and LAC in
Figures 9(b)–9(d), which exhibit wave variations at the same
amplitude. Comparing the sabot coefficients of a tank gun,
the coefficients in Figure 9(a) are in good agreement with
those of [19]. (e DC of the sabots and the S2 and S3 LICs
are symmetrical, and the S2 and S3 LACs show approximate
symmetry. However, the S1 LAC nearly preserves zero. In
summary, when the rate is equal to 0 rad/s, the sabot co-
efficients are nearly symmetrical.

As the spin rate increases, the aerodynamic coefficients
exhibit asymmetry. When the rate reaches 750 rad/s as
compared with all forces in Figure 9(b), the DC shows a
slight asymmetry, but the LIC of S2 and S3 exhibits obvious
asymmetry. As shown in Figure 9(e), the DCs of sabots are

only slightly convex at around 1.5ms, which leads to in-
sufficient drag. (is is the main reason for the increase in
separation time. As seen from Figure 9(f ), when the spin rate
reaches 2,000 rad/s, the LIC and LAC change periodically
while maintaining asymmetry, but the DC reappears at near
symmetry and produces a platform effect in 0.5–1.4ms.
(erefore, when the rate is in the range of 750–1,050 rad/s,
all aerodynamic forces are asymmetrical. (ere is an initial
spin rate of sabots, and the asymmetry of LIC and LAC
becomes more obvious in contrast to the DC.

(e following presents the CG motion in Figure 10, and
Schmidt and Shear [6] found that the aerodynamic force was
a primary source of external forces for sabot separation,
which determines the relative movement between the sabots
and the rod. As shown in Figure 10(a) at 0 rad/s, considering
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Figure 9: Continued.
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Figure 10: CG velocity of all sabots. Letters a, b, and c, respectively, stand for cases 1, 4, and 6. −S2 is the opposite value of S2.
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the 1,250m/s muzzle velocity, we can calculate the sabot
velocity difference to be less than 1%, and the motion in the
X-axis is nearly symmetrical. (ose of the other axes present
certain symmetry. Regarding the CG velocity of the Y- and
Z-axes, Figures 10(a)–10(c) show that the higher the rate of
the sabot, the more obvious the asymmetry. However, owing
to the presence of the muzzle velocity, the impact of the spin
rate can be negligible for symmetry along the X-axis. In
summary, the initial sabot spin rate can result in a certain
asymmetry in the YOZ-plane movement.

(erefore, the separation process shows near symmetry
under 0 rad/s, which is the same conclusion about the tank
gun in [19]. However, the asymmetry of the boundary
condition has an almost negligible effect on separation.
Owing to the presence of spin rate, LC, LAC, and the YOZ-
plane movement still show a certain asymmetry.

5.2. Rod Surface Pressure. (e separation asymmetry
changes the relative position between the sabots and the rod,
further affecting the intensity and action position of the
shock wave. (erefore, the direct result is a variation in rod
pressure and distribution. We established a series of mon-
itoring points on the rod surface to explore the pressure
intensity located at the rod axis section. As shown in Fig-
ure 11, these sectional planes are named A, B, C, and D, and
the X-axis coordinates of the corresponding planes are
described in Table 3. Arabic numerals mark these points, and
their direction is counterclockwise along the section plane.
(e A-, B-, and C-planes are evenly arranged with six points,
and the D-plane is evenly configured with five points on the
fin surface.

As mentioned in [5], the main types of shock waves in
the rod/sabot interaction are attached shock, detached
shock, reflected shock wave, expansion waves, and others.
Furthermore, when the flow rate of the incoming flow is
much greater than that of the outgoing flow, the choked flow
creates a high-pressure zone that emerges from multiple
reflected shock waves. For a rate of 0 rad/s, we obtained the
maximum pressure of the monitoring points in Table 4 and
plotted their pressure changes over time, as shown in
Figure 12(a). Regarding the pressure intensity, we can see
that there are two pressure peaks in the A- and B-planes, and
the C-plane has a wave peak. However, the D-plane is
relatively gentle. During the initial phase [19], these sabots
are located at the rod body, and the gap between all sabots
and the rod is extremely narrow so that a choked flow is
generated in the front part. However, the flow gradually
stabilizes from the nose to the fins, and the pressure
gradually decreases. In other words, the pressure intensity of
the front part is significantly higher than that at the back.
During the coupling phase [19], these sabots flip backward,
and the reflected shock wave hits the front or middle of the
rod body to form a high-pressure zone on the body. (en,
the sabots continue to flip back and generate a narrow gap
between their tail and the rod. Hence, a choked flow emerges
at the back body. Subsequently, it is relative to the rearward
movement of the rod. Only the detached shock acts on the
fins to form a high pressure on the fin. Generally, the

pressure strength of the fins is weaker than that of the rod
body. (e above detailed separation description produces
the pressure change tendency at 0 rad/s.

Figures 12(a)–12(d) show the pressure change at dif-
ferent rates. During the time range of 0-0.1ms, the relative
positions of the sabots/rod are the same, and the A- and B-
planes are located in the front part of the rod so that their
pressure intensities and distributions exhibit the same trend.
(us, the rate has almost no effect on the pressure. More-
over, owing to the C-plane location of the back part and the
gap difference from various rates, the pressure intensity will
be significantly reduced. However, the pressure on the D-
plane of the fins remains nearly the same. (e pressure
intensity and the action time increase only at 2,000 rad/s.

For the pressure intensity at 0 rad/s in Table 4, the A-
plane peaks are front-body choked flow and reflected shock,
and the corresponding average values are 2.805 and
1.302MPa. However, compared with the A-plane, the peak
values of B are much weaker. As the gap increases and the
relative motion varies between sabots and the rod, the C-
plane peak, resulting from the chocked flow action, still
reaches 1.437MPa. However, it is only half that of the A-
plane. For the D-plane intensity, the pressure at D4 is ap-
proximately four times that of the others, and it results from
the detached shock of the sabots and the increased gap
between the sabots and the rod.(erefore, choked flow is the
most intensive source during separation.
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Figure 11: Schematic of monitoring points.

Table 3: Plane coordinates of the X-axis.

Plane A B C D
Value (mm) 27.9 0 −27.9 76.5

Table 4: Peak values of points at 0 rad/s, and the unit is MPa.

Plane
Peak value

1 2 3 4 5 6 Average

A 2.074 3.225 2.701 3.171 2.312 3.345 2.805
1.398 1.262 1.592 1.033 1.336 1.19 1.302

B 0.631 0.189 0.635 0.190 0.636 0.187 0.411
0.626 0.712 0.554 0.736 0.616 0.756 0.666

C 1.689 1.208 1.917 1.144 1.400 1.265 1.437
D 0.060 0.067 0.065 0.255 0.060 0.102
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To further explore the pressure intensity at various rates, as
shown in Figure 12, we see that A6, B6, C3, and D4 are the
maximum intensities for their corresponding planes. (us, we

analyze the pressure at these points in Figures 13(a)–13(d). (e
spin rate has little effect onA6, followed byB6.However,C3 and
D4 have the maximum impact. With an increase in the spin
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Figure 12: Pressure of different points under different cases: (a) case 1, (b) case 4, (c) case 5, and (d) case 6.
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rate, the second peaks of A6 and B6 and the C3 peak decrease
obviously, as does the acting time of the C3 pressure. At the D4
point, the maximum pressure decreases gradually in the range
of 0–1,050 rad/s, but the peak and the acting time remain the
same. However, when the spin rate exceeds 1,500 rad/s, the peak
value and acting time increase. (is trend is caused by the
relative position diversification of the sabots and the rod. In
short, the pressure distribution and variation show similar li-
ability. However, the spin rate has an influence on the pressure

intensity. Hence, the uneven pressure distribution is the reason
for the variation in the aerodynamic characteristics.

5.3. Rod Aerodynamic Characteristics. (e uneven pressure
distribution mentioned in Section 5.2 causes the aerody-
namic alteration in force and moment. Figures 14 and 15
present the aerodynamic force coefficients and moment
coefficients under different cases.
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Figure 13: Pressure under different cases: (a) A6, (b) B6, (c) C3, and (d) D4.
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During the time of 0-0.1ms in Figure 14(a), the spin rate
has almost no effect on the DC. Subsequently, the maximum
value first increases, then decreases, and finally increases
with the increase in the spin rate. Regarding the variation
tendency and peak numbers, the important spin rate is
900 rad/s. (us, two values, namely, that one is between 750
and 900 rad/s and the other is 1,500 rad/s, are the decom-
position points. As shown in Figures 14(b) and 14(c), LIC
and LAC fluctuate violently during the SDP. For the LIC, the

maximum value changes more obviously, but the minimum
value is basically the same. Moreover, there are two peaks at
2,000 rad/s. Toward the LAC, the changes in cases 1 and 2 are
similar, which also applies to groups of cases 3-4 and 5-6.
Generally, the rate has a greater influence on the LIC, and the
rate of 1,500 rad/s is the demarcation point of the aerody-
namic force.

Figures 15(a)–15(c) display the RMC, YMC, and PMC.
(e minimum value of RMC increases gradually with the
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Figure 14: Force coefficient: (a) DC, (b) LIC, and (c) LAC.
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increase in rotating speed, but the maximum value is the
same. Additionally, that of the 2,000 rad/s case decreases
significantly. (e variation process of YMC is similar in the
time range of 0–0.5ms; subsequently, with the increase in the
rate, the maximum value first increases and then decreases.
However, the minimum value first remains unchanged, then
it decreases, and finally increases. (e maximum PMC
gradually increases with the rate at a time of 0–0.5ms; after

that, the maximum value first increases, then decreases, and
finally increases. (en, the minimum value remains un-
changed. Finally, in the 2,000 rad/s case, there is an extreme
value at 1.9ms caused by the detached shock hitting the fin
surface. (e pressure distribution of the fin surface is the
reason for the aerodynamic change at that time.

(erefore, the 1,500 rad/s rate is the dividing point of the
SDP. However, 2,000 rad/s has a significant influence on the
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Figure 15: Moment coefficient: (a) RMC, (b) YMC, and (c) PMC.
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rod aerodynamic coefficients during the weak coupling
phase, which may result in the loss of flight stability.

5.4. Discarding Quantization Parameters. (e fundamental
requirement for the SDP is rapid separation and interference
reduction [5], which can be evaluated using the discarding
time and aerodynamic impulse. When a sabot’s detached
shock completely leaves the fins, there is no aerodynamic
interference between the sabots and rod. (erefore, we de-
fined the corresponding moment as the discarding time. (e
aerodynamic impulse is a physical quantity of the aerody-
namic force accumulation effect during separation time,
which results in impulse changes and muzzle disturbances of
the rod. Aerodynamic interference generates the disturbance
characteristics in the impulse form. (e drag force can cause
velocity attenuation, and lift and lateral forces produce ve-
locity disturbances, which can directly affect external ballistic
characteristics and shooting accuracy. According to the im-
pulse definition, the aerodynamic impulse of the SDP is the
integral of the aerodynamic force with respect to the dis-
carding time, and it can be written as follows:

PA �
1
2
ρv

2
S 

0

tD

Cdt,

C � DC i
→

+ LIC j
→

+ LAC k
→

,

(8)

where C is the resultant aerodynamic coefficient.
Combining the aerodynamic parameters with the surface

pressure to analyze the separation time, we calculate the
aerodynamic impulse from the separation time and aero-
dynamic forces. Table 5 gives the separation times and
aerodynamic impulses under different spin rates, and we
plot the discarding characteristic curve against the spin rate.

As seen in Figures 16(a) and 16(b), the discarding
characteristics show a definite trend with the spin rate.
When the rate is no greater than 900 rad/s, the separation
time and aerodynamic impulse basically maintain a constant
value, and their average is 1.78ms and 0.075N s, respec-
tively. However, if it is over 900 rad/s, both time and
aerodynamic impulse increase significantly, and these values
have a quadratic function law with the spin rate. When the
rate is equal to 2,000 rad/s, compared with the average values
at below 900 rad/s, the time and impulse are increased by 26
and 39%, respectively. Hence, in case that the rate exceeds a
certain value, the higher the spin rate of the sabot, the worse
the discarding characteristic.

According to the interior ballistic parameters and launch
conditions, the range of spin rate is approximately
1,000–2,000 rad/s, and the blue blocks of Figure 16 represent
the spin rate range of sabots. Combined with the discarding
characteristic parameters, it is concluded that a spin rate of
1,000 rad/s is the optimal value for the APFSDS launched
from the rifled barrel.

Table 5: Discarding characteristic under different spin rates.

Spin rate (rad/s) 0 500 750 900 1000 1050 1500 1750 2000
Discarding time (ms) 1.780 1.781 1.785 1.786 1.85 1.865 2.000 2.091 2.251
Aerodynamic impulse (N·s) 0.0743 0.0746 0.0751 0.0762 0.0794 0.0796 0.0855 0.0938 0.1049
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Figure 16: Discarding characteristic. (a) Discarding time. (b) Aerodynamic impulse.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the effect of the initial spin rate
on the dynamic separation of the APFSDS using CFD and
dynamic mesh approaches. (is study explored the sepa-
ration process at various spin rates. We also quantitatively
analyzed the discarding characteristics against separation
time and aerodynamic impulse. Special attention was given
to understanding the separation of sabots, rod surface
pressure, rod aerodynamic parameters, and quantization
parameters of complex discarding characteristics. (e fol-
lowing conclusions were drawn:

(1) When the spin rate was 0 rad/s, the SDP exhibited
near symmetry. As the initial spin rate of the sabot
increased, there was more obvious separation
asymmetry, and it contributed to the relative posi-
tion variation among the sabots and the rod.

(2) (e distinction of the rod surface pressure indicates
that the choked flow was the strongest flow source of
the SDP. (e spin rate had almost no effect on the
pressure distribution of the front part of the rod.
When the monitoring point moved towards the fins,
the pressure distribution and intensity changedmore
dramatically. (e initial spin rate and separation
asymmetry produced a variation in surface pressure,
which further influenced the rod aerodynamic
characteristics.

(3) For the aerodynamic coefficients, the 1,500 rad/s rate
is the dividing point. However, 2,000 rad/s has a
significant influence on the rod aerodynamic coef-
ficients during the weak coupling phase, which may
result in the loss of flight stability.

(4) When the spin rate is in the range of 0–900 rad/s, the
discarding characteristics remain the same. How-
ever, when the spin rate exceeds 900 rad/s, the dis-
carding time and aerodynamic impulse have a
quadratic polynomial relationship with the rate.
Furthermore, a spin rate of 1,000 rad/s was found to
be the optimal value for the APFSDS of the rifled
barrel.

(5) (e results give a design reference for the APFSDS
from a rifled barrel. Our future work is to calculate
the dynamic separation process of the APFSDS
considering the influence of gunpowder gas, making
the APFSDS initial boundary agree with the firing
condition.

Abbreviations

ϕ: Flux variable
S: General source term
uD: Velocity of the dynamic mesh
Δt: Time step
ϕ1: Velocity vector
i: Sabot number
I: Inertia tensor
M: External moments

ω: Angular velocity
S: Euler angles
C: Transformation matrix from inertial to body

coordinates
pp: Projectile base pressure
lA: Equivalent length of the chamber
A: Burned ratio of the propellant
R: Gas constant
f: Energy capacity of the propellant
vp: Muzzle velocity
vτ : Tangential velocity
Dp: Diameter of the projectile
HFirst: Height of the first layer
DO: Diameter of outer flow
DR: Diameter of the refined zone
PA: Aerodynamic impulse
S: Rod reference area
Γ: General diffusion coefficient
u: Flow velocity
ρ: Fluid density
Δx: Space step
f: Pressure flux
m: Sabot mass
F: External forces
V: Translational velocity
P: Absolute coordinates
Sp: Projectile base area
E: Transformation matrix from sabot Euler to

attitude angles
l: Projectile displacement
mg: Propellant mass
B: Coefficient of secondary work
T: Burning temperature of the propellant
mp: Projectile mass
k: Specific heat
ωb: Rotational velocity of the barrel group
rb: Rotation radius of the barrel group
NL: Number of layers
LO: Length of outer flow
LR: Length of the refined zone
v: Incoming flow velocity
tD: Discarding time
APFSDS: Armor-piercing fin-stabilized discarding sabot
AOA: Angle of attack
AUSM: Advection upstream splitting method
UDFs: User-defined functions
DC: Drag coefficient
LAC: Lateral coefficient
YMC: Yaw moment coefficient
Cal.: Calculated
SDP: Sabot discarding process
CFD: Computational fluid dynamics
CG: Center of gravity
ANF: Army-navy basic finned missile
LIC: Lift coefficient
RMC: Roll moment coefficient
PMC: Pitch moment coefficient
Exp.: Experimental.
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In deep mining, much elastic energy is stored in rock mass due to the high geostress. Rockburst will be induced by accumulated
energy during excavation.Meanwhile, because of blasting vibration energy in the host rock, there will be an obvious superimposed
effect on the probability and intensity of rockburst. To explore the most reasonable and effective method for understanding
rockburst problem under blasting, a deep roadway of Sanshandao gold mine was studied. On the basis of in situ geostress data, the
accumulated energy of three-centered arch roadway after quasi-static excavation was derived. *en, a series of in situ blasting
vibration were monitored, and the blasting vibration energy was calculated by employing the equivalent theory of elastic vibration
boundary. Finally, the tendentiousness of rockburst was evaluated qualitatively with the superimposed energy. *e results
indicated that the disaster-driven energy was increased by 45.1% and 28.2% on different places of roadway. Also, the probability
and intensity of rockburst would be raised.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, resource exploration has entered deep mining.
Much elastic energy is stored in rock mass, and deeper
buried depth leads to more energy. Many scholars have paid
attention to energy storage characteristics of rocks [1–4].
Affected by excavation, the stress and strain will redistribute,
resulting in rock damage and destruction. Kong et al. gave a
new method to estimate the pressure arch formation above
underground excavation in rock mass [5]. Also, the distri-
bution characteristics of stored energy will change. Some
energy will release to damage the host rock. Gao et al. studied
the rock damage based on the energy principles [6]. Xiao
et al. raised a new method for calculating energy release rate
in tunnel excavation subjected to high in situ stress [7].
Sometimes, the intense energy releasing process will cause
dynamic disasters, especially rockburst. Recently, energy
theory has been regarded as the most effective approach to

explain the mechanism of deep dynamic disasters and has
attracted attentions of scholars around the world. Chen et al.
studied the rock burst intensity classification based on the
radiated energy with damage intensity at Jinping II Hy-
dropower Station, China [8]. Xu et al. established a new
energy index for evaluating the tendency of rockburst and its
engineering application also in Jinping II hydropower sta-
tion [9]. Wang et al. did the research on the energy criterion
for rockbursts induced by broken hard and thick rock strata
[10]. Miao et al. predicted the rockburst based on in situ
stress and energy accumulation theory [11].

Meanwhile, drill and blast is still the main excavation
way for the rock mass tunneling [12–14]. Under the action of
blasting wave, there are many negative effects, such as host
rock damage [15–17], high initial stress release [18], intense
stress and strain [19, 20], and blasting vibration of sur-
rounding rock mass [21, 22], to name a few. Also, due to
blasting effect, the energy accumulation degree is much
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higher [23], so the possibility and intensity of rockburst and
other dynamic disasters will increase accordingly. Also,
some scholars have noticed the relationship between
rockburst intensity and rock blasting. Fan et al. studied the
influence of tunneling methods on the strainburst charac-
teristics during the excavation of deep rock mass [24]. Liu
et al. put forward a method for dynamic risk assessment and
management of rockbursts in drill and blast tunnels [25].
However, these methods mentioned above are mainly based
on theoretical derivations or numerical simulations. *e
superposition effect and degree cannot be quantitatively
given. Hence, based on the in situ geostress data and energy
calculation method of circular tunnels, the accumulated
energy of three-centered arch roadway in Sanshandao gold
mine after quasi-static excavation was derived.*en, a series
of modified SHPB dynamic tests were conducted after
employing the equivalent theory of elastic vibration
boundary and the monitoring data of near field blasting
impact velocity. So, the energy attenuation in the long
granite specimens (400mm in length and 50mm in diam-
eter) and blasting vibration energy dispersion with different
incident bars were confirmed. Finally, according to the
superimposed energy, the tendentiousness of rockburst was
evaluated qualitatively. So, the effect of blasting vibration on
rockburst intensity was quantified, which provides theo-
retical guidance and supporting data for dynamic disasters
of deep rock under blasting vibration conditions.

2. Energy Accumulation Casused by Deep
Roadway Excavation

2.1. Engineering Cases and Geostress Measurement. *e
largest exploitation depth in Sanshandao gold mine has
already exceeded 1400m. Rockburst and other dynamic
disasters are becoming more and more serious. To study the
rockburst tendency, a 1000m depth roadway was selected as
the research cases. *e cross-section diagram of excavated
roadway is displayed in Figure 1. *e dimensions of the
roadway are 4.2m in height and 4.5m in width. As shown,
region I is the roof and the circular arc area of side wall, with
the arc radius 2.25m; region II is the transition region of side
wall and the floor, with the arc radius 0.94m; and region III
is the circular arc area of floor, with the arc radius 4.6m.

A large number of studies have shown that deep high
geostress is the essential cause of dynamic disasters; to obtain
accurate geostress measurement data, the stress relief
method was employed to measure the in situ geostress, and
the adopted in situ stress probe is shown in Figure 2.

In order to acquire the accurate distribution law of
geostress, in situ geostress measurements of 11 groups were
carried out. After measuring, it is found that all curves show
similar stress characteristics. As relief length increases, the
measured strain values increase constantly and finally be-
come stable. Typical measuring data curves of geostress are
shown in Figure 3. In the legend of Figure 3, A, B, and C are
the three sets of strain rosette and 0, 45, 90, and 135 are the
direction of strain gage in a strain rosette.

*e stress relief method is to reverse the stress value
according to the measured value of strain recovery value

with the basis of generalized Hooke’s law, so the elastic
modulus and Poisson’s ratio of rock cores are necessary for
data processing; they can be acquired by the confining
pressure rating test (shown in Figure 4(a)), and the following
formulas are obtained:

E �
Pc

εθ
·

2L
2

L
2

− l
2, (1)

] �
εz

εθ
, (2)

where E is the elastic modulus; v is the Poisson ratio; Pc is the
confining pressure; εθ and εz are radial and axial strain,
respectively; and L and l are outer and inner diameter of the
rock core, respectively.

Considering the influence of colloid, formula (1) can be
modified as follows:

E � K1 ·
P0

εθ
·

2L
2

L
2

− l
2, (3)

where K1 is the compensation factor. When E≥ 50MPa, K1
is 1.12.

After in situ strain monitoring, confining pressure cal-
ibration tests were carried out on the drilled cores; typical
confining pressure rating curves are displayed in Figure 4(b).
After analyzing the measured data of 11 points, the value and
direction of geostress of Sanshandao gold mine are listed in
Table 1, and the fitted results are illustrated in Figure 5.

As listed in Table 1, for the geostresses in three direc-
tions, the dip angles of maximum principal stress (σ1) are
between −10° and 4°; this principal stress is close to the
horizontal direction; it is named as the maximum horizontal
principal stress (σH). For the intermediate principal stress
(σ2) and minimum principal stress (σ3), one of them is in the
near horizontal state and the other one is in the near vertical
state by the dip angle analysis. *e geostress with near
horizontal state is named as the minimum horizontal
principal stress (σh), and the geostress with vertical dip angle
is the vertical principal stress (σv). *ese three principal
stresses all increase linearly with depth, and the maximum
horizontal principal stress increases much more rapidly. *e
relationships between three different principal stress and
depth are as follows:

σH � 0.035H + 7.434,

σh � 0.017H + 8.366,

σv � 0.026H + 1.072,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(4)

where H is the depth.
Based on the fitting formula (4), taking example of

1000m depth geostress, the value of in situ stress values in
three directions is as follows: σH � 42.4MPa, σh � 25.4MPa,
and σv � 27.1MPa, and the three values are 35.4, 22.0, and
21.9 for 800m depth, respectively. So, for the value of
geostress, the minimum horizontal principal stress is almost
equal to the vertical principal stress, and the maximum
horizontal stress is about 1.6 times the minimum horizontal
principal stress and vertical principal stress.
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Figure 3: Typical measuring data curves of geostress.
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2.2.Analysis of EnergyAccumulation inExcavation. To avoid
the effect of tectonic stress, most of the underground mine
main roadway will be designed and excavated along with the
direction of the maximum horizontal stress. So, the maxi-
mum horizontal principal stress will be released during
excavation. When the roadway is excavated along the
maximum horizontal principal stress, the vertical principal
stress is very close to the minimum horizontal principal
stress based on the geostress monitoring results. So, the
excavated roadway can be equivalent to an infinite three-
centered arch roadway, and the far field geostress effect can
be approximate to hydrostatic pressure, which means
P0 � σv ≈ σh. Using the plane strain problem method, the
confining pressure of circular roadway can be expressed as
follows [26]:

σ1 � P0 1 +
R
2

r
2 ,

σ2 � P0,

σ3 � P0 1 −
R
2

r
2 ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where σ1, σ2, and σ3 are the first, second, and third principal
stress, respectively; R is the radius of roadway; and r is the
distance between the surrounding rock to the roadway center.

*en, the strain energy density of surrounding rock is

U �
σ21 + σ22 + σ23 − 2] σ1σ2 + σ2σ3 + σ1σ3(  

2E
. (6)

Under hydrostatic pressure conditions, the stresses in
the far field have the rule as

σ1 � σ2 � σ3 � P0. (7)

Substituting equations (5) and (7) into equation (6), the
strain energy density of surrounding rock before and after
excavation can be calculated as follows:

Uw � P
2
0
3(1 − 2]) + 2(1 + ]) R

4/r4  

2E
,

U0 �
P
2
0[3(1 − 2])]

2E
,

(8)

where U0 and Uw are the strain energy density of sur-
rounding rock before and after excavation, respectively.

For any point N(r, θ) in the three-centered arch road-
way, according to the region partition in Figure 4, when
θ ∈ (−α, α), whichmeans N(r, θ) is in the region I, the strain
energy density of surrounding rock after excavation is

Uw1 �
P
2
0 3(1 − 2]) + 2(1 + ]) R

4/r4  

2E
. (9)

When N(r, θ) is in the region II,
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Figure 4: Confining pressure calibration test and its typical testing curves.
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r′2 � R1 − R2( 
2

+ r
2

− 2r R1 − R2( cos θ − α2( , (10)

Uw2 �
P
2
0 3(1 − 2]) + 2(1 + ]) R

4
2/r′

4
  

2E
�

P
2
0

2E

3(1 − 2]) + 2(1 + ])R
4
3

R1 − R2( 
2

+ r
2

− 2r R1 − R2( cos θ − α2(  
2. (11)

When N(r, θ) is in the region III,

O1O
2
2 � R3 − R2( 

2
+ R1 − R2( 

2
− 2 R3 − R2(  R1 − R2( cos α3, (12)

r″2 � O1O
2
2 + r

2
− 2r O1O2


cos θ, (13)

Uw3 �
P
2
0

2E0

[3(1 − 2]) + 2(1 + ])]R
4
3

O1O
2
2 + r

2
− 2r O1O2


cos θ

. (14)

Table 1: Geostress data from in situ monitoring.

No. Depth
(m)

Maximum principal stress σ1 Intermediate principal stress σ2 Minimum principal stress σ3
Value
(MPa)

Direction
(°)

Dip angle
(°)

Value
(MPa)

Direction
(°)

Dip angle
(°)

Value
(MPa)

Direction
(°)

Dip angle
(°)

1 510 24.55 129 4 16.35 −138 2 14.49 133 −85
2 510 24.64 −111 3 15.68 155 82 15.02 161 −10
3 555 25.71 −45 −13 14.00 14 73 13.00 50 −20
4 645 29.57 112 −3 19.56 −177 −80 15.48 −156 −9
5 600 28.88 103 1 16.54 10 76 14.77 13 −8
6 600 30.17 110 −6 18.83 24 −11 16.94 236 −70
7 690 31.50 −80 2 19.08 230 −79 17.54 10 −10
8 690 29.77 −83 4 20.84 −8 −74 19.63 8 15
9 750 33.22 119 −10 19.93 −89 −82 17.10 208 −8
10 795 48.93 164.09 3 23.15 74.41 −5.97 21.66 47.22 83.29
11 825 46.95 40.06 3.84 28.88 −49.55 −5.77 26.49 −83.43 83.06
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Figure 5: *e relationship between geostress and depth.
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Substituting in situ geostress data, elastic modulus, and
Poisson’s ratio into formulas (9)–(14), the quasi static energy
distribution of host rock mass can be fitted, as shown in
Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that after excavation, the
maximum accumulated energy on the top and both sides of
the roadway is 89.7 kJ/m3. For the bottom of the roadway,
the value is 143.6 kJ/m3. *e maximum values all appear in
the host rock at the location 5m from the free face.

3. Energy Superposition Effect by
Blasting Vibration

3.1. Confirmation of Equivalent Elastic Vibration Zone.
Blasting in the rock mass is a very complicated process; the
energy produced by the explosion of an explosive can be
roughly divided into two parts: one is for the excavation of
the target rockmass and the other can produce the rockmass
vibration at a certain distance. Under these combination
effects, different damage zones are formed. Based on the
damage types and degrees, the recognized zones are blasting
crushed zone, blasting fragmentation zone, and elastic vi-
bration zone, as shown in Figure 7,

As seen in Figure 7, some of the energy of the explosion will
be consumed in blasting crushed zone and blasting frag-
mentation zone to excavate target rock mass. *e remaining
energy will propagate outward in the form of a vibrational
wave; this part energy will have a superimposed effect on the
accumulated energy of rock mass.*erefore, for the analysis of
energy superposition effect by blasting vibration, an equivalent
elastic vibration boundary (region 4 in Figure 7) could be
adopted. In this region, the blasting wave can be recognized as
the elastic wave gradually decays along the radius [27]. When
single-hole blasting is used for infinite rock, the failure mode of
rocks in blasting crushed zone is mainly shearing failure.While
for the rocks in blasting fragmentation zone, it is tensile failure.
*e radius can be calculated by the following equation [28]:

r1 �
ρrc

2
p

5σc

 

1/2
P

σ∗
 

1/4

r0,

r2 �
υP

(1 − υ)σt

 

1/α

r0,

(15)

where r0 is the radius of blasting drill hole; r1 is the radius of
blasting crushed zone; r2 is the radius of blasting frag-
mentation zone; cp is the velocity of P wave in the rock; σc is
the dynamic compressive strength; σt is the dynamic tensile
strength; σ∗ is the static compressive strength; P is the
blasting loading; α is the attenuation coefficient of vibration
wave; and ρr is the density of rock.

Here, c2p � λ + 2G/ρr, λ � 2Gυ/1 − 2υ, and G is the shear
modulus.

Calculations suggest that the radius of single-hole
blasting crushed zone is 4 times the radius of blasting hole.
For the blasting fragmentation zone, the value is ten times.
*erefore, in this paper, 10 times of blasting hole radius can
be equivalent to elastic vibration zone [29].

3.2. In Situ Blasting Vibration Wave Monitoring. For the in
situ blasting, the drilled blasting hole is 40mm; according to
the equivalent elastic vibration zone model, the range of
blasting crush zone in the rock mass is 160mm around
blasting hole and the range of blasting fragmentation zone is
about 400mm around blasting hole. It also means that the
blasting energywill propagate outward in the formof vibration
waves out of the range of 0.4m. To acquire accurate velocity of
blasting vibration wave, Ubox-5016 blasting vibrationmonitor
(see Figure 8) was used in in situ blasting monitoring.

Because it is close to the roadway working face, it is difficult
to conduct in situ monitoring. Here, 7 groups of near-field
blasting vibration monitoring were applied, and the moni-
toring location and monitoring results are shown in Table 2.

After data analysis, the attenuation law of vibration
velocity with blasting distance could be fitted as shown in
Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9, the peak velocity of blasting
decreases gradually with the increase of the propagation
distance in rock mass, and the total vibration velocity will
attenuate by the formula in Figure 9.

4. Rockburst Tendentiousness Analysis

According to the value of elastic energy, the rockburst in-
tensity can be divided into four degrees, as shown in Table 3.

As calculated in Section 2.2, without considering the
explosion vibration effect, the maximum accumulated en-
ergy on the top and both sides of the roadway is 89.7 kJ/m3

after excavation. For the bottom of the roadway, the value is
143.6 kJ/m3. *ese two values indicate that the rockburst
intensity is slight and medium, respectively. *e maximum
values all appear at about 5m from the free face.

At 5m position in the host rock, the velocity caused by
blasting is 3.86m/s which is calculated by the formula in
Figure 9. Taking the theorem of kinetic energy, the energy
density per unit volume of rock mass could be calculated by
considering the granite density 2712 kg/m3, and the blasting
vibration energy density is 40.41 kJ/m3. *en, the accu-
mulated energy has risen to 130.11 kJ/m3 on the top and both
sides of the roadway and 184.01 kJ/m3 on the bottom of the
roadway. *e accumulated energy increase rates are 45.1%
and 28.2%, respectively, and the rockburst intensity has risen
to medium. It can be seen that blasting vibration obviously
increases the probability and intensity of the rockburst,
which increases the potential threat of dynamic disasters at a
certain extent.
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5. Conclusions

Considering the superimposed effect of excavation accu-
mulation energy and blasting vibration energy in deep
roadway,

(1) Based on the in situ geostress data and energy cal-
culation method of circular tunnels, the accumulated
energy of three-centered arch roadway after quasi-
static excavation was derived. *e maximum accu-
mulated energy on the top and both sides of the
roadway is 89.7 kJ/m3 after excavation. For the
bottom of the roadway, the value is 143.6 kJ/m3. *e
maximum values all appear at about 5m from the
free face.

(2) Based on near-field monitored data, the attenuation
law blasting vibration velocity could be fitted, and the

result shows that the peak velocity of blasting will
decrease gradually with the increase of the propa-
gation distance.

(3) After considering blasting vibration, the accumu-
lated energy has risen to 130.11 kJ/m3 on the top and
both sides of the roadway and 184.01 kJ/m3 on the
bottom of the roadway. *ere is an increase of 45.1%
and 28.2%, respectively. It can be seen that blasting
vibration obviously increases the probability and
intensity of the rockburst, which increases the po-
tential threat of dynamic disasters at a certain extent.

Data Availability

*e datasets used in the present study are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Table 2: Monitoring location and results of near-field blasting vibration.

Blasting distance (m) X-velocity (m/s) Y-velocity (m/s) Z-velocity (m/s) Velocity (m/s)
4.2 1.82 1.23 1.91 2.91
3.6 2.12 2.04 1.79 3.44
2.4 3.52 3.36 3.51 6.00
4.4 2.01 1.95 1.83 3.49
3.8 2.35 2.24 2.23 3.94
3.2 2.57 2.16 1.96 3.86
2.6 3.18 2.79 2.89 5.12

y = 17.81 – 7.04x + 0.85x2
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Figure 9: Blasting vibration velocity attenuation curve with distance.

Table 3: Grading value of rockburst tendentiousness.

Rockburst degree None Slight Medium Intensity
Energy density value (kJ/m3) Ue < 40 40≤Ue < 100 100≤Ue < 200 200<Ue
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Fractured sandstone is widely distributed in mining areas throughout western China where the artificial freezing method is
extensively adopted to construct vertical shafts. Blasting and excavation generate stress waves and break frozen fractured
sandstone. Among the failure modes of frozen fractured rocks, tensile failure is very common. In this study, the dynamic tensile
strength of fractured sandstone samples with four crack inclination angles (0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°) is tested by using a split Hopkinson
pressure bar at four subzero temperatures (−5, −10, −15, and −20°C). Accordingly, a damage constitutive relationship that
considers the effect of fissure angle and freezing temperature is established. -e results show the following: (1) the fissure angle
does not significantly affect the dynamic tensile strength of frozen fractured sandstone but mainly affects the failure mode of the
sample. (2)-e dynamic tensile strength of fractured sandstone has a negative linear correlation with the freezing temperature. (3)
When the fissure angle is small, only tensile cracking occurs; when the fissure angle is large, tensile cracking occurs along both the
loading direction and the fissure; and shear cracking occurs along the fissure as well. (4) Regardless of the fissure angle, tensile
cracking is initiated at the stress-concentration zone and then propagates towards the loading end. Fissure ice provides both
resistance to deformation and resistance to crack propagation which affects the crack propagation and coalescence mode. A
dynamic constitutive relationship is established by considering the effects of fissure angle and freezing temperature on the
dynamic properties of frozen fractured sandstone, which is proven to be highly reliable and provides a reference and basis to study
the dynamic mechanical properties of similar rock types.

1. Introduction

A large number of mine shafts in western China pass
through Cretaceous strata. -ese strata have a short sedi-
mentation time, containing many macro- and mesoscale
fissures, and are in a water-rich state [1, 2]. -e artificial
freezing method has become the best plan for vertical shaft
construction in water-rich soft rock strata [3, 4]. -e frac-
tured rock mass is easily damaged in blasting and excavation
by the action of stress waves [5, 6]. Due to the complex
characteristics of rock mass structure, the dynamic me-
chanical behavior of frozen rock mass and the underlying
mechanisms of crack propagation induced by impact
loading are unclear [7].

Dynamic mechanical properties of fractured rock at
room temperature have been investigated vastly primarily

through the split Hopkinson pressure bar test device [8, 9],
which can determine the dynamic compressive strength
[10], dynamic tensile strength [11], dynamic fracture
toughness [12], and other mechanical properties of the
material [13, 14]. Dong et al. [15] used a separate Hopkinson
pressure bar system to study the fracture behaviors of rock
plates containing a single fissure and an ultra-high-speed
camera system combined with the digital image correlation
(DIC) method was adopted to record the transient fracture
process. Li [16] used an improved Hopkinson pressure bar
device to test the dynamic mechanical properties of pris-
matic marble with a single defect, and the effects of different
crack angles and lengths on the dynamic mechanical
properties were analyzed. Yan [17] conducted a dynamic
compression test on rock specimens with multiple parallel
cracks; the effects of the strain rate and crack strength on the
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dynamic response of the fractured specimen strength,
deformability, progressive failure behavior, rock fragmen-
tation characteristics, and energy dissipation were consid-
ered. Li [18] performed numerical simulations on the
dynamicmixedmode I/II fracture behavior of fractured rock
employing notched semicircular bending (NSCB) models.

A number of studies have been conducted on frozen
intact rocks. Yang et al. [19] considered Cretaceous red
sandstone and conducted the SHPB dynamic impact test to
study its deformation, failure, and energy transfer laws
under low-temperature conditions. -e dynamic mechan-
ical properties of weakly consolidated soft rock under dif-
ferent freezing temperatures were studied using the split
Hopkinson pressure bar system, and a dynamic constitutive
model considering the temperature effects was established
[20, 21]. Weng et al. [22] studied the effects of strain rate on
the dynamic mechanical properties of dry siltstone and
saturated siltstone at low temperatures, and the associated
mechanism of water/ice weakening and strengthening of the
dynamic mechanical properties of siltstone was discussed.
Shan et al. [23] studied the effect of strain rates on the
damage distribution and broken shape of frozen red
sandstone subjected to dynamic compression. -e above
studies reveal primary principles of the dynamic mechanical
properties of frozen rocks and form the basis for under-
standing the dynamic mechanical properties of the frozen
rock mass. However, the scarcity of systematic studies on the
dynamic mechanical properties poses risk to blasting ex-
cavation of frozen rock mass.

In this study, the SHPB system was used to perform
dynamic splitting tests on sandstone samples containing a
single artificial fissure filled with ice at different freezing
temperatures (−5, −10, −15, −20 °C) and with loading
angles (0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°). -e reason for adopting
samples containing a single fissure is that it will make it
easier to acquire the first-order rules of how predominant
factors (e.g., loading angle and freezing temperature) affect
the dynamic properties of frozen fractured rock. -e dy-
namic mechanical properties and failure process of the
sandstone samples were studies along with the associated
morphological analysis. -e crack propagation process was
recorded using high-speed photography equipment. A
dynamic constitutive relationship is established by con-
sidering the effects of initial multiscale damage and freezing
temperature on the dynamic properties of frozen fractured
sandstone.

2. Methodology

2.1. Specimen Preparation. -e rock used in this study was
medium-coarse-grained yellow sandstone commonly found
in the mining areas of western China. An entire rock block
with good uniformity was selected as the specimen. A core
drill was used to extract a cylindrical specimen with a di-
ameter of 50mm. According to the standards of the In-
ternational Society of Rock Mechanics, the height of the
specimen was 25mm. -e artificial crack was cut across the
center of a sample through a water jet scalpel; its length was
20–22mm with an opening of 1–1.7mm (Figure 1(a)). -e

basic physical and mechanical parameters of the sandstone
at 20 °C are shown in Table 1.

-e sample with good integrity was selected as the test to
ensure that the sample is in full contact with the end surface
of the rod during loading based on the requirements of the
dynamic splitting test. -is test involves four freezing
temperatures (−5, −10, −15, and −20°C) and four loading
angles (0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°). Fissure angle, labeled by θ, is
defined as the angle between the loading direction and the
artificial fissure. Considering the influence of material in-
homogeneity on the dispersion of the test results, three
specimens are carried out under the same test conditions
with the test average selected for the analysis of the results.
-erefore, a total of 48 fractured sandstone specimens were
used in this test.

Heat treatment was conducted on specimens so that
their dry mass was obtained; combining with their satura-
tion mass, the porosity of these samples can be calculated.
We used porosity as an index for selecting samples with
similar values.

Before the dynamic split test, specimens were condi-
tioned as follows: -e specimen was placed in the oven for
24 h at a temperature of 105°C before drying in a vacuum
saturation instrument; the gauge pressure was at −0.1MPa
andmaintained for 2 h, and then, the specimen was placed in
distilled water to continue pumping. After 3 h under vac-
uum, the rock specimen was placed in distilled water for
48 h. Afterwards, the artificial fissure was sealed with a thin
layer of Vaseline at both sides; then, water was injected into
it. -e specimens were finally wrapped with plastic film and
placed into an environmental chamber to freeze at testing
temperatures for at least 24 h (Figure 1(b)).

2.2. Dynamic Split Test. -e prepared specimens were taken
out from the environmental chamber; afterwards, the dy-
namic split test was conducted immediately. Since the test
duration was extremely short, the temperature of the
samples was regarded as unchanged. To understand the
influence of the fissure angle on the mechanical properties of
fractured sandstone, dynamic splitting tests at 0°, 30°, 60°,
and 90° were performed (Figure 2). -e impact velocity was
2.2m/s, and the crack growth process was recorded with
high-speed photography equipment.

2.3. Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar. -e SHPB test is based on
two fundamental assumptions: one-dimensional stress wave
in the elastic rod and the uniformity of stress in the spec-
imen. During testing, the specimen is held between the
incident and transmitted bar (Figure 2). A copper ring sheet
is used to reshape the test stress waveform to eliminate the
wave dispersion, and petroleum jelly is applied to reduce
friction. -e striker hits the incident bar at an initial speed,
generates a stress wave in the incident bar, and propagates
forward. After reaching the sample, a stress balance is
achieved after multiple reflections. As the specimen deforms,
it generates reflected and transmitted waves.

According to the one-dimensional elastic wave theory,
the average applied load at both ends of the rod is
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P(t) �
P1 + P2

2
� EsAb

εI + εR + εT

2
, (1)

where P1 and P2 are the loads on both ends; Es is the elastic
modulus of the sample; Ab is the cross-sectional area of the
pressure bar; and εI, εR, and εT are the strain values of the
incident wave, reflected wave, and transmitted wave as
collected by the strain gauge.

-e assumption of stress homogenization suggests that
after the specimen reaches its internal stress balance, its
stress distribution remains nearly the same as the stress
distribution under static loads. -us, the dynamic tensile
stress at the center of the specimen is

σ(t) �
P1(t)

πRB
�

EsAbεT(t)

πRB
, (2)

where R and B are the radius and height of the specimen,
respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dynamic Equilibrium. In the dynamic split tests, the
load conditions of the constant strain rate must be satisfied
so that the internal force of the specimen is uniform.
According to the work of Liang et al. [24] on wave-shaping
materials in the SHPB test system, a copper sheet with holes
is selected as the shaper. -e voltage signal obtained during
testing is shown in Figure 3(a), where the reshaped wave-
form is a sine wave. When the wave propagates in the
specimen, after four transmissions and reflections, it is
considered that the internal stress balance of the specimen is
reached. -e sample wave speed is 2670m/s, and the
specimen diameter is 5 cm. -erefore, the specimen can
attain the stress equilibrium state after 75 μs. It is seen from
Figure 3(a) that the rising edge time is 85 μs, which can be
considered as the specimen reaches a constant strain rate
loading state.

Table 1: Basic physical and mechanical parameters of the sandstone used.

Sample Density (g/cm3) Porosity (%) P-wave velocity (m/s) Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa) Poisson’s ratio
Saturation 2152–2198 19.56–20.12 2650–2695 19.65–20.18 0.21–0.24

Gas gun Striker
AdsorberIncident bar

Transmitted bar

Specimen

Wave shaper

High speed camera

Ultra-dynamic
strain gauge

Compressed
nitrogen

Laser velocimeter

Strain gauge 1 Strain gauge 2

Computer
Split Hopkinson

pressure bar

90°

60°

30°

0°

P2P1

Figure 2: Diagram of the SHPB test system.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Fractured sandstone samples. (a) Sandstone specimens containing single fissure. (b) Sandstone specimens after freezing.
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Figure 3(b) is the obtained stress time history curve. -e
rising edge of the incident stress and the reflected stress
curve nearly overlapped, and the linear slope of the in-
creasing incident stress can be considered as the loading rate.
-e impact speed is maintained equal during testing, which
means that the same loading rate is applied to the specimen.
However, the strain rate changes with variations in the
temperature and loading angle. -e incident stress wave-
+ reflected stress waves and the transmitted stress wave
nearly coincide, indicating that the sample has reached the
stress equilibrium condition and the test data are highly
accurate. According to the experimental results, the presence
of ice will affect the propagation of stress wave. Since the
longitudinal wave velocity of the two is different, they will be
reflected and transmitted at the interface, but the dynamic
stress equilibrium will not be affected.

3.2. Stress-Strain Curve. -e mechanical properties of the
material, such as peak strength and elastic modulus, can be
obtained from the characteristics of the stress-strain curves.
Figure 4 shows the stress-strain curves obtained from the
dynamic splitting tests of fractured sandstone under dif-
ferent freezing temperatures and loading angles.

It is seen that the curve can be divided roughly into three
stages. -e first stage is the elastic stage where the stress
linearly increases with the strain and the sample absorbs
energy. -us, elastic energy storage is achieved, which is
used for the next stage of crack propagation and coalescence.
-e slope of this stage can be used as the tensile modulus of
the sample.-e second stage is the plastic development stage
where the growth rates of the stress with strain slowdown,
which shows the characteristics of strain hardening. As the
temperature decreases, the proportion of this stage in the
stress curve gradually decreases, and the internal micro-
cracks in the sample expand rapidly and reach their tensile
stress limit after absorbing energy. -e third stage is the
failure stage, where the stress decreases with the strain. As

the temperature decreases, the decline rate of the stress is
enhanced, which may be caused by the shrinkage of the rock
matrix and the enhancement of brittleness. -is stage shows
the obvious characteristics of plastic softening.

Under the same freezing temperature, the stress-strain
curves of fractured sandstone with different fissure angles are
different, mainly reflected in the slope of elastic stage and
failure stage, and the length of the plastic stage, but none of
them show a certain rule. With lower temperature, the slope
of the elastic stage first decreases and then increases; the
corresponding peak strain and the length of the plastic stage
show a similar trend.-is should be attributed to the coupling
effects of frost damage-induced weakening and freezing-
induced strengthening. As temperature decreases, pore water
freezes and its volumetric expansion during freezing expands
pores and microcracks; rock is thus damaged. On the other
hand, ice in pores acts as both cement providing extra ad-
hesive force and filling providing supporting force during
rock failure; therefore, rock is strengthened.

3.3. Peak Stress. -e peak stress is the ultimate bearing
capacity of a material when it fails and is an important
parameter to characterize rock strength. -e maximum
value on the stress-strain curve obtained from the dynamic
splitting test of frozen sandstone is its tensile strength, and
its change law is shown in Figure 5. It is seen that, under the
test conditions, the dynamic tensile strength of the fractured
sandstone varied with the loading angle within only
±0.5MPa when at the same temperature, which does not
form a specific change rule. As the temperature decreases,
the strength of the fractured sandstone gradually increases.
-e change rules of the cracks at each dip are nearly the
same, and a linear relationship is fit. -is may be due to the
small impact speed of the test and the small influence of the
fissure angle on the strength of the specimen.-e strength of
the fissure ice and rock matrix is the primary controlling
factor for the strength of the fractured sandstone.
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Figure 3: Evolution curves of the voltage (a) and stress (b) with time.
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3.4. Crack Propagation and Coalescence. According to the
dynamic splitting test process of fractured sandstone at
different freezing temperatures, the failure mode of the
sample under the same fissure angle is basically the same and
does not change significantly with lower temperatures. -e
failure process of the specimen collected at −5°C is analyzed
as an example. Photos of the failure process at each loading
angle collected with high-speed photography are shown in
Figures 6 and the schematic diagram of the failure process is
shown in Figure 7.

It is seen from Figure 6 that the loading angle signif-
icantly impacts the dynamic split failure model of fractured
sandstone. When the impact loading direction is parallel to
the fissure (θ� 0°), tensile failure of the sample along the
loading direction occurs when the fissure ice is detached
from the fissure wall. -e compression strength of the ice is
much greater than the tensile strength at the interface, so

the specimen is stretched along the normal direction of the
artificial fissure. Moreover, there is a stress concentration at
the contact end of the incident rod and the test piece. Under
the continuous action of the stress wave, the rock matrix in
this area is crushed into small lumps (Figures 6(a) and
7(a)).

When the loading direction is not parallel to the artificial
fissure (not perpendicular as well), tensile crack is initiated at
the tip of the artificial fissure before it propagates to the
contact surface between the sample and the pressure bar. At
small fissure angles (for instance, θ� 30°), the ice-rock in-
terface in the fissure breaks under tension which is the final
stage of failure; that is, the sample only exhibits tensile
cracking (Figures 6(b) and 7(b)).While at large fissure angles
(e.g., θ� 60°), the ice-rock interface in the fissure experiences
shear failure before the final rupture of the sample
(Figures 6(c) and 7(c)).
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Figure 4: Dynamic splitting stress-strain curve of fractured sandstone at various fissure angles and subzero temperatures. (a)T � −5℃.
(b)T � −10℃. (c)T � −15℃. (d)T � −20℃.
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Figure 6: Continued.
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Figure 6: Failure process of samples with different fissure angles recorded by the high-speed photography at −5°C. (a) T� −5°C, θ� 0°. (b)
T� −5°C, θ� 30°. (c) T� −5°C, θ� 60°. (d) T� −5°C, θ� 90°.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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In the case that the impact loading direction is per-
pendicular to the artificial fissure (θ� 90°), tensile crack is
initiated at the center of the specimen along the loading
direction. With the propagation of the tensile crack towards
the pressure bar, fissure ice is pulled apart in the middle.
Afterwards, tensile cracking occurs at the top and bottom
edge of the sample along the artificial fissure direction, which
is caused by stretching waves formed after the reflection of
the stress wave (Figures 6(d) and 7(d)).

-e above experimental results show that the failure
modes of specimens differ under different loading angles; the
underlying mechanisms are embedded in the interaction
between fissure ice and rock matrix. Under an impact load,
stress-concentration first appears at the ice-rock interface in
the artificial fissure. Regardless of the fissure angle, tensile
cracking is initiated at the stress-concentration zone and
then propagates towards the loading end. Fissure ice pro-
vides both resistance to deformation and resistance to crack
propagation. When the fissure angle is 0, fissure ice is under
tension, and due to its resistance to deformation, tensile
cracking will not be initiated until the ice-rock interface is
detached (Figure 8(a)). In the case of nonzero loading angles

(not 90° neither), tensile cracking is initiated close to the tip
of the fissure and propagates towards the loading bar; af-
terwards, however, shear cracking dominates the failure
process. -e cohesion at the ice-rock interface provides
resistance to shear cracking, after the shear failure of which
final failure occurs (Figure 8(b)). When the impact loading
direction is perpendicular to the artificial fissure (θ� 90°),
tensile cracking is initiated at the center of the sample along
the loading direction. With the propagation of the tensile
crack towards the pressure bar, fissure ice is pulled apart in
the middle, suggesting that tensile strength of ice itself
provides the resistance to failure in this case.

4. Constitutive Model

4.1. Establishment of the Constitutive Relationship.
Combining the statistic damage model and viscoelastic
model, Shan [24] built a time effect damage model of rock
under dynamic loading. Based on this model, we considered
the influence of fissure angle and freezing temperature on
rock constitutive relation and then built a dynamic con-
stitutive model for frozen fractured sandstone.
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(d)

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of crack propagation in the fractured sandstone. (Note: IC is interface crack; RM is rock matrix; SC is stress-
concentration) (a)T� −5°C, θ� 0°. (b)T� −5°C, θ� 30°. (c)T� −5°C, θ� 60°. (d)T� −5°C, θ� 90°.
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-e basic assumptions of this model are as follows:

(1) -e interior microelements of rock are regarded as
the parallel combination of damage element and
viscous element, which satisfies

ε � εa � εb, (3)

σ � σa + σb, (4)

where εa is the strain of damage element; εb is the
strain of viscous element; σa is the stress of damage
element; and σb is the stress of viscous element.

(2) Under the static load, the viscous element does not
work. It only works when the loading rate reaches a
certain value; its constitutive relation is

σ � η
dε
dt

, (5)

where η is the viscosity coefficient.
(3) Based on the heterogeneity and anisotropy of frac-

tured rock mass, the physical properties of each
element are in probability distribution. So, the
mechanical properties of the element can be math-
ematically described by the statistical method. It is
assumed that the strength of rock elements obeys
Weibull distribution [25], and its probability density
function is

P(ε) �
m

α
ε
α

 
m− 1

exp −
ε
α

 
m

 , (6)

where P(ε) is the corresponding intensity probability andm
and α0 are Weibull distribution constants.

In the process of deformation and failure of fractured
rock mass under load, the axial stress is mainly borne by four
parts: intact rock, the damage caused by fissure, the damage
caused by load, and the damage under the coupling action of
fissure and load. In the axial direction, it is assumed that the
total element area of fractured rock mass is A, the damage
element area caused by prefabricated fissure is Aβ, the
damage element area caused by the load is As, and the
damage element area caused by coupling of fissure and load
is A1.

-e damage caused by fissure (Dβ) can be defined as the
ratio of the damage element area caused by the prefabricated
fissure to the total element area:

Dβ �
Aβ

A
. (7)

-e fractured rock mass is further damaged under the
action of load, and the damage variable under load is defined
as (DS)

Ds �
As − A1

A − Aβ
. (8)

As a whole, the microelement failure of rock mass is
caused by the combined action of prefabricated fissure and
load. -erefore, the total damage variable of fractured rock
mass under load can be defined according to the final
damage degree of rock mass:

Dt �
As + Aβ − A1

A
. (9)
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of the mechanism of how ice alters the dynamic properties of frozen fractured sandstone.
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Substituting equations (7) and (8) into (9), the rela-
tionship among Dβ, DS, and Dt can be obtained:

Dt � Ds + Dβ − DsDβ. (10)

It can be seen from equation (10) that the combined
action of fissure and load aggravates the total damage of
rock, but the coupling action of the two weakens the total
damage to some extent and shows obvious nonlinear
characteristics.

According to the theory of macroscopic phenomeno-
logical damage mechanics, the degree of deterioration inside
the material can be characterized by the response of mac-
roscopic mechanical properties of the rock mass. -erefore,
the elastic modulus was selected as the measurement
benchmark of the initial damage of the fractured rock mass,
and Dβ was defined as

Dβ � 1 −
Eβ

E0
, (11)

where β is the fissure angle and Eβ is the elastic modulus of
fractured rock mass with different fissure angles. E0 is the
elastic modulus of intact rock.

-e deformation and failure of rock mass are a con-
tinuous process of continuous internal damage of material.
By integrating equation (6), the damage accumulation effect
of the destruction of the element can be obtained, and the
damage variable under load can be expressed as

Ds � 
ε

0
P(ε)dε � 1 − exp −

ε
α

 
m

 . (12)

Substituting equations (11) and (12) into (10), the total
damage of fractured rock mass can be obtained as follows:
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Figure 9: Fitting curve of the constitutive equation. (a)T � −5℃. (b)T � −10℃. (c)T � −15℃. (d).T � −20℃.
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Dt � 1 −
Eβ

E0
exp −

ε
α

 
m

 . (13)

According to the Lemaitre strain equivalent hypothesis,
the constitutive relation of fractured rock mass is

[σ] � σ∗  1 − Dt(  � [E][ε][1 − D], (14)

where [σ] is the nominal stress matrix; [σ∗] is the effective
stress matrix; D is the damage variable; [E] is the elastic
matrix; and [ε] is the strain matrix.

According to (13) and (14), the constitutive relation of
the damaged body under uniaxial condition can be written
as

σa � E0 1 − Dt( ε � Eβε exp −
ε
α

 
m

 . (15)

According to the geometrical conditions of the stress-
strain curve, we get

a �
εmax

(1/m)
1/m, (16)

m �
1

ln Eεmax/σmax( 
, (17)

where σmax is the peak stress and εmax is the strain at peak
stress. Substituting equations (16) and (17) into equation (15)
gives

σa � Eβε exp −
1
m

ε
εmax

 

m

 . (18)

According to hypotheses (1) and (2), the dynamic
damage constitutive relation of fractured rock mass under
uniaxial condition can be obtained by combining equations
(3)–(5) and (18):

σ � σa + σb � Eβε exp −
1
m

ε
εmax

 

m

  + η_ε. (19)

Considering the influence of freezing temperature on
dynamic constitutive properties of fractured sandstone, we
add the temperature term to equation (19), so it becomes

σ � Eβε exp −
1
m

ε
εmax

 

m

  + η_ε T
∗n

, (20)

where T∗n is the temperature influencing factor, which can
be calculated by the following equation:

T
∗

�
T

Tn

, (21)

where T is the freezing temperature of frozen fractured
sandstone, Tn is the reduced parameter of temperature, and
the value of Tn is −5°C.

So, the final dynamic constitutive model for frozen
fractured sandstone is

σ � Eβε exp −
1
m

ε
εmax

 

m

  + η_ε 
T

Tn

 

n

. (22)

4.2. Parameter Determination. In equation (22), there are 5
parameters unknown. εmax can be obtained directly from
Figure 4. -e other 4 parameters can be obtained by fitting
with the experimental curves.-e fitting results are shown in
Figure 9. All the parameters of the dynamic constitutive
model of frozen fractured sandstone are listed in Table 2.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the experimental data
agree well with the constitutive equation fitting curves,
which can accurately reflect the stress-strain relationship at
each stage. -is indicates that the dynamic tensile me-
chanical properties of frozen fractured sandstone can be
characterized by the above dynamic constitutive relationship
considering the effect of fissure angle and freezing
temperature.

5. Conclusions

-is study investigates the dynamic properties of frozen
fractured sandstone. By adopting specimens containing a
single fissure filled with ice, we reveal the first-order rules of
how predominant factors (e.g., fissure angle and freezing
temperature) affect the dynamic properties of frozen frac-
tured rock. Accordingly, a constitutive model considering
the effect of fissure angle and freezing temperature is pro-
posed. We draw the following conclusions:

(1) In the dynamic splitting tests, the stress curves of the
fractured sandstone are divided into three stages:
elastic, plastic, and failure. Under different fissure
angles, the dynamic tensile strength of the fractured
sandstone has no obvious change rule at the same
freezing temperature. As the temperature decreases,
the dynamic tensile strength of fractured sandstone
gradually increases following a linear relationship.
With lower temperature, the slope of the elastic stage
first decreases and then increases, and the corre-
sponding peak strain and the length of the plastic
stage show a similar trend. -is should be attributed
to the coupled effects of frost damage-induced
weakening and freezing-induced strengthening.

Table 2: Constitutive parameters.

Sample number Eβ (GPa) εmax (%) m η(10−3) n

−5°C/0° 3.307 0.201 1.7

1.52 0.5

−5°C/30° 2.852 0.400 1.1
−5°C/60° 2.742 0.374 1.0
−5°C/90° 3.541 0.239 1.5
−10°C/0° 0.713 0.906 1.8
−10°C/30° 0.922 0.755 1.6
−10°C/60° 0.726 0.716 2.8
−10°C/90° 2.022 0.521 0.9
−15°C/0° 3.853 0.244 1.1

1.52 0.5

−15°C/30° 3.968 0.181 1.6
−15°C/60° 6.551 0.108 1.5
−15°C/90° 3.396 0.154 2.4
−20°C/0° 3.105 0.199 1.7
−20°C/30° 12.95 0.094 0.8
−20°C/60° 5.553 0.130 1.5
−20°C/90° 7.689 0.076 1.0
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(2) -e fissure angle significantly impacts the dynamic
split failure model of fractured sandstone. When the
impact loading direction is parallel to the fracture,
tensile failure of the specimen along the loading
direction occurs when the fissure ice is detached
from the fissure wall. When the loading direction is
not parallel to the artificial fissure (not perpendicular
as well), tensile crack is initiated at the tip of the
artificial fissure before it propagates to the contact
surface between the specimen and the pressure bar.
In the case that the impact loading direction is
perpendicular to the artificial fissure, tensile crack is
initiated at the center of the sample along the loading
direction. With the propagation of the tensile crack
towards the pressure bar, fissure ice is pulled apart in
the middle. Afterwards, tensile cracking occurs at the
top and bottom edge of the sample along the artificial
fissure direction.

(3) -e failure modes of specimens differ under different
fissure angles; the underlying mechanisms are em-
bedded in the interaction between fissure ice and
rock matrix. Fissure ice provides both resistance to
deformation and resistance to crack propagation.
When the fissure angle is zero, fissure ice is under
tension and, due to its resistance to deformation,
tensile cracking will not be initiated until the ice-rock
interface is detached. In the case of nonzero fissure
angles (not 90 neither), shear cracking dominates the
failure process after the initiation of tensile cracking.
-e cohesion at the ice-rock interface provides re-
sistance to shear cracking. When the fissure angle is
90°, with the propagation of the tensile crack towards
the pressure bar, fissure ice is pulled apart in the
middle, suggesting that the tensile strength of ice
itself provides resistance to failure in this case.

(4) Considering the effect of fissure angle and freezing
temperature on dynamic mechanical properties of
frozen fractured sandstone, a constitutive model
describing the dynamic behavior of frozen fractured
rocks is proposed employing the strain equivalence
principle and time effect damagemodel.-e test data
agrees well with the constitutive equation curves,
which can accurately reflect the stress-strain rela-
tionship at each stage.
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Gas explosion accidents in underground coal mines caused a significant number of casualties. By using a large laneway test system,
the damage to Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats at locations at different distances from the source of ignition along the direction of
propagation of an explosion was investigated after 100m3 of the gas-air mixture was ignited and exploded. In this way, the data
pertaining to explosion flames and explosion pressures at different propagation distances were obtained to investigate the
propagation of explosion flames and explosion pressures along the laneway. Besides, the damage to SD rats at different
propagation distances was statistically analyzed. Furthermore, the damage mechanism of explosion flames, explosion pressures,
and hazardous gases on humans or animals was discussed. )e results indicated that explosive blast injury induced by the gas
explosion was the primary reason for the death of animals and SD rats at a distance equal to or greater than 80m from the point of
ignition under the effects of an explosive blast even though SD rats at a distance of 240m were killed. During the explosion of
100m3 of mixed gas, the explosion flames propagated 40m from the point of ignition, and the SD rats in the cage located some
40m from the point of ignition were subjected to combined damage involving being burned at high temperature and suffering the
effects of the explosive blast. )ese findings provide a theoretical basis for emergency rescue and salvage after gas explosion
accidents in underground coal mines.

1. Introduction

China is one of the countries suffering the most serious coal
mine gas explosion accidents in the world: not only are there
numerous such accidents but also great harm is caused [1]. A
gas explosion accident causes not only serious damage to the
mine but often cause multiple casualties, with all the con-
comitant negative effects on society.

In recent years, the mechanism and propagation of gas
explosions have been investigated experimentally or nu-
merically [2–7]. Based on the available research, the factors
influencing gas explosions in test pipelines, the propagation
of explosion pressure, flames, etc., were investigated: this

result is expected to provide an important theoretical basis
for effectively preventing and controlling gas explosion
accidents in underground coal mines. )rough research, the
influencing factors, explosion pressure, and flame propa-
gation trends in a gas explosion in a test pipeline were
ascertained.

Some scholars demonstrated the damage of explosive
blasts on humans. For example, Bowen et al. explored hu-
man injuries and overpressure endurance under the effect of
blast waves by analyzing previous clinical data and exper-
imental results [8]. Mayorga investigated the pathology of
primary explosive blast injury by analyzing previous ex-
periments on explosive blast-induced injury and clinical
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data in the USA [9]. Owing to the data on injuries to the
human bodies caused by explosions being hard to acquire,
the relevant research was carried out by conducting animal
experiments to reveal the damage mechanism of explosive
blasts on various parts (including the brain [10–13], lung
[14], and eyes [15, 16] of animals and the influences of an
explosive blast on the animal nervous system [17], food
intake, and exercise performance [18]). During the propa-
gation of a gas explosion in an underground coal mine,
overpressure induced by explosive blast waves is generated
[19]. In addition to this, high-temperature flames induced by
a gas explosion and hazardous gases generated by incom-
plete combustion of gas are also important factors causing
mass death and injuries to personnel in underground coal
mines. As the environmental conditions in underground
coal mine are difficult to simulate, research into the damage
caused by gas explosions to humans or animals in practical
large test laneways has not been reported.

By using a large laneway test system and taking 100m3 of
the gas-air mixture as the explosive source, the study ex-
plored the damage due to a gas explosion on Sprague-
Dawley (SD) rats at different propagation distances based on
the propagation laws governing explosion flames and
pressures along the laneway. )is research is expected to
provide an important theoretical basis for emergency rescue
and salvage after gas explosion accidents in the underground
coal mines.

2. Experimental System and Methods

2.1. Components of the Experimental System. )e experiment
was conducted in a large laneway test system in Chongqing
Research Institute of China Coal Technology and Engineering
Group Corporation. )e large laneway test system is mainly
composed of a large test laneway, a comprehensive test system
for explosion analysis, a gas-mixing and circulating system,
and an ignition system.)e system can be adopted to simulate
explosion propagation experiments involving gas and coal
dust at a certain scale under different conditions (Figure 1).
)e test laneway was 896m long, and the main laneway
available for the explosion experiment was about 700m long.
An inclined drift that was 300m long at a dip angle of 24° was
connected to the end of the roadway. )e cross-section of the
laneway appeared as a semicircular arch, with an area of
7.2m2.)e test laneway is the only large test laneway in China
and also the largest in the Asia-Pacific region.

)e niche box was arranged in the roadway, and the
niche position was fixed relative to the roadway. Pressure
and flame sensors could be installed in the niche box. Niches
were arranged in the laneway and pressure and flame sensors
installed therein. )e presence of the niches could protect
connecting cables and the sensors from the explosive blast.
)e sensors were connected to a monitoring system in an
observation room by using data lines. From the end of the
laneway where the explosion started (namely, the position of
the explosion-proof door), niches were installed within 40m
at intervals of 10m; beyond 40m from the point of ignition,
niches were arranged at intervals of 20m. In this experiment,
a GYG1401F high-frequency dynamic pressure sensor (with

a range of 0 to 0.5MPa) was adopted; a GHZ5 (A) mine-safe
ultraviolet flame sensor was used, which could quickly and
accurately determine the presence of the flame, respectively,
from 10m to 140m. )e layout of the niche box in the
roadway is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. ExperimentalMethods. )e cages for SD rats were made
by welding steel members, and each cage was enclosed all
around by iron wire mesh. In the test laneway whose one end
was closed while the other end was open, the explosion
pressure varied with the propagation distance. To ensure
that the explosion pressure can cause different degrees of
injuries to SD rats, six cages were installed at intervals of
40m from 40m away from the point of ignition at distances
(for cages 1 to 6) to the closed end of the laneway of 40m,
80m, 120m, 160m, 200m, and 240m, respectively. During
the explosion experiment, 18 SD rats were put into each
cage. To avoid overturning of the cages, the cages were fixed
to the laneway floor using setscrews (Figure 3).

During the experiment, the gas (its composition includes
methane, ethane, propane, butane, hydrogen sulfide, and
carbon dioxide; the extracted gas was treated by gas branch
to obtain pure methane gas with a purity of 99.9%) extracted
from the local Zhongliangshan Coal Mine in Chongqing,
China, was used as the explosive source and was injected into
the explosion chamber in the test laneway, thus forming a
gas-air mixture. )e volume of the gas-air mixture was set to
100m3 with a gas concentration of 9.0%. Two fuse heads
were used as ignition sources in which the energy of each
forehead was 10 J.)e experimental conditions are displayed
in Table 1.

)is experiment was carried out three times. During the
three replicate experiments, although there are some dif-
ferences in the experimental data, the overall trend therein is
the same. Some omissions of measured data inevitably arose:
through comparative analysis, the most representative group
of data was selected for analysis and research. During the
experiment, 18 SD rats were placed in each cage fixed in
advance for preexperiment checks and tests on the ar-
rangement of sensors in niches in the laneway before closing
the niches. After sealing the laneway using plastic film, the
hydraulic explosion-proof door was closed to form a sealed
explosion chamber between the sealing film and the ex-
plosion-proof door. )e volume of the sealed explosion
chamber was 100m3 according to the requirements of the
experiment. By using the gas-mixing and circulating system,
a certain amount of gas was injected into the explosion
chamber and stirred until the gas and air were uniformly
mixed. After the gas and air were uniformly mixed, the
concentration was accurately measured by a CJG10 optical
interference gas detector. )e gas mixture was ignited to
make gas explode in the laneway. Additionally, the test
system was triggered to collect the explosion pressures and
flame front at various measurement points along the di-
rection of propagation of the explosive blast waves in the
laneway. After completing the experiment, the air in the test
laneway was exhausted via the exhaust system. After 20min,
casualties among the SD rats in the laneway were checked.
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Figure 2: Layout of the niches.

Figure 3: Arrangement diagrams of SD rat cages in the laneway.

Table 1: Experimental conditions.

Ignition energy (J) Volume of mixed gas (m3) Volume of pure gas (m3) Concentration of gas (%)
20 100 9.0 9.0

Ignition position and 
explosion-proof door

Entrance of laneway

Niche

Sensor

Film sealing position

Comprehensive test 
system for explosion300

400

35
X

Y

Z

Figure 1: Layout of the large laneway test system.
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3. Analysis of the Propagation of a
Gas Explosion

3.1. Propagation of Explosion Flames. After conducting the
explosive test, the explosion flames spread to the location at
40m from the source, while no explosion flame signals were
detected in the area 60m and more than 60m from the point
of ignition. )e explosion flame signals at various measuring
points within the area located within 40m of the point of
ignition are demonstrated in Figure 4. )e cross-sectional
area of the test laneway was 7.2m2. )erefore, the length of
the 100m3 of the gas-air mixture was calculated as 13.9m.
)is implied that unreacted gas flew into the area without gas
during the explosion to therefore expand the range of damage
of the explosion flames. If the length of the original gas-air
mixture area was Lgas and the propagation length of flames
was set to Lflame, the ratio Lflame/Lgas of the propagation length
of flames to the length of the gas-air mixture area was 2.88.
)e ratio was related to diverse factors, including the length of
the gas-air mixture area, the gas concentration, and the cross-
sectional area of the laneway. Lflame/Lgas is an important
parameter. During the investigation of a gas explosion ac-
cident in a coal mine, the propagation length of flames could
be judged based on burn marks of flames on structures and
equipment in underground coal mines, and also the amount
of gas during the gas explosion could be preliminarily esti-
mated according to the ratio Lflame/Lgas.

)e duration (Ta in Figure 4) of the explosion flames
can reflect the duration during which humans or animals
were burned by flames during the gas explosion. )e longer
the duration of flames at a certain point, the more seriously
humans or animals would be burned. By conducting this
experiment, it can be speculated that the durations of the
flames within 10 to 40m from the point of ignition were
583, 893, 874, and 634ms, respectively. )e duration of the
explosion flames at a location 10m from the ignition
position was shown to be short. It was because the ex-
plosion chamber was located in a sealed section of the
laneway. After the explosion occurred, the unreacted gas-
air mixture broke through the sealing film and rapidly flew
to the front of the laneway. As a result, the volume of gas in
the original explosion chamber was rapidly decreased. At
20m and 30m from the point of ignition, the duration of
flames was longer, which indicated that, as the explosion
continued, most of the unreacted gas-air mixture in the
initial stage flew into a zone 20 to 30m from the point of
ignition and was subjected to complete chemical reaction.
As the explosion continued, gas was gradually consumed,
and the explosive reaction was nearly completed when the
explosion flames reached a point 40m from the source.
)erefore, the explosion flames there only lasted for
634ms, which was shorter than the duration of the flames
at the locations around 20m and 30m from the point of
ignition.

)e propagation velocity of flames could be calculated by
dividing the distance between two measurement points by
the difference (Tb in Figure 4) in times when the flames
reached the two measurement points, as shown in the fol-
lowing formula:

V �
L2 − L1

Tb

, (1)

where L1, L2, Tb, and V represent the distances of No. 1 and
No. 2 measurement points from the point of ignition, the
time interval between the flames that reach the two mea-
surement points, and the average propagation velocity of
flames between the two measuring points, respectively.

)e average propagation velocity of flames at different
locations could be derived, as shown in Figure 5. It can be seen
from the figure that the propagation velocity of flames
gradually increased during the gas explosion. In the initial
stage of the explosion, the propagation velocity of flames was
low, merely 74.5m/son average in the area 10m to 20m from
the point of ignition. As the explosion continued, the ex-
plosion flames successively propagated forwards and suffered
from the compressive effect of blast waves. )erefore, the
speed of the explosive reaction increased, causing the cor-
responding acceleration of flame propagation. )e average
velocity of the flames reached 339m/s when the flames
propagated from 30 to 40m. As shown in Figure 4, the
duration of the flames was reduced when the flames prop-
agated to 40m. Moreover, no flames were detected at 60m
from the point of ignition, which indicated that gas had been
consumed and also flames had been extinguished within 40 to
60m from the point of ignition. During this process, the flame
propagation velocity gradually decreased.

3.2. Propagation of Explosion Pressures. After many tests, the
repeatability of the gas explosion propagation test in the
large roadway was found to be relatively poor, and it would
be affected by the weather conditions and the uniformity
achieved in the mixing of the gases. )e explosion pressures
recorded at each measuring point would be different, but the
trend therein was similar; that is, throughout the explosion
and its propagation, the maximum explosion pressure at
each measuring point would decay with increasing distance,
but the explosion pressure was not subject to monotonic
attenuation but fluctuated. )rough this test, the maximum
explosion pressure at each measuring point was obtained, as
shown in Figure 6. By comparing and analyzing the fluc-
tuations in the explosion pressure at eachmeasuring point, it
can be divided into three zones, namely, the pressure-relief
zone after the initial breaking of the film, a zone with
strengthened explosion pressure, and a zone with attenuated
explosion pressure, corresponding to areas A, B, and C in
Figure 6. Among them, the pressure-relief area after the
initial film broke appeared within 60m of the source of the
explosion; the explosion pressure enhancement area
appeared between 60 and 80m; beyond 80m, the explosion
pressure gradually decayed, passing out of the test roadway.

)e maximum explosion pressures at various points
obtained through the experiment are shown in Figure 6: the
maximum explosion pressures at various measuring points
showed a certain fluctuation rather than successively de-
creasing along the laneway during propagation. )ey can be
divided into three zones: a pressure-relief zone after breaking
the film in the initial stage, a zone with strengthened explosion
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pressure, and a zone with attenuated explosion pressure,
which, respectively, corresponded to zones A, B, and C in
Figure 6. Zones A and B were separately 60m and 60 to 80m,
from the point of ignition. After reaching a point about 80m
from the point of ignition, the explosion pressure gradually
decreased until propagation went beyond the test laneway.

After the gas-air mixture was ignited, a spherical flame
front was immediately formed to propagate towards the

unburned gas. )e flame front rapidly propagated to the
whole cross-section of the laneway and therefore rapidly
generated pressure waves in the narrow, confined space. )e
propagation velocity of the pressure wave was greater than
that of the burning front; therefore, the pressure wave went
ahead of the burning front, which was also called the pre-
cursor blast wave (or precursor pressure wave). )e gas
pressure behind the wave increased and the gas flew (gen-
erating a storm-force wind) to result in damage to the sealing
film and further caused the release of a certain amount of
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pressure. )us, in the initial propagation stage of this gas
explosion, the peak explosion pressure decreased slightly. As
the propagation distance increased, the explosion pressure
rose owing to it being restricted by the narrow space in the
laneway, namely, a zone with strengthened explosion
pressure developed. In these experimental conditions, the
volume of the gas-air mixture was 100m3. As the gas during
the explosion reaction was gradually consumed, the ex-
plosion pressure gradually declined and therefore a zone
with attenuated explosion pressure developed.

During the propagation of the explosion, the change in
explosion pressure from 20m from the point of ignition with
time is shown in Figure 7. )e explosion pressure at the
location rapidly increased at first and then rapidly reduced
and became negative after a certain time. After the gas
explosion, the air in the vicinity of the explosive source was
diffused as driven by high temperature and pressure, and
thus, blast waves were generated along the diffusion path,
resulting in the rapid increase in the explosion pressure.
However, after the explosive blast waves passed through, the
gas-air mixture rapidly flew forwards and therefore formed a
certain negative pressure at that location. )e negative
pressure caused a backflow of air after the explosion. During
a gas explosion in an underground coal mine, the positive
and negative pressures triggered by the explosion can cause
harm to personnel and damage to equipment.

By analyzing the explosion flames, it can be seen that the
duration of the flames was longest, and the explosion re-
action was mostly completed, at 20m from the point of
ignition. Additionally, explosion pressure at the location was
large, reaching 0.156MPa at 1,369ms. For convenience of
analysis and calculation, the time when flames reached the
first sensor (10m from the point of ignition) was considered
as the initial time of the explosion. Namely, the time of
ignition of the gas explosion was 1,173ms. )us, the process
from ignition to initiate the explosion to the moment when
the maximum explosion pressure occurred at a location
20m from the point of ignition took 196ms. At a location
20m from the point of ignition, the durations of positive and
negative explosion pressures were about 600ms and
1,125ms, respectively. If someone stood at the location of
20m from the explosive source in an underground coal
mine, he or she would be successively impacted by positive
explosion pressure for 600ms, and then negative explosion
pressure for 1,125ms after the gas explosion took place.

Figures 8–10 separately demonstrate the changes in
explosion pressures with time at 40, 80, and 120m from the
point of ignition. As shown in Figure 8, the maximum
explosion pressure at a location 40m from the point of
ignition was 0.136MPa, which was lower than that
(0.156MPa) at 20m from the point of ignition. )e dura-
tions of positive and negative explosion pressures also
correspondingly decreased to 375ms and 500ms, respec-
tively: this corresponded exactly to the analysis of the ex-
plosion flame. At 40m from the point of ignition, gas was
gradually consumed, and therefore, the duration of explo-
sion flames was correspondingly reduced. )e explosion
pressure also correspondingly decreased because of the
interactive effect between the explosion flames and
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pressures. In Figure 9, the explosion pressure at 80m from
the point of ignition increased to 0.161MPa, which was the
highest pressure recorded between 10 and 140m from the
point of ignition. By 120m, the maximum explosion pres-
sure had fallen to 0.098MPa, and correspondingly, the
absolute value of negative pressure also gradually decreased.

4. Harm to Animals

4.1. Statistical Analysis of Casualties among SD Rats.
After completing the explosion experiment, the casualties
among SD rats in each cage were assessed after ventilating
the laneway for 20min.)e statistical results are displayed in
Table 2. By comparing the explosion pressures at different
locations, it can be speculated that there were more dead SD
rats at the location with a higher explosion pressure. )e
explosion pressure (0.161MPa) was the largest at 80m from
the point of ignition, at which there were 13 dead SD rats
with five SD rats surviving. At 200 and 240m, the explosion
pressures were much smaller: only two or three SD rats were
found dead. )is also shows that the shock wave over-
pressure generated during the explosion was one of the main
reasons for harm to the animals.

)e survival rates of SD rats within 8 h after the ex-
plosion were calculated, as shown in Table 3: within 8 h
after the gas explosion, the survival rates of SD rats in the
No. 3, No. 5, and No. 6 cages did not decrease, while the
survival rates of SD rats in the No. 1, No. 2, and No. 4 cages
decreased to different extents. Some SD rats did not die
instantly during the gas explosion but died after the ex-
plosion (mainly because the explosion blast caused vis-
ceral rupture among SD rats and burning damaged their
respiratory system). It can be speculated that the No. 1,
No. 2, and No. 4 cages were damaged by the explosion,
such that SD rats were thrown out of the cages, and
therefore, they were also injured. Some SD rats were
drowned after falling in an area containing water between
tracks in the laneway.

4.2. Analysis of Gas Explosion-Induced Harm to Animals.
Figure 11 illustrates a comparison of SD rats before and after
the gas explosion. It can be seen from the figure that, before
the gas explosion, SD rats were all alive and had white coats.
After the explosion, SD rats were injured to different extents.
A majority of living SD rats exhibited the following
symptoms: dyspnea, body tremble, fracture, and visceral
rupture and bleeding. )e SD rats in the No. 1 cage were
burned all over, besides having the aforementioned
symptoms.

)e harm to animals is mainly demonstrated: high-
temperature burn by explosion flames, overpressure damage
caused by explosive blast waves, and toxicosis induced by
incomplete combustion of gas.

High-temperature gas and flames were generated during
the gas explosion. By analyzing the propagation, after the gas-
air mixture exploded, flames spread to a location some 40m
from the point of ignition, and therefore, the SD rats in the
No. 1 cage installed at that location were injured by the flames.
After observing casualties among animals after a gas explo-
sion, it was found only SD rats in the No. 1 cage were burned,
while those in cages 2 to 6 were not burned. By carrying out
the test, it was inferred that although the duration of the
explosion flames was only 634ms at 40m from the point of
ignition, the hair on the majority of these SD rats was still
burnt owing to the high-temperature conditions generated. In
underground coal mines, if the gas was accumulated over a
large area and thus there was a large amount of gas, the
duration for which personnel in the vicinity of the explosive
source were burned by the explosion and its ensuing flames
was longer. Within the whole range of propagation of the gas
explosion, the explosion pressure near the explosive source
was not the highest, while personnel at that location were
subjected to injury from both the explosive blast and flame
burns, resulting in a greater number of casualties.

)e explosive blast waves were imposed on animal bodies,
causing damage to multiple organs therein. Additionally,
under the dynamic pressure induced by high-speed flows, the
SD rats fell, causing further injury (even fracturing limbs).
)erefore, blast damage caused by the explosion was the
primary reason behind the instant deaths of these animals.
)e experimental research showed that the ability of SD rats
to bear dynamic pressure was weak. Fan [20] pointed out that
when the pressure induced by the gas explosion was 20%
higher than normal atmospheric pressure, SD rats died in-
stantly: the higher the explosion pressure, the more serious
the injuries, and the higher the mortality. )e analysis of the
propagation of explosive pressures indicated that the pressure
induced by the gas explosion passed through multiple zones
(including a pressure-relief zone after breaking the sealing
film in the initial stage, a zone with strengthened explosion
pressures, and a zone with attenuated explosion pressures)
during its propagation along the laneway. Different explosion
pressures that were generated in different zones resulted in
different injury degrees.)e analysis of accident cases showed
that, in gas explosion accidents in coal mines, the death rates
are different due to the different regions in which personnel
are located. )e difference in explosion pressure in different
regions is one of themain reasons for the different death rates.
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A significant amount of gas was involved in an explosion,
while the incomplete reaction of the gas also occurred due to
the lack of oxygen, thus generating a large amount of CO.
)erefore, poisoning and asphyxiation are also important
causes of death caused by gas explosions. Compared with the
explosion flames, hazardous gas could result in larger-scale
damage owing to it being diffused over a wider area. )e gas
concentration measured in the test was 9.0%. In this context,
gas was reacted completely in the explosion and the test
laneway was ventilated after the explosion. )erefore, toxic
damage to SD rats occurred at a low rate.

5. Conclusion

)e harm to animals caused by a gas explosion was inves-
tigated experimentally by using a large laneway test system.
During the explosion of 100m3 of gas at a concentration (in
the air) of 9.0% in the test laneway, the maximum explosion
pressure reached 0.161MPa. )e explosive blast injury in-
duced by this gas explosion was the major reason for the
deaths of SD rats far from the point of ignition (i.e., at a
distance of 240m). During the gas explosion, the explosive
pressure could be described as occupying three zones (in-
cluding a pressure-relief zone after breaking the film in the

initial stage, a zone with strengthened explosion pressure and
a zone with attenuated explosion pressure therein). Different
explosion pressures were generated in different zones, leading
to different amounts and severities of damage. )e durations
of positive and negative explosion pressures could reach 600
and 1,125ms, respectively, and the positive and negative
pressures generated due to the explosion caused severe blast
damage.)e explosion flames could spread to a location 40m
from the point of ignition, and their duration could reach
893ms. )e SD rats in the cage located some 40m from the
point of ignition were also burned at high temperature as well
as being damaged by the blast. Under the aforementioned
experimental conditions, toxic damage to SD rats was low
since the methane was fully reacted and the laneway was
ventilated after the gas explosion.
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Figure 11: Comparison of SD rats before and after the gas explosion.

Table 2: Casualty statistics: SD rat populations.

Cage #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
Distance to the point of ignition
(m) 40 80 120 160 200 240

Population status 8 alive, 10 dead 5 alive, 13 dead 11 alive, 7 dead 7 alive, 11 dead 16 alive, 2 dead 15 alive, 3 dead

Table 3: Survival rates of SD rats within 8 h after the explosion.

Time (h)
Survival rate (%)

No. 1 cage No. 2 cage No. 3 cage No. 4 cage No. 5 cage No. 6 cage
0 44.4 27.8 61.1 38.9 88.9 83.3
1 44.4 16.7 61.1 33.3 88.9 83.3
4 44.4 16.7 61.1 33.3 88.9 83.3
8 38.9 11.1 61.1 33.3 88.9 83.3
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,is paper focuses on the investigation and control of the blasting-induced ground vibration under cold condition. ,e me-
chanical performance and wave propagation characteristics of the frozen rock mass are quite different from that of the con-
ventional condition. Laboratory tests were implemented to investigate the wave impedance of rock mass in the frozen, saturated,
normal, and drying states. Results reveal the longitudinal wave velocity could be enlarged by 40 percent in the frozen state. ,en
long-term monitoring of blasting vibration was implemented based on the blasting excavation of the Fengman hydropower
station reconstruction project in the north of China. Results demonstrate the PPV and frequency both attenuate much slower
when the rock mass is frozen, and the obvious turning points of PPV could be found between different temperatures, where the
change of the PPV relationship happens. At last, numerical simulation of the blasting seismic wave attenuation and the response in
the protected structure was implemented. ,e equivalent freezing simulation method was proposed and verified with the site
experiment data. Results demonstrate that the attenuation coefficient decreases obviously as the frozen depth of the rock mass
increases.,e dynamic degree response in structure is much stronger and the maximum charge weight per delay was limitedmore
strictly under the frozen condition. A most adverse frozen depth was determined when the charge weight per delay gets the
minimum value. With the above control approaches, a total of 676 blasting was completed in Fengman hydropower station
reconstruction and no case of excessive measurement could be found.

1. Introduction

Blasting is often a necessary part of mining and construction
operations and is the most cost-effective way to break rock.
When an explosive is detonated, a chemical reaction occurs
very rapidly and a relatively small quantity of explosive is
converted into gas of very high temperature. ,is reaction
results in two types of loadings applied on the borehole wall,
namely, a stress wave and a gas pressure with longer du-
ration [1–4]. ,e detonation properties of the explosive
consist of the explosion pressure, its time history, and the
total energy delivered to the rock. ,e response of the rock
mass to such time-varying high-amplitude stresses is even
more complex, as all the relevant strain-rate-dependent
properties of the subject rock are not known. For this case, it
is essential to implement both experimental study and

numerical study. ,e experimental study could generate an
experimental database, and the numerical study could
simulate the processes of blasting and fragmentation
through the use of numerical models so as to obtain a better
understanding of the dominant parameters that control blast
results [5–9].

In a properly designed blast, the major part of the ex-
plosion energy is used in crushing and breaking the rock.
However, some energy also causes noise and ground vi-
bration. ,e prediction of ground vibration components has
great importance in the minimization of environmental
complaints [10, 11]. Estimating the particle velocity and
other components of ground vibration with reliable ap-
proaches will be very useful in blast design. ,e most widely
usedmethod is the so-called “scaled distance” method, based
on the empirical principle that states peak particle velocity
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(PPV) at a point is inversely proportional to the distance
from the blast and shows a square root dependence on the
maximum charge per delay [12–16]. ,ere are many ground
motion predictors proposed by different authors based on
their own collection of data from different sites. But, due to
the complexity of the geological and technological and other
associated parameters in blasting, a prediction of PPV is
difficult and sometimes confusing if these attenuation
equations are not updated due to the movement of blasting
places [17–20].

,e existed literature studies demonstrate that blasting
vibration attenuation law is quite related to the physical and
mechanical parameters of the rockmass. Since the structures
are surrounded by jointed rock mass, the blast wave
propagation in the rock mass is significantly influenced by
the joints [21, 22]. ,e vastly existed joints in rock mass not
affect only the mechanical properties of the rock mass but
also their dynamic response. ,e water usually exists in the
joint, but it could turn into ice under the low temperature.
,e wave impedance of the ice is quite different from that of
water, which significantly affects the vibration attenuation.
,is is a concern problem during the blasting excavation in
the cold region which has a large temperature difference in
summer and winter. However, there is still some lack of
knowledge about the blasting vibration control for the rock
blasting excavation under cold condition.

,is paper focuses on the blasting earthquake response
of reconstruction project under cold condition. Laboratory
tests were implemented to investigate the change of me-
chanical performance for rock mass at the frozen, saturated,
normal, and drying states. ,en long-term monitoring of
blasting vibration was implemented based on the blasting
excavation of Fengman hydropower station reconstruction
project in China to study the vibration attenuation law of the
rock mass at different seasons. At last, numerical simulation
of the blasting seismic wave attenuation and the response in
the protected structure at different states was finished and
suggestion of blasting earthquake control of rock mass
excavation under cold condition was proposed.

2. Laboratory Study on Physical Properties of
the Rock Mass under Freezing

When the rock is frozen, the propagation medium of the
seismic wave is changed from the water-rock combination
solid to the ice-rock combination solid. In general, the water
density is 1000 kg/m3, and the P-wave velocity is 1500m/s,
while the ice density is 900 kg/m3, the P-wave velocity is
about 4500m/s.,e wave impedance of the ice is about three
times that of water. ,erefore, the propagation of seismic
waves in frozen rock could be quite different from that of the
conventional condition. In the next section, the laboratory
experiment was implemented to investigate the physical and
mechanical properties of the rock mass under frozen state.

2.1. Experiment Design. In the present study, the laboratory
experiment includes two important aspects: the first step is
measuring the sonic wave velocity of different kinds of rock

medium in different states. By controlling the temperature
and humidity of the air, the rock mass could be in the state of
dry, natural, saturated, and frozen conditions. ,e rock
medium of sandstone, mudstone, glutenite, limestone,
marble, basalt, dolomite, and granite was selected. ,e
second step is investigating the change of the density and
sonic wave velocity in the sandstone of different porosities
under frozen state. ,e porosity of 5%∼30% was selected to
be studied in the experiment. Figure 1 plots a photograph of
the frozen sandstone specimen and equipment of the sonic
wave test.

2.2. Comparison of the Physical Properties of Rock Medium
under Different States. ,e waveform of the sonic wave test
could reflect the damping characteristic of the rock mass
according to the existed literature studies. When the rock
mass is of better quality, the starting point of the longitudinal
wave is more obvious and the frequency of the sonic
waveform is higher. Figure 2 plots the comparison of the
waveform of the sonic wave test for sandstone under con-
ventional and frozen states.

It can be seen that the starting point of the longitudinal
wave is much clearer in the frozen state than in the con-
ventional state. ,e amplitude of the longitudinal wave in
the frozen sandstone at the start point is about ten times that
in the conventional rock mass. ,e frequency of frozen state
for sandstone is also much larger than that of conventional
state, while the former is about five times the latter. Results
demonstrate that the waveform of the sonic wave test for the
sandstone in the frozen state is more close to that of the rock
mass of better quality, which reveals that the damping
property of the rock is weakened after frozen. Figure 3 plots
the comparison of longitudinal wave velocity of different
kinds of rock medium in different states.

,e longitudinal wave velocity of the rock mass in the
frozen state is the biggest, and the wet saturated state takes
the second place, while the natural state is third and the dry
state is least. It can be explained that when the rock is frozen,
the liquid water in the joint changes into solid ice, which
could improve the propagation of the longitudinal wave. But
for the rockmedium in the dry state, the water was vaporized
by the wind, and the air was filled with joints. It is known
that the longitudinal wave velocity in the ice is larger than
that in water, but the longitudinal wave velocity in water
exceeds that in the air by 2 times. ,e difference between the
longitudinal wave velocity in the frozen and natural states is
about 30% in the sandstone, but in the granite that is only
about 5%. ,at is because the granite is usually dense, and
the porosity is less than that of sandstone, which weakens the
change of physical properties when the rock mass is frozen.
Figure 4 plots the comparison of longitudinal wave velocity
of sandstone of different porosities in the frozen and natural
states.

Results reveal that as the porosity increases, the longi-
tudinal wave velocity decreases obviously, and the longi-
tudinal wave velocity and the porosity obey the linear law.
When the rock mass is frozen, the longitudinal wave velocity
exceeds that of the natural state by about 10%∼35%. ,e
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difference between the frozen state and the natural state
increases with the porosity obviously. ,at is because as the
porosity increases, the effect proportion of water changing

into ice is enlarged, which makes the longitudinal wave
velocity in the frozen rock mass larger. It is known that wave
impedance is a very important index in evaluating the
propagation of stress wave in the rock mass. Figure 5 plots
the curve of wave impedance increment versus the porosity
when the sandstone is in the frozen state.

It can be seen that as the porosity increases, the en-
largement of wave impedance increment could be found.
,e wave impedance increment and the porosity obey the
exponential relationships obviously, while the coefficient of
correlation reaches as much as 0.88. Results demonstrate
that the ability to conduct the stress waves is enlarged when
the rock mass is frozen, especially in the rock medium with
high porosity. But it should be pointed that it is not a
complete good change during the blasting vibration control
process. Firstly, when the rock mass is frozen, and the
physical properties of the rock mass become better, the
attenuation of blasting stress wave is slower, which is not
helpful for the safety of the protective structures in the far
field. Secondly, the frozen depth is usually about 0.5∼3m in
the engineering practice, the rock is layered in the frozen
state, which makes the propagation of the stress wave more
complex, and it is difficult to determine reasonable blasting
parameters under this condition.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Photograph of the (a) frozen sandstone specimen and (b) equipment of the sonic wave test.
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3. Field Experiment of the Blasting Vibration
Attenuation Law in Cold Condition

3.1. Project Ground. Field experiments were implemented to
study the blasting vibration attenuation law in cold condition
based on the foundation excavation of the Fengman hydro-
power station. Fengman hydropower station is one of the most
famous hydropower projects in China. It was built in 1937 in the
Songhua River in Jilin province. ,e Chinese government de-
cides to implement the reconstruction to increase installed
capacity in 2012, and the protection of the existing buildings in
the hydropower station was one of the most concern problems
during the blasting excavation of reconstruction. Another dif-
ficulty is that the temperature in the Fengman hydropower
station is very low in autumn and winter. Figure 6 shows the
photograph of the engineering site. ,e annual development
curve of the temperature and frozen depth of the rock mass is
plotted in Figure 7.

It can be seen that the temperature at the Fengman hy-
dropower station in five months is under 0°C, which means the
rock mass is in the frozen state for about a half year. According
to meteorological data, the frozen depth of the rock mass is
between 0.25 and 2.25m. ,e rock lithology of the Fengman
hydropower project foundation is sandstone.With the results of
the laboratory test, the physical properties of sandstone in the
frozen state are quite different from the natural state. So the field
experiment is implemented in this section to study the blasting
vibration attenuation law in cold condition. ,e design of the
experiment is measuring the blasting vibration at different
detonation distances, and themeasurement was implemented at
different season and temperature conditions. Figure 8 shows the
typical layout of the vibration measurement points, the blasting
vibration equipment (Minimate Plus), and the typically mea-
sured blasting vibration waveform. ,e measurement range of
this instrument is 0.001∼25.4 cm/s.,e sampling rate was taken
as 125μs, i.e. recording 8000 samples per second.

3.2. Comparison of Blasting Vibration in Cold and Conven-
tional Conditions. To investigate the blasting vibration
characteristic under different temperatures, the comparison

of the curve of blasting vibration and frequency was
implemented. To ensure the effectiveness of the results, the
charge weight, detonation distance, and blasting vibration
equipment are all the same. Figure 9 plots two comparison
examples of blasting vibration waveform in the conventional
and frozen rock mass.

It can be seen that the PPV of the frozen rock mass is
larger than that of the conventional rock mass. When the
detonation distance is 15m, the PPV in the frozen rock mass
exceeds that under conventional condition by 0.9 cm/s. But
the difference of PPV increases when the detonation dis-
tance is 20m, in which the PPV under frozen condition
exceeds that of the conventional rock mass with 2.2 cm/s.
,e frequency of the blasting vibration in the frozen rock
mass is also larger than that in conventional condition. ,e
dominant frequency of blasting vibration in the conven-
tional condition is about 110Hz, while that is 289Hz after
the rock mass is frozen. ,e increment rate of dominant
frequency is about 171%. Results demonstrate that the PPV
and the dominant frequency were both enlarged after the
rock mass is frozen, which indicates that the attenuation
speed of blasting seismic wave is slower. Figure 10 plots the
distribution of PPV versus detonation distance at the
temperature of −5°C and −20°C.

,e turning point could be found obviously during the
comparison of PPV at different detonation distances. When
the detonation distance is less than the turning point, the
PPV of the rock mass under 20°C is larger than that under
−5°C, but when the detonation distance is larger than the
turning point, the relationship is opposite. During engi-
neering practice, the buildings which need to be protected

Figure 6: Photograph of engineering site of Fengman hydropower
station.
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are usually located in different detonation distances. Results
reveal that when the protected objects are located in the
position close to the blast hole, it is dangerous when the rock
mass is in the state of 20°C, but if the protected objects are
farther than the turning point, the temperature of −5°C is not
helpful for safety. It can be seen that the temperature state of
the rock mass could affect the structure security control of
blasting vibration significantly, which is rarely noticed in the
existed literature.

3.3. Comparison of PPV Attenuation Law at Different
Temperatures. Estimating the particle velocity and other
components of ground vibration with reliable approaches
will be very useful in blast design. ,e most widely used
method is the so-called “scaled distance” method, based on
the empirical principle that states peak particle velocity
(PPV) at a point is inversely proportional to the distance
from the blast and shows a square root dependence on the
maximum charge per delay. Figures 11 and 12 plot the PPV
at different scaled distances of the Y direction in the rock
mass under different temperatures.

It can be seen that the relationship between the PPV and
scaled distances is clearly because the correlation coefficients
exceed 0.9. ,e attenuation coefficients are quite different
when the temperature of the rock mass varies. As the

temperature decreases, the attenuation coefficientK and α all
decrease by different degrees. ,e turning points of PPV
could be found between two curves of different tempera-
tures, and the location of the turning point has special
significance. When the detonation distance of the protective
project is less than that of the turning point, the impact of
blasting vibration under high temperature is stronger;
otherwise, the condition of low temperature is not helpful
for the safety of the protective project. ,e mathematical
description of the detonation distance at the turning point is
as follows:

R
∗

� Q
1/3 K1

K2
 

1/α1− α2( )

. (1)

If the PPV distribution of 20°C was used as the
benchmark, the comparison of the detonation distance
versus the maximum charge weight per delay at the turning
point is shown in Figure 13.

It can be seen that the special detonation distance is
larger when the rock mass is in the temperature state of
−15°C, and the result of the rock mass in −5°C takes second
place, while that of the rock mass under −10°C is least. When
the maximum charge weight per delay is 40 kg, the special
detonation distance of the rockmass under −5°C, −10°C, and
−15°C is 29m, 17m, and 35m, respectively. Results
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Figure 8:,e design, equipment, and typical waveform of the site monitoring. (a) Typical layout of measurement. (b) Equipment of blasting
vibration. (c) Typical waveform.
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demonstrate the special detonation distance does not in-
crease with the decrease of temperature strictly. For the same
temperature condition, the special detonation distance in-
creases with the maximum charge weight per delay and the
relationship obeys the logarithmic function. As the locations
of the turning point and protective project are important
during the blasting vibration control process, the effect of
temperature and the maximum charge weight per delay
should be both taken into consideration.

4. Numerical Simulations of the Response and
Control in the Structure under
Cold Condition

Investigation of rock blasting and its effects by scaled or full
size experiment is very expensive and time-consuming. On
the other hand, numerical method, derived from sound
mechanical principles and validated against experimental
data, indicates a promising approach to study the response
and control in the structure under cold condition.
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4.1. 7e Numerical Tool and Equivalent Freezing Simulation
Method. To achieve a better understanding of this process,
numerical simulation was implemented based on the case
study of the foundation excavation of Fengman hydropower
station. Figure 14 shows the developed numerical model to
study the blast wave propagation in rock and structure. ,e
model size was set to be 130m long, 30m wide, and 100m
high. A fine grid of elements is used in the vicinity of the

charge to increase the simulation accuracy. ,e grid in-
creases in size away from the charge, but it should be shorter
than 1/8∼1/10 of the wavelength in general to properly
reduce any wave distortions [23]. ,ere are a total of 317,456
elements and 428,532 nodes in the numerical simulation.
,e source of the explosive is represented by a detonating
cord containing a core load of emulsion explosive. Table 1
shows the used JWL equation of state parameters of the
explosive. ,e contact setting of LS-DYNA was employed in
the joint simulation. Nonreflecting boundaries are applied to
the other surfaces, except the top surface which has the free
boundary condition.

,e water in the discontinuities in the rock mass close to
the surface may change into ice under the low temperature.
,e numerous numbers of discontinuities in a rock mass in
terms of the cracks and joints and their properties such as
positions, orientations, strength, and stiffness are impossible
to be known exactly, so the equivalent material property
approach still remains the most popular and valuable means
in practice in engineering. In the present study, the
equivalent freezing simulation method was proposed, and
detailed steps are as follows: firstly, the frozen depth and the
temperature were determined according to the meteoro-
logical data; secondly, the physical-mechanical parameters
of the frozen rock mass were obtained according to the
laboratory test; and thirdly, the elements of the frozen layer
in the numerical model were set as the frozen rock mass by
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adopting the different physical-mechanical parameters.
Based on the laboratory test of the longitudinal wave velocity
in the frozen rock mass, the elasticity modulus could be
determined with equation (2).,e density could be obtained
directly with laboratory test. Table 2 shows the material
constants for the constitutive model. Figure 15 plots the
elasticity modulus increment versus the porosity in the
frozen sandstone.

E �
V

2
pρ(1 + μ)(1 − 2μ)

(1 − μ)
. (2)

To reveal the rationality of this equivalent simulation
approach, the comparison between the site experiment and
numerical simulation was implemented. Figure 16 plots the
comparison results of vibration waveform and the attenu-
ation law.

It can be seen that the waveform of numerical simulation
matches well with that of test results. ,e development
process of blasting vibration waveform is quite similar, and
the error of PPV is within 8%. ,e attenuation law of PPV
was also comprised of different conditions. As can be seen
from Figure 16, the numerical curves of blasting attenuation
law agree well with that of the site experiment when the
temperatures are −5°C and 20°C.,e error of the attenuation
parameters of K and α are both within 6%. Results dem-
onstrate that the numerical results agree well with the ex-
periment data, which indicates that the equivalent
simulation approach could predict the blasting vibration of
the frozen rock mass under blasting.

4.2. 7e Determination of the Maximum Charge Weight per
Delay in the Frozen Rock Mass. Numerical simulation could
reproduce more kinds of working conditions compared with
the site experiment. Figure 17 plots the relationship of at-
tenuation coefficients such as K and α versus the frozen
depth, respectively, while the results of site experiment were
also used as the comparison.

It can be seen that the linear relationship between the
attenuation parameters and frozen depth could be obviously
found, and the coefficient of correlation could reach as much
as 0.9. ,e mathematical descriptions are shown in equa-
tions (3) and (4). Results demonstrate that as the frozen
depth of the rock mass increases, the attenuation parameters
of K and α decrease obviously, which indicates that the
blasting seismic wave in rock mass attenuates slower after
the rock mass was frozen. It can also be seen that the results
of numerical simulation match well with that of site
experiments.

K2 � 0.87K1 − 65 d, (3)

α2 � α1 − 0.30 d. (4)

During the engineering practice, the maximum charge
weight per delay is one of the most important indexes during
the blasting vibration control. Usually, it could be deter-
mined with equation. (5). But when the rock mass was in the
frozen state, the attenuation parameters of K and α change
obviously, which indicates that maximum charge weight per
delay needs to be taken seriously. ,e description of the
maximum charge weight per delay of the rock mass in the
frozen state is shown in equation (6).

Q � R
3 V

K
 

3/α
, (5)

Q �
R
3
V

3/ α1− 0.30 d( )

0.87K1 − 64 d( 
3/ α1−0.30 d( )

. (6)

Assuming that the vibration safety control standard of
the building remains unchanged after the rock mass was
frozen, the maximum charge weight per delay of the rock
mass in the frozen state could be determined according to
the above mathematical descriptions. Figure 18 plots the
comparison ofQmax when the rockmass was in conventional
and frozen states.

It can be seen that the maximum charge weight per delay
change is less than that of conventional condition. ,e
relationship between the frozen depth and the maximum
charge weight per delay presents as the parabola charac-
teristics. Aminimum charge weight per delay could be found
when the frozen depth is about 1.8m. If the frozen depth is
less than 1.8m, the allowed charge weight per delay de-
creases with the frozen depth; otherwise, the maximum
charge weight per delay increases with the frozen depth.
Results demonstrate that the maximum charge weight per
delay was limited more strictly during the frozen condition,
and a most adverse depth exists. So it is necessary to pay
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more attention to the control of the maximum charge weight
per delay when the rock mass is in the frozen state.

4.3. Comparison of the Dynamic Response of the Project of
Frozen and Conventional Conditions. ,e attenuation
characteristic of blasting seismic wave is changed obviously
in the frozen rock mass, which also affects the dynamic
response of structures. To investigate the blasting vibration
characteristic in the structure, the comparison of the
structure response of blasting in frozen and conventional
conditions was implemented with numerical simulation.
Figure 19 plots the schematic diagram of the numerical
structure model.

Figure 20 plots the comparison of the maximum prin-
cipal stress, the minimum principal stress, the radial blasting
vibration velocity, and the resultant blasting vibration ve-
locity, respectively.

It can be seen that the stress in the frozen rock mass is
larger than that in conventional condition. ,e maximum
principal stress in frozen condition exceeds that in con-
ventional condition by nearly 20%, while that is about 10%
for the minimum principal stress. ,e radial and resultant
PPV of the frozen rock mass are also larger than those of the
conventional rock mass. ,e resultant PPV of the

conventional rock mass is only about 75% of that in frozen
condition. Results demonstrate that the degree of dynamic
response in structure under frozen condition is much
stronger. ,is could be explained that the damping char-
acteristic and geology were changed in the frozen rock mass,
which makes the attenuation speed of blasting seismic wave
slower.

During the engineering practice, the blasting vibration
control standard was adopted as the threshold to limit the
dynamic response in the structure within the allowed value.
It is known that the tensile strength of the concrete is less
than the compressive strength, so the tensile damage could
be induced by blasting more easily. ,e blasting vibration
control standard was determined based on the tensile stress
control. ,e detailed steps are as follows: firstly, the nu-
merical simulation of dynamic response in structure was
implemented; then the relationship between the PPV at the
foundation of structure and the maximum tensile stress of
the structure was established; at last, when the maximum
tensile stress is equal to the tensile strength, the corre-
sponding PPV is the blasting vibration control standard.
Figure 21 plots the comparison of the blasting vibration
control standard under the cold and conventional
conditions.

It can be seen that the typical linear relationship between
the PPV and the maximum tensile stress could be both
found under the conventional and frozen conditions. Results
reveal that the blasting vibration control standard of the
frozen rock mass is larger than that of conventional con-
dition, which indicates that the frozen is beneficial for the
blasting vibration safety control. But it should be pointed
that the results do not mean the safety control of the blasting
vibration in the frozen state is looser. As mentioned in
Section 4.2, the maximum charge weight per delay in the
frozen rock mass is obviously less than that in the con-
ventional condition. Under the conventional condition, the
blasting vibration control standard is 9.6 cm/s, but for the
rock mass in the frozen state, that is 10.7 cm/s. During the
blasting vibration safety control of the Fengman hydropower
station reconstruction project, the blasting vibration control
standard was determined as 10 cm/s. A total of 676 moni-
toring was completed, and no case of excessive measurement
could be found.
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Table 1: JWL equation of state parameters of the explosive used.

Density (kg/m3) VoD (m/s) PCJ (GPa) A (GPa) B (GPa) R1 R2 ω E0 (GPa)
1000 3600 3.24 220 0.2 4.5 1.1 0.35 4.2
VoD: velocity of detonation.

Table 2: Material constants for the constitutive model.

Classes Density
(kg/m3)

Elasticity
modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Dynamic
tensile
strength
(MPa)

Damage
constants k

Damage
constants m

KIC

(MN ∗ m−3/

2)

Damage
constants λ

(kg/J)

Material
constants

(β)

Rock
mass 2530 25 0.23 2 2.33 ∗ 1024 7 0.92 0.0001 0.5
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Figure 16: Comparison results of vibration waveform and the attenuation law.
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Figure 20: Comparison of the dynamic response in the frozen and conventional conditions. (a) ,e maximum principal stress.
(b) ,e minimum principal stress. (c) ,e radial blasting vibration velocity. (d) ,e resultant blasting vibration velocity.

Figure 19: Schematic diagram of the numerical model for structural response analysis.
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5. Conclusions and Discussions

,is paper focuses on the blasting vibration control tech-
nology of the frozen rock mass under cold condition.
Laboratory tests were implemented to investigate the change
of mechanical performance for rock mass at the frozen,
saturated, normal, and drying states. ,en long-term
monitoring of blasting vibration was implemented based on
the blasting excavation of Fengman hydropower station
reconstruction project in China to study the vibration at-
tenuation law of the rock mass at different seasons. ,e
blasting vibration declines slower in winter for the frozen
rockmass. At last, numerical simulation of blasting vibration
attenuation at different states was finished and suggestion of
blasting vibration control of rock mass excavation under
cold condition was proposed.,e following conclusions and
understandings may be drawn from the present study.

,e longitudinal wave velocity in the frozen state is the
biggest, and the wet saturated state takes the second place,
while the natural state is third and the dry state is the least.
,e longitudinal wave velocity exceeds that of the natural
state by about 10%∼35% in the Fengman hydropower station
area, and the difference between the frozen and natural state
increases with the porosity obviously. ,e ability to conduct
the stress waves is enlarged when the rock mass is frozen,
especially in the rock medium with high porosity. ,e wave
impedance increment and the porosity obey the exponential
relationships obviously.

Results demonstrate the PPV attenuates slower when the
rock mass is frozen, which indicates that the quality of the
rock mass becomes better. ,e frequency of the blasting
vibration in the frozen rock mass is also larger than that in
the conventional condition. As the temperature decreases,
the attenuation coefficient K and α all decrease by different
degrees. ,e obvious turning points of PPV could be found
between different temperatures, where the change of the
PPV relationship happens.

,e equivalent freezing simulation method was pro-
posed to simulate the response in the frozen rock mass and
structures. Results demonstrate that the waveform of nu-
merical simulation matches well with that of test results. ,e

development process of blasting vibration waveform is quite
similar and the error of PPV is within 8%.,e relationship of
attenuation coefficients such as K and α versus the frozen
depth was determined, respectively. ,e linear relationship
between the attenuation parameters and frozen depth could
be obviously found, and as the frozen depth of the rock mass
increases, the attenuation parameters of K and α decrease
obviously.

,e maximum charge weight per delay and blasting
vibration control standard were investigated in the frozen
rock mass to control the blasting vibration. ,e relationship
between the frozen depth and the maximum charge weight
per delay presents as the parabola characteristics. ,e
maximum charge weight per delay was limited more strictly
during the frozen condition, and amost adverse depth exists.
,e degree of dynamic response in structure under frozen
condition is much stronger. ,e blasting vibration control
standard in the frozen condition is larger than that in the
conventional condition. With the above control approaches,
a total of 676 monitoring was completed in the Fengman
reconstruction project, and no case of excessive measure-
ment could be found.
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,is study aimed to investigate the influence of cavity width on the attenuation characteristic of gas explosion wave. Attenuation
mechanism of gas explosion wave through cavity was obtained by numerical simulation.,e gas explosion shock wave energy can
be greatly attenuated through the cavity structure in five stages, namely, plane wave, expansion, oblique reflection, Mach re-
flection, and reflection stack, to ensure that it is eliminated. Cavities with various width sizes, namely, 500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200,
500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200, and 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200 (length ∗width ∗ height, unit: mm), were experimented to further investigate the attenuation
characteristics through a self-established large-size pipe gas explosion experimental system with 200mm diameter and 36m
length. Results showed an evident attenuation effect on flame duration light intensity (FDLI) and peak overpressure with in-
creasing cavity width. Compared with 300mm, the overall FDLI decreased by 83.0%, and the peak overpressure decreased by
71.2% when the cavity width was 800mm. ,e fitting curves of the FDLI and peak overpressure attenuation factors to width-
diameter demonstrated that the critical width-diameter was 2.19 when the FDLI attenuation factor was 1. ,e FDLI attenuation
factor sharply decreased at the width-diameter ratio range from 1.5 to 2.5 and basically remained steady at 0.17 at the width-
diameter ratio range from 2.7 to 4.0. ,e peak overpressure attenuation factor gradually decreased with the increase of width-
diameter ratio and changed from 0.93 to 0.28 with width-diameter ratio from 1.5 to 4.0. ,e research results can serve as a good
reference for the design of gas explosion wave-absorbing structures.

1. Introduction

Gas explosion is a dynamic disaster phenomenon that
occurs in the coal-mining process when gas enrichment
reaches its limit and meets a fire source. ,e high-tem-
perature and high-pressure shock wave generated by the
explosion propagates along the tunnel pipe network,
causing heavy casualties and serious damage to roadways,
support structures, and equipment [1–5]. Gas explosion
prevention mainly includes preventive technical measures
to counteract the gas accumulation and fire source gen-
eration in coal mines and mitigating measures (such as
explosion isolation and suppression) to limit or control
the gas explosion shock wave propagation. Many scholars
have focused on theoretical and experimental research on

gas explosion suppression. Yoshidaa et al. [6], Xu et al. [7],
Parra et al. [8], Song and Zhang [9], and Nakahara et al.
[10] pointed out that water mist has a good effect on gas
explosion suppression under certain conditions and the
combination of different additives to achieve a suppres-
sion effect. Dry powders, such as NH4H2P2O4 [11, 12],
ABC [13], and NaHCO3/red-mud [14], have been used in
explosion suppression studies. ,e results demonstrated
that powder concentration, explosion suppression dose,
powder pyrolysis characteristics, and thermal decompo-
sition products can have a different influence on gas
explosion inhibition. A number of studies have been
conducted to suppress gas explosion overpressure and
quench flame propagation by using porous materials,
including porous media [15], foam ceramics [16], wire
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mesh [17, 18], metal foam [19, 20], and combined wire
mesh and foam ceramics [21, 22]. ,e results showed that
the foam iron nickel with great thickness, small aperture,
and high nickel content are beneficial to the flame wave
attenuation. ,e effect of combining wire mesh and foam
ceramics on attenuation of explosion overpressure and
flame temperature is better than that of each. Foam ce-
ramics can attenuate the maximum overpressure of gas
explosion by up to 50%, inhibit flame propagation, and
quench flames.

Many studies on various pipeline structures and
vacuum chambers have reported the influence of these
mechanisms on gas explosion propagation. Shao et al.
[23–25] conducted experimental research on the influ-
encing factors of the vacuum chamber on explosion
suppression. ,e results showed that the vacuum chamber
can effectively suppress the explosion flame and over-
pressure with any vacuum degree. ,e vacuum chamber
with different diaphragm thicknesses has a variable
suppression effect. ,e explosion suppression effect is
related to the break-up time of the diaphragm and the
position of the explosion flame front. Niu et al. [26]
established a complex transversal pipe network to study
the overpressure evolution laws and flame propagation
characteristics after methane explosion; these researchers
found that a high-pressure area exists in the middle of the
transversal branch, and the flame sustaining time and
surface damage are minimal at the transversal branch. Sun
et al. [27] used numerical methods to investigate the
explosion-proof distance and the propagation charac-
teristics of gas explosions with four types of pipe cross-
sectional areas. ,e results demonstrated that maximum
overpressure, density, temperature, gas velocity, explo-
sion-proof distance, and combustion rate decrease with
the increase of the equivalent pipe diameter. Lin et al. [28]
conducted an experiment on the effect of premixed
methane-air explosion overpressure by using three dif-
ferent types of bifurcation pipe; the result showed that the
peak overpressure had a downtrend before the bifurca-
tion, a sharp increase after the bifurcation until the
maximum was reached, and a downtrend at the pipe end.
,e pipe shapes, such as 90° bends [29, 30], U-bend
[31, 32], open-ended pipe [33], pipe with holes [34], and
vortex shedding [35] are used to investigate the charac-
teristics of gas explosion propagation.

Previous studies have focused on the propagation
characteristics of gas explosion with different absorbing
energy materials, pipe network structure, pipe shape, and
vacuum chamber. ,e cavity structure exhibits several
characteristics, such as strong damage resistance and reuse,
but it is rarely reported to suppress gas explosion propa-
gation using the cavity structure. In this work, the nu-
merical simulation and experimental research are
performed to investigate the relevant parameter evolution
laws of the gas explosion shock wave through the cavity
structure and reveal the quantitative relationship between
shock wave attenuation and width of the cavity structure.
,e research results present a new technique for reducing
gas explosion hazard.

2. Cavity AttenuationWave Numerical Analysis

2.1. Continuous Differential Equation of Gas Explosion.
,e kinetic process of a gas explosion in a pipe network is
expressed by the conservation of mass, momentum, energy,
and component. ,e equations in the Cartesian coordinate
are as follows:

,e mass conservation equation is
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where ρ is gas density; t is time; u is gas explosion propa-
gation velocity, i and j are coordinate directions; p is gas
pressure; μt is turbulent viscosity; δij is the Kronic operator;
E is per-unit mass gas total energy; T is temperature; c is the
adiabatic index; cv is constant volume specific heat; mg is the
g component mass fraction; Γ∗ is the turbulent diffusion
coefficient expressing transport characteristic; Rg is the unit
volume g component ignition rate; Ct is the dimensionless
combustion model coefficient; Rm is the minimum mass
fraction of gas, oxygen, and explosion product; and s is the
stoichiometric ratio of oxygen required for a 1 kg gas
complete reaction.

A gas explosion is a chain reaction process that consists
of complex physical and chemical processes. ,e shock wave
propagation process exhibits complex change parameters,
including the propagation and evolution of explosion
combustion flame and shock wave, excitation feedback of
flame front and shock wave front, and turbulence.,emodel
is simplified as follows and hypothesized to effectively
conduct numerical research:
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(1) ,e gas explosion is simplified as the ideal gas ex-
pansion process by heat.

(2) ,e pipe and cavity inner wall are regarded as an
adiabatic surface without heat exchange. ,e radi-
ative heat release in the propagation process of the
blast wave and the fluid-solid coupling effect be-
tween the solid wall and shock flow are ignored.

(3) ,e gas and air are evenly mixed in accordance with
Moore’s law and in a static state before ignition.

(4) ,e gas explosion process is realized in two steps,
and the gas mixture of wave front is still in a static
state.

(5) ,e Mach stem is a plane shock wave and perpen-
dicular to the solid wall.

2.2. Gas Explosion Chemical Reaction Model. As this study
does not simultaneously include the detonation cellular
structure part and consider the calculation amount of the
elementary reaction model, a two-step reaction model with
higher accuracy is adopted, which can be written as follows.

Step 1.

CH4 + O2⟶ CO + H2O + Q1. (6)

Step 2.

CO + O2⟶ CO2 + Q2. (7)

,e energy release is small in Step 1 and large in Step 2.
,e chemical reaction rate formulas corresponding to the
reaction model are presented as follows:

,e induced reaction rate is expressed by

ωα � − K1ρ exp
− E1

RT
 . (8)

,e rate of exothermic chemical reaction is calculated by

ωβ �

− K2p
2 β2 exp −
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RT
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2 exp −
E2 + q

RT
  , α≤ 0,

0, 0< α< 1,
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where K1 and K2 are the rate characteristic constants of the
induced and exothermic chemical reactions; α is the in-
duction progress degree and dimensionless quantity, α � 1
means that the induction reaction has not started yet, and
α � 0means that the induction reaction has been performed;
β is the reaction progress degree and dimensionless quantity,
β � 1 means that the exothermic chemical reaction has not
started yet, and β � 0 means that the exothermic chemical
reaction has been performed; ρ is density; E1 and E2 are the
induced reaction and exothermic chemical reaction acti-
vation energies, respectively; p is mixed gas pressure; R is gas
constant; T is temperature; and q is unit mass mixed gas heat
release.

In this study, the Steger-Warming method [36] is used to
construct the difference scheme for physical quantities, and
the equation is as follows:
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In spatial dimension, the WENO format [37] is used for
discretization. In time dimension, the LU-SSOR method
[38] is adopted for discretization and the time discretization
equation:
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where c is the convection term, A � (zEg/zQg),
B � (zFg/zQg), and C � (zGg/zQg) are the Jacobian matrix
corresponding to the convection term; q is the viscous term;
and Δξ, Δη, and Δζ are the space steps in the corresponding
three coordinate directions in any coordinate system.
Correspondingly, c is discretized as

c �
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(13)

where the column vectors of Rn
i ± 1/2,j,k, Rn

i,j ± 1/2,k, and
Rn

i,j,k ± 1/2 are the right eigenvectors of (zE/z U), (zF/z U),
and (zG/z U), respectively; and φ is the viscosity factor,
which is adjusted by numerical viscosity to eliminate the
oscillation dispersion in the shock wave in the oscillation-
prone area and ensure the simulation accuracy.

2.3. Numerical Simulation Model. ,e gas explosion simu-
lation pipe was designed with a 200mm inner diameter,
11m length initiation detonation section, 2.5m length stable
section, and 22.5m length propagation. ,e numerical
monitoring sample points, called 1#, 2#, and 3#, were
arranged at different positions before and after the cavity
structure to investigate the parameter variation of the gas
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explosion propagation process. ,e gas explosion propa-
gations in the cavities with dimensions of 500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200,
500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200, and 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200 were simulated, and the
data of representative cavity (500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200) were chosen
for analyzing the attenuation wave mechanism. ,e nu-
merical simulation geometric model is shown in Figure 1.

In order to determine the grid size, the step length of
iteration time was 0.00001 s, and grid size of 0.5 ∗ 0.5mm,
1.0 ∗ 1.0mm, and 2.0 ∗ 2.0mm was set, respectively, to
analyze the grid independence. When the grid size was
refined from 2.0 ∗ 2.0mm, and 1.0 ∗ 1.0mm to 0.5 ∗
0.5mm, the maximum overpressure increased by 8.4% and
0.5%, respectively. ,e simulation results were very close
when the grid size was 1.0 ∗ 1.0mm and 0.5 ∗ 0.5mm.
Considering the calculation efficiency, storage space, and
accuracy, the tetrahedral grid was used for numerical
simulation, the grid size was 1.0 ∗ 1.0mm. ,e numerical
simulation grid diagram is shown in Figure 2.

In this study, the difference scheme was constructed for
physical quantities via the finite volume method and Steger-
Warming method. ,e spatial dimension was discretized in
the format of WENO, and the time dimension was dis-
cretized through the LU-SSOR method. Material properties
were as follows: gas concentration and oxygen concentration
were 9.5% and 20.9%, respectively, c � 1.25, Ct � 70, and
μ� 2.5×10− 5. ,e initial conditions were P0 � 2.5×10− 5,
T0 � 293K, and v � 0m/s.,e boundary conditions were: the
wall surfaces of pipeline and cavity were adiabatic, without
slippage.

2.4. Numerical Simulation Results and Analysis of Shock
Wave. ,enumerical simulation results of the gas explosion
shock wave overpressure before and after the 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200
cavity structure are shown in Figure 3.

,e five main stages can be observed from the simulation
results with gas explosion shock wave passes through the
cavity structure, as follows:

(1) Figure 3(a) shows that the gas explosion shock wave
propagates forward in the form of a plane wave, and
the overpressure of the shock wave changes in a
uniform gradient, which enters the cavity structure
before.

(2) Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show that when the gas ex-
plosion shock wave enters the cavity structure, the
plane wave becomes spherical and forms the vortex
area in the propagation process due to the sudden
expansion of the propagation section. Under the
combined action of diffraction and expansion, the
overpressure distribution displays phenomena such
as concentrated enhancement zone at the center of
the cavity structure, vortex attenuation zone at both
sides, and gradient spherical diffusion zone at the
front of the shock wave.

(3) In Figure 3(d), along with the combined effects of
reflection and superposition in the gas explosion
shock wave propagation process within the cavity
structure, the gas explosion shock wave high-

pressure area transmits to both sides of the cavity
structure, and sparse waves generate in the cavity
structure center. ,e Mach reflection appears, the
overpressure concentrated area forms on both sides
of the cavity structure, and the concentrated area
repeatedly reflects in the propagation process due to
the superposition of the shock wave reflection on
both sides of the wall.

(4) Figure 3(e) shows that when the gas explosion shock
wave propagates to the cavity structure outlet be-
cause of the section reduction, the overpressure
concentrated area on both sides of the cavity
structure is blocked and reflected. ,e shock wave
attenuation area after the outlet of the cavity
structure is simultaneously formed.

(5) Figures 3(f) and 3(g) show that the overpressure of
the gas explosion shock wave gradually attenuates
with the forward propagation in the pipe. ,e re-
flection wave gradually attenuates in the backward
propagation process and generates a local over-
pressure concentrated area under the reflection su-
perposition and other comprehensive effects after
encountering the cavity wall. Accordingly, the local
overpressure oscillation occurs.

,e simulation results of shock wave pressure over time
with 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200 cavity are shown in Figure 4. ,e peak
overpressure at 2# and 3# were 0.852 and 0.709, respectively,
and the overpressure decreased by approximately 16.7%. In
addition, according to the numerical simulation results of
500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200 and 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200 cavities, the peak over-
pressure decreased by approximately 4.1% and 80%, re-
spectively. In conclusion, the gas explosion shock wave
energy can be greatly attenuated through the cavity structure
by the aforementioned five stages, namely, plane wave,
expansion, oblique reflection, Mach reflection, and reflec-
tion stack.

2.5. Numerical Simulation Results and Analysis of Flame.
,e numerical simulation results of the gas explosion flame
temperature (temperature scale: K) before and after the
500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200 cavity structure are shown in Figure 5.

,e four main characteristics can be summarized from
the simulation results with gas explosion flame passes
through the cavity structure, as follows:

(1) After the premixed gas is ignited, it forms a spherical
flame and spreads forward. Part of the flame directly
enters the straight pipe through the cavity, and the
flame in the cavity is stretched along the axial di-
rection, as shown in Figure 5(a).

Initiation detonation section Stable section Propagation section

0.5
2#

0.5

Cavity

11 22.50.
2

Sealing film

0.5
1#

2.5

3#

Figure 1: Numerical simulation geometric model (unit: m).
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(2) ,e flame passing through the cavity continues to
propagate forward along the straight pipe, and the
other part is blocked by the cavity outlet wall due to
the sudden contraction of the propagation section, as
shown in Figure 5(b).

(3) ,e blocked flame generates reflection on the outlet
wall surface and diffuses along the cavity wall surface.
As the contact area between the flame and the cavity
wall surface increases, the energy consumed for
friction increases greatly, as shown in Figures 5(c)
and 5(d).

(4) ,e flame diffracts in the cavity and the formed
reverse propagation flame spreads to the inlet of the
cavity, and the flame turbulivity increases; however,

the excessive turbulivity is not conducive to the flame
propagation, as shown in Figure 5(e).

,e explosion flame has the occurrence of expansion and
dissipation after entering the cavity. ,e siphon effect of the
explosion causes the flame to be stretched. Part of the flame
directly passes through the outlet of the cavity, and the other
part is propagated back by the cavity wall surface. Due to the
different reflection angles, part of the flame enters the cavity
inlet and the other part is blocked by the cavity wall and
reflects again. ,e repeated friction between the flame and
the cavity wall consumes a lot of energy, and the flame
gradually disappears with the depletion of premixed gas.,e
temperature curve of the explosion flame before and after
passing through the cavity size of 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200 is shown in
Figure 6. It can be seen that the maximum flame temperature
at 2# measuring point in front of the cavity is 1195K and
suddenly drops to 682K at 3# measuring point after the
cavity. ,e explosion flame energy is greatly attenuated,
which shows that this size cavity has a good suppression
effect on the explosion flame.

3. Gas Explosion Experimental Systems

,e experimental system is shown in Figure 7, which mainly
consists of the pipe network, distribution gas, ignition, and
data collection subsystems. ,e literature [39] showed that
the detonation wave can be generated and propagated when
the pipe diameter D≥ λ/π (λ is the detonation cell size of the
gas). λ is about 340mm for gas, so the pipe size needs to be

222 202 182 162 142 122 102 82 62 42 22 2

Figure 2: Numerical simulation grid diagram.
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greater than 108mm. About the pipe wall thickness, the gas
explosion pressure generally does not exceed 3MPa.
According to the requirements of pressure vessel specifica-
tions, the wall thickness should be greater than 7mm. ,e
designed explosion pipe is a 200mmdiameter steel round pipe
with 10mm thickness and 36m length. ,e arrangement of a
certain number of orifices on the pipe is intended for gas
distribution, pressure collection, and flame signal collection,
i.e., pressure and flame sensor installation. Figure 8 shows a
photograph of the gas explosion experimental system.

4. Cavity Attenuation Wave Experiment

,e cavities with different width sizes, namely,
500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200, 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200, and 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200, were
made of 10mm thick steel. ,e cavity structure was con-
nected to the explosion pipe before and after and 13.5m far
from the ignition electrode. ,e flame sensor is a photo-
sensitive triode induction element, its on-state current is
positively correlated with the light intensity, and light
signal changes to an electrical signal. ,e flame sensor
information was used with the flame light intensity inte-
gration against time to represent the flame strength in the
flame propagation process, which is defined as the flame
duration light intensity (FDLI). Pressure and flame sensors
were arranged before and behind the explosion tube and
cavity to collect the shock wave overpressure and FDLI
information. ,e flame sensor is the photosensitive triode
sensor CKG100, and the response time is less than 100 μs.
,e pressure sensor is the high frequency piezoelectric
sensor CYG1401 F, and the response time is less than 1ms.
,e experimental gas concentration is 9.5%. ,e initiation
detonation section and the stability section were separated
by 0.4mm thickness polyethylene sealing film. ,e pre-
mixed gas was filled before the film and stirred evenly by
circulating pump for 25min. During the experiment, the
end of the pipeline system was closed. ,e ignition was
used 36 V safety voltage and ignition energy is 10 J. ,e
installation of the three cavities is shown in the photograph
in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the layout of sensors and
cavity. ,e flame and pressure sensors were numbered F1,
F2, F3, P1, and P2 from near to far according to the position
of the ignition electrode. ,e specific parameters of dis-
tance (L) and length-diameter ratio (L/D) are shown in
Table 1.
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Figure 7: Components of gas explosion experimental system.

Figure 8: Photograph of gas explosion experimental system.
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5. Attenuation Wave Results and Discussion

,is approach was conducted to investigate the effects of
cavity structures with different widths on the gas explosion
shock wave overpressure and FDLI. ,ree sets of gas ex-
plosion experiment were carried out for each cavity struc-
ture, and one typical set of experimental data was selected for
result analysis.

5.1. Flame Duration Light Intensity Influence of Different
Width Cavities. ,e FDLI attenuation rate of gas explosion
is defined as the ratio of FDLI attenuation value at measuring
points F2 and F3 in front of and behind the cavity to the
FDLI at F2.

As shown in Figure 11(a) and Table 2, in the gas ex-
plosion propagation experiment of 500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200 cavity,
the FDLIs at F2 and F3 were 0.0340 and 0.1342, respec-
tively, and the FDLI attenuation was –294% after the shock
wave passed through the cavity. ,e oscillation on the
frontal surface of primary flame was severe behind the

cavity, and the secondary flame was obviously increased,
and the FDLI at the cavity outlet was increased by 2.94
times, indicating that the cavity width was small, the gas
not fully exploded was propagated into the cavity for
continuous reaction, the energy released in the reaction
zone was larger than the energy dissipated by local re-
sistance of the cavity, and the explosive reaction was still in
an accelerated phase, so the FDLI at the cavity outlet was
increased.

From Figure 11(b) and Table 2, in the gas explosion
propagation experiment of 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200 cavity, the FDLIs
at F2 and F3 were 0.0173 and 0.0071, respectively, and the
attenuation rate of FDLI was 58.9% after the explosion wave
passed through the cavity. ,e average speed of flame was
obtained by dividing the interval between the two measuring
points by the time difference for the flame signal to reach the
two measuring points. As shown in Figure 11(b), the average
flame speed between F1 and F2 was 358m/s, indicating that
the explosion already reached the detonation state in front of
the cavity. With the increase in the cavity width, the swelling
capacity and disturbance time of flame were increased, so
was its energy dissipation. Even though the secondary flame
was enhanced, the FDLI behind the cavity was obviously
weakened, which was similar to the influence of the change
in pipeline section on the gas explosion propagation char-
acteristic in the literature [27].

As shown in Figure 11(c), in the gas explosion propagation
experiment of 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200 cavity, the FDLIs at F2 and F3
were 0.0384 and 0.0065, respectively, and the FDLI attenuation
rate was 83.0% behind the cavity was passed. With the further
increase in the cavity width, the transverse diffusion space of
the cavity was enlarged, the Mach number and oblique re-
flection presented backward and forward oscillation, and the
energy sharply dropped in front of the cavity outlet.

From the numerical simulation of the gas explosion
flame propagation passing through the cavity, the temper-
ature at the cavity outlet declined with the increase in the
cavity width. Although the temperature during the explosion
process could not be measured, it could be found that the
FDLI at the outlet of cavity with width of greater than
500mmwas reduced, indicating that FDLI is correlated with
the temperature, and the increase in the cavity width con-
tributes to the energy dissipation.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Photographs of different width cavities. (a) 500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200. (b) 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200. (c) 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200.
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Figure 10: Layout of sensor and cavity structure (unit: mm).

Table 1: Arrangement of flame and pressure sensors.

Flame sensor F1 F2 F3

Location L (m) 10.05 13.3 14.1
L/D 50.25 66.5 70.5

Pressure sensor / P1 P2

Location L (m) / 13.3 14.1
L/D / 66.5 70.5
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5.2. Peak Overpressure Influence of Different Width Cavities.
,e peak overpressure attenuation rate of gas explosion is
defined as the ratio of the attenuation value of peak over-
pressure of shock waves at measuring points P1 and P2 in
front of and behind the cavity to the peak overpressure at P1.

As shown in Figure 12(a) and Table 3, the peak over-
pressures at P1 and P2 were 0.744 and 0.694, respectively, in
the gas exploration propagation experiment of 500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200

cavity, and the peak overpressure attenuation rate was 6.7%.
Based on the abovementioned simulation and theoretical
analysis, the shock wave would experience repeatedmultiform
reflection after passing through the suddenly expanded sec-
tion and rigid wall surface, and partial reflected wave would be
transferred from cavity outlet and inlet, but partial energy also
presented vortical attenuation, and the total energy was small.
As the ratio of cavity width to pipe diameter was small (300/
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Figure 11: Experimental flame duration light intensity information of cavity with different widths. (a) 500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200. (b) 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200.
(c) 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200.

Table 2: Experimental flame duration light intensity of cavity with different widths.

Flame sensor number F2 F3

Flame duration light intensity
500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200 0.0340 0.1342
500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200 0.0173 0.0071
500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200 0.0384 0.0065
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200�1.5), most of the shock wave entering the cavity would
present inertial propagation along the axial direction of
pipeline, and although the peak overpressure at the cavity
outlet was reduced, the attenuation amplitude was not large.

From Figure 12(b) and Table 3, the peak overpressures at
P1 and P2 were 0.820 and 0.730, respectively, in the gas
explosion propagation experiment of 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200, and
the peak overpressure attenuation rate was 10.9% after
passing through the cavity. With the increase in the ratio of
cavity width to pipe diameter (500/200� 2.5), the angle
between the spherical wave formed inside the cavity and the
side wall of the cavity became small, and the possible oblique
reflection was increased, thus aggravating the local over-
pressure oscillation. Because most of the reflected wave on
the wall surface at the cavity inlet would still be transferred to
the outlet, the attenuation rate of peak overpressure at the
cavity outlet would be increased somehow.

It could be known from Figure 12(c) and Table 3 that in
the gas explosion propagation experiment of 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200
cavity, the peak overpressures at P1 and P2 were 0.706 and
0.203, respectively, and the overpressure attenuation rate
was 71.2% after passing through the cavity. ,e cavity width
was 4 times of pipe diameter, the oscillation space of shock
wave inside the cavity was larger, and under the action of
superposed reflection, the overpressure of shock wave was
transferred to the wall surface of the cavity and dissipated.
,e ratio of the area of pipeline outlet to the area of cavity
wall surface became small, so the peak overpressure at cavity
outlet was obviously attenuated.

In conclusion, the shock wave passing through the
suddenly enlarged section can occur in the aforementioned
five processes. Accordingly, the energy is rapidly consumed.
,e larger the cavity width is, the larger the spherical wave
front becomes. ,e angle between the spherical wave and
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Figure 12: Shock wave time pressure travel curve of cavity with different widths. (a) 500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200. (b) 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200. (c) 500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200.

Table 3: Shock wave peak overpressure information before and behind different width cavities.

Flame sensor number P1 P2

Peak overpressure information（MPa）
500 ∗ 300 ∗ 200 0.744 0.694
500 ∗ 500 ∗ 200 0.820 0.730
500 ∗ 800 ∗ 200 0.706 0.203
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cavity wall is small, and Mach and oblique reflections are
more likely to occur. Consequently, substantial shock wave
energy is consumed. ,e larger the cavity size is, the more
energy is confined inside the cavity when the converging
shock wave passes through the cavity outlet. ,e shock wave
reflects back and forth, thereby resulting in additional os-
cillations in the cavity. ,e abovementioned phenomenon is
the physical essence of reducing the gas explosion shock
wave energy using the cavity.

,e overpressure attenuation rates obtained through the
experiment and simulation of cavity 300mm in width were
6.7% and 4.1%, respectively, those of cavity with width of
500mm were 10.9% and 16.7%, respectively, and those of
cavity with width of 800mm were 71.2% and 80%, re-
spectively. By comparison, the maximum deviation of
overpressure attenuation rate between experiment and
simulation was 8.8%, and the results are in good agreement.
,erefore, the numerical simulation results are reliable, and
the calculation model and algorithm used are reasonable.

5.3. Quantization Relation of Cavity Width on Gas Explosion
Effect. ,e width-diameter ratio is defined as the ratio of
the cavity width to the pipe diameter, which is a charac-
teristic quantity of a certain diameter pipe and the different
width cavities and length-diameter and the height-diameter
ratios, to study the quantitative relation of the cavity width
on the gas explosion effect. ,e ratio of the same explosion
parameters before and after the cavity is defined as at-
tenuation factor D, which represents the characteristic
quantity of the explosion parameter attenuation. D> 1 is
parameter enhancement, and D < 1 is parameter attenua-
tion. ,e length-diameter and height-diameter ratios of the
aforementioned experimental cavity are 2.5 and 1, re-
spectively. ,e experimental data under cavity widths of
400mm and 600mm were added for the curve fitting, in an
effort to more reliably quantify the relationship between the
cavity width change and attenuation of gas explosion wave.
,e width-diameter ratio is taken as the x-coordinate, and
the attenuation factor of the FDLI and shock wave peak
overpressure are taken as the y-coordinate; and the
quantitative relation of the different width-diameter ratio
cavity on the gas explosion effect is obtained, as shown in
Figure 13. ,e fitting equation for the FDLI change is
expressed as
y � 0.177 + 3.935/(1 + exp((x − 2.026)/0.171)) and that for
the peak overpressure change is expressed as
y � 0.614 + 0.387x − 0.118x2. When the width-diameter is
small, the peak overpressure presents an attenuation
phenomenon, but the effect is insignificant. ,e FDLI
exhibits no attenuation but presents an enhancement effect.
,e measured peak overpressure attenuation factor is 0.93,
and the FDLI attenuation factor is 3.94 with the width-
diameter ratio as 1.5. When the width-diameter ratios
range from 1.5 to 2.5, the peak overpressure attenuation
factor slightly decreases, and the FDLI attenuation factor
sharply decreases. ,e measured peak overpressure at-
tenuation factor is 0.89, and the FDLI attenuation factor is
0.41 with the width-diameter ratio as 2.5. When the width-

diameter ratio is larger than 2.7, the peak overpressure
attenuation gradually decreased, and the FDLI attenuation
factor basically remained the same. ,e measured peak
overpressure attenuation factor is 0.28, and the FDLI at-
tenuation factor is 0.17 with the width-diameter ratio as 4.0.
When the FDLI attenuation factor is equal to one, the
width-diameter ratio is 2.19, which is the critical width-
diameter ratio. ,e peak overpressure and FDLI have at-
tenuation with the width-diameter ratio larger than the
critical one. ,e fitting curve illustrates that the attenuation
wave effect is evident with the width-diameter ratio larger
than 2.7 and tends to be optimal with the width-diameter
ratio of approximately 4.0.

6. Conclusions

(1) ,e explosion wave passing through the cavity occur
five stages of plane wave, expansion, oblique re-
flection, Mach reflection, and reflection stack. Due to
the process of expansion and reflection in the above
five stages, the shock wave energy is significantly
weakened, which could be reflected in the experi-
ment and numerical simulation, and also proved the
reasonability of the calculation model and algorithm.

(2) When the cavity width is smaller, the energy released
from the reaction zone is greater than that consumed
by the local resistance of the cavity, and the flame
energy increases. With the increase of the cavity
width, the expansion capacity and disturbance time
of the flame increase, the transverse diffusion space
of the cavity increase, and the energy dissipation of
the flame also increases for oscillating back and forth
of the Mach reflection and the oblique reflection,
resulting in a sharp drop in energy before the cavity
outlet. Compared with the cavity width of 300mm,
when the cavity width is 500mm and 800mm, the
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attenuation of the overall FDLI is 58.9% and 83.0%,
respectively.

(3) ,e larger the cavity width is, the larger the spherical
wave front becomes, the angle between the spherical
wave and cavity wall is smaller, and Mach and
oblique reflections are more likely to occur. Mean-
while, with the decrease of the energy inside the
cavity and the reflection back and forth of the
converging shock wave at the cavity outlet, the ad-
ditional oscillations occur inside the cavity. ,e
above phenomenon is the physical essence of re-
ducing the gas explosion shock wave energy using
the cavity. Compared with the cavity width of
300mm, when the cavity width is 500mm and
800mm, the attenuation of the peak overpressure is
10.9% and 71.2%, respectively. ,erefore, increasing
the cavity width can significantly improve the at-
tenuation wave effect.

(4) ,e fitting equation of the FDLI attenuation factor
and width-diameter ratio is expressed as y � 0.177 +

3.935/(1 + exp((x − 2.026)/0.171)) and shows a
positive correlation. Meanwhile, the fitting equation
of the peak overpressure attenuation factor and
width-diameter ratio is expressed as
y � 0.614 + 0.387x − 0.118x2. ,e critical width-
diameter ratio is 2.19 when the FDLI attenuation
factor is equal to one. ,e attenuation wave effect is
evident with a width-diameter ratio larger than 2.7.
,e attenuation wave effect tends to be optimal with
a 4.0 width-diameter ratio. ,e peak overpressure
attenuation factor is approximately 0.28, and the
FDLI attenuation factor is 0.17.
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,e traditional empirical mode decomposition method cannot accurately extract the time-frequency characteristic parameters
contained in the noisy seismic monitoring signals. In this paper, the time-frequency analysis model of CEEMD-MPE-HT is
established by introducing the multiscale permutation entropy (MPE), combining with the optimized empirical mode de-
composition (CEEMD) and Hilbert transform (HT). ,e accuracy of the model is verified by the simulation signal mixed with
noise. Based on the project of Loushan two-to-four in situ expansion tunnel, a CEEMD-MPE-HTmodel is used to extract and
analyze the time-frequency characteristic parameters of blasting seismic signals. ,e results show that the energy of the seismic
wave signal is mainly concentrated in the frequency band above 100Hz, while the natural vibration frequency of the adjacent
existing tunnel is far less than this frequency band, and the excavation blasting of the tunnel will not cause the resonance of the
adjacent existing tunnel.

1. Introduction

As is known to all, the physical quantities such as peak
velocity of particle vibration (PPV), acceleration (a), and
displacement (s) are usually used to measure and determine
the degree of influence of structures under blasting vibration
[1]. However, the safety standard of blasting vibration of
existing regulations is relatively broad and empirical.
,erefore, many scholars have proposed and improved
safety control criteria for blasting engineering from the
perspectives of numerical calculation [2], stress wave
propagation theory [3], and maximum instantaneous input
energy angle of structure [4]. In engineering practices, in
addition to the blasting peak vibration velocity as the basis
for controlling blasting hazards, the influencing factors of
the vibration degradation of the protected construction
(building) on the duration of blasting vibration, frequency of
blasting vibration, the energy released by blasting vibration,
and type of adjacent structures cannot be ignored [5].

However, blasting seismic waves is a typical nonsta-
tionary and nonlinear signal, and only with the help of the
time-frequency analysis method can the monitored time-
domain signals be transformed into frequency-domain
signals. Further interpretation of signal frequency-domain
information and energy distribution characteristics is of
great significance for blasting seismic wave hazard control.
Common time-frequency analysis methods include the
short-time Fourier transformation, Wigner–Ville distribu-
tion, continuous wavelet transform, etc. [6, 7]. ,e theo-
retical basis of the abovementioned methods is Fourier
transform, which inevitably leads to false frequencies and
redundant signal components [8, 9]. In view of this problem,
Huang et al. [10] proposed empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) in 1998, which fundamentally broke through the
limitation of Fourier transform theory and established a
signal analysis method based on instantaneous frequency for
the first time [11, 12].,e process of decomposition retained
the characteristics of the data itself.
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But, there are some problems with EMD. Considering
that the monitoring signals of blasting seismic waves are
mostly noisy signals, the mixing of noise makes the EMD
results produce modal confusion [13], which makes it dif-
ficult to identify the time-frequency characteristics of
measured blasting seismic wave signals. To solve the
abovementioned problems, the efficient random signal de-
tection method of multiscale permutation entropy (MPE) is
introduced in this paper. Combined with the optimized
EMD, complementary ensemble empirical mode decom-
position (CEEMD), the joint algorithm of CEEMD-MPE is
obtained. ,e time-frequency analysis model of CEEMD-
MPE-HT can be established by applying the Hilbert trans-
form (HT) to IMF obtained by the CEEMD-MPE joint
algorithm. ,is model can realize the time-frequency
analysis of the noise signal and extract the real energy and
frequency information of the signal.

,is paper discusses the application of the CEEMD-
MPE-HT time-frequency analysis model in the blasting
project of the Loushan tunnel, which is a separated tunnel
with a large span and small clear distance. Compared with
other time-frequency analysis methods, the proposed time-
frequency algorithm not only preserves the real information
of the signal but also has the advantage of effectively sup-
pressing the mode confusion. ,e advantages of this time-
frequency analysis model are compared and verified in the
mixed simulation signals and successfully applied in prac-
tical engineering. According to the time-frequency char-
acteristic parameters obtained by the proposed model
algorithm, the influence of expanding blasting on one side of
a super-large and small clear distance separated tunnel on
the other side is discussed. ,e time-frequency algorithm
provides a useful idea for solving the identification of
blasting seismic wave signals, the analysis of time-frequency
characteristic parameter law, and the control of blasting
vibration hazards in engineering practices.

2. CEEMD-MPE-HT Time-Frequency
Analysis Model

2.1.0e Principle of CEEMD. CEEMD [14] is the method of
adding two white noise signals n(t) in opposite directions to
the original monitoring signal S(t). Generally, 0.2 times of
the standard deviation of S(t) is taken as the white noise
signals, and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [10] is
performed, respectively.

,e specific implementation steps of CEEMD are as
follows:

Step 1: white noises are added in opposite directions to
S(t) in pairs to get two new signal sources, S(t) + n(t)
and S(t)− n(t), respectively
Step 2: EMD decomposition of S(t) + n(t) and S(t)−

n(t)
Step 3: step 1 and step 2 are repeated until the set
number of adding white noise is reached

Step 4: the overall average of all the results obtained in
Step 2 is carried out, and the obtained result is the
CEEMD result

Since white noise in opposite directions is added in pairs
and the IMF is averaged many times, it can be considered
that the artificially introduced white noise has been elimi-
nated. ,is method is an improvement of ensemble em-
pirical mode decomposition (EEMD), which not only
ensures that the decomposition effect is equivalent to EEMD
[15] but also reduces the reconstruction error caused by
white noise at the same time.

2.2.0ePrinciple ofMPE. Permutation entropy (PE) [16] is a
method to detect randomness and dynamicmutation in time
series. It has the advantages of a simple concept, fast cal-
culation speed, and strong anti-interference ability, espe-
cially suitable for the analysis of nonlinear data.

MPE [17] is an optimization method of combining
multiple scales with PE. It can analyze the time series more
efficiently.

Suppose the length of the any one-dimensional time
series x(i) is L. X(i) can be expressed as xL(i)� {x1, x2,
x3,· · ·xL}. Equation (1) is obtained by coarsening xL(i) with a
multiscale:

y
s
j �

1
s



j·s

i�(j−1)·s+1
xi, 1≤ j≤

L

s
. (1)

In equation (1), s is the scale factor and ysj is the multiscale
time series. When s� 1, x(i) does not change. ,e core of
multiscale coarse granulation is to segment the time series
and take the average value of each segment to improve the
operation accuracy. So, the value of s is critical. When s is too
large, it cannot reflect the complexity of the time series.
When s is too small, it is difficult to extract fragments and the
analysis effect is poor. According to [18], this paper takes
s� 10. ,e MPE value [19, 20] of x(i) can be obtained by
calculating the PE value of ysj in equation (1).

According to the definition of MPE and [21, 22], when
the MPE of x(i) is greater than 0.6, it can be considered as an
abnormal component with great randomness and needs to
be eliminated.

2.3. 0e Principle of HT. ,e detailed process of HT is in-
troduced in [10]. ,e Hilbert marginal spectrum is mainly
discussed in this paper, which is obtained by integrating the
Hilbert time spectrum with respect to time, as shown in
equation (2). ,e marginal spectrum is the global amplitude
of each frequency, which represents the total cumulative
amplitude in the statistical sense. H(w, t) is the spectrum of
Hilbert time [23], where w denotes frequency.

h(ω) � 
T

0
H(ω, t)dt. (2)
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,erefore, the flow chart of the CEEMD-MPE-HT time-
frequency analysis model of seismic wave vibration signal
can be established (Figure 1). For the termination conditions
of EMD, refer [10].

3. Time Frequency Analysis of a Simulation
Signal with Noise

3.1. 0e Establishment of a Simulation Signal with Noise.
,e noise simulation signal is composed of Gaussian white
noise with a power of 0.2 and sinusoidal steady-state signal
with a frequency of 120. ,e number of samples N� 1028,
and t is a time series with a total length of 1 s and a unit time
interval of 1/N. Figure 2 shows the waveform of the sim-
ulation signal.

3.2. Comparison of the Time-Frequency Analysis Results of the
Simulation Signal with Noise. ,ree time-frequency analysis
methods were used to analyze the simulation signal shown in
Figure 2. ,e results can be seen in Figures 3–5, among
which Figures 3(b), 4(b), and 5(b) are the results of the

modal decomposition of the IMFmarginal spectrum.,e Y-
axis coordinate is ESD represents the energy spectral density.

By observing Figures 3–5, the following conclusions can
be drawn:

(1) ,ere is an obviously one-to-one correspondence
between the results of modal decomposition and the
IMF marginal spectrum.

(2) ,e IMF high-frequency modes obtained by EMD
are seriously confused. ,e addition of white noise
results in the appearance of false IMF components in
the decomposition, such as the IMF1 and IMF2
components with frequencies greater than 120Hz.
,e low-frequency decomposition is relatively stable.

(3) ,e high-frequency modal confusion of IMF ob-
tained by CEEMD is somewhat reduced, but there is
a slight modal split at low frequencies [24], such as
IMF6 and IMF7.

(4) ,e phenomenon of IMFmodal confusions obtained
by CEEMD-MPE was inhibited.,e components are
arranged from high frequency to low frequency, and
the decomposition results are good. From the

HT

Input signal S (t)

EMD

Yes

Add inverse white noise in pai pairs

No

Output the resulting IMF

Coarse-grained each IMF

MPEIMF ≤ 0.6

Yes
Output the IMF of MPEIMF ≤ 0.6

Eliminate the IMF of MPEIMF > 0.6

Reconstitution IMF to get S∗ (t)

EMD

Yes

Output IMF

No

Hilbert transform

Instantaneous frequency spectrum of IMF

Together into Hilbert spectrum

Time integrating Hilbert marginal
spectrum

CEEMD

MPE

No

Whether the EMD termination
condition is met

Whether the EMD termination
 condition is met

Figure 1: Flow chart of the CEEMD-MPE-HT time-frequency analysis model.
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Figure 2: Waveform of the simulation signal. (a) Gaussian white noise with power of 0.2. (b) Sinusoidal steady-state signal with frequency
120Hz. (c) ,e simulation signal.
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Figure 3: Results of EMD-HT time-frequency analysis. (a) Decomposition results of EMD. (b) IMF marginal spectrum.
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marginal spectrum, it can be clearly concluded that
the 120Hz sinusoidal steady-state signal energy of
the original signal is mainly contained in
IMF1∼IMF4.

,e processed results of the simulation signal with noise
obtained by the abovementioned time-frequency analysis
models are compared. It can be found that the IMF mode
confusion obtained by EMD is serious; compared with
EMD, the mode confusion of CEEMD in high frequency has
been greatly improved, but there is still a mode splitting
phenomenon in low frequency; the IMF obtained by
CEEMD-MPE has good stability in both high frequency and
low frequency. At the same time, it can be found that the
CEEMD-MPE-HT model can reflect the real energy and

frequency information of the signal and is more suitable for
time-frequency analysis of noisy signals.

4. Engineering Application

4.1. Engineering Application. ,e Loushan tunnel is part of
the first construction section of the highway project from
Jiaojiang to the east of Wenling City. It is a separate tunnel.
In order to meet the traffic demand, the original two-way
four-lane tunnel was expanded into a two-way eight-lane
tunnel in situ. During the closed construction of the right
tunnel, the left tunnel shall remain open to traffic normally.
Relevant design parameters are shown in Table 1. ,erefore,
dynamic monitoring must be carried out for the existing left
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Figure 4: Results of CEEMD-HT time-frequency analysis. (a) Decomposition results of EMD. (b) IMF marginal spectrum.
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tunnels to ensure normal traffic during the right tunnel
expansion blasting construction. Besides, the influence of
the right tunnel expansion blasting on the left tunnel must be
strictly controlled.

4.2. Blasting Monitoring Program. ,e purpose of blasting
vibration monitoring is to ascertain the impact of blasting
vibration on surrounding structures, timely feedback of the
dynamic monitoring information, and to provide a reliable
basis for improving the blasting design, controlling the
blasting scale, and guiding the blasting construction. ,e
Ubox-5016 intelligent blasting vibration monitor is adopted
for blasting vibration monitoring, and the layout of mea-
suring points is shown in Figure 6.

4.3. Analysis of the Measured Blasting Vibration Signal Based
on CEEMD-MPE-HT. In order to analyze the time-fre-
quency characteristics and energy characteristics of blasting
seismic wave signals in tunnel expansion and excavation, a
typical blasting vibration signal is selected as the analysis
object in combination with the on-site blasting vibration
monitoring scheme, as shown in Figure 7.

Time-frequency analysis based on CEEMD-MPE-HT
was performed for radial seismic wave signals in Figure 7(a),
and the result is shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8(a), it can
be seen that the IMFs decomposed by radial seismic wave
signal CEEMD-MPE rank from high to low frequencies.
Each IMF component is relatively stable, and the result is
consistent with the simulation signal CEEMD-MPE de-
composition result. Combined with the IMF marginal
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Figure 5: Results of CEEMD-MPE-HT time-frequency analysis. (a) Decomposition results of EMD. (b) IMF marginal spectrum.

Table 1: Basic design parameters of expanded excavation of the Loushan tunnel (unit: m).

Project Loushan tunnel after expansion Loushan tunnel before expansion
Section form Two-way eight-lane Two-way four-lane
Width of carriageway (m) 2× 3.50 + 2× 3.75 2× 3.75
Lateral dimension (m) 0.50 0.50
Width of maintaining roadway (m) 0.75 0.75
Total width (m) 17.25 10.25
Tunnel clearance (m) 5.00 5.00
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spectrum of the radial seismic wave signal in Figure 8(b), it
can be seen that the IMF1 and IMF2 are high-frequency
components distributed in the frequency range above
100Hz and carry the main energy of the radial seismic wave
signal. IMF3∼ IMF5 are middle- and low-frequency com-
ponents, and the energy contained in them is relatively small
compared with IMF1 and IMF2. R is both the residual term
and the trend term. In Hilbert transformation, the residual
component is generally not considered.

According to the marginal spectrum of each IMF of
Figure 8(b) and the marginal spectrum of radial seismic
wave signals in Figure 9, the energy distribution of each
frequency band can be obtained. For the convenience of
analyzing the energy carried by each frequency band, the
whole frequency domain is divided into four frequency
bands of 500–800Hz, 300–500Hz, 100–300Hz, and
0–100Hz. After squaring the H(ω, t) in equation (2) and
then integrating the frequency, the Hilbert instantaneous
energy can be obtained:

IE(t) � 
ω2

ω1

H
2
(ω, t)dω. (3)

According to equation (3), the instantaneous energy
proportion of each frequency band of the radial seismic wave
signal can be calculated. Similarly, the instantaneous energy
proportion of each frequency band of the longitudinal and
vertical seismic wave signals in Figure 7 can also be obtained
by the samemethod, and the calculation results are shown in
Table 2.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the signal energy of the
seismic wave of tunnel expansion blasting is mainly con-
centrated in the frequency band above 100Hz. ,e fre-
quency band of 500–800Hz occupies the largest proportion
of energy, accounting for 51.560% of the total energy. ,e
energy of 100–300Hz frequency band accounts for 31.016%
of the total energy. ,e energy proportion of 0–100Hz is
very small, only accounting for 2.850% of the total energy,
which is consistent with the research results in [25].
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Figure 6: Layout of measuring points.
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According to [26], the natural frequency of the highway
tunnel is about 50Hz. ,erefore, it can be preliminarily
judged that the seismic wave signal generated by the ex-
pansion blasting of the tunnel on the right side of Loushan
will not cause resonance of the existing tunnel on the left
side, and the normal operation of the existing tunnel on the
left side can be ensured during the blasting construction of
the right-side tunnel.

5. Conclusions

In tunnel blasting engineering, the hazard effect of blasting
vibration can be evaluated by analyzing the time-frequency
characteristic parameters contained in seismic wave mon-
itoring signals. To extract the time-frequency information
and energy characteristic distribution law contained in
blasting signals more truly, the CEEMD-MPE-HT time-
frequency analysis model is proposed. Conclusions can be
drawn as follows:

(1) CEEMD-MPE algorithm combines the self-adapt-
ability of CEEMD and the ability of MPE to detect
the randomness of time series, so that the decom-
position results not only retain the original signal
characteristic parameters but also suppress the
modal confusion phenomenon.

(2) Based on the time-frequency analysis model of the
CEEMD-MPE-HT blasting seismic wave signal, the
corresponding relationship between frequency and
energy contained in the blasting seismic wave signal
can be clearly displayed, which is helpful for the
identification of blasting vibration signal
characteristics.

(3) In the tunnel expansion blasting seismic wave signal,
the radial signal has the highest energy, followed by
the vertical signal and the longitudinal signal having
the lowest energy.

(4) ,e energy of seismic wave of tunnel expansion
blasting is relatively dispersed with frequency dis-
tribution, mainly concentrated in a frequency band
above 100Hz, which is much higher than the natural
vibration frequency of the adjacent existing tunnel.
,e energy proportion of 0–100Hz is very small,
only accounting for 2.850% of the total energy. ,e
excavation blasting of the tunnel will not cause the
resonance of the adjacent existing tunnel.
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Reactive material (RM) is a new type of energetic material, which is widely used in the military technology fields such as
fragmentation warheads and shaped charge warheads. Violent chemical reactions take place in the impact process of reactive
materials, and how to realize the macro numerical simulation of shock-induced energy release behavior of reactive materials is one
of the most urgent problems to be solved for its future military applications. In this study, a numerical simulation approach and
procedure is proposed, which can simulate the shock-induced energy release behavior of reactive materials on a macro scale.
Firstly, program implementation of the mechanical-thermal-chemical coupled effect model for RM is realized in the second-
development interface of LS-DYNA software.+en, the adaptive simulated annealing algorithm is used to fit the chemical reaction
kinetic parameters of RM using the direct ballistics test data. Finally, the simulation calculation of the fragment penetrating upon
steel plate is carried out to expand the applicability of the numerical simulation approach proposed in this study.+e results show
that the numerical simulation approach proposed in this study can reproduce the results of the direct ballistics test more ac-
curately, which assumes practical significance for the engineering application of reactive materials in the military field in
the future.

1. Introduction

Reactive material (RM) is a special energetic material, which
is inert under normal temperature and pressure, while upon
strong impact it can react dramatically and release a lot of
chemical energy. Reactive materials are usually prepared by
hot pressing of metal/nonmetal powder (Al, Ni, W, PTFE,
Fe2O3, etc.) [1]. Warhead fragments made of reactive ma-
terial can release a large amount of chemical energy on the
target in addition to the kinetic energy damage [2, 3]. +e
inner core of PELE bombs made of reactive materials can
enhance the cracking of shells after penetration, resulting in
both physical and chemical damage to the target [4]. +e
metal shape charge of armor penetration warhead made of
reactive material can form a reactive jet containing chemical
reactions and thus enhance the penetration effect of the jet
[5, 6]. In addition, reactive materials have many other

applications in antibiological war agents, underwater ex-
plosion, and so on [7].

Compared with the inert materials, the biggest advantage
of reactive materials is their shock-induced energy release.
To accurately describe the shock-induced energy release
behavior of reactive materials, it is necessary to probe the
chemical reaction mechanism and identify the chemical
kinetic parameters. In theory, the chemical kinetic param-
eters can be obtained through differential scanning calo-
rimetry (DSC). However, under impact loading, the
temperature in reactive material rises very fast (in micro-
seconds), accompanied by strong mechanical effects such as
plastic deformation, shear, and friction between the particles
[8, 9], bringing about different reaction conditions, which
are completely different from the boundary conditions of
DSC experiments. Taking Al/PTFE reactive material as an
example, Miao [10] finds at the heating rate of 30K/min that
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micron Al powder cannot react with PTFE due to the coating
of oxidation film on the surface while according to [11], the
oxidation film on the surface of Al particles can be destroyed by
the mechanical effect of the shock wave, causing the tem-
perature threshold of impact reaction between Al and PTFE to
be only 411k. +erefore, it is necessary to find other ways to
obtain reaction parameters. Xiong [12] obtained the shock-
induced temperature rise and chemical reaction threshold of
reactive materials through theoretical calculation employing
results of direct ballistic tests; he also derived the chemical
kinetic parameters by fitting test data, which proved the ef-
fectiveness of this method. Ren [13] used Xiong’s theoretical
method to fit the chemical kinetic parameters of three Al/Ni
reactive materials and used a self-developed constitutive pro-
gram to calculate the shock-induced energy release behavior of
reactive materials. +e simulation results (calculated with
Xiong’s method) showed a certain difference from the direct
ballistic test results.

In this study, a numerical simulation scheme and pro-
cedure is proposed, which can simulate the shock-induced
energy release behavior of reactive materials on a macro
scale. In the first step of this study, the chemical kinetics
equation of reactive materials is built into LS-DYNA in the
form of a user-defined equation of state (EOS), which re-
alizes the program implementation of the mechanical-
thermal-chemical coupled effect model. +en, the adaptive
simulated annealing algorithm is used to fit direct ballistics
test data, which yields chemical reaction kinetic parameters
of the reactive material. Finally, the simulation calculation of
fragment penetrating upon steel plate is carried out, and a
comparison is made between the damage effect of reactive
material fragments and that of inert material fragments,
which further expands the applicability of the numerical
simulation method proposed in this study.

2. Mechanical-Thermal-Chemical Coupled
Effect Model for Reactive Materials and Its
Program Implementation

In the impact process of reactive materials, violent chemical
reactions take place, which is called shock-induced energy
release behavior. With complex chemical reaction chain and
diversity of reaction products, the shock-induced energy
release behavior is hard to be represented by accurate
chemical reaction equations. For this reason, we consider
that the reactive material during the partial reaction is a
mixture of reactants (unreacted reactive material) and re-
action products (reactive material with complete reaction).
A parameter y, standing for the extent of chemical reaction,
is introduced to represent the mixing of reactant substances
and reaction products. +e relative volume and internal
energy meet the following mixing rules:

vm � (1 − y)vr + yvp,

Em � (1 − y)Er + yEp,

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

where v represents the relative volume and E represents the
internal energy per element of the initial volume. +e
subscriptm stands for the mixture, r for the reactants, and p

for the reaction products. Meanwhile, it is assumed that the
pressure P and temperature T of reactants and products are
in equilibrium:

Pm � Pr � Pp,

Tm � Tr � Tp.

⎧⎨

⎩ (2)

Due to the assumption of temperature equilibrium, it is
very important to obtain the temperature of reactants and
reaction products in the calculation process. So, we need to
take temperature as an independent variable in the EOS to
facilitate temperature calculation of the mixture. +e JWL
equation [14] in the form of pressure-relative volume-
temperature (P-v-T) takes temperature and relative volume
as independent variables. +erefore, in this study, JWL
equations are adopted as EOS for reactants and products
during the impact process:

P(v, T) � Ae− R1v
+ Be− R2v

+
ω
v

CvT,

e(v, T) �
A

R1
e− R1v

+
B

R2
e− R2v

+ CvT,

(3)

where Cv represents the specific heat capacity of the material
andA, B,ω, R1, and R2 are related parameters of thematerial.
+e extent of chemical reaction y is controlled by chemical
kinetics equation. +erefore, if the JWL equation for the
reactant and the reaction product and the chemical kinetics
equation of the reactive material are known, the EOS that
describe the reaction behavior of the reactive material can be
constructed, so as to calculate the physical quantities of the
reactive material under different impact conditions.

In LS-DYNA, a second-development interface is reserved,
allowing users to perform second development on material
models such as constitutive equations and EOS, so as to help
the users define the updating modes of physical quantities
such as stress-strain, pressure, and internal energy by
themselves. In this study, the JWL EOS of the reactants and
products and the chemical kinetics equation is embedded into
LS-DYNA in the form of user-defined EOS, and then the
numerical simulation is carried out. In this way, program
implementation of the mechanical-thermal-chemical coupled
effect model for reactive materials is realized. In the program
flow of the user-defined EOS, which considers mechanical-
thermal-chemical coupled effect, updating of each physical
quantity is shown in Figure 1.

+e calculation process for the user-defined EOS is di-
vided into the following seven steps:

Step 1: Enter Tt, Pt, yt, and so forth into LS-DYNAmain
program.
Step 2: Calculate the predicted temperature value, T∗t+1

in the current time step (i.e., t+ 1 step).
In the iterative scheme of the procedure, the temper-
ature can be calculated through the predictor-corrector
method. +e prediction value in t+ 1 step can be
calculated based on the values in the previous time step
(i.e., t step) with the following equation:
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T
∗t+1

� T
t

+ ΔTt
s − P

t
+ J

t
+ q 
Δv
C

t
v

 , (4)

where ΔTs represents the temperature rise due to plastic
deformation. q� 0.5(qt+ qt + 1) represents the artificial
viscous force. J represents the partial derivative of
internal energy with volume. Δv represents the in-
crement of the relative volume of the material in the
current time step. In equation (4), some variables
cannot be directly obtained in the LS-DYNA main
program, so the form of equation (4) needs to be

changed. In LS-DYNA, the element’s specific internal
energy, E� e/_v0, represents the internal energy per
element’s initial relative volume, where e is the ele-
ment’s internal energy and v( )0 is the element’s initial
relative volume. In t+ 1 step, E is calculated as follows:

E
t+1

�
1
2

σ′t + σ′t+1 Δε −
1
2

P
t

+ q
t

+ P
t+1

+ q
t+1

 Δv + E
t
,

(5)

σ stands for deviatoric stress. +e first term of equation
(5) represents the plastic work, the second term

Input: T t, vt+1, yt, βt,
Pt, Jt, Et, Cv

t

Calculate T∗t+1

P∗t+1 = 0.5(Pr + Pp)

Correct T t+1

Use step∗ to correct
Pt+1, Jt+1, Et+1, Cv

t+1

Calculate yt+1, using Eq.(13)

Output: T t+1, vt+1, yt+1,
βt+1, Pn+1, J t+1, Et+1, Cv

t+1

Update β
No

Yes

Step∗Calculate J∗t+1, E∗t+1, Cv
∗t+1

LS-DYNA main
program

C
ontinue the next circulation

Δ < 10–6

Use T∗t+1 and β to calculate Δ
Δ = |Pr – Pp|

Figure 1: Program flow of user-defined EOS.
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represents the volume compression work, and the last
term represents the element’s specific internal energy of
t step. Equation (5) is rearranged as

E
t+1

� E −
P

t+1Δv
2

, (6)

where E is transferred into the user-defined EOS
subroutine by the dummy argument, specen. Com-
bining equations (4), (5), and (6) yields the temperature
prediction value:

T
∗t+1

� T
t

+
E − E

t

C
t
v

−
1
2
P

t
+ J

t
 

Δv
C

t
v

 . (7)

Step 3: Calculate the predicted pressure P∗t+1 and other
physical quantities.
According to [15], an intermediate variable β�(1 − y)vr/
vm can be defined to assist the calculation, where β
means the reactant volume fraction in the total volume
of the mixture. Based on the definition of β, the fol-
lowing relationship can be derived:

vr �
β

1 − y
vm,

vp �
1 − β

y
vm.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

Firstly, the pressure of reactants and products is cal-
culated using the initial value of β. +en, the Newton
iteration method is employed to iterate β:

β∗t+1 � βt
−

P
t
r − P

t
p

zPr/zβ)
t

− zPp/zβ)
t
,

(9)

where P∗ t+1
r and P∗ t+1

p are calculated based on β∗t+1.
When |P∗ t+1

r − P∗ t+1
p |≤ 10− 6 iteration stops and

P∗ t+1
r �(P∗t+1 +P∗ t+1

p )/2 is taken as the predicted
pressure value for the current time step, then T∗t+1,
P∗t+1, and β∗t+1 are used to calculate J∗t+1, C∗ t+1

v , and
E∗t+1.
Step 4: Calculate the corrected temperature, Tt+1.
When T∗t+1, P∗t+1, J∗t+1, and Ct+1

v are obtained, the
corrected value of temperature, Tt+1can calculated as
follows:

T
t+1

� T
t

− 0.5 a
∗t+1

− a
t

 Δv, (10)

where at � (Pt + Jt + q)/Ct
v and a∗t+1 � (P∗t+1+ J∗t+1+

q)/C∗ t+1
v .

Step 5: Refer to the process in step 3 to update other
physical quantities.
Step 6: Calculate yt + 1.
According to the reaction kinetics model given by
Arrhenius [16], the chemical reaction rate (dy/dt)
follows the form

dy

dt
� A0 exp −

Ea

RuT
 f(y), (11)

where t is the reaction time, A0 is the preexponential
factor, Ea is the apparent activation energy, T is the
thermodynamic temperature, and Ru is the universal
gas constant. f (y) is the reaction mechanism function,
and its form is determined by the specific reaction type.
+e n-dimensional control reaction model proposed by
Avrami–Erofeev can be employed to describe the solid
reaction under rapid temperature rise [16]:

f(y) � n(1 − y)[− ln(1 − y)]
1/(1− n)

, (12)

where n is the reaction index. Zhang et al. [12, 17]
derived the first-order differential relationship between
the thermodynamic temperature, T, and the extent of
reaction, y, by assuming that the reaction rate is pos-
itively correlated with time:

dT

dy
�

RuT
2

Ea

1
2y

−
n ln(1 − y) + n − 1

n(1 − y)[− ln(1 − y)]
 . (13)

Given the reaction critical temperature, Tcr, and the
critical extent of reaction, ycr (assuming a minimum,
10− 4 in this study), the differential equation of equation
(13) can be used to calculate y through numerical in-
tegration. Here, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method
is adopted:

yt+1 � yt +
6
h

K1 + K2 + K3 + K4( ,

K1 � f Tt, yt( ,

K2 � f Tt +
h

2
, yt +

h

2
K1 ,

K3 � f Tt +
h

2
, yt +

h

2
K2 ,

K4 � f Tt + h, yt + hK3( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

where

f(T, y) �
Ea

RuT
2
g(T, y)

,

g(T, y) �
1
2y

−
n ln(1 − y) + n − 1

n(1 − y)[− ln(1 − y)]
.

(15)

Step 7: Feed the updated variables to LS-DYNA main
program.
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3. Fitting of Chemical Reaction Kinetic
Parameters Using the Adaptive Simulated
Annealing Algorithm

To fully model the mechanical-thermal-chemical coupled
behavior of the reactive material, it is necessary to identify
the chemical kinetic parameters of the material first. In the
chemical kinetics equation (equation (13)), there are three
parameters to be determined by experimental fitting. +ey
are the activation energy Ea, reaction index n, and reaction
critical temperature, Tcr. +e fitting process of the above
chemical reaction kinetic parameters is as follows in this
study.

Firstly, the experimental conditions are simulated by
using the solver obtained in the second section; then
adaptive simulated annealing algorithm is used to adjust the
parameters so that the calculated value and the experimental
value of the extent of the reaction for the reactive material
will match. In this way, the exact values of the above kinetic
parameters can be obtained. Exploiting the existing data of
the direct ballistic test (DBT), the application process of the
above-mentioned parameter fitting method is described in
detail below.

+e direct ballistic test data and material parameters
used in this section are taken from [13, 18]. References
[13, 18] chose the Al/Ni reactive material. +is material has
good mechanical properties and is easy to prepare, so it is
often used to make reactive warhead fragments. +e direct
ballistic test results for some Al/Ni reactive material are
shown in Table 1. In the direct ballistics test setting, the front
end of the sealed chamber (volume: 27 L) is made of steel
sheet, and the back end is steel target plate. +e projectile
(cylindrical, Φ10 mm× 10 mm) made of Al/Ni reactive
material is launched through a ballistic gun. +e projectile
first penetrates the steel sheet and the impacts on the steel
target. In the process of projectile impact, a large amount of
heat will be released and the air pressure in the chamber will
be increased. By measuring the quasi-static pressure of the
air in the chamber, the chemical energy released by the
reactive material projectile can be calculated; and then y can
be calculated by comparing the complete reaction heat of the
reactive material. Applying polynomial fitting to the direct
ballistic test data shown in Table 1, we find that the impact
velocity threshold for the reaction of Al/Ni reactive material
is 1054m s− 1.

3.1. Finite Element Model. +e finite element model
(Figure 2(a)) to simulate the direct ballistic test is con-
structed in LS-DYNA software (version 971 smp d R8.0.0,
Livermore Software Technology Corp., Livermore, CA,
U.S.). +e model is a two-dimensional axisymmetric model,
which simplifies calculation by using two-dimensional
axisymmetric elements. +e blue area represents the pro-
jectile, with a radius of 0.5 cm, a height of 1 cm, and a side
length of 0.05 cm of each element; the red area stands for the
steel target with a thickness of 2.5 cm, a radius of 2 cm, and a
side length of 0.05 cm of each element. +e velocity of the
projectile is along the positive direction of the Y-axis, and the

upper end of the steel target is a fixed boundary, which
constrains the displacement of all nodes on this boundary in
all degrees of freedom.

+e steel target plate is modeled with Johnson–Cook
(J–C) constitutive model and Gruneisen EOS (see Appendix
A), whose parameters are taken from Tables 2 and 3.
Meanwhile, the projectile made of Al/Ni mixture is modeled
with J–C constitutive model and user-defined EOS. +e
parameters (Table 4) for the J–C constitutive model of the
Al/Ni mixture are taken from [13].

3.2. Parameters for JWL Equation Obtainment. +e pa-
rameters for the user-defined EOS of reactive materials fall
into two parts. +e first part is the parameters for the JWL
equation of reactants and products, and the other part is the
parameters for equation (13). +e JWL equation parame-
ters (A, B, R1, R2, ω, and Cv, altogether six parameters) of
reactants and products can be obtained by fitting Hugoniot
data of reactive materials. According to. [14], the param-
eters for JWL equations follow these two constraint
relations:

Ae
− R1 + Be

− R2 + 298ωCv � 0, (16)

− ρ0C
2
0 � A

2ω + R1ω + ω2
− 2R

2
1

2R1
 e

− R1

+ B
2ω + R2ω + ω2

− 2R
2
2

2R2
 e

− R2 ,

(17)

where Cv represents material specific heat, which can be
calculated with the mass ratios of the components. At the
same time, it is generally assumed that R2 �R1/10. +us, we
can assume a set of values of R1 and ω to calculate the
pressure in the object at each relative volume, and then
compare it with the impact adiabat based on the Hugoniot
data. Fit the parameters with genetic algorithms, and finally
obtain the parameters for the JWL equation [14, 19].

+e projectiles used in the direct ballistic test are made of
Al/Ni mixtures, and the mass ratio is approximately 1 :1.
Because there are some voids in the mixture, the EOS of the
porous mixture with voids is taken as the EOS of reactants.
On the other hand, because there is no gas production and
the overall y in the direct ballistic is not high, the EOS of the
dense mixture is employed as the EOS of the reaction
products.

Table 1: +e direct ballistic test data from [13].

Test # v [m·s− 1] y
1# 1730 0.0929
2# 1785 0.1132
3# 1445 0.0419
4# 1437 0.0249
5# 1250 0.0205
6# 1191 0.0111
7# 1097 0.0073
8# 1516 0.0687
9# 1532 0.0500
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Hugoniot data of dense and loose Al/Ni reactive ma-
terials [13] can be fitted with genetic algorithms to obtain the
JWL equation parameters corresponding to reactants and
products, as shown in Table 5.

3.3. Chemical Reaction Extent Extraction. For comparison
with the direct ballistic test data, it is necessary to extract the
calculation results of y of the projectile. In this study, the data
for y in 20 selected elements in the projectile model are
extracted.+en, the data are processed through the weighted

mean method according to the radius scale at each element,
resulting in the overall extent of reaction in the projectile.
Elements selection is shown in Figure 2(b).

3.4. Chemical ReactionKinetic Parameters Fitting. When the
calculated y of the projectile is obtained, it may be different
from the direct ballistic test data, so it is necessary to
continuously optimize the chemical kinetic parameters to
make the calculated results consistent with the test data. In
this study, the adaptive simulated annealing (ASA) algo-
rithm is used to fit the parameters. It is a global random
optimization algorithm based on the Monte Carlo iterative
strategy. +e ASA algorithm is built on the similarity be-
tween the annealing process of solid material and the general
combinatorial optimization problem: the internal energy of
the material is replaced by the objective function, and the
annealing time is replaced by the control parameters. A
simulated annealing algorithm can jump over the trap of the
local optimal solution with a certain probability to find the

Y

XO

(a)

S 42 S 36 S 101 S 85

S 17 S 11 S 71 S 55

S 127 S 121 S 148 S 160

S 187 S 181 S 224 S 216

S 175 S 170 S 211 S 201

(b)

Figure 2: Finite element model. (a) Overview. (b) Elements selection for (y) data extraction.

Table 2: Parameters of the Johnson–Cook constitutive model for
#45 steel.

Tmelt (K) K (GPa) A (MPa) B (MPa) C N M
1793 157.8 792 298 0.014 0.26 1.03

Table 3: Parameters of the Gruneisen equation of state for #45
steel.

ρ [g·cm− 3] c [km·s− 1] S1 S2 S3 c0

7.89 5.13 1.86 0 0 2.77

Table 4: Al/Ni reactive material parameters of the J–C constitutive
model [13].

ρ [g·cm− 3] K (GPa) A (MPa) B (MPa) C N M
4.098 38.3 202 57 0.03 0.24 0.37
Note. K is the bulk modulus and c0 is the sound speed.

Table 5: Hugoniot data of reactive materials and fitting results of
JWL equation parameters.

State of material c [km·s− 1] s A [100 Gpa] B [100 Gpa]
Reactants 4.417 1.464 57.1173 − 0.2639
Products 4.691 1.324 35.3559 − 0.3223
R1 R2 ω Cv [100Gpa·K− 1]
5.980 0.598 0.103 2.44×10− 5

5.224 0.5224 0.1 2.52×10− 5
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global optimal solution. +is is a mature method to solve
nonlinear optimization problems [20, 21]. LS-OPT (version
6.0.0, Livermore Software Technology Corp., Livermore,
CA, USA) is a simulation-based optimization design tool
[22], which integrates the ASA algorithm and can solve
complex problems such as parameter identification and
system optimization. In addition, LS-OPT can directly
extract numerical simulation data from LS-DYNA, so as to
realize the fitting of material parameters efficiently and
conveniently.

In equation (13), there are three parameters to be
identified, namely, Ea, n, and Tcr. Tcr can be obtained through
numerical simulation for the case that the impact velocity
threshold, vcr � 1054m s− 1, and the corresponding simula-
tion result is, Tcr � 406K. Moreover, the other two param-
eters, Ea and n, can be fitted by the ASA algorithm using the
data of direct ballistics tests.

+e calculation procedure of LS-OPT is designed to
incorporate ASA to fit parameters Ea and n, as shown in
Figure 3. Firstly, enter the values of Tcr, and set Ea and n as
the variables to be fitted. Secondly, the space-filling sampling
method in Radial Basis Function Method is employed to
conduct sampling in the variable space, which can select a
large number of experimental points for simulation calcu-
lation, and avoid errors caused by excessive assumptions.
+irdly, three sets of tests are simulated (2#, 3#, 7# are
selected in this study) to extract calculation results of y.
Fourthly, the optimization objective S is constructed, which
needs to be minimized. Fifthly, an adaptive simulated
annealing algorithm (ASA) is used to iterate and finally
obtain the reaction kinetic parameters. +e optimization
objective S is

S � Y2 − y2( 
2

+ Y3 − y3( 
2

+ Y7 − y7( 
2
, (18)

where Yi represents the data of numerical results and yi
represents the direct ballistic test data.

+e chemical kinetic parameters of the reactive material
are obtained after 10 iterations (when S� 1.546×10− 4) (refer
to Table 6).

4. Results Analysis

In order to verify the validity of the fitting approach, the
mechanical parameters and chemical kinetic parameters of
thematerial (listed in Tables 4–6), which are calculated based
on the test data, are used to perform numerical simulation
calculation for #6 and #9 tests. y of the projectile calculated
by simulation is shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the chemical reaction is
obviously enhanced with increased impact velocity. And the
area with high y gradually shrinks along the radial direction
of the projectile. +is is due to the attenuation of shock wave
propagation and the influence of lateral rarefaction wave,
which lowers the temperature of elements on the edge,
leading to a reduced extent of reaction.

For the case that the impact velocity is 1532m s− 1, the
pressure-time curves (Figure 5) of elements 42#, 36#, 101#
(red circle in Figure 2(b)) are extracted, and the peak value
of the shock pressure is obtained as 24GPa. +e shock
pressure is calculated with the one-dimensional shock wave
theory to be 21GPa [13]. Considering the error of JWL
equation fitting results and the error of the numerical
method, we hold that the pressure calculation of numerical
simulation is effective.

+e baseline operation function in LS-OPT is employed
to calculate y for all test impact velocities. +e calculation
results are shown in Table 7 and Figure 6. In Figure 6, the
numerical simulation results in this study (triangles in
Figure 6) are compared with the direct ballistic test data
(rectangles in Figure 6) and Ren’s numerical simulation
results [13] (circles in Figure 6). It can be found that the
results obtained with the numerical approach in this study
are closer to the test data, which gains an obvious advantage
over Ren’s numerical approach. Table 7 shows the relative
error (RE) between the slope and interception of the three
fitting curves.

+e chemical parameters fitted in [13] are Tcr � 422K,
Ea � 20880 Jmol− 1, and n� 1.6. y calculated with these pa-
rameters is obviously too large for high impact velocities.
+e reason for the difference is that the temperature used in
the fitting is the overall temperature (473K at the current
impact velocity), which is calculated by employing one-
dimensional shock wave theory and shock Hugoniot,
without considering the influence of shock wave attenuation
and rarefaction wave. By contrast, in finite element simu-
lation, the temperature is expressed for individual elements,
so the temperature inside the projectile is not uniform (in
Figure 7, red represents temperatures greater than 473K,
pure blue represents 298K, and the selected time is the
moment when the initial shock wave is unloaded). When the
temperature reaches a certain threshold, the extent of re-
action increases rapidly with the increase of temperature.
+erefore, the overall extent of reaction is mainly contrib-
uted by the elements at high temperature. Simultaneously,
when the bullet hits the target plate, strong plastic defor-
mation occurs in front of the bullet and it expands to the
radial direction, so the problem cannot be simply reduced to
a one-dimensional problem. +e parameters fitted with a
numerical method based on LS-DYNA and LS-OPT in this
study can be readily applied to numerical simulation of
reactive materials.

5. Further Discussion

In order to further verify the ability of the numerical approach
constructed in this study to simulate the shock-induced
energy release behavior of reactive materials, a numerical
simulation is carried out on the penetration of a V7.5mm
spherical reactive material fragment into a steel plate, as
shown in Figure 8. +e impact velocity is 2000 m s− 1, and the
velocity direction is along the negative direction of the Y-axis.
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+e parameters of the reactive material are taken from
Tables 4–6, and the parameters of the steel plate are taken
from Tables 2 and 3. Considering the relatively large defor-
mation of the fragment, we adopt the Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) method [23] for the simulation. +e
SPH numerical model is shown in Figure 8, where the blue
particles stand for the steel plate and the red particles for the
spherical fragment.

On the basis of the SPH model above, inert material
fragment and reactive material fragment with the same
mechanical properties are, respectively, used for numerical
simulation. +e simulation results are shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9(a) is the changing temperature contours of both
two fragments during penetration. Figure 9(b) shows the
average bulk temperature-time curves of both two fragments
during penetration (red for reactive material, blue for inert

Setup
3 parameters

Finish
LS-DYNA LS-DYNA LS-DYNA

Verification
1 design

Termination criteria
10 iterations

Sampling sampling1
2 vars, 7 sp filling designs

1097
3 pars, 28 resps

1445
3 pars, 28 resps

Build metamodels
84 rbf surfaces

1785
3 pars, 28 resps

Composites
1 definition

1 objective
0 constraints

Optimization

Figure 3: LS-OPT optimization program flowchart.

Table 6: Chemical reaction kinetic parameters of reactive materials obtained by fitting with adaptive simulated annealing algorithm.

Ea [J·mol− 1] n Tcr (K)
9280 1.609 406
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Figure 4: Contour of y (running to 2 μs). (a) Impact velocity is 1191m s− 1. (b) Impact velocity is 1532m s− 1.
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material). According to the simulation results, it can be seen
that the reactive material can release a large amount of
chemical energy upon impact, which makes the average bulk
temperature of the reactive fragment as high as about 1000K,
compared with a temperature of 400K for the inert fragment.
+is means the surface temperature (red area in Figure 9(a))
of the reactive fragment exceeds the melting point of steel
(∼1750K), meaning a stronger ignition and detonation effect
on military targets such as fuel tanks and explosives.
+erefore, compared with the inert fragment, the damage
effect of the reactive fragment is greatly reinforced, which is
consistent with [7].
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Figure 5: Pressure-time curves of typical elements.

Table 7: Comparison of linear fitting curves for simulation results
and test data.

Linear
parameters

Experiments
result

Simulations
result

Simulations
result from [13]

Slope/m− 1 1.41× 10− 4 1.47×10− 4 1.86×10− 4

RE of slope — 4.29% 24.49%
Intercept − 0.157 − 0.161 − 0.207
RE of
interception — 2.53% 19.72%

Fit. curve of sim.
Fit. curve of exp. reference [13]
Fit. curve of sim. reference [13]

Sim.
Exp. reference [13]
Sim. reference [13]
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Figure 6: Direct ballistic test data [13], and numerical simulation
results in this study and [13], for different impact velocities.
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Figure 7: Temperature contour of the reactive material projectile.
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6. Conclusion

(1) +e second-development interface of LS-DYNA is
exploited to incorporate the user-defined EOS, in-
cluding the chemical kinetics equation of reactive
materials. +e user-defined EOS can characterize the
mechanical-thermal-chemical coupled behavior of
reactive materials during its shock-induced energy
release process. +us, the constructed solver with the
user-defined EOS incorporated can be used to per-
form finite element simulation on shock-induced

energy release behavior of reactive materials. +e
simulation results can provide guidance for relevant
experimental design.

(2) A method based on the finite element method and
ASA algorithm is proposed to fit the chemical kinetic
parameters of reactive materials. +e parameters
fitted with this method can effectively reproduce the
results of direct ballistic tests. Compared with the
parameters obtained by theoretic formula fitting, the
parameters obtained with this method can reproduce

Y
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O

Figure 8: SPH numerical model.
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Figure 9: Comparison of temperature between the reactive fragment and inert fragment. (a) Time-dependent temperature contour of
reactive fragment (left) and inert fragment (right) during the penetration. (b) Comparison of bulk temperature between the reactive
fragment and inert fragment.
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the direct ballistic tests more accurately, which as-
sumes practical significance for the engineering
application of reactive materials in the military field
in the future.

Appendix

In general, for metal materials upon high speed impact, the
J–C constitutive model and Gruneisen EOS can be used to
describe their mechanical behavior.

+e J–C constitutive model [24] describes the rela-
tionship between the flow stress σy and the effective plastic
strain εp:

σy � A + BεN
p  1 + C ln _ε∗(  1 − T

M
H , (A.1)

where _ε∗ � _εp/_ε0 is the normalized effective plastic strain
rate; A is the initial yield stress of the material under
reference strain rate, _ε0, and reference temperature, Troom;
and B and N are the strain hardening modulus and the
hardening exponent of the material, respectively. C is the
strain rate hardening parameter and M is the thermal
softening parameter. If the room temperature is Troom and
the melting point is Tmelt, the relative temperature TH is
defined as

TH �
T − Troom( 

Tmelt − Troom( 
. (A.2)

+e pressure change of common materials under
pressure can be described by Gruneisen EOS [24] in the form
of pressure-specific volume-internal energy (P-v-E):

P �
ρ0C

2
0u 1 + 1 − c0/2( ( u − (a/2)u

2
 

1 − S1 − 1( u − S2 u
2/u + 1  − S3 u

3/(u + 1)
2

  
+ c0 + au( E,

(A.3)

where C0 is sound velocity; S1, S2, S3 are the material pa-
rameters; c0 is the Gruneisen coefficient; a is the first-order
volume-correction coefficient of c0; and u� v0/v − 1.+e J–C
constitutive model parameters and Gruneisen EOS pa-
rameters of steel 45 are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
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